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Preface 
Not many disciplines can c1aim the richness of creative ideas that make up the 

subject of analytical mechanics. This is not surprising since the beginnings of analyti
cal mechanics mark also the beginnings of the theoretical treatment of other physical 
sciences, and contributors to analytical mechanics have been many, inc1uding the most 
brilliant mathematicians and theoreticians in the history of mankind. 

As the foundation for theoretical physics and the associated branches of the 
engineering sciences, an adequate command of analytical mechanics is an essential tool 
for any engineer, physicist, and mathematician active in dynamics. A fascinating dis
cipline, analytical mechanics is not only indispensable for the solution of certain 
mechanics problems but also contributes so effectively towards a fundamental under
standing of the subject of mechanics and its applications. 

In analytical mechanics the fundamental laws are expressed in terms of work 
done and energy exchanged. The extensive use of mathematics is a consequence of 
the fact that in analytical mechanics problems can be expressed by variational State
ments, thus giving rise to the employment of variational methods. Further it can be 
shown that the independent variables may be either displacements or impulses, thus 
providing in principle the possibility of two complementary formulations, i.e. a dis
placement formulation and an impulse formulation, for each problem. This duality is 
an important characteristic of mechanics problems and is given special emphasis in the 
present book. 

The book begins by discussing fundamental concepts such as coordinate transfor
mation, degrees of freedom, virtual displacement and virtual work, holonomic and 
nonholonomic constraints, work, potential energy, duality, complementary potential 
energy, kinetic energy, complementary kinetic energy, and generalized variables, alI in 
the fust chapter. 

Readers not familiar with variational methods are now directed to Appendix A, 
which is devoted to the calculus of variations, and introduces concepts such as func
tions and functionals, extrema, the Euler-Lagrange equations, extrema of functionals 
subject to some constraints, and functionals with variable end points. 

In the second chapter variational methods are used to develop extremum formula
tions of differential type for problems in dynamics. It begins with D' Alembert's prin
ciple, and then introduces Gauss' principle of least constraint, Hertz' principle of least 
curvature in configuration space, and ends with Lagrange's equation, in dual represen
tation, i.e. in displacement and impulse variables. 

The third chapter presents variational methods in integral form. Duality, e.g. for
mulation in conventional and complementary form, is again emphasized, and 
Hamilton' s principle is discussed, as is the significance of Lagrange multipliers, and 
the concept of ignorable coordinates. 

The fourth chapter deals with canonical transformations, the fifth is devoted to the 
applications of variational methods in gyrodynamics and the sixth chapter illustrates 
some of the foregoing theory in special applications. 

The text is intended for senior undergraduate or for graduate students, as weB as 
for engineers, physicists, and mathematicians engaged in work in the multifarious 
branches of theoretical and applied mechanics. 
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Students using the text are expected to be familiar with the rudiments of mechan
ics and to have an adequate command of elementary dynamics and of differential and 
integral calculus. 

The derivation of each significant fonnula is followed by the discussion of a prac
tical example, in order to acquaint the student with typical situations, typical results, 
and typical numerical values. For the same purpose, there are numerous problems fol
lowing each chapter. The type of problems chosen covers the whole range from pro
grammed leaming type problems to engineering applications. 

The nomenclature employed, and the answers to the problems are compiled in 
appendices. The conventional practice of citing detailed references to the literature has 
not been followed in this text because of its introductory nature. Chapters end with a 
list of publications under the heading of Suggested Reading for those interested in trac
ing work back to its sources, or for further study of the subject matter. 

Each chapter is essentially self-contained, allowing teacher and reader flexibility 
of instruction without loss of coherence. 

The summation convention is to apply when subscripts i , j, k and 1 are used. It 
does not apply when subscripts m , n, r and s are USed' 

In Appendix B there is a listing of symbols used in the book. The unfortunate 
shortage of suitable characters causes certain symbols to be used twice, or even more 
frequently, sometimes for similar but of ten for entirely different quantities. 

We are grateful Drs. Inna Sharf, Iim Haddow, and Marinos Stylianou for reading 
the manuscript of this text and making valuable suggestions for improvement of its 
clarity in the composition. We are also grateful to Ms. Wendy Smith and Mrs. Guida 
Nene for typing this manuscript and cheerfully agreeing to make the numerous changes 
as the manuscript was being developed. Finally we wish to thank Mr. Serkan Dost for 
his heip in the preparation of alI the drawings for the manuscript 

B. Tabarrok 
Victoria 1993 

F.P.J. Rimrott 
Toronto 1993 



Cbapter 1 

FUNDAMENT ALS 

A Historical Note 
Mechanics as a separate scholarly discipline is usually considered to have been 
founded by Galilei (1564-1642), specifically with his Discorsi (1638), which contain 
the inertial law (now generally referred to as Newton's fust law). Laws of mechanics 
are statements about a wide range of experimental obseIVations. Prior to Newton' s 
(1643-1727) time, many independent and sometimes contrary statements were made in 
regard to the motion of bodies. Newton (1687), in effect, laid the foundations of 
present-day mechanics in his three celebrated laws. These laws, based upon the con
cepts of mass, length and time, aim at relating the motion of a body to the forces act
ing on the body, at each instant of time. Thus these laws express cause (force) and 
effect (motion) relationships, at each instant of time, and since these relationships are 
vectorial in nature, this approach is of ten referred to as vectorial mechanics. 

Leibniz (1646-1716) who was a contemporary of Newton proposed another quan
tity, the vis vivat (1t: living force), as the proper gauge for the dynamical action of a 
force. His living force has the dimensions of energy and is scalar in nature. In this 
approach, referred 10 as analytical mechanics, the laws of mechanics are expressed in 
terms of work done and energy expended. Euler (1707-1783), D'Alembert (1717-
1783) and Lagrange (1736-1813) made very significant contributions to the further 
development of mechanics and later Hamilton (1805-1865) expressed the laws of 
mechanics in a variational statement. Although Newton's and Hamilton's statements 
are equivalent, they differ in the sense that while the former are in the form of cause 
and effect relationships at each instant of time, the latter is in the form of extremum 
conditions of a functional over an arbitrary period of time. Further contributions to the 
development of mechanics were made by Jacobi (1804-1851) and in more recent times 
by Einstein (1879-1955) who, in his theory of relativity, brought the concepts of 
length, time and simultaneity of events under critic al review. Rather new is the appli
cation and use of the concepts of complementary formulations (Trent, 1952; Toupin, 

t vis viva = mass times velocity squared = mv2 
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1952; Crandall, 1957; Tabarrok, 1984). A special feature of the present book, is the 
illustration of the complementary formulation whenever feasible. 

1.1 Review of Basic CODcepts 

Newton' s t (1687) second law of motion states that when a resultant force F acts on a 
particle of constant mass m, the particle's acceleration a will change according to 

F = m a (1.1.1) 

Euler'stt(1752) expansion of Newton's second law into 

F = ~B 
dt 

(1.1.2) 

brought the decisive breakthrough for Newtonian mechanics. Now referred to as the 
linear momentum law, equation (1.1.2) states that the resultant force F applied to a 
body equals the time derivative of the body's linear momentum B, which is defined as 

B = JVdm (1.1.3) 
m 

where v is the velocity of the mass element dm. The application of Euler' s linear 
momentum law is not always obvious. The examples following this section are 
intended to demonstrate this. 

In 1775 Euler introduced a second postulate, now referred to as the angular 
momentum law, 

d 
M = -H 

dt 
(1.1.4) 

which states that the resultant torque M, about some reference point 0, applied to a 
body equals the time derivative of the body's angular momentum H. The angular 
momentum is defined as 

H = Jrxvdm (1.1.5) 
m 

where r is the position of the mass element dm, measured from the same reference 
point 0, which must be either at rest or it must be the mass centre in case of a finite
sized body. 

For a point mass (or particle), i.e. a body of finite mass and infinitesimal volume, 
Euler's momentum laws fumish Newton's second law, provided the mass is constant. 

Newton's second law holds in an inertial frame with respect to which the 
acceleration a in (1.1.1) is measured. The same is true for Euler's linear momentum 
law and v in (1.1.3) is measured in the same inertial frame. The existence of such a 
frame is a fundamental postulate of Newtonian dynamics. The dependency of a 

t Isaac Newton (1642-1727), English physicist (philosophiae naturalis principia mathematica, 1687) 

tt Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), Swiss mathematician 
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physical law upon a specific reference frame raises some doubts, and while Newton 
was aware of this weakness, he was unable to rectify it. It was left to Einstein t to 
remove this weakness and show that all physical laws are frame-independent, in his 
relativistic mechanics. 

The dependency of a law upon an inertial reference frame implies that this law 
generally takes different forms when expres sed in terms of different frames. For 
instance, in an accelerating (with respect to the inertial frame) frame the relation 
between force and acceleration must take into account the acceleration of the moving 
frame. Note, however, that if the moving frame has only a constant translational velo
city with respect to the inertial frame, the equations remain unchanged. Only under 
this so-called Galileantt coordinate transformation, does Euler's linear momentum law 
remain invariant. 

In cases where the coordinate frame used is not ap inertial frame, one has to 
ensure that the linear momentum B and its derivative B are absolute, i.e. they are 
expres sed with respect to an inertial frame. In order to achieve this for a rotating 
frame, one proceeds in the following fashion. For 

Bx 

B = [ex ey ez] By = {ejf {Bj} 

Bz 

one obtains for its absolute time derivative 

Bx 1 B = [ex ey ez] ~y + 

Bz 

The first term on the right side is often called "B circle" and written 

Bx 
o 
B = [ex ey ez] By 

Bz 

(1.1.6) 

(1.1.7) 

(1.1.8) 

and represents the change of magnitude of the linear momentum. The second term on 
the right side of equation (1.1.7) can be shown to be (a derivation is given in Chap V) 

Bx 
Q X B = [ex ey ez] By 

Bz 

(1.1.9) 

where Q is the angular velocity of the .xyz coordinate system relative to the inertial 
frame. Equation (1.1.9) represents the rate of change of the direction of the linear 

t Albert Einstein (1879-1955). German physicist 

tt Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), Italian astronomer ("Eppure si muove) 
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momentum. With the help of equations (1.1.8) and (1.1.9) the absolute time derivative 
(1.1.7) of the linear momentum (1.1.6) can now be written 

• o 
B=B+QxB (1.1.10) 

Example 1.1.8 is intended to illustrate the significance of this equation. 

One can now combine equations (1.1.7) and (1.1.10) and obtain 

(1.1.11) 

or more compact1y 

li = {ei}T {Ei + Q x B· ei } 

A coordinate system for which 

(1.1.12) 

QxB'ei=O (1.1.13) 

and 

(1.1.14) 

is said to be inertial (or Galilean). Such a system translates at constant velocity. 

If equations (1.1.13) and (1.1.14) are satisfied and furthermore the coordinate's origin 
remains at rest, i.e. if 

vo = O (1.1.15) 

then the coordinate is said to be absolute (or space-fixed). Thus a space-fixed coor
dinate does not change in direction and both the acceleration and the velocity of its 
origin are zero. 

Example 1.1.1 

Let us examine a rigid body of finite size canying out a translatory motion, defined by the same 
velocity and the same acceleration for each of its mass elements dm, as shown in Figure 1.1. 

The body's linear momentum (U.3) 

8 = 1 v dm = v 1 dm = m v (a) 

and its time derivative 

B = mv = ma (b) 

Aecording to Euler's linear momentum law (U.2), F = B or 

F = ma (e) 

Thus Newton's second law is obtained. To determine the line of action of the resultant force F 
we apply Euler's angular momentum law. 



re x F = Lr x V dm 

where the Ieftband side is the t<rque &bout the refence point C. 

Since V = a is the same for each mass element dm , 

re x F = [Lr dm ] x a 

5 

(d) 

(e) 

Tbe fust moment Jm r dm vanishes if the reference point C is tbe mass centre of the body. Then 

re x F = O or re is collinear with F (f.g) 

i.e. the face F must act through the mass centre C ta effect pure translation. 

F ... a 

a 

Figure 1.1 Rigid body translatory acceleration 

Example 1.1.2 

Next let us examine a thin rigid rod of length 1 and of unifonnly distributed mass m , which is ta 
rotate &bout point O, as shown in Figure 1.2. The rod is subjected ta the farce F, and we wish ta 
determine the point of application of F, such that the reaction farce at O would vanish. 

The linear momentum in y -direction is 
1 . m 

B, - Lv' dm = [(x 6) (7 dx) (a) 

1 . 
B'="2 mI6 (b) 

and its time derivative 

(c) 

Since Fy is tbe ooly face acting 00 the body (reaction is ta vanish) we have from Euler's 

linear momentum law (1.1.2), F, = B" thus 
1 .. 

F, = "2 m 16 (d) 
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y 

Figure 1.2 Thin rigid rod rotating about point O 
(Forces in x -direction not shown) 

Since the mass centre C is located at Xc = 1/2, and since consequently the mass centre's accelera
tion component in y -direction is 

one can write 

(e) 

Le. Newton's second law applies, with the proviso that of ali accelerations, it is the acceleration 
of the centre of mass that must be used. 

Taking moments about the centre O of rotation gives, for the resultant force Fy, 

where a moment arm Xl' yet to be determined, has been introduced. 

The angular momentum, about point O is 
I 

Hz = fx(x 9)(7 dx) 
o 

H = .!. m 12 il 
z 3 

and its time derivative 

H = .!. m 12 ii 
z 3 

According to Euler's angular momentum law (1.1.4), Mz = iI" thus from equations (f) and (i) 
l 2 .. 

Xl Fy = "3 mi 9 

Using Fy from equation (d), the line of actioo of force Fy is found to be at 

Xl = 11 
3 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 
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Le. at the so-called percussion centre P. 

Example 1.1.3 

A horizonta1 water jet impinges upon a deftector as shown in Figure 1.3. What force is acting on 
the water in order to affect a cbange in the direction of ftow? 

Figure 1.3 Deftected water jet 

At time t an amount m of mass is in contact with the deftector, while an amount dml is 
just about to enter into contact. At time t + dt, the same amount m is in contact with the 
deftector, while an amount dm2 bas just left it. Mass conservation requires that 
dm2 = dm I = dm. While dm I has a velocity VI, mass element dm2 bas a velocity V2, with 
IV21 = Ivii if there is no mechanical energy loss, and IV21 < Ivll if there is mechanical energy 
loss during contact with the deftector. Let us rewrite Euler's linear momentum law (1.1.2) into, 

and finally into 

F = B = dB 
dt 

(B + dB) - B 
dt 

B, + Fdt = B'+<I' 

B'+<I' - B, 
dt 

(a) 

(b) 

The mass element dm has a linear momentum of dmvl> the mass m in contact with the 
deftector has a linear momentum of mv, both at time t, such that B, = dm VI + mv. At time 
t + dt , the same amount of mass m + dm has a linear momentum of B'+<I' = m V + dm V2, such 
that equation (b) becomes 

dm VI + mv + Fdt mv + dm V2 (c) 

leading to 

(d) 

where m = ~7 = p AI vI = P A 2 v2 is the amount of water mass per unit time ftowing past 

the deftector, with p(= 1000 kglm3) as mass density of the water, and vI and v2 the magnitudes 
of the corresponding velocity vectors. 
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Example 1.1.4 

An open freight car is being pu1led by a force F = F(t), while being loaded continuously with 

sand as shown in Figure 1.4. For the x-direction, the linear momentum of the amount m + dm of 

mass at time t is 

B, mv+dm ' O (a) 

v 

F 

t+dt 

Figure 1.4 Sand falling into open freight car 

where mv is the momentum of the sand-filled car, and dm is the mass of sand with a velocity 

component in x -direction of zero, just about to be added to the car during the time inteIVal. The 

increment of the linear impuise of the fm:e F is Fdt. After the time inteIVal dt the mass of the 

sand-filled car is m + dm, while the new velocity is v + dv . Thus the new linear momentum of 
the amount m + dm of mass is 

B'+d' = (m + dm) (v + dv) 

Euler's linear momentum law (1.1.2), in the form B, + Fdt = B'+d" requires that 

mv + Fdt = (m + dm) (v + dv) 

or 

Fdt = dm v + m dv + dm dv 

After dropping the second order term dm dv, Euler's linear momentum law leads to 

F=mv+mv 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

where m = m (t) is the mass of the sand-filled car. Note that in order to apply Euler's momen

tum law correctly, the momentum at the beginning of the time inteIVal dt, and the momentum at 

the end of the time inteIVal dt, must involve one and the same amount of mass, which in the case 

above was m + dm . 

Example 1.1.5 

A sand-filled freight car, pulled by a force F = F(t) as shown in Figure 1.5, loses sand continu

ously. For the x-direction the linear momentum of the amount m of mass at time t is 

B, = mv (a) 
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I m I ~ • F 

~1 ________ ~Ir-__ ·~~V+dV 
m-dm· • F .i 4'-1_:-:-~_ .... ' ... '",--__ _ ':. .... ~ ... -c.:.:.:.:.:.:..~1..-r ___ x , v 

dm 

t+dt 

Figure 1.5 Sand falling out of a freight car 

At time t + dt . the mass of the sand-filled car is only m - dm. The car moves now at a velocity 

v + dv. The sand dm. which has Ieft the car. still retains its velocity v in x-direction. Thus the 

linear momentum in x-direction of the amount m of mass at time t + dt is 

BI+d1 = (m -dm)(v +dv) + dm v (b) 

The increment of the linear impulse in x-direction during the time interval dt is F dt. such that 

Euler's linear momentum law (1.1 .2). in the form B I + Fdt = B /+dI' leads to 

mv + Fdt = (m -dm)(v +dv) + dm v (c) 

or 

F = mv (d) 

where m = m (t) is the time-dependent mass of the sand-filled car. Equation (d) is equivalent to 

Newton's second law. Ieading to the conclusion that Newton's second law applies also in cases of 
variable mass, provided the mass added or lost bas the same velocity as the body mass at the 

moment of addition IX" separation. 

Example 1.1.6 

A steam locomotive tender of increasing mass m. driven by a face F = F (t) and moving at a 
velocity v. scoops up water which runs along a channel at a ve10city vw • as shown in Figure 1.6. 

v v+dv .. .. 
~ 

F I m;:J F 
~ ~ 

• I 
P 

dm v w 

t t+dt 

Figure 1.6 Locomotive tender scooping up water 
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For the horizonta1 direction, the linear momentum at time t for the mass m + dm is 

B t = m v + dm Vw (a) 

At time t + dt , the mass element dm has joined m and both move at a velocity v + dv , such that 

Bt+dt = (m + dm) (v + dv) 

Euler's linear momentum law (1.1.2) in the form Bt + Fdt = Bt +dt, then requires that 

m v + dm Vw + Fdt = (m + dm) (v + dv) 

or Fdt = m dv + dm(v - vw ) + dm dv 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

After dropping the second order term dm dv, Euler's linear momentum law then provides us with 

F = m v + m (v - vw ) (e) 

If we now introduce a relative velocity 

vrei (f) 

then 

F = m v + m Vrei (g) 

which reduces to equation (e) of example 1.1.4 if Vw = O, and to equation (d) of example 1.1.5 if 

Vw = v. 

v+dv 

g 

m-dm 
m 

dm 

vex 

t t+dt 

Figure 1.7 Rocket mov ing vertically 
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Example 1.1.7 

Disregarding atmospheric drag, a rocket of mass m = mo - ct, weight F = - W = - mg, and 
relative velocity of exhaust Vex is moving vertically up as shown in Figure 1.7. For this problem 

equation (g) of the last example holds and in this case it becomes 

dv 
- mg = m dt - c Va (a) 

dv CVex 
or - = - g + --- (b) 

dt mo - ct 

which can be integrated, between the limits t = O and t = t, to give the Tsiolkovsky t rocket equa
tion (1903) 

(c) 

Integrating once again the vertical height is obtained as 

1 2 mo Vex [c mo - ct mo ] y = - -2 gt + -- -t - --- In ---
c mo mo mo - ct 

(d) 

Figure 1.8 A rotating Cartesian coordinate system 

Example 1.1.8 

The motion of point mass m is to be described in polar coordinates r ,9. Let us do this by intro
ducing a rotating Cartesian reference frame Oxyz, such that X coincides with the radial direction 

and the frame rotates with angular velocity a, with respect to the inertial frame as shown in Fig

ure 1.8. 

The position r of the point mass m can be expressed by 

, = [" " .,1 [~l = 1')' 1') (a) 

t Konstantin Eduardovich Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935), Russian school teacher 
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The absolute velocity of the point mass m is obtained as 

r = {ejT li} + {elT {rl = ~ + O x r (b) 

where the first term, ~ = {elT {i}, represents the velocity with respect to the rotating frame, 

and the second term, O x r = {elT {rl, represents the contribution of the moving frame, 

which rotates at an angular velocity of 

D " [', " ~J m 
with the velocity with respect to the moving frame given by 

and 

n x r 

The absolute velocity becomes 

o 
r 

; " [o, 0, ~J [~l 

ey 

O 
O 

With the absolute velocity v = r known, the linear momentum can be established 

B " m. " [o, 0, o,J [ ~ol 
In order to obtain the time derivative B of the linear momentum, we form 

o 
B B + O x B 

Since 

o ~J [:" + wo] B [ex ey 

and since 

ex ey ez [- wo'] OxB O O 9 [ex ey ezl ~9 
mi' mr9 O 

we obtain 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

G) 



Euler's linear momentum law now gives the force required to move the mass, i.e . 

. 
F = B 

Since it can be shown that the acceleration of the mass is 

[
;: - r02

] 

a = [ele ey ez1 ~9 + 2"9 

we conclude, that equation (1) is equivalent to Newton's second law 

F = ma 

13 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

Note that, since the Oxyz coordinate frame is not an inertial frame, special steps are taken to 
ensure that velocities and accelerations are absolute, Le. taken with respect to an inertial frame. 

Problems 
1.1.1 A unifonn rod of mass m and length 1 is suspended at one end to fonn a pen

dulum. Establish the differential equation of motion. 

1.1.2 A horizontal water jet of 10 mm diameter is impinging at 12 m/s on a deflector 
where its direction is changed by 60°. The encounter with the deflector makes 
the water jet Iose some mechanical energy and the jet leaves the deflector at 
on1y 10 m/s. What force is transmitted from the deflector to the water? 

1.1.3 Sand is falling into an initially empty freight car at the rate of c = 10 kg!s. 
InitialIy the mass of the freight car is mo = 12 000 kg. A constant resultant 
horizontal force F = 70 N is pulling the car. Initially the car is at rest. How 
fast will it be moving after 100 seconds? 

1.1.4 Sand is falling out of a freight car at a constant rate of c = 10 kg!s. Initially, 
the mass of car plus sand is mo = 60 000 kg. The constant resultant horizontal 
pull force F = 700 N. If starting from rest, how fast is the freight car moving 
after 100 seconds? 

1.1.5 Use the Tsiolkovsky equation, with mo = 10 000 kg, c = 150 kg!s, vex = 2500 
m/s, and tind (a) the time at which the final rocket mass mI = 1000 kg has 
been reached, (b) the associated velocity. (c) Is the initial acceleration adequate 
to overcome the gravitational attraction? (d) What height will the rocket reach? 

1.1.6 A point mass can slide a10ng a rod x Iţs shown. The rod itself is rotating in a 
horizontal plane at an angular velocity 9. The origin O is subject to a velocity 
Vo = v + af, where a is a constant acceleration and v is a constant sp~ed. 
Obtain (a) the linear momentum B of mass m and (b) the time derivative B. 
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x 

1.2 Generalized Displacement Variables 
The position of a particle m in a plane can be specified by its position vector r or 
equivalent1y by the Cartesiant components (rl' r2)' or in terms of oblique axes by (ul' 
U2) or (ui. u;) or even (ul' rl) as shown in Figure 1.9. The validity of aH these 
coordinate systems implies that they must be related. and that it should be possible to 
transform from one system to another in a unique manner. From Figure 1.9 it can be 
seen that the (r.. r 2) and (u 1. u 2) systems are related by 

[~:] = [ :~: ::: ] [::] (L2.1) 

Figure 1.9 Coordinates to locate point m 

t Cartesius = Rene Descartes (1596-1650), French mathematician 
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In this case, the transformation is linear and, as long as a '# P (or P + n 1t), the 
transformation is unique. For incremental changes in the coordinates, we have from 
equation (1.2.1), 

[ dr 1 1 = [c~sa 
dr2 SIOa 

i.e. the transformation matrix is not affected, because of the linear character of the 
transformation. 

The coordinates used to locate a particle need not be distances. Thus in Figure 
1.10 one can see that the particle may be located by (r, e) or (r, sine) or even 
(A, sine). The transformation equations relating the Cartesian coordinates (r 1 = x, 
r 2 = y) to e.g. the coordinate set (A, sine) are nonlinear, 

A = x Y sine = Y (1.2.2) 
2 "x2 + y2 

In order to check that these transformations are valid, we consider small changes in 
one coordinate system and see if the associated small changes in the other coordinates 
are unique. To this end, we derive the following differentials 

Y 

m 

Area A 

o 
Figure 1.10 Position of particle m 

aA aA 
dA = axdx+ay-dY 

d (sine) = a(~;e) dx + a(~;e) dy 

Evaluating the derivatives via equation (1.2.2), we tind 

1-
2 

-xy 

x 

[: 1 (1.2.3) 
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Since the detenninant. the so-called Jacobian t of the transforrnation. of the above 
coefficient matrix given by 

1- x 
2 2 x 2 y 

J= 
x 2 = (1.2.4) 

-xy (x2 + y2)3/2 
(x2 + y2)312 (x2 + y2)312 

is definite. Le. J :F- 0, provided x :F- ° and y :F- 0, we conclude that the transforrnation 
is valid. 

As the coordinates used to locate a particle need not be distances, the terrn gen
eralized coordinates is used. It is conventional to denote generalized coordinates by qj. 
Thus the area and sine coordinates used above, would be 

q2 = sine (1.2.5) 

The Jacobian for the transforrnation q 1 = q 1 (x ,y) and q 2 = q 2(x ,y) then is 

aql aql 

J= 
ax ay 

aq2 aq2 
(1.2.6) 

ax ay 
In certain problems it may be convenient to use a moving coordinate frame. As a sim
ple example consider the case in Figure 1.11, where the particle can be located by (x, 
y) in the fixed coordinate system and by (q l' q 2) in the moving system. If we as sume 
that the linear velocity v and the angular velocity m are constants and that the two 
coordinate systems were initially coincident, then the following relationship can be 
established between the two sets of coordinates: 

-sin mt] [ql] 
cos rot q2 

Note, that the (x, y) coordinate system represents an inertial frame as does the (x\,y\) 
coordinate system, on account of its constant linear velocity v, while the (ql' q2) coor
dinate system does not, on account of its angular velocity ro. More generally, one can 
express the transformation from generalized coordinates qj to Cartesian coordinates rj 
by 

i = 1,2, ... ,n (1.2.7) 

j = 1,2, ... ,m 

withn::;;m. 

t Cari Gustav Jacob Jacobi (1804-1851), Gennan mathematician 
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Generalized coordinates are employed to describe the configuration, more 
specifically the displacements of certain key points, of a system and provide a con
venient means for the study of the system's motion. In the literature, the variables qj 
are known as generalized coordinates, or generalized positions, or generalized dis
placements. Henceforth we shall begin to accord preference to the term generalized 
displacements. 

y y \ 

Figure 1.11 Translating and rotating coordinates 

Problems 

1.2.1 A fly m moves inside a room such that its position at any time in Cartesian 
coordinates rj is given by (X, Y , Z). It then alights on the ceiling and walks 
about, such that Z = h = constant becomes a constraint. Use spherical coor
dinates as generalized coordinates qj . (a) Express r j in terms of qj. (b) Find 
the Jacobian of the transformation. 

1.2.2 A particle m is located in a plane at (x, y), as shown. Use (a) the coordinates 
q 1 = A and q2 = e to describe its position, and (b) find the Jacobian. (c) What 
is the Jacobian for x = 2, Y = 1? 

m 
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1.3 Degrees of Freedom and Conslrainls 
The number of degrees of freedom for a system of particles depends not only on the 
number of particles in the system, but also on how the motion of each particle is phy
sically constrained. The degrees of freedom are equal to the number of independent 
incremental displacements required to describe the changes in the system's 
configuration. 

Constraints of a system can be represented by equations of constraint. If these 
equations relate the position coordinates themselves, the constraints are said to be 
holonomic (gk: holo = whole). If, on the other hand, these relations are amongst the 
differentials of the position coordinates i.e. amongst incremental displacements, and 
cannot be integrated to yield relations amongst the position coordinates themselves, the 
constraints are said to be nonholonomic. For systems subjected to holonomic con
straints, the number of independent coordinates required to specify the configuration of 
the system is the same as the number of incremental displacements required to 
describe the changes in the configuration of the system. On the other hand, for sys
tems subjected to nonholonomic constraints, the number of coordinates, required to 
describe the configuration of the system, is larger than the number of the independent 
incremental displacements required to describe the changes in the configuration of the 
system. 

The number d of degrees of freedom and the number of holonomic and nonholonomic 
constraints of a system of particles are related by 

d = 3N - h - v (1.3.1) 

with 

N = number of particles 

h = number of holonomic (position) constraints 

v = number of nonholonomic (velocity) constraints 

The degrees of freedom discussed here involve displacements, and are, strict1y speak
ing, positional (or kinematic) degrees of freedom. Later on, where complementary for
mulations are discussed, there will occur impulsive degrees of freedom. 

Holonomic Constraints 

In some holonomic constraints the coordinates rj may be related as 

i = 1,2, ... , h (1.3.2) 

j = 1,2, ... , m 

when m is the number of original coordinates and h is the number of holonomic con
straints. Clearly, m > h. The aj are a set of constants. 

Since the coordinates rj in equation (1.3.2) may be functions of time, one can see that 
time enters this type of constraint implicitly. Such holonomic constraints are classified 
as scleronomic (gk: sclero = hard). As a simple example, consider the case of a bead 
constrained to move along a straight wire as shown in Figure 1.12. In this case, the 



constraint equations may be expressed as 

with (lI = b and (l2 = O. 

b = y - -x = b 
a 
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(1.3.3) 

In other holonomic constraints alI or some of the constraints may be moving. In 
such cases, time will appear explicitly in the constraint equations. Such holonomic 
constraints are classified as rheonomic (gk: rheo = flow) and may be expressed as 

= 1,2, ... ,h (1.3.4) 

j = 1,2, ... ,m 

y 

x 

a O 

Figure 1.12 Bead m sliding on a straight wire 

As a simple example, consider again the case of the bead on a wire, Figure 1.12. This 
time suppose the wire is rotating about an axis perpendicular to the .xy -plane at the 
intercept of the wire with the x axis, with constant angular velocity ro, such that 
e = rot. In this case, time will appear in the constraint equation (1.3.4). 

f (r l,r 2,t) = f (x ,y ,t) = Y - (x + a) tan rot = O (1.3.5) 

with (lI = O. For a system of N point masses subject to h holonomic constraints, it 
is possible to find (3N - h) independent generalized coordinates to specify the 
configuration of the system at any instant of time. The number n of these independent 
generalized coordinates also constitutes the number of degrees of freedom for the sys
tem. 

n = 3N - h (1.3.6) 

Before considering nonholonomic constraints, let us derive the differential of a 
rheonomic holonomic constraint. For a constraint equation of the type in equation 
(1.3.4), we find 
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df = af dr 1 + af dr 2 + ... + ":laf dr m + Of dt = O 
arI ar2 arm at 

(1.3.7) 

It is worth noting that while the relation f amongst rj and time may be nonlinear, the 

relation df is always a linear function of the drj and dt. The coefficients ~f and 
arj 

~ may of course be linear or nonlinear functions of the coordinates and time. 

Now in some problems, the constraints appear as a set of relations amongst the 
differentials drj and dt as 

(1.3.8) 

The coefficients bj and b, may be functions of the rj and of time. 

We now ask the question: Is it possible to convert a relation amongst the drj and dt 
to one amongst the rj and t1 On comparing equations (1.3.7) and (1.3.8), one can see 
that the answer is in the affirmative only if 

b -.2L b -.2L 1-arl 2- ar2 b -EL , - at (1.3.9) 

In other words, if equation (1.3.8) represents an exact differential, then the relation 
amongst the drj and dt may be integrated to yield a relation amongst the rj and t as 
in equation (1.3.4). The constraints are then holonomic in spite of the fact they are 
expressed in differential form. Otherwise such constraints in differential form are 
nonholonomic. 

One can check the integrability of a constraint relation amongst the differentials as fol
lows. If a continuous function f exists, such that the relation (1.3.8) represents an 
exact differential of f , then one can write 

~af =~af 
arj ark ark arj 

~ af =.E.. af 
arj at at arj 

or using equation (1.3.9) 

j,k = 1,2, ... ,m (1.3.10) 

a a 
~ bk = ~ bj j,k = 1,2, ..... ,m (1.3.11) 
arj ark 

a a 
~ b, =:\ bj 
arj at 

Satisfaction of equations (1.3.11) implies that the required function f exists, Le. the 
relation amongst the differentials is immediately integrable. The conditions of integra
bility are actually somewhat less restrictive than equations (1.3.11) imply, because in 
some cases equations such as (1.3.8) can be made exact by an integrating factor (see 
problems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2). For a scleronomic system of only two variables, equations 
(1.3.11) are automatically satisfied. In this case, the constraint equations are always 
holonomic. 
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x 

Figure 1.13 Double pendulum 

Example l.3.1 

For il double pendulum shown in Figure 1.13, !here are two particles involved, thus N = 2. Since 
the pendulum moves in a plane, there are two constraints 

Further, particle mi is constrained to move on a circle around O, !hen 

f3=xf+Yf=/f 

Particle m2 is constrained to move on a circle around mI> !hen 

f 4 = (x2 - xlf + (Y2 - YI)2 = li 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

There are consequentIy N = 2 particles, h = 4 holonomic constraints, v = O nonholonomic con
straints, leaving d = 3N - h - v = 2 degrees of freedom. 

Reduced Transformation Equations 

Systems are typically described initially by means of convenient generali sed coordi
nates, foremost amongst these are Cartesian coordinates. Thereafter constraints are 
considered, and subsequently new generalized coordinates chosen, to satisfy the con
straints where possible. The number of coordinates is then reduced from that of the m 
original coordinates to that of the n generalized coordinates. 
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By way of an example, take the case of the bead sliding on a wire at a fixed angle 6. 
For this problem, the position of the bead may be specified by a single generalized 
coordinate r, as shown in Figure 1.12. The constraint relating the two Cartesian coor
dinates rl = x and r2 = Y is 

(1.3.12) 

with (lI = tan6. 

We can satisfy the constraint relation (1.3.12) directly in terms of the generalized coor
dinate q = r by using equations (1.2.7) and setting 

rl = x = r cos6 - a 

r2 = Y = rsin6 

(1.3.13) 

(1.3.14) 

The relation between the Cartesian coordinates r 1 = x and r 2 = y, and the generalized 
coordinate q = r is 

(1.3.15) 

This is the reduced transformation equation. From this equation one can see that when 
x and y are given one can determine r, but the reverse i.e. determination of x ~ from 
r is not possible. However we also have the constraint equation (1.3.12) at OUT dispo
sal. To check the validity of the transformation we examine incremental changes in 
x ~ and see if they correspond to unique incremental changes in r. Thus from equa
tions (1.3.15) and (1.3.12) we obtain 

2r dr = 2ydy + 2(x+a)dx (1.3.16) 

O = .!!:L _ y dx (1.3.17) 
x+a (x+a)2 

Now expressing r in terms of x, and y, we may write 

x +a y 

y 1 
[: 1 (1.3.18) 

x +a 

Since the Jacobian of the transformation is not zero, the transformation is one to one. 

Nonholonomic Constraints 

As originally pointed out by Vosst , there may be cases where equation (1.3.8) is not 
an exact differential (and cannot be made so by an integrating factor), then the con
straints remain as relations amongst differentials only and are referred to as nonh%
nomic. If bt = O, and the bj are not explicit functions of time, the constraints are 
classified as scleronomic, otherwise they are rheonomic. 

t Aurel Edmund Voss (1845 - 1931), German mathematician 
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Very of ten a nonholonornic constraint is divided through by dt and written as 

(1.3.19) 

This equation shows that the nonholonomic constraints are relations amongst speeds. 
Since these equations are not integrable, the coordinates themselves remain indepen
dent. Now to describe the configuration of a system at any instant of time, we require 
n independent coordinates. If the system is subject to v nonholonornic constraints, the 
degrees of freedom (1.3.1) of the system are 

d = n -v (1.3.20) 

But alI n independent coordinates will be required for describing the configuration of 
the system. 

Let us suppose that for a system of N particles subjected to h holonornic con
straints, n generalized coordinates q; have been judiciously chosen to satisfy the holo
nornic constraints. Then 

n = 3N-h (1.3.21) 

If the system is, in addition, subjected to v nonholonomic constraints, as given by 
equation (1.3.19), then these relations amongst the speeds f j may be also expressed by 
relations amongst the generalized speeds q; via the reduced transformation equations. 
Thus there will be v nonholonomic equations of the type 

alql + a2q2 + . . . + anqn + al = O (1.3.22) 

where the coefficients aj of equation (1.3.22) are related to the coefficients b; of equa
tion (1.3.19) via the reduced transformation equations. 

z 

y 

Figure 1.14 Vertical disk rolling on a horizontal plane 

Example 1.3.2 

Consider a thin disk of radius r. remaining vertical and rolling on a horizonta1 plane without slip
ping. The position of the disk may be specified by generalized position coordinates 
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ql = X, q2 = y, q3 = a and q4 = ., as shown in Figure 1.14. However, it can be seen that 
the differentials of these variables are related as 

dx = ds cosa dy = ds sina ds r d. 
with a as yaw angle, and • as roll angle. 

On using the last equation in the former two equations, we obtain two relations amongst the 
differentials as 

dx - r cosa d. '" O 

dy - r sina d. = O 

(a) 

(b) 

On checking for integrability of these equations, we find that several of the conditions given in 

equation (1.3.11) are satisfied but some are not For instance, with au = O, and a, = - rcosa, 

da~ oau 
aa~ o. 

We conclude lhat equations (a) and (b) are not integrable. This fact can also be readily seen on 

physical grounds. If the disk starts from a certain position and roUs along two different palhs, so 
that the final position of the point of contact is the same in each case, the two final values for 
coordinates a, • may be different. If a and • were functions of x and y , then the final values of 
a and • would have been the same. 

Finally, it is worth noting that by dividing equations (a) and (b) by dt, one can express these 

nonholonomic constraints as a set of relations amongst velocities. 

x - (r cos a)$ = O (c) 

with al ay = O, a3 = an = O, a4 = a~ - rcosa, and 

y - (r sin a)$ = O (d) 

with al = ax = O, a2 == ay = 1, a3 = an = O, a4 = a~ = - rsina. 

In order to establish the degrees of freedom of the system, one may begin by looking at the 
disk, which is a rigid body, with 6 degrees of freedom when not constrained. The centre of the 
disk is subject to the holonomic constraint, 

z = r (e) 

and the disk is to remain vertical Le. it is subject to the holonomic constraint 

pitch angle (of disk) = O (f) 

thus h = 2. 

Further, there are the two nonholonomic constraints given by equations (c) and (d), Le. v = 2. 

Thus, from equation (1.3.1), the degrees of freedom are 

d = 6-h-v = 6-2-2 = 2 (g) 

From equation (1.3.6) the number of coordinates required to describe the configuration of the disk 

at any time t , are 

n = 6-h = 6-2 = 4 (h) 
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Problems 
1.3.1 (a) Is the differential equation 

x 
tana dx - dy + -- da = o 

cos2a 
integrable? If so, what is the integral? 

(b) Is the differential equation 

~ sin2a dx - cos2 a dy + x da = o 
integrable? If not, can you find an integrating factor which would make it 
integrable? 

1.3.2 In books in vector calculus it is shown that the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for integrability of a differential form 

axdx + aydy + azdz = O 

is a . curl a = O 

where 

using this show that the constraint 

yz (y + z) dx + zx (z + x) dy + xy (x + y)dz = O 

is holonomic. 

1.3.3 Two particles, mI and m2' are connected by a rigid rod of constant length 1, as 
shown. Skates are fixed to the particles at right angles to the rod. The assem
bly is placed on a horizontal sheet of ice. Sideways sliding of the skates is 
excluded. Establish (a) the number of coordinates required to describe the 
motion of the system, (b) the constraints and the number of degrees of freedom. 
(c) Are there nonholonomic constraints? (d) Are they scleronomic or 
rheonomic, if a = oot? 

y 

x 
O 
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1.3.4 Find the Jacobian of the transfonnation (a) from polar (r ,9) to Cartesian (x ,y) 
coordinates, and (b) from Cartesian to polar coordinates, and (c) the numerica! 
value of each Jacobian at the moment when r = 10 ro, and 9 = 60°. (d) Sup
pose now 9 = constant, find the Jacobian of the reduced transfonnation, i.e. 
when d9 = O, from polar (r ,9) to Cartesian (x ,y) coordinates, and (e) from 
Cartesian to polar coordinates, and (f) the numeric al value of each Jacobian for 
r = 10 m, 9 = 60°. 

1.3.5 Assuming that the keel of the boat shown prohibits motion nonnal to the axis 
of the boat, write down the constraint equation and identify the nature of the 
constraint. How many degrees of freedom does the system possess? 

OL---________ ~x~ ____________ ~x~ 

1.4 Virtual Displacements and Virtual Work 
Let us examine the static equilibrium of a scleronomic system of N particles. For 
equilibrium of the kth partide, the resultant of ali forces acting on this partide must 
vanish i.e. we write 

k = 1,2, ... , N (1.4.1) 

Now imagine each partide to undergo an infinitesimal displacement Brk' This dis
placement is imagined in the sense that the forces (Fall)k are considered not to change 
as a result of Brk and further, as we shall see later, that Brk need not necessarily coin
cide with actual displacements. Such imagined displacements are referred to as virtual 
displacements, i.e. displacements in effect but not in reality. Associated with the vir
tual displacements Brk and the forces (Fall)k, we can compute the virtual work as fol
lows 

(1.4.2) 

where the summation convention applies. 

Clearly, BW will be zero, for alI Brk' by virtue of equation (1.4.1). Thus the vector 
equations of equilibrium are equivalent to the vanishing condition of the scalar virtual 
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work, BW. 
Now equation (1.4.2) provides considerable flexibility in the choice of the virtual dis
placements Brk' This flexibility can be used to advantage. For instance, one can split 
each force (Fall)k into two, namely Rk as the resultant reaction force (due to con
straints) and Fk as the resultant applied force, such that equation (1.4.2) becomes 

(1.4.3) 

We can now choose the Brk' such that they are orthogonal to the reaction forces Rko 
to obtain 

(1.4.4) 

and determine the relations amongst the applied forces only, under the conditions of 
equilibrium, without involving the reaction forces. 

y 

1 

x 

o 1 

Figure 1.15 Bead on a parabolic wire, held by a string 

Example l.4.1 

Suppose we require to find the tension force Fr in a string used to hold ilie particle at rest, in 
terms of the weight force mg of the particle m which can slide without friction on a wire as 

shown in Figure 1.15. 

The particle will be in equilibrium under the forces Fr , mg and R, where R is the reaction 
force. To prevent the reaction from doing virtual work, we will choose a virtual displacement 
orthogonal to R i.e. along the tangent to the wire, at location (1,1). In other words, we simply 
observe the constraint condition of no displacement of the bead normal to the wire. 

Now from y = x 2 we have that 

oy 2x& (a) 
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which at location (1,1) becomes 

(b) 

On computing the virtual work done by FT and mg, we find 

8w = FT cos 45° fu + (FT sin 45° - mg)8y o (c) 

Hence, considering equation (b), 

2...f2 
FT = -3-mg (d) 

Note that the reaction force R bas not appeared in any of the equations. 

m 

Figure 1.16 Pantograph mechanism 

Example 1.4.2 

Consider next the pantograph mechanism shown in Figure 1.16. We wish to determine the rela

tion between the forces FI = F and F 2 = mg, under static equilibrium conditions. We assume 

that aU pin joints are frictionless. 

The mechanism members are rigid bars of length 2a and can only take axial loads. From 

Newton's third law, it foUows that the forces at the ends of each member are equal and opposite. 

Hence if we consider some virtual displacements which are consistent with the fixed lengths of 

every member, then the virtual work done by aU member forces will be zero. 

Now we may write Ihat under static equilibrium conditions 

(a) 

provided fui and OY2 are consistent with the constraints. From Figure 1.16 it can be seen that the 

x and Y coordinates of the points of application of F and mg are 

XI = 9a sine Y2 = 2a cose (b,c) 
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respectively. Allowing incremental changes in XI and Y2' but not in a, we find 

&tI = 9a cosa aa 8Y2 = -2a sine aa (d,e) 

On substituting into equation (a), we deduce on account of the arbitrariness of aa, that 
2 

F = gmg tana (f) 

Rheonomic Constraints 

We have seen that in the case of scleronomic constraints, if the virtual displacements 
satisfy the constraint equations, then the work of the constraint forces will vanish. In 
the case of rheonomic constraints an additional restriction must be imposed. This res
triction requires that during the virtual displacements, time shall be held fixed. This 
requirement once again illustrates the imagined nature of virtual displacements since 
alI actual displacements are associated with changes in tirne. The reason for holding 

y 

vt 
x 

o 

Figure 1.17 Virtual displacement when time is held fixed 

time fixed, when virtual displacements are applied, can be readily deduced from the 
simple example shown in Figure 1.17. In this example of a bloek sliding without fric
tion on an incline, one can see that even when ai satisfies the eonstraint, Le. the block 
remains on the incline, the reaction foree R will do some work sinee R and ar' are not 
orthogonal. On the other hand, when time is held fixed and the constraint is satisfied, 
the work of R will vanish since ar is orthogonal to R. 

In summary, we note that if virtual displacements are defined sueh that 

i) eonstraints are satisfied, 

ii) time is held fixed, 

then the constraint forces will make no eontribution to the associated virtual work and 
the vanishing of virtual work will yield the equations of equilibrium amongst the 
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applied forces. 

Genera/ized Forces 

Let us now express virtual work in tenns of generalized displacements and generalized 
jorces. To this end, let the Cartesian coordinates r of a system of N particles be 
expres sed in tenns of n generalized displacement variables q. That is, we as sume that 
alI holonomic constraints are satisfied and the reduced transfonnation equations take 
the fonn 

j = 1,2, ... ,3N (1.4.5) 

= 1,2, ... ,n 

From equation (1.4.5), we find the total differential drj as 

ar· ar· 
dr· = -' dq. + -' dt , aqj I at (1.4.6) 

To ensure that the constraint forces do no work, we must hold time fixed in which 
case the last tenn in equation (1.4.6) drops out, and the virtual displacements Brj 
become 

ar· 
Br· = -' Bq. , aqj I 

(1.4.7) 

Denoting the applied forces on the particles by Fj we thus obtain for the virtual work 

ar· 
BW = F,' Br,' = F· -' Bq. (1.4.8) 

or 

with 

BW = Qj Bqj 

ar· 
= F·-' , aqj 

as the generalized forces. 

'aqj I 

(1.4.9) 

(1.4.10) 

If there exist some nonholonomic constraints relating the incremental displacements 
drj' they may be expres sed as relations amongst dqj and dt via equation (1.4.6). Then 
eliminating the excess drj and dqj, expressions for virtual work may be written in 
both coordinate systems leading to the determination of generalized forces Qj. 

It is, by the way, quite instructive to retain the last tenn of equation (1.4.6) and 
write an expression for real increment of work done. In this case since time is not 
held fixed, work done by alI forces must be taken into account. Thus we write 

ar· ar· 
dW = (Fau)jdrj = (Fall)r=;..Ldqj + (FaU)j+dt (1.4.11) 

oqj of 

or dW = (Qall)j dqj + (QaU)t dt (1.4.12) 
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ar· 
with (Qall )j = (Fall)ri/- (1.4.13) 

qj 

ar · 
(Qall), = (Fall)j~ (1.4.14) 

qj 

Since generalized displacements need not have dimensions of length, we can see that 
generalized forces need not have dimensions of force. However, the products Qj &ij 
and Q, Ot do have the dimension of work. Example 1.5.3 provides an illustration for 
cases when time is not held fixed. 

Problems 

1.4.1 Use virtual work and calculate the tension Fr in the cable of a wheel at rest, 
which carries two particles m as shown. 

g 

x 
o 

1.4.2 A particle m can move along a friction-free incline, which in turn is moving at 
a constant horizontal speed v of 20 rn/s, as shown. Calculate the string force 
F s in terms of the weight force mg when e = 30°. 

y 

vt 

x 

o 
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1.4.3 Using the virtual work approach, detennine the string tensions in the system 
shown. 

1.4.4 What is the generalized force in a simple pendulum, when the single general
ized coordinate is q 1 = 8? 

1.4.5 Use virtual work 10 determine the angles 81,82 ' and 83 of the triple pendulum 
shown. Find numeric al values for F = 120 N, mg = 100 N, and I = 1.5 m. 

F 

m 

1.4.6 Determine the generalized force Q o for the pantograph mechanism of Figure 
1.16. 
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1.5 Work Function and Potential Energy 
The actual work 

W = J Fk . drk (1.5.1) 

done by forces FA: can be obtained from equation (1.4.12). which we rewrite as 

dW = Qj dqj + Q, dt i = 1;2.3 •...• n (1.5.2) 

with the Q as defined by equations (1.4.8) and (1.4.12). For a certain type of foree 
the expression dW for an increment of work tums out to be an exact differential of a 
function U • such that 

Then 

dU = au dq. + au dt 
aqj I at 

au Q.=-
I aqj 

and 
au 

Q, = ar (1.5.3) 

This function U. from which aU the generalized forces may be generated. is caUed the 
work junction. and forces that possess a work function are classified as monogenic. Le. 
generated from a single function (It: mono == single). One important property of 
monogenic forces is that the work done by such forces is independent of the displace
ment path. This can be readily seen by evaluating the work done from some initial 
state O to a final state f. Writing 

f u, 
JdW = JdU 
o U. 

and integrating. we find 

W = Uf - Uo = U(qf' tf) - U(qo. to) (1.5.4) 

Equation (1.5.4) implies that the work done depends only on the initial and final 
states. and is independent of the path between the states. When time does not appear 
in U explicitly. the work done. over a closed path. i.e. when the initial qo and the 
final qf states are equal. will be zero. Forces generated from such a work function are 
classified as conservative forces. 

It is important to be able to check if a system of forces is monogenic or not. Such a 
check would test for the existence of a work function or. put another way. it would 
test for exactness of the differential increment dW in equation (1.5.2). Accordingly. 
this test is similar to that used for identifying a constraint as holonomic or nonholo
nomic. 

If a continuous function U exists. then 

a au a au i == 1.2.3 ..... n 
j = 1.2.3 ..... n 

(1.5.5) 
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and 

a au a au ---- =---

On using equations (1.5.3), we can express these exactness conditions as 

~Q. = ~Q. i = 1,2,3, ... ,n 
aqj J aqj I j = 1,2,3, ... ,n (1.5.6) 

a a 
aqj Q, = aiQj 

If equations (1.5.6) are satisfied for a given system of forces, then these forces are 
monogenic and they possess a work function. 

Instead of working with the work function U, it is usually more convenient to 
introduce another function called the potential energy function V, from which mono
genic forces Q may be derived. The potential energy is defined as the negative of the 
work function, Le. 

V = -U 

so that 

Q, = av 
at 

(1.5.7) 

(1.5.8) 

The negative sign has the effect of decreasing the potential energy when positive work 
is done by the force, Le. as the force does some work, its potential for doing further 
work is reduced. Employing the potential energy function, equation (1.5.4) for the 
work done becomes 

w = Vo - VI (1.5.9) 

i.e. the final potential energy is subtracted from the initial potential energy. 

Example 1.5.1 

Consider the work done as the spring shown in Figure 1.18 is stretched. Denoting the spring 
force by F, we have 

dW = F cose dx + F sine dy (a) 

Here we can express cose and sine in tenns of the end positions of the spring. With the 
fixed end at the origin, we have cose = x Il and sine = y Il . Hence 

dW = F!...dx + F1...dy (b) 
I I 

with dq 1 = dx and dq 2 = dy , i.e. we use x and y as our generalized coordinates. 

If the spring is linear, with stiffness k and unstretched length 10 , then the force F is related to the 
defonnation (1 - 10 ) as 

F = -k(1 - 10 ) (c) 
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Figure 1.18 Work done on a spring 

Substituting, we find 

(d) 

Now since 

(e) 

the increment of work done by the spring force may be written as 

dW = -kxdx - kydy + 
klo{x dx + y dy) 

(f) 

Of 

(g) 

where 

Qx = - k x + (h) 

It is easy to see that forces Qx and Qy satisfy equations (1.5.6). Hence they are monogenic. It is 
not difficult to show that dW may be written as 

dW = d {-t k{x2 + y2) + klo ~ } (i) 

where the term in the winged parentheses is the work function. The potential energy (or strain 
energy as it is of ten called) of the spring can be found as 
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(j) 

or 

(k) 

including an integration constant chosen such that V = O when 1 = 10 , i.e. when the spring is 
unstretched. 

The work done by the spring force as the spring is extended from a state Vo at (X o, Yo) to a state 
VI at (xI' Y/) is 

w = Vo - VI (1) 

From this expression, one can see that the work done W is independent of path and it depends on 
the initial and final values of the potential energies. If the initial and final states coincide, the 
work done will be equal to zero. 

y 

Rough horizontal plane 

x 
o 

Figure 1.19 Work done by a frietion force 

Example 1.5.2 

As an example of farces which are oot monogenic (sometimes called polygenic forces), consider 
the work done by the farce of friction, as a block of weight mg slides from the initial position 
x"' Yo. to a final position Xl,yl, on a rough horizontal plane (Figure 1.19). 

Now 

dW = F" dx + F, dy (a) 

But F = J.1mg. where Il is the coefficient of friction, and the force acts in a direction opposite to 
that of the motion, hence 

dW = - J.1mg cese dx - J.1mg sine dy (b) 



such that 

Qx = - J.I1ng cos9 

Qy:: - J.I1ng sine 
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(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

In the present example cose and sin9 are not functions of the initial and the final positions. Thus 
at any point the angle 9 must be known (Le. the path must be prescribed), before the increment 
of work may be computed. Hence it is valid to write dW = Qxdx + Qydy + Qed9, with 

O th . oQa oQx dW· dif"· I Q 9 = . Now we can see at smce a;- *- ae' IS not an exact .erentia . 

If we denote the path by s, then 

cose dx sin9 !!l. 
ds ds 

(t) 

and 

dW = 
dx2 + dy2 

;ung ds (g) 

But 

ds 2 dx2 + dy2 (h) 

therefore 

dW -J.I1ng[ 1 + [~ r rn 
dx (i) 

and the total work done 

W = -J.I1ng f [ 1 + [~ fJln dx 
xo 

(j) 

In the above equation, the quantity under the integral is not an exact differential. Therefore, the 
integration cannot be performed until y = y (x) is specitied, Le. the integration depends upon the 
path from the initial to the finallocation. The force does not possess a potential energy. 

Example 1.5.3 

The system shown in Figure 1.20 is for the purpose of demonstrating how the explicit appearance 
of the time t in the potential energy expression affects the virtual work. Note that the upper end 
of spring 3 moves down at a prescribed constant speed v. The connecting bar A remains hor
izontal. Ali four linear springs are unstretched when ql = q2 = t = O. Assume that no 
vibrations occur. 

The potential energy of the system shown, with the generalized displacements ql and q2' is 

1( 2 2 2 2) V = "2 Lkl (q2 - ql) + k2 ql + k3 (ql - vt) + k4 ql - mlgql - m2gq2 (a) 

and the generalized forces associated with q 1 and q 2 are 

oV 
QI = - - = k l (q2 - ql) - k2ql - k 3 (ql - vt) - k4ql + mlg 

oql 
(b) 
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Ara-----*----~ 

Figure 1.20 Four-spring system with one support moving at a constant speed 

(c) 

Now if we do not freeze time, the constraint force R 3 will do some work. This work will be 

equal to the work done by the generalized force Q,. The generalized force Q, is given by 

dV Q, = - -al = k 3(qt - VI) v (d) 

Writing an expression for the increment of work done by all forces including the constraint force, 

we have for equilibrium 

dW = Qtdqt + Q2dq2 + Q,dl - Rvdt = O 

Since dqt> dq2 and dt are arbitrary, satisfaction of equation (e) requires 

Q, = -Rv 

kM2 - qt) - k 2qt - kMt - vI) - k 4qt + mtg 

Q2 = -k t(q2-qt) + m~ = O 

k3(qt - VI) = R 

O 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 
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Other Forms of Potential Energy 
We have seen that potential energy functions, from which generalized forces may be 
derived, are usually scalar functions of generalized displacements and in some cases 
also of time. However this form is not unique. That is, it may be possible to define 
new forms of potential energy for certain classes of forces which are not derivable 
from the usual scalar form. For instance the forces on a point charge moving in an 
electromagnetic field cannot be derived from a scalar potential energy function alone, 
but they may be derived from a combination of scalar and vector potential energy 
functions. We mention this point here for sake of completeness but will not pursue 
the matter further (see e.g. Goldstein, 1980). 

Problems 
1.5.1 The potential energy of a point spacecraft m in the gravitational central force 

field is given by 

v = ~ , 
where IJ. = 398 601 krn3/s2 for the Earth as master, and , is the distance 
between Earth centre and spacecraft (a) How much work is done by the attrac
tion force if a spacecraft (m = 1 000 kg) is moved from a parking orbit of , 1 = 
7 000 krn to a geosynchronous orbit of '2 = 42 164 krn1 (b) What is the 
potential energy of the same spacecraft when it is located at the surface (, = 6 
371 krn) of a (nonrotating!) Earth sphere1 (c) What is its potential energy at 
, = 001 

1.5.2 The potential energy of a mass m located at a height y above the surface of the 
Earth is 

v = mgy 

(a) Show that this formula is in agreement with the potential energy expression 
for a spacecraft, provided y is small compared to the Earth sphere's radius of 
R = 6371 krn. (b) With R = 6 371 krn and IJ. = 398 601 krn3/s2, what is the 
value of g 1 Why does it differ from the standard g = 9.80665 rn/s21 

1.5.3 Use V = mgy to obtain the potential energy stored in a 10 kg mass as it is 
raised from sea level to the top of 8 848 m high Jolmo Lungma (Mount 
Everest). Considering the substantial height, can you suggest an improvement 
on the value of the potential energy1 

1.5.4 Find the work done in moving a particle once around a circle in the xy plane, 
if the circle has its centre at the origin and its radius is 3 m, and the force field 
is given by 
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1.5.5 Show that 

is a conservative force field. Find the potential energy of this force field and 
determine the work done in moving a particle, in this field, from (1, -2, 1) to 
(3, 1, 4). 

1.5.6 Include the time term in the virtual work expression to find the reaction force 
N between mass point m and the frictionless incline shown. Determine also 
the tension force F in the cable. The velocity v is constant. 

y 

vt 

o 

1.5.7 A rock of mass m is lifted by an amount y inside a mine shaft hoist cage, 
while the cage itself is rising at a constant velocity v. (a) Find the potential 
energy V. (b) Find the generalized forces Qy and Q/. (c) Find the potential 
energy at some time tI, when the rock is retumed to the cage ftoor, Le. y = O. 

y 

x o 

y 

x ~ 
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1.5.8 Detennine the potential energy of the spring shown in Figure l.18 by using the 
generalized coordinates q 1 = 1 and q 2 = a (instead of the Cartesian coordi
nates rl = x and r2 = y). 

1.5.9 Calculate the work W done by a friction force F = - Il mg , with Il = 0.2 and 
m = 10 kg, as it moves from Xo = O to xl = (...[3/4) m along a path given by 
y = 2x2• Make a sketch. 

1.6 Stability of Static Equilibrium 

When alI the forces in a system are conservative, Le. derivable from a potential energy 
function V, the problem of static equilibrium reduces to the problem of extremization 
of V. The nature of the potential energy's stationary values distinguishes between 
equilibrium conditions which are stable, ne~trally stable, or unstable. To examine this 
point in some detail, let us follow Dirichlet and expand the potential energy V into a 
Taylor tt series, near a point O of equilibrium. Thus 

7 = V + oV 1 o2V 1 o3V 
o oqj o dqj + TI oqjoqk o dqjdqk + 3! oqjoqkoql 

where V = V(ql,q2,q3"" ,qj' ... 4n) 

and Vo = V(qlO,q20,q30"" ,qjO' ... 4no) 

Static equilibrium means that the resultant forces are zero. Thus, each 

Q. = _ oV = O 
J oqj 

(1.6.1) 

(1.6.2) 

at equilibrium, i.e. alI first derivative terms in equation (1.6.1) vanish. Further, if the 
equilibrium position O is a stable one, then V - Vo > O is a requirement, and hence alI 
the terms following must be positive for alI possible values of dqj' Thus the second 
derivative quadratic terms must be positive definite. If the quadratic terms vanish at O, 
one must examine the nature of higher order terms for positive definiteness. If an the 
higher order terms also vanish at O, the equilibrium position is neutrally stable. 

For the quadratic terms in (1.6.1) to be positive definite it is required that 

V'qlql V'qlq2 

[dql dq2······ dqnl 
V,q~1 

V'q.ql 

t Peter-Lejeune Dirichlet (1805-1859), Gennan mathematician 

tt Brook Taylor (1685-1731), English mathematician 

V'qlq. dql 

dq2 
> O 

V'q.q. o dqn 

(1.6.3) 
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for alI possible dqj' This condition is fuIfilled, when the determinants 

Dj = 1 V'Mi 10 > O with = 1,2,3, ... n (1.6.4) 

j,k = 1,2,3, ... i 

where n is the number of coordinates and V'jk = a a2
; • If one or more of Dj are 

qj qk 
negative no definite statement can be made about the stabiIity of the equilibrium. If 
one, or more, determinants Dj are zero at the equilibrium state O, while the others are 
positive, then the stability of the equilibrium state is still undecided, and the next 
higher derivatives must be investigated. The following examples illustrate the essential 
ideas. 

F 

+ Jl (1- cos9) 

Figure 1.21 Spring-supported coIumn 

Example 1.6.1 

Let us examine the stability of the idealized column as shown in Figure 1.21. Denoting the tor
sional stiffness of the (linear) spring by k. we may express the strain energy of the spring as 

Vs = tk02 

The potential energy of the constant force F is given by 

VF = - F I (1 - cosO) 

Hence the total potential energy becomes 

V = 1. k02 - F I (1 - cosO) 
2 



and the equilibrium conditions are found as 

i.e. 

av =0 
ao 

kO-F / sinO=O 
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(a) 

Equation (a) shows that the configuration O = O is a possible equilibrium position for all values of 
F. For non-zero values of O. equilibrium conditions are governed by 

stable 
equilibrium 

F 
unstable I equilibrium 

V 

pre-buckling e 
o 

Figure 1.22 Equilibrium force magnitudes 

F=~ 
/sinO 

(b) 

Figure 1.22 shows the possible paths of equilibrium configurations. To study the stability 
of these equilibrium solutions. we examine the second order derivatives of V. 

a2v 
-=k-F/cosO 
002 

Thus for the fundamental path. for which O = O. stability is govemed by 

k -F / >0 or F <! stable 
/ 

k -F/<O or unstable 

(c) 

For the post-buclding path. for which F > kll and O> O. we substitute for F. from equation (b) 

into equation (c) and find that for stability 

k[ 1 - .:!O ] > O (d) 
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Since equation (d) is true for all values of e, we deduce that the equilibrium given by equation 
(b) is always stable. 

It remains to examine the critical point C. For this point, Fc = kll and the fust and the second 
derivative tenns vanish. Hence we examine the third order derivative 

~; =F I sine 

which also vanishes for e = O. Proceeding to the fourth order derivative, we find 

itv = FI cose 
ae4 

which is positive at e = O, and we conclude that at the critical point C, the potential energy bas a 
local minimum point and the equilibrlum is stable. 

Figure 1.23 Potential energy 

In Figure 1.23 the potential energy is plotted against e, for three different values of F. From this 
plot, it is evident that for a small load, Fllk < 1, namely below the critical value of F, ooly the 
vertical position of the column is stable, and the system is attracted to 9 = 0° whereas above this 
critical value Fc = kll the system is attracted to one of the two stable positions on the two sides 
of the vertical position. The vertical position itself is unstable sinee at this point V attains a max
imum, as can be deduced from equation (e). 

Example 1.6.2 

Consider a particIe m which ean slide without frietion on a surfaee z = t<x -2)2 + t(y -1)3, 

as shown in Figure 1.24. The potential energy of this particle is V = mgz or 

V = t mg(x - 2)2 + t mg(y - 1)3 (a) 
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Since in this case there are two generalised coordinates, x and y, equilibrium conditions require 
that 

av 
O and 

av 
O (b) 

ax ay 
i.e., 

mg(x - 2) o and mg(y - 1)2 o (c) 

which are satisfied for 

qJo = Xo = 2 q20 = Yo = 1 (d) 

Figure 1.24 Particle slidiog 00 surface 

Equations (d) show that x = 2 and y = 1 is an equilibrium configuration. To explore the stability 
of this equilibrium configuration, we look at the second order derivatives 

52v = a2v dx2 + a2v dxd + ()2v dydx + a2v d 2 
ax2 axay y ayax ()y2 y 

for Xo = 2 and Yo = 1 and get 

52v = mg[dx dy] [~ 
Invoking the test in equation (1.6.6) for x = 2 and y = 1 we have 

D J = I l I = 1 

and 

o 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 
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The vanishing of detenninant (h) requires a look at the third order derivatives. Since 

a3v = a3v = a3v = O 
ax3 axcry2 ax2cry 

there remains only 

a3v 
153V = aJ3 dy3 = 2mg dy 3 

(i) 

which will assume negative values for negative dy. Thus the equilibrium position x = 2, y = 1 
is unstable. 

Figure 1.25 Two rod system 

Example 1.6.3 

Let us examine the static stability of a two degree of freedom system shown in Figure 1.25. The 

potential energy of the system is 

V = 1. k 92 + 1. k (", - 9)2 - FI (1 - cos 9) - FI (1 - cos ",) (a) 
2 2 

for springs that are unstretched when 9 = '" = O. 

Now 

av 
a9 
aV 
d'If 

k 9 - k (", - 9) - FI sin 9 O 

k (", - 9) - FI sin", = O 

From equations (b) and (c) one can conc1ude immediately that 

9 = O and 
'" = O 

(b) 

(c) 

(d,e) 

is an equilibrium condition. To check whether this equilibrium state is stable, we investigate the 



sign definiteness of the matrix 

- FI cos 9 

-k 

Thus 

2k - Flcos9 

(2k - FI cos 9) (k - FI sin '1') - e 
For 9 = '1' = O, the stability of equilibrium requires that 

2k - FI > O 

(2k - FI) (k - FI) - k 2 > O 

Inequality (i) leads to 

Inequality (j) leads to either 

F > 2.618 f or 

k -

-k 1 
FI cos '1' 

k 
F < 0.382 T 
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(t) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(I,m) 

By inspection, we conclude that, of the three, F < 0.382 f is the requirement to make the 

equilibrium state 9 = '1' = O stable. 

Problems 

1.6.1 A particle m subjected to its weight mg can slide friction-free along a path 
whose shape is given by 

y = 4 - .lx3 
2 

Examine the stability of the particle at x = O, by using its potential energy 
V =mgy. 

1.6.2 Plot three potential energy curves 

V = ~ k 82 - F 1 (1 - cos8) 

in the domain -180° ~ 8 ~ 180°, for F = k/2/, F = kll, and F = 7tk/2/. 

1.6.3 Find the angle 8, for c = 0.7291, at which the system shown is in equilibrium, 
by i) using the virtual work theorem, ii) minimizing the total potential energy. 
Assume that the contact surfaces are frictionless. Is the equilibrium stable or 
unstable? 
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x 

1.6.4 A particle is constrained to move on the wavy smooth surface z = 5 sin (x + y) 
where z is the verticaIIy upward direction. When can the particle be in equili
brium under its own weight and forces of constraint? Which are stable, and 
which are unstable equilibria? Sketch the surface. 

1.6.5 For the potential energies, i) V = x 2(6 - x), ii) V = sinru:, determine the 
equilibria and find whether they are stable or unstable. 

1.6.6 A block of weight mg and of height a as shown, can roII but not slide on a 
semicylinder of radius R. (a) Establish the block's 20tential energy, and plot it 
as function of the angle 9 for the case that a = (7tt.J3) R. (b) Find the angles 9 
at which the system is in equilibrium. (c) Which equilibrium is stable, which 
unstable? 

a 



1.6.7 For the potential energy 

V = 3(x-l)2 + 2xy - 3y2 

detennine the equilibrium, and find whether it is stable or unstable. 

1.6.8 For the potential energy 

V = (X-2)4 + 2(x-2)2(y_1)2 + (y - 1)4 

detennine the equilibrium, and find whether it is stable or unstable. 
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1.6.9 For the column shown in Figure 1.21, k = 1750 Nm/rad, F = 5 kN, and 1 = 
700 mrn. Detennine the stable equilibrium angles. 

1.6.10 Find (a) the 5 equilibrium states of the two rod system of Figure 1.25, for the 
case that F = 5 k II. Check (b) which of these 5 are stable. 

1.6.11 Find the primary and secondary equilibrium paths for the system shown and 
detennine their static stability, and the stability of the critical point. Assume 
the anchor point of the spring is a long distance away to justify the spring 
being assumed to remain horizontal throughout. Aiso as sume the spring to be 
unstretched when e = 0°, such that the potential energy is 

V = 1. k 12 sin2e - WI (1 - cos e) 
2 

k v-____ • m 

1.7 A Second Look at the Expression for Increment of Work 
We have expressed an increment of work as 

dW = F· dr (1.7.1) 

Now if we introduce the impulse of the force F and denote it by 1 such that i = F, we 
may express equation (1.7.1) as 

dI dr • 
dW = - . dr = - . dI = r . dI = v . dI (1.7.2) 

dt dt 
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From the two forms of increment of work, we can define two theorems of virtual 
work; viz. one of virtual work of the first kind 

OW/ = Fk . Ofk = Ik ' ork 

and one of virtual work of the second kind 

(1.7.3) 

(1.7.4) 

We have seen that the vanishing of OW/ will yield the equilibrium equations amongst 
the applied forces F k' providing time is held fixed and virtual displacements Of k 

satisfy the constraint equations. In this case the constraint equations are kinematic in 
nature and express the conditions of geometric fit. By analogy, one can see that the 
vanishing of OWI/ will yield the kinematic fit or compatibility equations amongst the 
velocities v k' providing time is held fixed and the impulses OIk satisfy some constraint 
equations. In this case the constraint equations are relations amongst impulses which 
ensure that equilibrium conditions are satisfied. Thus the conditions that must be 
satisfied â priori, for the use of OWJ, appear as the vanishing conditions for OWI/' and 
vice versa. The number of independent virtual displacements forms the number of 
positional degrees of freedom when OWJ is used, and similarly the number of indepen
dent virtual impulses forms the number of impulsive degrees of freedom when OWJJ is 
used. The following example illustrates the dual nature of OW/ and OWI/' 

~-------------------L--------~~~Ft 

Figure 1.26 Two interconnected sliding beads 

Example 1.7.1 

Consider the two particles connected by a rigid link as shown in Figure 1.26. The particles can 
slide without friction, but remain at rest. 

To obtain the equilibrium conditions for FI and F 2, we write down oW/ as follows 



~WI = - F2~Y2 - FI~xI = O 

But xI and Y2 are not independent. We can satisfy the displacement constraint equation 

xl + y} = [2 
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(a) 

(b) 

by choosing (a) as the single generalized coordinate. Then the reduced transformation equations 

become 

Y2 [ sina and 

Their variations are 

~Y2 = [ cosa ~a and 

Thus we have the constraint 

Substituting from equation (e) into equation (a), we find 

~WI = - (F 2 - F l tana~Y2 

or 

[ cosa 

-[ sina ~ 

o 

To obtain the kinematic fit conditions for .il and Y2, we write 

~WII = - Y2 ~/2 - .il ~/I 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

But the impulses II and 12 are not independent, they are required to satisfy the equilibrium equa
tion (g). Thus we obtain the impulse constraint equation 

or 

dl l 
-tana = O 
dt 

Substituting from equation (j) into equation (h), we find 

~WII = <Y 2 tana + .i I)~/I 

or 

(i) 

(j) 

O (k) 

(1) 

Equation (1) can be seen to be essentially the same as the kinematic constraint equation (e). 

Before leaving this example, it is worth noting that the constraint equations for ~WI, Le. the 

kinematic constraint equations, are always in terms of kinematic variables alone. On the other 

hand, the constraint equations for ~WII, namely the force equilibrium equations, are not always in 

terms of forces alone. In this example for instance, the kinematic quantity a appears explicitly in 

the equilibrium equation F 2 + FI tana = O. In evaluating the relation amongst the a/j from 

equilibrium equations, the kinematic quantities are treated as being fixed. 
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Problem 
1.7.1 Use OW/l = vI' 011 = O to obtain the kinematic constraint relation 

between the velocities Yl and Y2 of points 1 and 2 of the block and tack1e 
mechanism shown. 

2 

F 

1.8 Energies and Complementary Energies 

Potential Energy and Complementary Potential Energy 

We have seen that in some cases, the first form of increment of work, in equation 
(1.7.1) turns out as the negative of an exact differential of the potential energy function 
V . In this case 

dV = - F· dr 

and for the potential energy 

V = - JF' dr (1.8.1) 

Now before the integration in equation (1.8.1) can be carried out, the force vector F 
must be expressed in terms of the displacement r. This relation should be single 
valued, that is, for a given r there should exist a unique F. Such a relation can of ten 
be inverted, yielding r = reF). This inverted relation is unfortunately not always single 
valued. Nevertheless, if the inverted relation is available, one can, according to 
Engessert (1889), define a complementary potential energy (or a potential coenergy) 
function as 

V* = - Jr · dF (1.8.2) 

t Friedrich Engesser (1848-1931), Gennan engineer 



Example 1.8.1 

Consider a non-linear spring for which the force displacement relation (Figure 1.27) is given by 

F = -h u3 

where u is the extension of the spring. 

(-F) 

dV = -udF 

dV = -F du 

u 

o 

Figure 1.27 Nonlinear cubic stiffening spring 

Now we may express the increment of work done by the spring force as 

dW = F du 

or using equation (a). 

dW = -h u 3 du 

Then the potential energy of the spring may be computed as 

h u4 
V = - 1 dW= 1 h u 3 du = -4-

Now we may invert relation (a) and evaluate the complementary potential energy function as 

[ 
'] 113 4/3 v· = - 1 u dF = 1 f.... dF = 1 E-

h 4 h ll3 

From equations (b) and (c). it can be seen that 

oV 3 - =h u =-F au and 
ov· 
oF 

[ ]
113 

f =-u 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Thus both V and v· embody the constitutive relation (a) but in terms of different variables. As 
such. these relations are not independent and from Figure 1.27. it can be seen that 
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dV + dV· = -(Fdu + udF) 

or 

d(V + V·) = -d(Fu) 

i.e. 

V + V· = -Fu (d) 

In the special case when the force deformation relation is linear and zero deformation corresponds 
to zero force, V = V· , but in general V Ţ. V·. In the above example if V· is expressed in terms 
of u via equation (a), and the result is compared with V, it will be found that V· = 3V. 

Kinetic Energy and Complementary Kinetic Energy 

Consider again the definition (1.7.1) of an increment of work, 

dW = F . dr 

Using Euler's linear momentum law (1.1.2), we may write 

dW = F . dr = dB . dr = !!!.. . dB = v . dB 
dt dt 

(1.8.3) 

In analogy with the definition of the potential energy V, in equation (1.8.1), we now 
define a kinetic energy T of a single particle as 

T = f v . dB (1.8.4) 

To carry out the integration we need to express v as function of B. This relation can 
be inverted, and once again in analogy with the definition of the complementary poten
tial energy V*, in equation (1.8.2), we define a complementary kinetic energy (or 
kinetic coenergy) function T* as 

T* = f B . dv (1.8.5) 

If N point masses are involved in a system, the kinetic energy and coenergy are 
defined as the sums 

T = f vk . dBk 

T* = f Bk . dVk 

(1.8.6) 

(1.8.7) 

A particle m moving in three-dimensional space would have a kinetic energy of 

T = fi dBx + f Y dBy+ fi dBz (1.8.8) 

and, with i = Bxlm ,y = Bylm, i = Bzlm, 

T = _1_ (B 2 + By2 + B/) = 
2m x 2m 

Its kinetic coenergy would be 

T* = f Bx tii + f By dy + f Bz di 

and, with Bx = mi, By = my, Bz = mi 

(1.8.9) 

(1.8.10) 
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(1.8.11) 

Equation (1.8.11) shows that the function ~ mv 2, which is usually referred to as 

"kinetic energy", is strict1y speaking the complementary kinetic energy. 

Adding equations (1.8.4) and ( 1.8.5) gives 

T + T* = J (v· dB + B· dv) = J d(v . B) (1.8.12) 

The right side of equation (1.8.12) contains a total differential. Thus an integration 
can be carried out to give 

T + T* = V· B 

Aiso note that 

and 

For rotationa1 motion the kinetic energy is given by 

T = J ro . dH 

and the kinetic coenergy by 

1'* = J H . dro 

where H is the angular momentum vector, and ro the angular velocity vector. 

(1.8.13) 

(1.8.14) 

(1.8.15) 

(1.8.16) 

(1.8.17) 

A point mass m on a circular path with centre O in the.xy plane, would have an angu
lar momentum of 

H = [ex ., .. V.J (1.8.18) 

where C = mr2 is the inertia moment, and an angular velocity of 

m = [ex ., .. Hl (1.8.19) 

such that the kinetic energy becomes 

T Jro . dU J ~ dH 
1 H 2 

= = = --
2 C 

(1.8.20) 

and the kinetic coenergy 

T* = JH . dro = J C ro dro = 1 C 2 - ro 
2 

(1.8.21) 
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Expressions for kinetic energy and kinetic coenergy of a rigid body in 3D space are 
derived in chapter V. 

The examples following are intended to bring to light the physical nature of the func
tions T and T*. 

v 

e 

Blm 
v - -;::===:::::;:;==-

- " 1 + (Blme? 

B 

o 

Figure 1.28 Velocity versus momentum plot for relativistic mechanics 

Example 1.8.2 

Let us have a look at the kinetic energy and the complementary kinetic energy of a single mass 
point of constant mass m, in Newtonian and relativistic mechanics. 

For speeds much lower than the speed of light, linear momentum and linear velocity are related 
by 

Hence 

B2 
T =-m 

2 

v 

and 

B 
m 

TO = .! mv 2 
2 

(a) 

(b,c) 

Now for the linear relation (a) which holds in Newtonian mechanics, one can see that T = TO , 
but in relativistic mechanics T "# TO. In the special theory of relativity (Figure 1.28) 

Blm 
v = --.Jr=1=+=B=:2;=lm=:2;=c~2 (d) 

where c (= 299 792.458 krn/s) is the speed of light, and one can easily show that 

T J v dB mc2[vI 1 + :2:2 - 1 ] (e) 

T* J B dv mc2[1 -vi 1 - :: ] (1) 
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By differentiating equatioos (b) and (c) or (e) and (1), and using the associated relation (a) or (d), 
we find 

iJT 
-=v 
iJB 

iJT* 
-=B 

iJv 

At the speed of light, i.e. for V = C , the complementary kinetic energy becomes 

1'* = mc2 

Since, from equatioo (1), 

B 
mv 

we find B -+ 00 for v -+ c , and thus for v = C , the kinetic energy becomes 

T = 00 

(g,h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

Without the integratioo constant -mc 2, introduced to make T = O when B = O in equation (e), the 
integral of equation (e) would give 

At rest B = O, and the rest energy is then given by Einstein's celebrated equation 

Eo = mc2 

From a mass at rest, energy can, by the way, still be withdrawn by changing the mass. 

!lE o = 1Ync 2 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

e.g. in a nuclear reactioo, a small amount llm of mass is converted into an amount !lE o of energy 
(which happens to be quite large by virtue of the large value of the speed of light!). 

ProbleJm 
1.8.1 For a system of particles, show that the complementary kinetic energy may be 

expressed as the sum of: i) Complementary kinetic energy due to a single par
ticle having a mass equal to the total mass of the system and moving with the 
velocity of the system's centre of mass, ii) Complementary kinetic energy due 
to the motion of the particles relative to the system's centre of mass. This is 
known as Konig'st theorem. 

1.8.2 Assuming that the concentrated masses mi and m2 represent alI masses and 
that consequent1y the link 1 is massless, tind expressions for the complementary 
kinetic energy 1'.* and the kinetic energy T of the crank mechanism shown, i.e. 
T* in terms of a, and T in terms of Pe. 

t Samuel Kiinig (1712-1757), German mathematician 
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1.8.3 Establish (a) the potential energy V. and (b) the complementary potential 
energy V* of the turning moment M caused by the weight W of the mass at 
the tip of a simple pendulum of length /. for the generalized coordinate e. (c) 
Plot an M versus e diagram. (d) What are V and V* . at 8 = 0°, at 8 = 90°. at 
8 = 1800 ? 

1.8.4 For the Kepler central force F between two point masses m and M. given by 

F = _ GMm 
r 2 

where G is the universal gravitational constant (G = 6.672 x 10-11 m3/kg s2). 
determine (a) the potential energy V (r) • (b) the complementary potential 
energy V* (F) • and (c) show that 

V + V* = GMm 
r 

1.9 Kinetic Energy and Complementary Kinetic Energy in Terms of 
Generalized Displacements 

Let the Cartesian coordinates rj of a system of N particles be related to the Il general
ized coordinates qj through the transformation equations as 

j = 1.2.3 ..... 3N 
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Time will appear in these transfonnation equations explicitly if a moving reference 
frame is used andlor rheonomic constraints are present. 

The velocities can now be determined as 

ar· ar· 
r. = _J q .. + _J = 1,2,3, ... , n (1.9.1) 
J aqj I at 

or in matrix fonn 

{f} = [J]{q} + {r,t} (1.9.2) 

where the qj are scalar quantities and represent generalized speeds. The tenn genera/
ized ve/ocities for the qj is also in wide-spread use. The complementary kinetic 
energy is 

T* = ~ {f }T[m]{f} 

where {f}T = [xl' YI il> X2, Y2, i 2, X3'···' iN 1 
From equations (1.9.2) and (1.9.3) 

T* = ~ [{r,t}T + {q}T[Jf )[m1[[J]{q} + {r,rl) 

or 

(1.9.3) 

It is of interest to note that the expression for T* , in tenns of generalized coordinates, 
tums out to be in three parts. These may be designated T;, T ~ and T;, such that 
equation (1.9.4) may also be written 

with 

and 

T* = T; + T~ + T; 

T; = ..!.{q }T[A]{q} 
2 

T~ = {b}T{q} = {q}T{b} 

T* = C o 

[A] = [J]T [m ][J] 

{b} = [Jf[m]{r,rl 

1 T 
C = 2"{r,rl [m]{r,rl 

quadratic in generalized speeds 

linear in generalized speeds 

independent of generalized speeds 

a symmetric matrix 

a column matrix 

a scalar 

(1.9.5) 

(1.9.6) 

It is also of interest to note that T* is a positive definite function of {f}, as one can 
see from equation (1.9.3). However, T* is not a positive definite function of {q}, 
since T; is linear in qj and hence its sign depends upon the sign of qj. 
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When the transfonnation equations (1.9.1) do not include time explicitly (scleronomic 
systems), T~ and T; will vanish and in this case, T* (= T;) will be a positive definite 
function of q;. 

As in the case of Cartesian coordinates, for linear momenta (1.8.16), we may 
define a set of generalized momenta p; as 

aT* aT; aTi 
p. = -- = - + - (1.9.7) 

I aq; aq; aq; 

Hence 

{p} = [A]{q} + {b} (1.9.8) 

Equation (1.9.8) shows that the linear relation between the generalized momenta and 
generalized velocities does not pass through the origin. The tenn {b} can be looked 
upon as additional momenta due to the motion of the q coordinate system. It is also 
important to note that both [A 1 and {b} may be functions of the generalized coordi
nates q; and time. Now in tenns of the Cartesian coordinates rj' we may detine the 
momenta as 

{B} = [m]{f} = [m1[[J]{q} + {r'r}] 

From equation (1.9.9), we find that 

[J]{q} = [mr1{B} - {r,,} 

(1.9.9) 

(1.9.10) 

On substituting [J]{q} from this equation into equation (1.9.8) and using equation 
(1.9.6), we tind the transfonnation equation for the momenta as 

{p} = [Jf {B } (l.9.11) 

where {p} are the generalized momenta (1.9.8) and {B} are the Cartesian linear 
momenta (1.9.9). 

Equations (1.9.2) and (1.9.11) show that apart from the tenn {r ,,}, the velocities and 
momenta follow congruent transfonnation laws. Finally, let us consider the sum of the 
kinetic energy and complementary kinetic energy functions, i.e. 

T + T* = {B}T {;} (1.9.12) 

On substituting for {f} from equation (1.9.2), we may write 

T + T* = {B}T [[J]{q} + {r ,,} ] (1.9.13) 

which on account of equation (1.9.11) may be written as 

T + T* = {p }T {q} + {B}T {r,,} (1.9.14) 

Equations (1.9.12) and (1.9.14) show that the product of momenta and velocities is 
not, in general, an invariaIit of the transfonnation. Only when time does not appear in 
the transfonnation equations explicitly, does this product remain invariant. Finally, let 
us remove {B} from equation (1.9.14) by the use of equations (1.9.9) and (1.9.4). 
When this is done, we find 
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Henee 

or 

(1.9.15) 

To determine T in terms of {p} and {r ,/}, we may eliminate tii from equation 
(1.9.14) using the momentum-velocity relation of equation (1.9.8). When this is done, 
we find 

(1.9.16) 

Noting that [A] and {b} are funetions of qi and time, one ean see that in general, the 
kinetie energy T is a funetion of the generalized momenta Pi' generalized eoordinates 
qi' and time. Sinee in Newtonian meehanies T = T* , we may also determine T by 
eliminating tii from T* via equation (1.9.8). 

It is of interest to note that 

{:} = [Ar'[p} (1.9.17) 

is not the relative generalized veloeity {ti} but rather the absolute generalized velocity 

[{ti} + [A r 1{b }) ,as becomes evident from equations (1.9.17) and (1.9.8). 

Example 1.9.1 

A partide can slide withoul friction on a rigid wire benl in the fonn of a circle of radios a. The 
wire rotates about its vertical diameter with constant angular velocity ro, and it moves along the x 
axis with constant velocity v as shown in Figure 1.29. Determine the complementary kinetic 
energy and the kinetic energy of the partide in terms of the generalized variables. 

In this problem, we bave the following holonomic constraints 

(x - V/)2 + y2 + z2 =-a2 

y = (x - vI )tanrot 

(a) 

The system has one degree of freedom. The sole generalized coordinate shall be q 1 = 9. The 
reduced transfonoation equations for this problem take the fono 

rx = x = a sin9 cosrot + VI 

ry = y = a sin9 sinrot 

r. = z = - a cos9 

The velocities may now be derived as 

(b) 
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z 

y 

z 

x 

y 

Figure 1.29 Bead on a rotating circular frame 

[ 
i ] [ cose cosrot 1 [ -a ro sine sinwt + v 1 
j = a 9 cose. sinrot + a ro sine cosro( 

i sme O 

(c) 

Thus 

[ 
cose coswt 1 

[J] = a cose. sinrot 
sme 

[
-a ro sine sinrot + v 1 

(r,,) = a ro sin~ cosrot and 

The Cartesian momenta are given by Bx = mi, By = my, B. = mi, i.e. 

[ 
Bx ] [ mi] [ cose cosrot 1 [ -ma ro sine sinwt + mv 1 

(B) = ~: = :: = ma il cos:~:rot + ma ro s~e coswt (d) 

Consider next the complementary kinetic energy given in Cartesian coordinates by 

T • 1 (.2 ·2 '2) =2"mx +y +z (e) 

On using the velocities in equation (c), we tind T· = T· (e, 9, t) as 

T· = 1. m a 2 92 + 1. m a 2 ro2 sin2 e + 1. mv2 + mav (9 cose cosrot - ro sine sinwt) (f) 
222 



· a 
2 • 

ma a 

~~O~---4~-----(T_T:) 
v • 
- cosa cosrot I 
a t 1 

~ ~mav cosa cosrot 

Figure 1.30 Energy and coenergy tenns for example 1.9.1 

thus 

T; =.!. ma2 fP 
2 

T~ = mav 9 cosa cosrot 

T' =.!. m a2 ro2 sin2 a + 1 mv2 mavro sina sinrot 
o 2 '2 -

The generalized momentum Pe can now be derived from T* as 

dT' 
Pe = - .- = m a2 9 + mav cosa cosrot 

de 

or, from (p I [Jf (B), as 

(a function of 92) 

(a function of 9) 

(not a function of 9) 

p, = [~ ii ~] [::] = ma' .. =,-= .. 

Pa 
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(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(le) 

For this example, it is evident that A = ma2 and b = mav cosa cosrot . Using equation (1.9.15) 

the kinetic energy T = T(a, Pe, t) can be expressed as 

1 pJ 1 (mav cosa COSrot)2 1 2 2 2 _1 mv2 T = --- - + -ma ro sin a + - mavrosinasinrot (1) 
2 ma2 2 ma2 2 2 
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The absolute generalized velocity 

dT = [ArI {p} 
dPe 

1 
-Pe 
ma2 

il + ~ cose COSCJ)l 
a 

Figure 1.30 shows the various kinetic energy terms in a velocity-momentum diagram. 
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Chapter IT 

DIFFERENTIAL VARIATIONAL FORMULATIONS 

2.1 D' Alembert's Principle 

D' Alembertt brought the problems of motion under the umbrella of problems of equili
brium. Using Euler's linear momentum law (1.1.2), we have that, when a point mass 
is acted upon by a set of forces resulting in F, it will acquire a linear momentum B, 
such that 

F = B (2.1.1) 

Consider now an .increment of work done by the force F, as well as by D' Alembert's 
inertial force -B, as the point mass undergoes an imagined virtual displacement Or. 
Then 

aw/ = (F - B)' ar = O (2.1.2) 

because of relation (2.1.1). 

If virtual displacements or are chosen such that they are kinematically admissible, 
Le. they satisfy the constraint equatioos, and for which time is held fixed, then the con
straint forces will not contribute to OW/, and need oot be included in F, effecting a 
noticeable simplificatioo. 

For the case of a system of N particles, the virtual work expres sion (2.1.2) 
becomes 

k = 1, 2, 3, ... ,N (2.1.3) 

D'Alembert's principle is inertial element focussed, Le. the forces Fk are. those 
impressed upon the inertial elements (masses) whose momentum derivatives are Bk' 

For a point mass m, B = m r, and D'Alembert's principle (2.1.3) can be 
expres sed as 

t Jean LeRond D'Alembert (1717·1783), French mathematician (Traite de dynamique, 1758) 
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(2.1.4) 

H the virtual displacements 5rt are independent, then their coefficients may be equated 
to zero for conditions of equilibrium, which in this case, become the equations of 
motion in terms of displacements. 

To use D' Alembert's principle in generalized displacement variabies qj, we need 
to invoke the transformation equations 

Ck = ck(ql, q2, q3,···,qj,···, qn' t) 

5ck 
oCk 

(2.1.5) = -&J. 
oqj I 

OCt OCt 
k 1,2,3, ... , N (2.1.6) Ct = -q. + = oqj I ot 

OCk .. o2rk 02c 02Ck k . 
i,j = 1, 2, 3, ... , n (2.1.7) ck = -q. + oqjoqj qjqj + 2 oqjot qj + oqj I ot2 

Hence in terms of generalized displacement variabIes, we may write D' Alembert's 
principle as 

- [ [o2(mC)k.. o(mc)k .. o2(mc)k. o2(mc)k l]. [OCk ]_ 
5W/ - Fk- o o qjqj + o qj + 2 o o qj + 2 ~&Jj - O 

qj qj qj qj t ot oqj 

(2.1.8) 

We shall see Iater, in article 2.6, that above form of virtual work can be expres sed in a 
much more convenient form, given by Lagrange. 

F 

x 

Figure 2.1 Particle moving in a horizonta1 plane 
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Example 2.1.1 

Consider the point mass m moving in a horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 2.1, and subjected to 

a force F. The equations of motion are to be established in polar coordinates. 

The linear momentum components are 

mx m(rcos9 r9sin9) 

my m(rsin9 + r9cos9) 

The time derivatives are 

m(i'cos9 - 2r9sin9 

my m (i' sin9 + 2r 9cos9 + r 9cos9 - r 92sin9) 

O' Alembert's principle (2.1.3) requires that 

(Fx - mi)&- + (Fy - my)l5y o 
Since 

x = rcos9 and y rsin9 

we find 

&- = cos9 I5r - r sin9 159 and l5y = sin9 l5r + r cos9 159 

Further we may introduce radial and transverse force components given by 

F, = Fxcos9 + Fysin9 and FI = - Fxsin9 + Fycos9 

Now expressing equation (e) in terms of generalised coordinates q, = r and q2 

for O'Alembert's principle 

(F, - m(i' - r92»)/5r + (FI - m(r9 + 2r9»)/59 

Since I5r and 159 are arbitrary, we conclude that 

o 

and FI - m(r9 + 2r9) 

are the equations of motion. 

Example 2.1.2 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f,g) 

(h,i) 

(j,k) 

9, we obtain 

(1) 

o (m,n) 

The equations of motion of the oscillator chain of Figure 2.2 are to be obtained via O' Alembert's 
principle. 

Equation (2.1.3) with k = a, b, c, requires that 

(a) 

The free-body diagram of Figure 2.2 allows us to write for the virtual work 

I5W/ = (F,-F2-Ba)/5xa+(F2-F3-Bb)l5xb+(F3-F4-Bc)l5xc = O (b) 

On comparing with equation (a) we note that in the present case, apart from a change in sign, the 

forces acting on the masses are: 

Fc = F3 - F4 (c) 

Now from constitutive equations for the force elements and for the inertial elements we have that 
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Vb Ve 

~1-1./3 ~ 

. 

~. 
Figure 2.2 A 3-mass, 4-spring oscillator ehain 

F 4 = klj,Xc (d) 

and 

(e) 
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On substituting from equations (e), (d), and (c) into equation (b) and noting that &a, &b and ~xc 
are independent and arbitrary, we obtain the following equations of motion: 

[
k 1 +k2 

+ - k 2 

O 

(f) 

Example 2.1.3 

Let us derive the equilibrium equation of motion of the partic1e sliding on the rotating ring as 
shown in Figure 1.29, by D'Alembert's principIe. 

For the force of gravity we have the virtual work 

In this case it is possible to define a potential energy V as 

V mg (z + a) 

Introducing the generalized coordinate a, we have z = - a cosa, then 

V mga(1 - oosa) 

and ~V = mga sina ~ -F' ~r 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Next tet us derive the inertial forces by differentiating the Cartesian momenta Bx, By and B. with 
respect to time. Using the expressions we had derived for these momenta in example 1.9.1, we 
find that 

[
cosa cosoot 1 [Sina cosoot 1 

= ma ă cosa. sinrot - ma a2 sina sinrot 
sma -cosa 

[ 
cose sinoot 1 [sina cosrot 1 

- 2 ma aoo -cosa O cosoot - ma 002 sina ;inoot 

Finally, on using D' Alembert's principle (2.1.2) we may write 

-aV - [Ii. Ii, Ii.] [E 1 ~ O 

(e) 

(f) 

The Cartesian virtual displacements in equation (f) may be expressed in terms of a single 
generalized ~ via the reduced transformation equations. To prevent the constraint forces from 
contributing to ~WI' time will be held fixed, i.e. & = O. Then 

[
& 1 [cosa cosoot 1 
~y = cosa, sinrot a ~ 
~z sma 

(g) 
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Fina1ly substituting from equations (e) and (g) in10 equation (f), and recognizing that aa is 
arbitrary, we find the equilibrium equation of motion as 

ma ă - ma (jJ2sin9cos9 + mg sin9 = O (h) 

It is of interest 10 note that while the constant trans1ational velocity v appears in the momentum 
velocity relations, it is absent in the equations of motion. This is because a uniformIy transiating 
frame is itself an inertial frame. 

In this example one may be tempted 10 use the fonn of D' Alembert's principIe, as given in 
equation (2.1.3), for the generalized variabies aa and Pe. Now we showed earlier in example 
1.9.1 that Pe = ma2 il + mav cos9 cos Olt. On differentiating the generalized momentum 
with respect 10 time and comparing the resuIt with the inertial force in equation (h), we can see 
that Pe does not yield alI the terms of the inertial force. That is, the time derivative of the 
momentum is equal 10 the inertial force only for inertial frames. 

Problem 
2.1.1 Two particles of masses m 1 and m 2 are attached by an inextensible string and 

placed on a double incline as shown. Using D'Alembert's principle determine 
the system's equation of motion. Neglect frictional forces. 

2.2 Complementary Form of D' A1embert's Principle 
By associating a force with the inertial effects, D' Alembert extended the range of 
applicability of SW/ from static problems to problems of motion. The inertial force 
arises as the time derivative of a particle's momentum and the conditions for the appli
cation of SW/ remain unchanged. That is, the virtual displacements must satisfy the 
kinematic constraints and for these displacements time is held fixed. The vanishing of 
SW/ then yields the equilibrium equations amongst the resultant applied force, and the 
inertial force. 

Now it will be recalled that the second form of virtual work is made up of pro
ducts of velocities and virtual impulses. In this case the virtual impulses must satisfy 
the equilibrium equations and for these impulses time is held fixed. The vanishing of 
SW// then yields the conditions of compatibility or kinematic fit. 
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For an inertial element, such as a mass particle, we can readily write the expres
sions for OWI/ in terms of the particle's velocity v. For an elastic element, which is 
more naturally described in terms of its deformations, we need to introduce an associ
ated velocity. This velocity is simply the time derivative u of the deformation u. 
Thus it can be seen that the deformations of elastic elements, in the expres sion for 
OWI/' are analogous to the momenta of the inertial elements in the expression for OW/. 

The complementary form of D' Alembert's principle thus requires the compatibil
ity of the extension rates of the force elements with the velocities of the inertial ele
ments. To illustrate this let us consider fust a simple mass-spring oscillator. To 
satisfy the equilibrium conditions, which is the prerequisite of the complementary for
mulation, we set 1, the impulse in the spring, equal to B, the momentum of the mass, 

I = B (2.2.1) 

Hence we may write the complementary form of D' Alembert's principle, in terms of 
equilibrating impulses, as 

OWI/ = (v - u)· 01 = O (2.2.2) 

For an arbitrary 01, 

v = u (2.2.3) 

For a system of N inertial elements (masses) and M force elements (springs), there 
will be M independent impulse variables, to write the virtual work of the spring exten
sion rates. For the inertial elements, the net momenta can be expres sed in terms of the 
impulses via the equilibrium conditions. For each of the N inertial elements we may 
relate the momenta to the impulses in the force elements through the equilibrium equa
tions and write 

k = 1,2, ... , N 
j = 1,2, ... , m (2.2.4) 

where II denote the impulses in the m force elements connected to particle k t. Now 
we may express the complementary fonn of D' Alembert' s principle 

OWI/ = vk . OBk - UI . 011 = O (2.2.5) 

Expressing the momenta Bk in terms of impulses II via the equilibrium equations 
(2.2.4) we obtain 

aBk 
OWI/ = v k • -- • 011 - UI . 011 = O 

aII 
(2.2.6) 

To put this expression in the more familiar form shown for a single mass spring oscil
lator, as given in equation (2.2.2), we introduce a resultant velocity vI such that 

aBk 
vk . (~) = vI (2.2.7) 

t In the general case the momenta Bt may be functions of impulses and kinematic variables q and ti. We will 
consider this more general case in section 2.10. 
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Then the expres sion for the complementary form of D'Alembert's principle becomes 

BWlI = (vI - U/)' BII = O (2.2.8) 

with 1 = 1,2,3, ... , M. 

Since the virtual impulses BII are independent, then their coefficients may be 
equated to zero for conditions of kinematic fit, which in this case become the compati
bility equations of motion. These equations, given by the vanishing condition of the 
bracketed term in equation (2.2.8) must be expres sed in terms of equilibrating 
impulses. This is done by invoking the constitutive equations for the force and inertial 
element. Thus in equation (2.2.6) the velocity vk of the kth mass is first expressed in 
terms of momentum Bk and subsequent1y in terms of impulses II via equation (2.2.4). 
For force elements in the constitutive relations are of ten, though not always, in terms 
of extensions u. Thus for a linear spring of stiffness k 

1 
u = --

k 
and 

For a cubic stiffening spring of stiffness h 

jl/3 

U = - hl/3 

For a linear dashpot of damping c 

1 
u = 

c 

Example 2.2.1 

and 

and 

u 

u = -l/k (2.2.9) 

.. 
1 1 

= --
3 h l13 j2l3 

(2.2.10) 

1 
U = (2.2.11) 

c 

The equations of motion of the oscillator chain of Figure 2.2 are to be obtained via the comple
mentary form of D' Alembert's principle. 

From the general expression in equation (2.2.5) we write 

OWII = vaOBa + VbOBb + vJ'Be - "1011 - "2°/2 - "3°/3 - "40/4 o (a) 

But equilibrium conditions require that 
Ba = (/1-/2) Bb = (/2-/3) (b) 

Substituting from (b) into (a) and collecting terms multiplied by the same virtual impulse we can 

write this expression as 

oWII = (Va - "1) 011 + (Vb - Va - "2)0/2 + (Ve - Vb - "3)013 + (- Ve - "4)014 = O (c) 

On comparing this expression with equation (2.2.8) we deduce that the resultant velocities V, are 

in this case 

Now from the constitutive equations for the inertial and force elements we have that 

(/ 3 - 14)/me 

U4 = -IJk4 

(d) 

(e) 

Substituting from equation (e) into (c) and noting that o/io 5/2,5/3, and 5/4 are arbitrary and 
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independent we obtain the compatibility equations of motion as 

1. - 12 1. 
+ - = O 

ma k. 

(/ 2 - 1.) (/3 - 12) 12 
O + -

ma mb k2 
(1) 

(/ 3 - Iz) (/ 4 - 13) 13 
O + k3 mb Inc 

(/ 4 - 13) 14 
O + -

mc k4 

or in matrix notation 

O O O O O 
k. ma ma 

1. 1 1 I( O O O O -+- O 
k2 12 ma ma mb mb 12 O 

13 
+ 1 1 13 O (g) 

O O O O -+-
k3 14 

mb Inc mb mc 14 O 

O O O O O 
k4 mc mc 

In passing it is worth noting that we may obtain the equilibrium . equations of motion for this sys
tem in terms of the three independent displacements of the three masses. Thus this system has 
three degrees of freedom in the displacement formulation and four degrees of freedom in the 
impulse formulation. 

• 1---+ ul +--1 
iI II h 

[J. ~ 
Vb .. r. 

Figure 2.3 Two mass oscillator chain 
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Example 2.2.2 

The system of Figure 2.3 is made up of two masses and two linear springs. Let the velocity Va 

of the fust mass be prescribed, and let a prescribed force F act on the second mass. We wish to 

obtain (a) the (equilibrlum) equation of motion of the system in the displacement fonnulation and 
(b) the (compatibility) equation of motion in the impulse fonnulation. 

(a) Since the velocity of the fust mass ma is prescribed, the system bas only one (posi
tionai) degree of freedom in the displacement fonnulation. We may write the D' Alembert princi

ple for the system as 

8W/ = (Fb - Bb)fub = O 

where F b includes ali forces impressed upon mass mb' Le. 

Fb = F + kl(xa -Xb) - k2Xb 

with 

and 

Thus the (equilibrium) equation of motion emerges as 

mbxb + (k l + k2)xb = F + klXa 

It is worth noting that the virtual work done by the spring forces may be expressed as 

kl(xa - Xb)fub - k2xbmb = - 8[ ~I (xa - Xb)2 + ;. xl] = 8v 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(O 

since axa = o. The term in brackets on the right side of equation (O will be recognized as the 
work function of the two springs. Thus the prescribed kinematic variable xa can be included in 
the worlc function or the potential energy. On the other hand, for the prescribed force a separate 
virtual work expression must be written unless the force possesses a potential. 

(b) Next let us obtain the compatibility equations of motion for the same system from the 
complementary fonn of D' Alembert's principle. We note at the outset that the system possesses 
two independent impuises associated with the two springs. Thus the complementary fonnulation 
bas two (impulsive) degrees of freedom. Now we can write the virtual work of the various velo

cities in the expres sion for 8W// as follows: 

8W// = Va &la + Vb &lb - "1 & 1 - "2 &2 = O 

But equilibrium conditions, as depicted in Figure 2.3, require that 

hence 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Now noting that 8/ = O and collecting tenns multiplied by the same virtual impulse, we can 

write 

(j) 
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Comparing with the expression in equation (2.2.5) we deduce that for the present problem the 
resultant velocities are 

0.) 

Now invoking the constitutive equations for the inertial and force elements we have that 

Bb 12 - II + T 
vb = - (1) 

mb mb 

UI = -/I/kl U2 = -/2/k 2 (m) 

Then on account of the arbitrariness of the virtual impulses we find the compatibility equations of 
motion as 

12 - II + T II 
Va - + - O (n) 

mb k l 

12 - II + T 12 
+ 

k2 
O (O) 

mb 

It is of interest to note that when the constitutive equations are used in the expression for OWIl 

the term Vb 0(/2 - II + 1) may be expressed as 

(P) 

where Tb is the kinetic energy of the second mass. Thus the prescribed impulse T can be 
included in the expression for the kinetic energy. On the other hand for the prescribed velocity 
Va a separate virtual work expression must be written unless the velocity possesses a kinetic 

energy. 

Problems 
2.2.1 An oscillator ehain eonsists of spring-mass-spring, with ends fixed. Derive the 

differential equations of motion using (a) the D' Alembert prineiple and (b) the 
eomplementary D'Alembert principle. (e) Find the natural frequeneies for (a) 
and (b). 
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2.2.2 A free oscillator chain consists of mass-spring-mass, Derive the differential 
equations of motion using (a) the D' Alembert principle and (b) the complemen
tary D' Alembert principle. 

o 

~m2 
o o o 

2.2.3 Derive the equations of motion for a simple mass-spring-dashpot oscillator 
using (a) the D' Alembert principle and (b) the complementary D' Alembert 
principle. 

m 

2.3 Conservation of Energy 
Consider a system for which time does not appear explicitly in the reduced transforma
tion equations. For such a scleronomic system we may let the virtual displacements 
coincide with the real displacements. This can be done because real displacements 
satisfy the constraint equations and also since there can be no moving constraints or 
moving reference frames (otherwise time would appear explicitly in the transformation 
equations) it is not necessary to hold time fixed in order to prevent the constraint 
forces from doing work. Let us further restrict our case to systems for which alI 
forces, other than the inertial forces, possess potential energy functions. Assuming that 
time does not appear explicitly in the system's total potential energy we may write 
D' Alembert' s principle (2.1. 3) as 
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(2.3.1) 

where the drk are real displacements and dV = -Fk . drk is the change in potential 
energy due to changes in real displacements. Now since real displacements occur over 
a time interval we may write equation (2.3.1) as 

. drk 
- dV - Bk· -dt = O (2.3.2) 

dt 

If we now express the velocity vector fk as vk> equation (1.12.2) becomes 

- dV vk . dBk = O (2.3.3) 

With ar = v k . d B k' we deduce that 

-dV ar = O (2.3.4) 

which, upon integration, becomes 

V + T = constant. (2.3.5) 

Several points are worth noting here. First in deriving the above result for conserva
tion of energy we had to assume the following: 

i) AH forces, other than the inertial forces, possess potential energy. 

ii) Time does not appear explicitly in the reduced transformation equations nor 
in the total potential energy function. 

Second, it is of interest to see that it is the total energy and not a combination of an 
energy and a complementary energy that is conserved. Now for Newtonian mechanics 
T = T* and hence in Newtonian mechanics one can also assert that, under the above 
conditions i) and ii), 

V + T* = constant (2.3.6) 

Finally if the force displacement relation, implicit in the expression for V, is linear, 
then V = V * and one can also assert that 

V* + T = constant (2.3.7) 

and 

V* + T* = constant (2.3.8) 

If the force-displacement relation is nonlinear, V* may be some multiple of V , say 
* 1 V = -V, then 

c 

cV* + T* = constant (2.3.9) 

The results in equation (2.3.5) to (2.3.9) can also be derived from the comple
mentary form of D'Alembert's principle. 
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Example 2.3.1 

As an example consider a mass-spring system with a nonlinear spring for which the force is given 

by F = - hx 3 (Duffing-typet oscillator). The potential energy is (Example 1.8.1) 

V = 1. hx4 (a) 
4 

There are no energy losses, consequently we conclude that 

V + T = constant 

With T ·2 
2 mx, 

V + T = 1. hx4 + 1,2 constant 4 zmx = 

Differentiating equation (c) with respect to time, we obtain 

i (mi + hx3) = O 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

The term in the bracket will be recognized as the differential equation for a Duffing-type oscilla

tor. 

It will be recalled that for this problem 

Thus in this case we can write 

or 

V· 

1. v' + T' 
3 

3 V 

constant 

V· + T' = 3V + T constant + 2V 

i.e. the sum V· + T' is not a constant. 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Problems 
2.3.1 Derive the expression T + V = constant from the complementary form of 

D' Alembert's principle. 

2.3.2 Use the constant mechanical energy T + V of a pendulum and the generalized 
coordinate q = e to (a) derive the (nonlinear) differential equation of motion. 
(b) Plot the generalized force Q versus the generalized position q. (c) Show 
that the mechanical coenergy T* + V* is not a constant. (d) Write 
(T + V) and (T* + V*) for small displacements and show that for the 
linearised system the mechanical energy sum and the mechanical coenergy sum 
are the same. 

t Georg Duffing (1861-1944), German engineer 
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2.4 Gauss' Principle of Least Constraint 
D' Alembert's principle is not an extremum principle since the inertial forces in this 
principle are not derivable from a function. Gauss t gave an ingenious reinterpretation 
of D'Alembert's principle, which changes it into a minimum principle. Gauss' princi
ple can be derived from D'Alembert's principle as follows. 

Suppose that at a given instant, t, we know the real positions and the velocities 
but not the accelerations of alI the particles in a system. At a small increment of time 
t later we can determine the positions of the particles by a Taylor series expansion. 
Thus 

(2.4.1) 

Since, the positions and velocities are specified at time t and are not subject to varia
tion, deviations in the position of the particles can arise from variations of accelera
tions, Le. 

Brk(t + t) = ~ t 2 Oik (2.4.2) 

This relationship is true no matter what constraints may exist amongst the Brk' 

Now let us write D'Alembert's principle (2.1.4) using the virtual displacements at 

time (t + t). Then we have, with Br = ..!.. BU, that 
m 

[ Fk - Uk ] • BUk = O (2.4.3) 

Finally, on recognizing that the forces Fk are also prescribed, Le. BFk = O, we may 
write equation (2.4.3) as 

or 

OZ =0 (2.4.5) 

where 

(2.4.6) 

In equation (2.4.4), several points are worthy of note. First, one can see that in this 
equation, we have a tru~ minimum principle. The minimization is. with respect to the 
momentum derivatives Bk'. If there exist no constraints, Le. alI BBk are independent, 
then each coefficient of BBk must vanish and the value of Z 'Yill be exact1y zero. On 
the other hand, if some constraints exist, the coefficients of BBk cannot be equated to 
zero. In this case, the value of Z will be larger than zero. As such, Z is an indicator 
of constraints and Gauss referred to Z as the zwang (= constraint) of the motion 

t Cari Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), German mathematician (Disquisitiones arithmeticae, 1801) 
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whose variation must vanish - hence the principle of least constraint. 

Since in Gauss' principle, only momentum derivatives, or equivalent1y accelera
tions, are subject to variations, constraints amongst displacement and/or velocities must 
be converted to a set of relations amongst the accelerations. This is done simply by 
differentiating the constraint equations with respect to time, twice for holonomic con
straints and once for nonholonomic constraints. Thus Gauss' principle can be used for 
holonomic and nonholonomic systems. It is also of interest to recognize that the con
straints amongst accelerations always emerge as linear relationships allowing one to 
eliminate the superfluous accelerations readily. 

Fipally, one can interpret equation (2.4.4) as the least squares minimization of 
(Fk - Bk ). The method of least squares minimization of errors was also discovered by 
Gauss. 

Gauss' principle may be expressed in terms of generalized coordinates qj, by 
expressing fk in terms of the generalized coordinates as shown in equation (2.1.7). 

Starting from the complementary form of D'Alembert's principle and following a 
similar procedure, it is also possible to find a complementary form of Gauss' principle, 
namely 

o z* = O 

where 

z* = ~ [v/ - 0/)' [v/ - 0/) 
with v/ and o/ as velocities and extension rates, as in equation (2.2.8). 

Example 2.4.1 

y=bx2 
y 

II 

x 
O~----~------------~-

Figure 2.4 Bead on a parabolic wire 

(2.4.7) 

(2.4.8) 

A partic1e is forced to move without friction along a wire bent in the form of a parabola y = bx 2, 

as shown in Figure 2.4. Let us derive the partic1e's equation of motion via Gauss' principle. 



In this example, we have the holonomic constraints 

Differentiating twice, we find 

y = 2bxi 

Y = 2b:i2 + 2b x X 

z=O 

and 

and 

i=O 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Now since in Gauss' principle the displacements and velocities are prescribed and only accelera
tions are subject to variations, we find from equation (c) that 

Using equation (2.4.5), we may write 

a t[(F .. - mi)2 + (Fy - mj)2 + (F. - mZ')2] o 

In this example, F .. = F. = O and Fy = -mg. Hence 

a t[(mif + (mg + my)2] O 

or 

x ax + (g + y) ay = O 

On eliminating ay from equation (e) via equation (d), we arrive at 

[x + 2bx(g + )i)) ax = O 

(d) 

(e) 

(O 

Now it remains to recognize that ax is arbitrary and hence its coefficient must vanish. It remains 
to remove y from this coefficient. Using equation (c) for y in equation (O, we find the particle's 
equation of motion as 

Problems 

2.4.1 A particle is forced to stay on the surface 

z = !(x,y) 

and is acted upon by the force F. Using Gauss' principle of least constraint, 
tind the equation of motion. 

2.4.2 A particle of mass m moves without friction on a horizontal plane. It is sub
jected to the constraint: 

sin at2 dx - cos at2 dy = O 

where a = constant and where the Cartesian coordinates (x,y) specify its 
position. Obtain the equations of motion for this particle by means of Gauss' 
principle of least constraint. 

2.4.3 Obtain the equation of motion for a simple mass-dashpot-spring oscillator by 
means of Gauss' principle of least constraint. 
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2.4.4 A particle m is forced to stay on the surface z = ~ ax2 + bxy + ~ cy2 

and is acted upon by a force F. Using Gauss' principle of least constraint, find 
the equations of motion. 

2.5 Configuration Space and Hertz' Principle of Least Curvature 
It is possible to represent the configuration of a system of N particles by the position 
vector of a single point in a 3N dimensional space. For such a space, called the 
configuration space, we may use a rectilinear coordinate system with 3N axes. Now 
we need to establish a relation between measurements of length in the configuration 
space and the 3D physical space. To this end, we relate the incremental changes in 
the position vector R of the representative point in the configuration space, to the 
corresponding changes in the position vectors rj of the N particles in the 3D space as 
follows 

(2.5.1) 

Now the elemental arc length, ds, in the configuration space may be computed as 

ds 2 = dR . dR = (mdr)k . drk (2.5.2) 

The advantage of the relation defined in equation (2.5.1) is that when equation (2.5.2) 
is divided through by 2dt2, we find 

1 ds 1·2 * [ ]
2 

"2 dt ="2 mk rk = T (2.5.3) 

Equation (2.5.3) shows that the total complementary energy of the N particles is equal 
to the complementary kinetÎC energy of a single partic1e of unit mass, moving in the 
3N dimensional configuration space. 

Now if the motion of the N particles is constrained and only n coordinates are 
required, with n < 3N, then not every point of the configuration space of 3N dimen
sions will be accessible and the motion of the representative point will be confined to a 
manifold of n dimensions. Altematively, we may define a new configuration space of 
n dimensions corresponding to the n coordinates. In this case, the n coordinate axes 
will generally be curved rather than straight. Once again, we may define a convenient 
metric for this curvilinear space by expressing the elemental arc length of this space as 

ds 2 = {dqj}T [mij] {dqj} i, j = 1,2,3, ... , n (2.5.4) 

where [mij] is the mass matrix of the system. On dividing through by 2dt2, we find 

~ [: r = ~ {q;lT {m'j]{qj} (2.5.5) 

The right hand side term will be recognized as the complementary kinetic energy of a 
scleronomic system. 

As the configuration of the N particles changes in time, the representative point 
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traces out a curve in the configuration space. Hertz t showed that, in the absence of 
impressed forces, the trajectories of the representative point in the configuration space 
are lines of least curvature. 

Hertz' principle of least curvature may be derived from Gauss' principle of least 
constraint as follows. In the absence of the impressed forces, Gauss' principle reduces 
to 

which by virtue of equation (2.5.1), may be written as 

oR·R =0 
2 

(2.5.6) 

Also, if there are no impressed forces, the kinetic energy, and in Newtonian mechanics 
also the complementary kinetic energy, of the system will remain fixed. Thus we also 
have that 

1 ·2 1 ds [ ]
2 

"2 mk Tk ="2 dt = C a constant 

Now dividing equation (2.5.6) by 4c 2, we obtain 

Figure 2.5 Trajectory of the representative point 

t Heinrich Hertz (1857-1894), German physicist 
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d2R d 2R 
--'--\[;]'[;r = O.!. [d2R]2 = O 

2 fis 2 
(2.5.7) 

It remains to show that equation (2.5.7) is related to the curvature of the trajectory in 
the configuration space. We will demonstrate this for the simpler case of a two
dimensional configuration space. In this case, 

as shown in Figure 2.5. The derivative 

dR 
ds 

dR! 

fis 
dR 2 

fis 

(2.5.8) 

(2.5.9) 

represents a unit vector in tangential direction. The magnitude of a unit vector is con
stant, so that a change of a unit vector can only be perpendicular to the vector, thus 

and since 

where K is the curvature, we obtain 

de = K fis 

des 

fis 

Combining equations (2.5.9) and (2.5.12) one finds that 

d2R -- = - Ke fis 2 n 

and 
fis 2 fis 2 

= ~ 

(2.5.10) 

(2.5.11) 

(2.5.12) 

(2.5.13) 

(2.5.14) 

On retuming to equation (2.5.7), we can now interpret this equation as the minimiza
tion of the magnitude of the curvature in the 3N dimensional configuration space. 
One can show that paths of minimum curvature are geodesics on curved surfaces. 
When there are no constraints, the trajectories in the configuration space are straight 
lines. It is interesting to note that this finding for a system of N particles represented 
by the motion of a single partic1e in the 3N configuration space is similar to Newton' s 
first law for a single partic1e in 3D space. Finally, it is worth noting that Hertz' prin
ciple makes a statement about the trajectory of the motion in the configuration space, 
but it does not provide information on the motion as a function of time. Although of 
fundamental importance, Hertz' principle does not provide a practic al method for 
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analyzing the dynamics of systems. 

Figure 2.6 A system of two force-free particles 

Example 2.5.1 

Consider the system involving the two partides shown in Figure 2.6. No forces are acting. As a 

consequence each partide will continue at a constant speed along a straight path in 3D space. 

The changes in position vector in configuration space are obtained from 

The kinetic coenergy is 

With v} 
nates 

~dxa 

~dYa 

"ma dZa 

T* = + (ma v} + mb vb = constant 

-vm; dxb 

-vm; dYb 

-vm; dZb (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Since there is no external force acting, the velocity R is constant, Le. the imagined single partide 

of unit mass moves at a velocity of constant magnitude 

II R II = -YRl + Ri + Rl + Rl + Rf + Rl (d) 

along a straight path (minimum curvature) in the 6 dimensional Hertzian configuration space. 
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2.6 Lagrange's Equations 
Let us consider again D' Alembert's principle in terms of generalized coordinates. For 
this purpose, we require to express the virtual displacement ork and the accelerations 
rk' in terms of generalized coordinates qj. 

Let the transformation equations be 

rk = rk(ql'q2'····'qj,····'qn't) 

Then ork 
ark 

(2.6.1) = -Bq. 
aqj I 

and 
ark ark 

(2.6.2) rk = -q. + aqj I at 

In deriving equation (2.6.1), time is held fixed so as to prevent constraint forces from 
entering the virtual work expression. 

Consider now the virtual work of the applied and the inertial forces. For the 
former, we may write 

Fk . ork 
ark 

= Fk' -Bq. 
aqj I 

or Fk . ork = Qj Bqj (2.6.3) 

where Qj 
ark 

(2.6.4) = Fk '-
aqj 

For the virtual work of the inertial forces, we have that 

. . ark 
Bk . Ork = Bk' aqj Bqj (2.6.5) 

It is convenient to write the inertial force on the right hand side of equation (2.6.5) in 
the following modified form 

. ark d [ ark 1 
Bk . aqj = dt Bk . aqj (2.6.6) 

But 

(2.6.7) 

Now an examination of the right hand side of equation (2.6.7) reveals that this term is 
just 

(2.6.8) 
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Equations (2.6.7) and (2.6.8) show that 

d [cn:k J dt dqj 
(2.6.9) 

Furthennore. from equation (2.6.2). we tind that 

drk cn:k 
- =- (2.6.10) 

Now making use of equations (2.6.9) and (2.6.10). we may write equations (2.6.6) as 

• drk d [ drk 1 d . Bk - = - Bk -. - Bk -rk 
dqj dt dqj dqj 

(2.6.11) 

Finally. since B = m r. the virtual work of the inertial forces may be written as 

Bk . -&ij = - -. -Bk . rk - --Bk ' rk &ii . cn:k [d d 1. d 1 ,] 
dqj dt dqj 2 dqj 2 

(2.6.12) 

Now recognising the ~ Bk . fk tenns as the system's kinetic coenergy T* (q. ti. t). 

and using equation (2.6.4). we may express O'Alembert's principle (2.1.5). in tenns of 
generalized coordinates. as 

[ .!!.... d~* _ '(JT* _ Qj ]&ij = O (2.6.13) 
dt dqj dqj 

If the constraints are holonomic. each &ij will be independent and the tenn in the 
brackets of equation (2.6.13) must vanish. leading to the fundamental form of the cele
brated Lagranget equations; 

d dT* dT* 
- -.- - -d- = Qj i = 1.2 ..... n (2.6.14) 
dt dqj qj 

For each system there are altogether n such equations. where n is the number of gen
eralized coordinates. 

Considering equation (1.8.13). equation (2.6.14) may also be written 

d dT* 
dlj - dqj = Qj (2.6.15) 

Equation (2.6.15) shows once again that the time derivative of the generalized momen
turn does not yield alI tenns of the inertial force. That is. part of the inertial force is 

to be obtained from the tenn - ddT· . Only for Galilean coordinate systems in which 
qj 

T* is not a function of qj. is the inertial force equal to the time derivative of the 

t Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736·1813), French mathematician (Mecanique anaJytique, 1788) 
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generalized momentum. 

It is worth emphasizing that Lagrange' s equations, as derived above, hold for 
holonomic systems in which the qj are independent. We shall examine the extension 
of Lagrange's equations to nonholonomic systems later (see section 3.6). 

In the special case when the F k are derivable from a potential energy function V, 
we may write 

or on using equation (2.6.3) 

Qj dqj = Fk' drk = - dV(qj) = 

or Qj = 

av 
-dq· 
aqj I 

For such a case, Lagrange's equations may be expressed as 

~ a~* _ -.L(T* - V) = O 
dt aqj aqj 

(2.6.16) 

(2.6.17) 

Since in most cases V is not a function of generalized velocities, it is convenient to 
detine a new function L, called the Lagrangian, as 

L = T* - V (2.6.18) 

and express Lagrange's equations as 

d aL aL = O i = 1,2, ... ,n (2.6.19) 

Equation (2.6.19) is the most frequent1y quoted form of Lagrange's equation, and is 
called the standard form. If in addition to forces which possess a potential, there exist 
other generalized forces Q;', which are not derivable from a potential function, 
Lagrange's equations take the form; 

d aL aL 
= Q/ (2.6.20) 

dt aqj 

Example 2.6.1 

Consider again the systern shown in Figure 1.29. For this systern, we found for the kinetic coen
ergy 

T* = ~ m a 2(92 + ro2sin29) + ~ mv 2 + mav (9cos9cosrot - rosin9sinrot) 

and for the potential energy 

V = mga (1 - cos9) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Thus the Lagrangian (2.6.18) L = T· - V becomes 

L = .!.m a2(a2 + m2sin29) + .!.mv2 + mav(9cos9cosmt - msinmt) - mga (1 - 0089) (c) 
2 2 

For Lagrange's equation, we need, with ql 9, 

aL 

d9 

d aL 

dt a9 

aL, = ma'li. -o + mav cos9 COSCJ)f 
da 

= ma2ij - mav(asin9cosCJ)f + roeos9sinmt) 

= ma2m2sin9cos9 - mga sin9 - mov (asin9cosCJ)f + roeos9sinmt) 

Entering the results of equations (e) and (t) into Lagrange's equation (2.6.19) 

results in 

d aL 

dt a9 
aL _ o 
da -

ma ij - ma m2sin9cos9 + mg sin9 O 

as found earlier via D' Alembert's principle. 

Figure 2.7 Spring-bome pendulum 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

(g) 

(h) 
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Example 2.6.2 

Consider the two degrees of freedom system shown in Figure 2.7, with point mass m and general
ized positions q 1 = r and q2 = 9. For this system, we have for the complementary kinetic 
energy 

o 1 2 • 2 
T = Im[r + (r9) ] (a) 

and for the potential energy 

1 
V = -mg(r - ro) + mgr(l- cos9) + Ik(r - ro)2 (b) 

where ro is the original unstretched length of the spring. Forming the Lagrangian L = T O 
- V, 

we find for the r coordinate 

aL . 
- = mr ar and aL '2 ar = mr9 - k(r - ro) + mgcos9 

and applying the Lagrange equation (2.6.19) in its standard form 

d aL aL '2 
- - - - - mi' - mr9 + k(r -ro) - mgcos9 
dta,: ar-

o 

Similarly for the 9 coordinate, 

aL . 
-. = mr29 
de 

and aL 
de 

- mgr sin9 

and applying the Lagrange equation (2.6.19) in its standard form 

daL aL ... 
- -. - - = mr29 + 2mr':9 + mgr sin9 
dt a9 a9 o 

or, after cancelling r, 

mr9 + 2m r 9 + mg sin9 = o 
Note that equation (e) involves forces, while equation (h) involves torques. 

(c,d) 

(e) 

(f,g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Problems 
2.6.1 The simple pendulum of length r shown is connected to the edge of a disk of 

radius R by a pin joint. The link is massless and the horizontal disk rotates 
about its centre O at a constant angular velocity O. (a) Use the Lagrangian 
equation to obtain the equation of motion in terms of cp. (b) What is the natural 
frequency of the pendulum's vibration for small angles cp ? 
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2.6.2 The double pendulum shown is connected to the edge of a horizontal disk by a 
pin joint. The links are massless and the disk rotates about its centre 0, with 
a constant angular velocity n. Form the Lagrangian and obtain the equations 
of motion for this system in terms of a and '1'. 

(-
o 

m 

2.6.3 Form the Lagrangian and obtain the equations of motion for small amplitudes 
of the system shown. The links of lengths '1' '2 are rigid and massless. The 
linear spring k is connected at a distance a from the supports. The spring is 
unstretched when the links are vertical. 
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a 

d 

2.6.4 Use Lagrange's equation to derive the equation of motion of the spring-bome 
mass m located on a (massless) car moving at a constant linear acceleration. 

1. a t2 
2 o 

2.7 Invariance of Lagrange's Equations 

x 

m 

We have pointed out that the form of Newton's equation changes when a coordinate 
transformation is effected. The only exception being the Galilean transformation 
where the reference frames have relative uniform translational motion. The same is 
true for D' Alembert's principle. By contrast, the form of Lagrange's equation is 
invariant under a coordinate transformation. This can be shown as follows. 
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Let two possible sets of coordinates be (ql'q2, ... ,qj, .... 'qn) and 
(q~,q~, ... ,q;, .... ,q~). There exists a one to one relation between these two coordinate 
systems expres sed as 

(2.7.1) 

Then 

. oqj.' oqj 
qj = -:;;-;-qj + ~ 

oqj ot 
(2.7.2) 

The Lagrangian, being a scalar quantity, bas the same value in the two coordinate sys
tems Le. 

L(q,iI,t) = L'(q'i/,t) 

Consider now the various terms of Lagrange' s equation 

oL' oL oqj oL oilj 
-=--+--
oq; oqj oq; otij oq; 

But from equation (2.7.2), we deduce that 

otij 02qj 02qj 
= o 'o ,qk + 

oq; qj qk oq;ot 

d oqj 
= ---

dt oq; 

Hence equation (2.7.4) may be written as 

oL' oL oqj oL d oqj = -- + ----
aq; oqj aq; 

Next consider the term 

Once again from equation (2.7.2), we find that 

otij oqj 

oii; = Oq; 

Substituting into equation (2.7.6), we find 

oL' 
oti; = 

oilj dt oq; 

Now writing Lagrange's equation for the q; system, we bave that 

d oL' oL' d {OL Oqj} oL oqj oL d aqj 
dt oii; - oq; = dt oilj Oq; - oqj Oq; - oilj dt oq; 

(2.7.3) 

(2.7.4) 

(2.7.5) 

(2.7.6) 

(2.7.7) 

(2.7.8) 
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{
d aL - --- -
dt aqj 

Since the Jacobian of the transfonnation aqj
, is nonvanishing, the invariance of equa

aqj 
tion (2.7.8) follows. 

m m 

Figure 2.8 Two different generalized coordinate systems for a double pendulum 

Example 2.7.1 

For the double pendulum shown in Figure 2.8 the complementary kinetic energy and the potential 
energy may be written as 

v = -mg (Yl + yi) (a) 

But Xi, Yi etc are not independent and must satisfy ilie constraint equations 

(b) 

These equations may be satisfied direct1y in terms of ilie generalized coordinates 9 and ljI through 
the reduced lransformation equations 

Xl 1 sin9 

X2 1 (sin9 + sini") 

Yl = 1 cos9 

Y2 = 1 (cos9 + COSIjI) 

(c) 

(d) 

Using these equations we may express the energy terms in tenns of ilie generalized coordinates as 
foIlows 

rO = t mi 2(292 + 29~cos(1jI - 9) + v) 
v = -mgl (2cos9 + COSIjI) 

(e) 

(f) 



Using Lagrange's equation (2.6.19) for the coordinate O yields 

29 + \il cos(", - O) - W2 sin(", - O) + 2f sinO 

and for the coordinate '" 

O 

9 cos(", - O) + \il + 92 sin(", - O) + 1. sin", = O 
1 
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(g) 

(h) 

Next let us use the generalized coordinates OI' O2, Noting that 0\ = O and O2 = '" - O, we may 

write the complementary kinetic energy as 

(i) 

and the potential energy 

v = -mgl (2cosOI + COS(OI + O~) (j) 

Using Lagrange's equation (2.6.19) for the coordinate 0\ yields 

29\ + (29\ + 9VcOS02 - (291 + 9~92sin02 + 91 + 92 + f(2sinOI + sin(OI + O~) = O (k) 

and for the coordinate 92 

91(1 + cosO~ + 92 + 9? sin02 + fSin(OI + 9~ = O (1) 

Now we have 

and and (m) 

Equation (1) may be obtained from equations (g) and (h) through use of equation (2.7.7), or 

~ aL' _ aL' _ {~aL _ aL}~ + {~aL _ aL}~ (n) 
dt a92 ae2 - dt 09 ae oe2 dt aw av, ae2 

Thus multiplication of equation (g) with zero, and equation (h) by one, and introduction of the 

new coordinates gives 

O (o) 

which is identical to equation (1). 

2.8 Complementary Form of Lagrange's Equations 
Starting from the complementary form of D'Alembert's principle and following a line 
of development similar to that used for derivation of Lagrange's equations, we can 
derive a complementary form of Lagrange's equations. As one may anticipate, various 
terms in Lagrange's equations have their counterparts in the complementary Lagrange 
equations. These may be summarized as follows: 
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Lagrangian Formulation Complementary Formulation 

r displacements 
F Forces 
B momenta (masses) 

qj generalized displacements 
Qj generalized forces 

Pj generalized momenta 

Cartesian Variables 

1 impulses 
v velocities 
u stretches (springs) 

Generalised Variables 

Sj generalized impulses 

Sj generalized speed 

ej generalized stretch 

Constraints 

qj must satisfy kinematic constraints Sj must satisfy equilibrium equations 

Energy terms 

T* = complementary kinetic energy T = kinetic energy 
V = potential energy V* = complementary potential energy 
L =T* - V = Lagrangian (2.6.18) L * = T - V* = complementary 

of forces 
l)W/ = Q;' l)qj 

d aL 

Example 2.8.l 

Virtual work 
of velocities 

l)WI/ = S; l)Sj 

Lagrange equations 

aL d a'F· = Q/ (2.6.20) 1.J 

dt aSj 

Lagrangian (2.8.1) 

. = Sj (2.8.2) 

As an illustration of an application of the complementary Lagrange equation (2.8.3), consider the 
motion of a simple pendulum (Figure 2.9). The kinetic energy of the point mass m is 

8 2 
T = 2m (a) 

Invoking relation (1.1.8) aod introducing a generalized angular impulse S = / 1 = BI, the 
kinetic energy becomes 

(b) 

To evaluate the potential coenergy V', let us start from the more familiar expression for the 
potential energy V. 

V = mgl (1 - cosa) (c) 

Then 



m 

B = Sit 

Figure 2.9 Generalized impulse for a simple pendulum 

oV 
aa mgl sinO - Qe -Me 
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(d) 

where the generalized force Qe = M e is the torque associated with the angle O. Inverting equa
tion (d), we find 

o 

Then 

arcsin [_ M e ] 
mgl 

. M e 
-arcsm

mgl 

v· -JOdMe 

J arcsin[ :; ]dMe 

MearcSin Me + ~(mgl)2-MJ - mgl 
mgl 

Now to ensure that equilibrium condition is satisfied we Jet 

S = Me 

Then 

v· = S arcsin --.LI + -V(mgli - S2 - mgl 
mg 

The compJementary Lagrangian (2.8.1) can now be written as follows 

(e) 

(t) 

(g) 

(h) 
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T - y. 2~2 - S arcsin ~I - [(mg/)2 - S2 r + mgl 

aL· 
aS 

d aL· 
dt oS = 

aC 
os 

. S -arcsm
mgl 

S· 

= ml2 

Hence the equation of motion is given by 

S· S 
[(mglf _ S2]~ + mf2 = O 

(i) 

O) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

Equation (m) is a slatement of compatibility. In effect, it slates that the rate e of the (angular) 
extension in the gravilational field must be equal to the (angular) velocity s of the mass, with 

and 

e = ~ [_ ay·] -_ S = 9 
dt oS - [(mg/)2 - S2]~ 

s = aT 
OS 

S 
mf2 

For small angles, one can see from equations (d) and (g) that S is very small compared to 
mgl. For such conditions, we may drop S2 as compared to (mgl)2 in equation (m), and simplify 
this equation to 

ii + .E..s = O 
I 

which is identical to the linearized pendulum equation obtained in example 2.2.3. 

Figure 2.10 Bead mov ing in horizontal plane at a constant angular speed 

(n) 
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Example 2.8.2 

The system shown in Figure 2.10 involves a bead m sliding without friction along a massless rod. 

The bead is attached to a linear spring. The rod rotates at a prescribed constant 9 = 00e in a 

horizontal plane. The system's equation of motion is to be established (a) by the conventional 

approach and (b) by the complementary approach. 

(a) Generalized Displacement Formulation: 

With q = r, q = r, the system's kinetic coenergy is 

1"* = 1"*(q, q) = t miJ2 + t mroJq2 

and its potential energy is 

For simplicity we choose V = O at q = O and obtain the Lagrangian 

L = L(q, q) = 1"* - V = .!.miJ2 - .!.(k - mroJ) q2 
2 2 

Lagrange's equation (2.6.20) 

then leads to 

d aL 
dt aq 

aL 
dq 

O 

mii + (k - mroJ)q = O 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

and represents the system's equilibrium equation of motion expressed in terms of a generalized 

displacement variable. 

(b) Generalized lmpulse Formulation: 

We may view equation (e) as that of a nonrotating oscillator with a modified spring constant 

(k - m roJ). Now letting the impulse in the modified spring be S , we may write for the comple

mentary Lagrangian 

• . S2 52 

L (S, S) = 2m + 
2(k - mroi) 

and we may obtain the compatibility equation of motion from equation (2.8.2) 

d aC 
dt aS -

as 

k - mroJ 

Example 2.8.3 

aL· 
as 

S + -
m 

= O 

O 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

As an illustration of an application of the complementary Lagrange equation involving speeds s 
without energy, consider the system in Figure 2.11. 
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~ml 
c 
I 

c c 

..4-
SI ·1 r-~ m 

k 
SI 

C 

~ 

~ 

Figure 2.11 System with speed without energy 

The kinetic energy is 

T 

The equilibrating impulse relationship is 

B = S\ - S2 

Thus 

T 

The potential coenergy is 

'2 
• S\ 

V =-
2k 

The complementary Lagrangian is consequently 

(S - Sif 
L· = T - v· = ---'0\_---"_ 

2m 

The complementary Lagrange equation for S \ is 

o 

resulting in 

S\ S\ - S2 
- + 
k m 

o 

The complementary Lagrange equation for S 2 is 

T 

~ c. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

(g) 



d aL· aL" 
dt aS2 - aS2 
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(h) 

where s~ is a speed without energy and includes the dashpot's speed Sic and the prescribed 
velocity vb of the free end. Thus 

Equation (h) with (i) then results in 

SI - S2 

m 

(i) 

(j) 

It is worth noting that the effect of the dashpot can be taken into account by means of a 

potential-type function defined as 
·2 

.• S2 
D = -

2c 

which can be incorporated in the complemen~ Lagrange equation 

d aL· aL· ao· " 
dt aSi - aSi - aSi = si 

We shall consider such potentials for dissipative forces in section 2.9. 

Rearranging equations (g) and (j) provides us with the compatibility equations of motion 

Problems 

SI SI S2 
-+--- = O 
k m m 

- + 
c m 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

2.8.1 Solve Problem 2.6.3 by means of the complementary fonn of Lagrange's equa
tion. 

2.8.2 Solve Problem 2.6.4 by means of the complementary fonn of Lagrange's equa
tion. 

2.8.3 A simple Duffing-type oscillator has a differential equation of motion given by 

mi + hx3 = O 

U se the complementary Lagrange equation to derive the compatibility equation 
of motion. 

2.8.4 Establish the equations of motion for the system shown, by (a) Lagrange equa
tions, and (b) complementary Lagrange equations. 
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2.8.5 Use complementary Lagrange equations to establish the equations of motion in 
terms of the generalized impulses SI and S 2' 

m 

... SI 

SI .I B.I ... s, 4~ 
4~ 

2.8.6 Establish the equation of motion for the syst~m of Figure 2.10 when r 1 :F- 0, 
using a generalized impulse variable Sr' with Sr = - k (r - r 1)' 

2.8.7 For the semicircular thin-walled shell shown assume small rocking amplitudes, 
and establish the equations of motion, (a) using q 1 = e as generalized displace
ment, and (b) using the linear impulse S in horizonta1 direction as generalized 
impulse. (c) Determine the period of rocking motion. 



2.9 Dissipation Forces 

b= 1t-2 r 
1t 
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Invariably, the motion of a system brings into play a set of forces which cause a 
transformation of system's total mechanical energy into nonmechanical, Le. non
recoverable, forms. Such dissipative forces may be closely represented, at least over 
certain ranges of velocity v, by 

FD = -avn (2.9.1) 

Equation (2.9.1) will be recognized as another example of a constitutive relation incor
porating a physical property a. Several cases of interest may be immediately 
identified for various values of n. Thus for n = 0, we obtain the classical Coulomb 
friction for which the dissipative force is independent of the relative velocity between 
the rubbing surfaces but is a function of the normal force between the surfaces and the 
sign of the relative velocity. For n = 1, equation (2.9.1) yields the widely used 
viscous damping case. For atmospheric drag n = 2 is approximately correct. Other 
values of n may be appropriate in other cases. 

To account for dissipative forces in the equilibrium equations, one must write 
down the virtual work of such forces. In the subsequent discussion, n is an odd 
integer. If this is not the case, special precaution must be taken to ensure that the vir
tual work is indeed negative. 

Now, let us consider for example, the dissipative force on a single particle mov
ing in the xy plane. If the force, in the direction of v , is given by equation (2.9.1), 
then the components of F D along the x and y direction will be 

FDx = FD cose = -av n cose 

F Dy = F D sine = -av n sine 

But cose = i Iv and sine = y Iv . 

Therefore, the virtual work for such a force may be written as 

5W/ =-avn-1(i ax +y 5y) (2.9.2) 
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or since v = (i2 + y2)lh 
n - 1 

OW/ = -a(X2 + y2)-2- (X Ox + Y oy) (2.9.3) 

For a system of N, such particles moving in the xy plane, the total virtual work 
becomes 

[ 
n -1 1 

OW/ total = -aj [x2 + y2 )-2- [X Ox + y oy ] j (2.9.4) 

Finally, it remains to express x), Ox), etc. in terms of the generalized variables qj, qj 
and Oqj, to find the associated generalized forces. 

then 

and 

If the reduced transformation equations are 

x) = x/q ,t) and 

ax· • J • x· = --q. 
J aqj I 

+ ax) 
at and 

and 

ay· • J • y. =-q. + 
J aqj I 

ay. 
Oy. = _J Oq. 

J aqj I 

ay) 

at 

On using these equations in equation (2.9.4), we may express the total virtual work as 

OW/ total = -QVj Oqj 

and thereby identify generalized dissipation forces QVj. 

Given a constitutive relation, as in equation (2.9.1), it is natural to enquire 
whether such a relation admits the development of a function from which the dissipa
tive forces may be derived, in much the same way as one deriv~s conservative forces 
from a potential energy function. What is required is a function D (v) such that 

aD av = -Jlv (2.9.5) 

From equation (2.9.5), it is clear that D has the dimensions of power, and it is 
therefore referred to as the power function. For the constitutive relation in equation 
(2.9.1), one can see that 

. avn + 1 
D=~-

n + 1 

For the case of viscous damping when n = 1, the power function becomes 
. 1 

D = - av 2 
2 

(2.9.6) 

(2.9.7) 
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In this case, D (= - ~ F D v) is known as Rayleigh' s t dissipation function, and one can 

see that in this case, the dissipation function is equal to one half the rate of work done 
by the dissipative force. 

Now as in the case of potential and kinetic energy functions, one can also define 
a function that complements the power function. This can be done whenever the. ,;on
stitutive relation is invertible. In this case, the complementary power function D is 
so defined as to express the constitutive relation as 

dn· -- = -v (2.9.8) 
dFD 

for the relation given in equation (2.10.1), one can show that 

'. n [FD ]* D =--FD -
n + 1 a 

(2.9.9) 

. . . 
For the case of viscous damping when n = 1, D = D . 

The existence of a power function allows one to incorporate the associated dissi
pative forces into Lagrange's equations .. In this case, we require the generalized dissi
pative force given by the derivative of D with respect to the generalized velocity, ie. 

QDi =- dD = _ dD 'Xj + dD 'Yj + dD -2 (2.9.10) . [. iJ' . d' . d'] 
dqi dij dqi dYj dqi. dij dqi 

Now substituting into Lagrange's equations, we obtain 

!!... dL _ dL + dD = Q/' 
dt dqi dqi dqi 

(2.9.11) 

where the Q/' are forces which are not monogenic, ie. do not possess a potential 
energy function or a dissipation function. Analogous development for the complemen
tary procedure gives rise to the following equation 

d dL· dL· dn· " 
dt dSj - dSj - dSj = Sj (2.9.12) 

in terms of generalised impuise variables. The Iast term on the Ieft hand side provides 
the rate of stretch for the dashpots i.e. 

eDj = - dn * IdSj (2.9.13) 

and the S j' accounts for alI other velocities not present on the Ieft hand side, i.e. not 
derived from a kinetic energy function. 

t John William Strutt, Lord Rayleigh (1842-1919), English pbysicist 
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y 

o 
Figure 2.12 Two interconnected particles on a horizontal plane 

Example 2.9.1 

Consider the two particles in a horizontal plane connected by a massless rigid rod, as shown in 
Figure 2.12. Let us assume that damping forces on mI and mz are given by FDt = -alvl and 

F D 2 = -azvz. The generalized dissipative forces may be found as follows. 

Method 1 

Let us write down the virtual work of the two damping forces 

aw/ = -[al XI fuI + al ylaYI + a2 Xz fuz + azYzayz] (a) 

But x 10 Y 10 etc. are not independent. If we choose to work with the three degrees of freedom x, 
Y, and O, as shown in Figure 2.13, we may write the following reduced transformation equations 

XI =x -II cosO 

Xz = x + Iz cosO 

and YI = Y - II sinO 

yz = Y + Iz sinO 

(b) 

Evaluating fuI, etc. and XIo etc. in terms of fu ,ay ,aa and X, y, and â respectively, from equa
tion (b) and substituting in equation (a), we find 

aw/ = - [(al + az}i - (azlz - al/l)â sinO]fu 

- [(al + az}y + (azlz - al/l)â cosO]ay 

- [(azil +al/l)â - (azlz-al/l)(X sinO-y cosO)]l)9 

The terms multiplied by fu, l)y, l)9 are then the generalized dissipative forces. 

Method 2 

We can also derive the generalized forces from Rayleigh's dissipation function, as follows 

(c) 



where 

But 

ve = (xe + Yr> 

XI=X +/19sin9 

YI=y-/19cos9 

and 

vi = (xi + yi) 

Xz = x -lz9 sin9 

yz = j + Iz9 cos9 

Substituting from equation (t) into equation (e) and then into equation (d), we find 

D = 1 [ 02 + 0
2 +/ 2 92 2/91;. 9 o 09)] "2 al x Y I - I VCos - x sm 

+ t a2[x2 + Y2 + li 92 + 2/29(j cos9 - x sin9)] 

The generalized dissipative forces can now be obtained as 

ar> 
ax = (al + a2)x - (a2/2 - al / l)9 sin9 = -QDx 

ar> ay = (al + a2)Y - (al/l - az12)9 cos9 = -QDy 

ar> 
a9 = (al/e + a21i)9 - (alll - a2/z}(j cos9 - x sin9) = - QD6 

e) 

k 
I---.yv. 

s 

s" ~ .s ---.. . ~ 
ul 

S ... =:IJ • .S 
---.. U2 ~ 

Figure 2.13 A single generalized impulse system 
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(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(i) 
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Example 2.9.2 

The system shown in Figure 2.13 is comprised of two masses, one linear spring and one viscous 

damping dashpot. Using the complementary procedure, we may obtain the equations of motion 

of this system as follows: 

Method 1: Using the complementary Lagrange eguation 

Ensuring the satisfaction of the equilibrium requirements by taking -Ba 

F = S, we may express the energy and polar functions as follows 

T = S2/2ma + S2/2mb 

v· = S2/2k 

v· = S2/2c 

Then 

L. = S2[_1 + _1 ] _ 
2ma 2mb 

S2 
2k 

S, and 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Substituting into the com~lementary Lagrange equation (2.9.12), we find the equation of motion 

as 

i.. + i + [_1_ + _1_]S 
k c ma mb 

o (e) 

Method 2: Using the virtual work expression 

Using the free body representation of Figure 2.13, where equilibrating impulses are shown, we 

may write 

or 

~W/l = (va - el - e2 - Vb) M 

Now frOm the equilibrium conditions we have that 

Ba = - Bb = S 

and from the constitutive equations 

Ba 
Va 

ma 

Bb 
Vb 

mb 

The spring compression rate is 

and the damper compression rate is 

Substituting back into equation (b), we find 

S 
k 

S 
c 

S 
ma 

S 
mb 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
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i + i + [_1_ + _1_]S = O 
k c ma mb 

(h) 

It is of interest to note that if this system is analyzed via the displacement formulation, one 
would require three variables Xa ' x and Xb' However for the coordinate x we would obtain an 
equilibrium equation for the elastic and dissipative forces only. That is for this coordinate there 
would be no inertial forces. By contrast in the complementary formulation the system has one 

variable, namely S. 

Problems 
2.9.1 Given is a simple oscillator with dashpot. (a) Find the Lagrangian and the 

Rayleigh dissipation function, and determine the equation of motion by means 
of a modified Lagrange equation. (b) Repeat the problem using the comple
mentary formulation. 

2.9.2 Use the modified form of Lagrange's equation to derive the equations of 
motion of the oscillator shown. 

2.9.3 For the system shown find the equations of motion using Lagrange's equations, 
using (a) the direct formulation, and (b) the complementary formulation. For 
the rubbing surfaces assume viscous friction with coefficients a 1,a2 and a3' 
For the dashpot the coefficient of viscous damping is b. 
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b 

2.9.4 A simple pendulum is subject to air resistance, with the drag given by 

FD = - Cd v2 

Establish the Lagrangian, the power function, and the differential equation of 
motion. Pay special attention to the sign of the drag! 

2.9.5 Establish the equations of motion for the two-mass system shown, for small 
angles 6. 

lo O x 

k 
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2.10 Limitations of the Complementary Formulation 
Two difficulties can arise in the application of the complementary formulation. 

The first concems the determination of the complementary potential energy function. 
When the force displacement relation, 

F = F(r) (2.10.1) 

say for an elastic element, is nonlinear, it may be difficult and in some cases impossi
bIe to invert. In the absence of such an inverse relationship it is not possible to evalu
ate the complementary potential energy function given by 

V*(F) = - f r(F) dF (2.10.2) 

The source of the nonlinearity in equation (2.10.1) may be the material behaviour of 
the elastic element andlor large charges in the geometry of the elastic element as it is 
loaded. 

The second difficulty arises when some kinematic variables appear in the equili
brium equations. In this case it is not possible to express the momenta of the inertial 
elements in terms of impulses of the force elements alone. This prevents the compati
bility equations of motion from being expres sed in terms of impulses alone. To exam
ine this point in greater detail consider the equilibrium equations of motion given by 
Lagrange' s equations 

d [aT*] aT* av 
dt aqj - aqj + aqj = Qj 

(2.10.3) 

Recogn!sing the first term as the time derivative of momenta, and the third term as the 
forces Sj with a potential energy V, we can write equation (2.10.3) as 

dpj . aT* - = S· + -- + Q. 
dt I aqj I 

(2.10.4) 

Integrating this expres sion with respect to time we find 

aT* 
Pj = Sj + J aqj dt + J Qj dt (2.10.5) 

Now the term (aT* /aqj) is non zero when non inertial coordinate system are used and 
then this term accounts for such apparent forces as Coriolis and centrifugal, that is, this 
term is essentially kinematic in nature. It will be recalled that in the general case 

T* = ~ {q}T [A] {q} + {b}T {q} + C (2.10.6) 

where [A], {b}T and C may be functions of qj. Hence the first integral in equation 
(2.10.5) may involve qj and qj. The nonconservative forces Qj may also be functions 
of qj and qj. Thus in the general case the momenta depend on impulses and the 
kinematic variables. Nevertheless the complementary formulation can still be used. 
Thus from equation (1.9.16) we determine the kinetic energy function as 
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1 [ aT* 1 { aT* } T ="2 Si + J (aqi + Qi) dt [A r l Si + J (aqi + Qi) dt 

- {b}T [Ari {b} + T; (2.10.7) 

and invoking the complementary Lagrange equation 

!!:.. [ av*] + aT = o 
dt aSi aSi 

(2.10.8) 

we obtain the compatibility equations of motion as 

d [av*] [ aT* - -. + A·-;-I S· + f(-
dt aSi IJ J aqj 

(2.10.9) 

Evident1y the first term describes the time rate of stretch for the elastic elements and 
the second term gives the velocity of the inertial terms. We see them that in this gen
eral case the equation of motion are integro-differential equations. We may of course 
remove the integral term through differentiation with respect to time. This, however, 
will result in a higher order equation requiring one additional initial (or other) condi
tion for evaluation of the integration constants. 

Example 2.10.1 

Let us obtain the equilibrium and compatibility equations of motion for the Kepler central force 
problem. In Kepler's problem of planetary motion the gravitational force, directed to a central 
point, which we take as the origin of our axes, is inversely proportional to the square of the dis
tance of the particle from the centre. Thus using the coordinates r and 9, we have that 

y 

m 

x 

o 

Figure 1.14 The central force problem 
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(a) 

where ~ is a constant. This force is conservative and may be obtained from the potential energy 

v =-~ 
r 

The complementary kinetic energy for the particle is given by 

T' = ; [':2 + (r 9)2 ] 

Now evaluating the following terms 

oT' 
09 

oT' 
ar 
oV 
09 

o 

oT' 
o': 

oT' ae = O 

mi' = Pr 

oV J.lm 
a,=--;T 

we can establish the equilibrium equations of motion via Lagrange's equation as 

.!!.- (mr 29) = O 
dt 

.!!.- (mi') - mr92 + J.lm = O 
dt r2 

The first of these equations shows that the momentum Pe is constant in time. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d,e) 

(f,g) 

(h,i) 

G) 

(k) 

To develop the compatibility equations of motion we must satisfy the equilibrium equations 
G) and (k). To this end we let 

(e) 

and rewrite equation (k) as 

p, - mr92 - oSr = O (m) 

where oSr = F. It should be noted that the centrifugal force, mr92 in equation (m) is kinematic 
in nature and was obtained from aT' lor. Integrating equation (m) we can express the momentum 
p, as 

J '2 p, = Sr + mr9 dt 

We may now obtain the kinetic energy of the particle from the general expression 

T + T' = p,': + Pe 9 
and eliminating ':( = Pr I m) and 9( = Pel mr2). This leads to 

pl p,2 e2 Pr2 

T=--+-=--+-
2mr2 2m 2mr2 2m 

or using equation (n) 

T 

(n) 

(o) 

(P) 

(q) 
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The force displacement relation in equation (a) is invertible allowing the computation of the com
plementary potential energy from 

[ ]
.!. 1 

v' = J ~ 2 dF = 2ij1mF)2 (r) 

where we have taken the negative sign outside the square root since its function is simply to 
account for the opposite signs of r and F. We now express V· in terms of Sr as 

1 

v' = 2(~r)2 (s) 

and substitute T and V· in the complementary Lagrange equation to obtain the compatibility 
equation of motion as 

.!i. [~]t + Sr + Jmr92 dt = O 
dt Sr m 

(t) 

Using equation (a) we note that the first term in equation (t) is (-r). The second can be 

interpreted via equation (n) and is PrIm. Hence the compatibility equation of motion, as given in 
equation (t) is an integro-differential equation and it also involves the kinematic variables 
r and 9. We may remove the integral term by differentiating through with respect to time. Thus 

we obtain 

(u) 

Equation (u), being of third order, will require three initial conditions. Altematively we may 
relinquish the impulse variable Sr and work with the force variable F Sr. Then equation (u) 
becomes 

(v) 

Finally we attempt to remove the kinematic variables as follows. First using equation (e) we 
express the centrifugal force as 

Next we use equation (a) to remove r and express the centrifugal force 

3 

e2F"2 

Finally we can express the compatibility equation of motion in terms of F alone as 

3 

.!f... [ ~] + f.- _ e2 F"2 = O 
dr 2 F m 1-

m 2 {J.vn)2 

(x) 

(y) 
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Chapter m 

INTEGRAL VARIATIONAL FORMULA TIONS 

D' Alembert's principle and Gauss' principle of least constraint are examples of 
differential variational formulations. These fonnulations make independent statements 
at each instant of time during the motion. By contrast integral variational formula
tions, which we shall examine in this chapter, make a single, alI inclusive, statement. 
That is, the motion over an arbitrary period of time is considered as a whole. While 
the various differential and integral variational fonnulation take different forms, they 
are of course related and they make equivalent statements about the motion. 

3.1 Hamilton's Principle 

In D' Alembert's principle, the component of virtual work done by the inertial forces 
cannot be derived from a single work function. Hence even if the impressed forces 
possess a potential, D' Alembert's principle stiU cannot be expressed as an extremum 
principle. By means of an integration over time, Hamiltont transformed D'Alembert's 
principle to a fonn wherein inertia forces can be derived from a single function. If the 
impressed forces are also derivable from a single function, then D' Alembert's princi
ple, as transformed by Hamilton, becomes a true extremum principle, albeit an integral 
rather than a differential variational principle. 

To derive Hamilton's principle, we integrate D' Alembert's virtual work expres sion 
(2.1.3), over an arbitrary period of time. Since this expres sion vanishes at each instant 
of time, its integral from ti to t 2 will also vanish. Thus 

12 

J (Fk - Bk)' Brk dt = O (3.1.1) 
11 

Now let us integrate the second tenn in the bracket, by parts. 

t William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865), Irish mathematician. 
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~i D, . ar, dt = -I.! [D' ·Ilr, ) dt + f.[D'.! ar.] dt (3.1.2) 

The first part on the right hand side of equation (3.1.2) is integrable and we obtain 
boundary tenns. Thus 

(3.1.3) 

The second part, on making use of the interchangeable nature of variation and 
differentiation operations, may be written as 

'2 '2 
= J Bk . ~vk dt = J ~T· dt (3.1.4) 

'1 '1 
Retuming to equation (3.1.1) and summing over aH particles, we can write it as 

(3.1.5) 

where ~WI denotes the virtual work of alI the applied forces. In equation (3.1.5) we 
have Hamilton's law of varying aetion. In view of the presence of, the time boundary 
tenns in equation (3.1.5), and the virtual work of nonpotential type forces in ~W[O 
Hamilton's law is not an extremum principle. 

Now it will be reca11ed that the virtual displacements ~rk are arbitrary and ima
gined. However, to ensure that the constraint forces make no contribution to the vir
tual work expression, we required that time be held fixed for these displacements and 
alI kinematic constraints be satisfied by these displacements. We now impose an addi
tional requirement for the virtual displacements. We require that at times tI and t 2 the 
virtual displacements vanish. The physical implication of this requirement is that the 
real displacements at times tI and t 2 are taken as known and no variations are allowed 
at these limits. Under this stipulation equation (3.1.5) reduces to 

J (~WI + ~T·)dt = O (3.1.6) 

'1 
In the special case where the impressed forces possess a potential energy function V, 
equation (3.16) takes the fonn 

J ~(T· - V)dt = O (3.1.7) 

'1 
In equation (3.17) we have Hamilton's variational principle. Since the time limits are 
fixed, the operations of integration and variation may be changed allowing one to write 
Hamilton' s principle in the following fonn 

~IlH = O (3.1.8) 
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where the functional 

(3.1.9) 

is the action, with units J s, and 

L = r* - V 

We note that Hamilton's principle makes a single statement for the entire motion, from 
time tI to t 2. This statement can be expressed as follows: Amongst ali kinematically 
possible motions in the interval ti to t 2' the actual one is characterized by the station
ary condition of the functional nH . The stationary conditions of nH emerge as the 
equilibrium equations of motion. 

For the more general case where there exist potential and nonpotential forces, 
Hamilton' s principle takes the form 

'2 '2 
J &- dt + J F~ . Brk dt = O (3.1.10) 
1\ 1\ 

where the second term accounts for the virtual work of nonpotential forces F ~ . In this 
case, the expres sion in equation (3.1.10) remains an incremental quantity and does not 
possess extremum character. 

In terms of generalized displacements, equation (3.1.5) takes the form 

(3.1.11) 

where the Pi (= ar· laqi) are the generalized momenta. When the generalized forces 
possess a potential energy V, a Lagrangian function L (= r* - V) may be defined and 
equation (3.1.11) may be written as 

'2 
J &- dt = Pi &zi 1:\2 
'\ 

(3.1.12) 

On imposing the condition that ali &zi = O at tI and t2 we arrive once again at equa
tion (3.1.8). If the &ii do not disappear at ti and t 2' and if we write Pi = aL/aili , 
then 

(3.1.13) 

Example 3.1.1 

Consider a simple linear oscillator, with q 1 = x, and kinetic coenergy and potential energy given 
by 
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Then the Lagrangian is 

Hamilton' s functional for the problem takes the form 

o 

Carrying out the variation, we can write it as 

'z 'z 

mJxax dt - kJ x & dt 
'1 '1 

o 

Now let us take a closer look at the first integral 

'z 'z 'z 'z 

J x ax dt = J xi!.. & dt = J ddt [x & ] dt -. J i & dt 
'1 '1 dt'l '1 

'z 

= x & I :: - J x & dt 
'1 

Imposing the conditions & =O at the boundaries ti and t 2' the integral (8) becomes simply 

Retuming to equation (t) we obtain 

'z 

J(mi + kx) & dt = O 
'1 

Since & is arbitrary between ti and t2 ,Hamilton's principle requires 

mi+kx=O 

Problems 

(a,b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

G) 

3.1.1 A particle of mass m is thrown upward with initial velocity components i o and 

Yo • 

(a) Using Hamilton's principle derive the particle's equations of motion. 
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(b) Solve these equations and detennine the particle's trajectory as a function 
of time. 

(c) Use this trajectory in Hamilton's functional and evaluate this functional 
from the initial time to the time when the partide reaches the horizonta1 
ground again. 

(d) Approximate the shape of the trajectory by a half sine curve and deter
mine the value of Hamilton's functional, over the same period of time, for 
this varied trajectory. Comment on the values of the functional deter
mined in parts (c) and (d). 

3.1.2 The motion of a mass-spring oscillator is given by x = A sinrot where 
ro = "k /m . Assuming a varied path represented by 
x = A sinrot + e sin2rot, where e is a small quantity, show that for the 

actual path the value of Hamilton's functional, over ! of a complete oscilla

tion, is zero while for the varied path, the functional has the positive value of 

! m1tro e2• 

3.1.3 Use Hamilton's principle to establish the differential equation of motion for a 
simple pendulum. 

3.1.4 The kinetic coenergy of a partide rising at a speed of v = Vo - gt is 

T* = ~ m (vo - gt)2. (a) What is the action IIH of the partide's kinetic 

coenergy between t = tI and t = t 2? (b) What is the numeric al value of 
the action, for m = 2 kg, Vo = 3 m/s, g = 9.80665 m/s2, tI = O and 
t2 = 12 s? 

3.2 Complementary Form of Hamilton's Principle 
For the derivation of this principle, we start from the second form of the virtual work 
principle (see section 1.7). Noting that the virtual work done by the velocities of mass 
partides is given by oT, we may express the time integral of the total virtual work as 

t 2 

f (OWJI + oT)dt = O (3.2.1) 
tI 

where OWJI is the virtual work of the other velocities. 

In some cases, the form of OWJI is such that its integration over time allows one to 
express it as -oV*. To illustrate this, consider for simplicity the case of a linear 
spring of stiffness k. Denoting the impulse in the spring by S and the associated 
deformation by e, we may write the virtual work term for this spring as 

OWJI = -e oS (3.2.2) 

But 

e = -S/k (3.2.3) 
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hence 
/2 /2 •• 

f OW/l dt 
/1 

= f!OSdt 
/1 

(3.2.4) 

We can carry out a partial integration of the right hand side term. To this end we 
write 

] ~[s OS ]dt _ ] S oS dt = Sos /2 _ ] ~[S2] dt 
/1 dt k /1 k k /1 /1 2 k 

(3.2.5) 

Recognizing the integrand of the second term on the right hand side in equation (3.2.5) 
as oy* and stipulating that OS = O at tI' and t 2, we may return to equation (3.2.4) and 
write it as 

/2 /2 

f OW/l dt = -f oy* dt (3.2.6) 
/1 /1 

Finally substituting from equation (3.2.6) into equation (3.2.1), we may write 
/2 

f o(T - y* )dt = O (3.2.7) 
/1 

In equation (3.2.7) we have the complementary form of Hamilton's principle. Since 
the times ti and t 2 are fixed, we may interchange the operations of variation and 
integration and express this principle as 

aIlr = O (3.2.8) 

where 
/2 

Ilr = f L * dt (3.2.9) 
/1 

and 

L* = T - y* (3.2.10) 

Recalling that equilibrium conditions, amongst the impulses Sj' constitute the essential 
constraints of the complementary form of Hamilton's principle, we may state this prin
ciple as follows: Amongst aII possible equilibrating motions in the interval tI to t2 the 
actual one is characterized by the stationary conditions of the functional Ilr . The sta
tionary conditions of Ilr emerge as conditions of compatibility or kinematic fit. 

In the more general case where there exist speeds derivable from an energy and 
others that are not derivable from an energy, the complementary form of Hamilton's 
principle takes the form 

/2 

f &..: dt 
/1 

/2 

+ fs:OS.dt = O J J 
/1 

(3.2.11) 
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where the second tenn accounts for the virtual work of velocities Sj' which cannot be 
derived from an energy function. In this case, the expression in equation (3.2.11) 
remains an incremental quantity and does not possess extremum character. 

Example 3.2.1 

Consider a simple linear oscillator. with the momentum of the mass B = S. the spring impulse. 

Having thus satisfied the condition of equilibrium one may write the kinetic energy and potential 

coenergy of the oscillator as 

B 2 1 
T = - = -S2 

2m 2m 
and v' (a.b) 

Then the complementary Lagrangian is 

L' = T - V· (c) 

The functional 

'f2 [1 2 1'2] TIT = 2m S - 2k S dt 
t t 

(d) 

is the eomplementary aetion (or eoaetion). Extremising this functional 

aTIT = B 1 [_1 S2 - ...LS2 ] dt = o 
,2m 2k 
t 

(e) 

Equation (e) can be rewritten into 

o (f) 

We can now integrate the second term by parts. To this end we write 

'2 '2 '2 '2 

f S ! OS dt = f ! (S OS)dt - f S" OS dt = - f S" OS dt + sosl:t2 (g) 
't 't '1 t 

Now imposing the conditions OS = O at ti and t2 and retuming to expression (f) we obtain 

1 1·· '2 [ ] f mS+k S OSdt = O 

Since OS is arbitrary between ti and t2. equation (h) is satisfied if 

~S + .! S· = O 
m k 

Problem 

(h) 

(i) 

3.2.1 The system shown moves to the right such that the distance xl measured from 

a fixed wall, is given by Xl = vt + ~ at2• Determine the equations of motion 
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of this system via (a) Hamilton's principle, and (b) the complementary fonn of 
Hamilton' s principle. 

x }(t) F(t) 

3.3 Lagrange's Equations rrom Hamilton's Principle 
Our reasoning which led to Hamilton' s principle can be pursued in the reversed order. 
We can start out with the postulate that the fust variation of the action IlH shall van
ish, for arbitrary variations of displacements, and thereby deduce the equations of 
motion. To this end, we fust express the Lagrangian T* - V in tenns of generalized 
displacements qj, their time derivatives qj, and the time t, and then evaluate the fust 
variation of IlH and equate it to zero. Thus we have 

BIlH = B ftz L(qj,qj,t)dt = O 
t. 

(3.3.1) 

] [ a~ BQj + a~ BiJj ]dt = O 
t. aq, aqj 

(3.3.2) 

The second tenn in the intergrand of equation (3.3.2) may be integrated by parts, giv-
ing 

tz tz {[] } aL d d aL d aL -- ·dt - - -- . --- . dt J a· . dt Bq, - J dt a .. Bq, dt a·· Bq, 
t. q, t. q, q, 

(3.3.3) 

(3.3.4) 

Substituting back into equation (3.3.2), we tind the vanishing condition of BIlH as 

tz [ ] aL d aL J - -- -. BQj dt + 
t. aqj dt aqj 

aL 
-::;-:-Bqj 
uqj 

(3.3.5) 
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Now if we require that alI Oqj should vanish at times tI and t2' the last term drops out 
and satisfaction of equation (3.3.5) for arbitrary and independent Oqj leads to 
Lagrange' s equations 

d aL aL = o i = 1,2, ... ,n (3.3.6) 

By a similar development, we can show that the extremum conditions of the com
plementary form of Hamilton's principle, namely 

12 

oIIT = of L*(Sj,Sj,t)dt = O (3.3.7) 
11 

where the complemenţary Lagrangian L * is a function of generalized impulses Sj' 
their time derivatives Sj and the time t, emerge as the complementary Lagrange equa
tions 

= O (3.3.8) 

3.4 Conservation of Energy 
In Section 2.3 we showed that under certain conditions the total energy of a system 
will be conserved. This result was obtained by replacing virtual changes of displace
ments and energy terms, in D' Alembert's principle, by the corresponding real changes. 
We now follow a similar procedure and consider real changes in displacements in 
Hamilton's principle, and in so doing, we bring to light the general relation which 
exists between the total energy of a mechanical system and the Lagrangian function L. 

Recognizing that for virtual displacements, Oqj, time is held fixed, whereas real 
infinitesimal displacements occur during an infinitesimal time dt = E, we note that for 
these displacements to coincide, we must choose 

Oqj = dqj = E <ij (3.4.1) 

Consider next the real and virtual changes in the Lagrangian, 

8L = aL ~~. + aL ~~. 
::\ Ulfl ::\. Ulf, 
oqj oqj 

(3.4.2) 

dL = aL dq. + aL dq.. + aL dt 
::\ I ::\. I :"1 
oqj oqj ot 

(3.4.3) 

From these Iatter equations, it is evident that dL and 8L can coincide only if time 
does not appear in the Lagrangian explicitly. Under this condition, the last term in 
equation (3.4.3) drops out and for this case, we may write OL = dL. Furthermore 
since E = dt, 

dL 
dL = E-
dt 

(3.4.4) 
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Let us now invoke Hamilton' s principle. It may be recalled that in deriving this 
principle, we imposed an additional requirement on the virtual displacements namely 
that the variations of displacements be limited to the range t = tI to t = t 2 and that at 
the end points the displacements were not allowed to vary. In this way, we were able 
to drop the boundary term in Hamilton' s law of varying action. For actual displace
ments, if the variations at time tI and t 2 were to vanish, then they would vanish every
where in the range tI to t 2' Hence to compare actual displacements, we must allow 
variations of displacements at the fixed limits tI and t 2' It is not difficult to see that 
the variation of actual displacements amounts to a vertical shift in the qt diagram. 

For the case that variations at end points are allowed, Hamilton's law of varying 
action, equation (3.1.13), is 

'2 
JBLdt = 
'1 

aL 
-;-:-&zj 
aqj '1 

(3.4.5) 

Now replacing the virtual changes in L and qj by real changes, as given by equations 
(3.4.1) and (3.4.4), above equation becomes 

'2 
eJdL dt = 

'1 dt 

aL . 
e-q· :1 • I 

aqj 
(3.4.6) 

Carrying out the integration and rearranging, we may express equation (3.4.6) as 

e [L - a~ tij l'l = O 
aqj '1 

(3.4.7) 

Equation (3.4.7) indicates that under the conditions specified, in particular that time 
shall not appear in L explicitly, the term in the square brackets is an invariant of the 
motion. It remains to interpret the physical meaning of this term. Now we have that 

L = T* - V (3.4.8) 

If V is a function of displacements only, then 

aL aT* 
- =-- = Pj (3.4.9) 
atij atij 

Under this condition, equation (3.4.7) may be written as 

L - Pj tij = constant (3.4.10) 

Now if the system is scleronomic, time will not be present explicitly in L. Further, 
for scleronomic systems 

pj qj = T + T* (3.4.11) 

and in this case equation (3.4.10) becomes 

(T* - V) - (T + T*) = constant 
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or for conservative scleronomic systems 

T + V = constant (3.4.12) 

It should be noted that it is the sum of the energies that is conserved. This result can 
also be derived from the complementary form of Hamilton' s principle. 

In Newtonian mechanics, since T = T*, one may also assert that, under the con
ditions specified 

T * + V = constant (3.4.13) 

In rheonomic systems, very of ten time appears explicitly in the Lagrangian. However, 
in some rheonomic systems while time is present explicitly in the transformation equa
tions, it drops out of the Lagrangian. For such systems, once again equation (3.4.10) 
holds, however, in this case the interpretation of the term Pjqj is different. 

We have seen in section 1.9 that for rheonomic systems in general 
T* = T; + T~ + T; where T; is quadratic in generalized velocities, T~ is linear in 
generalized velocities, and T; is independent of generalized velocities. For these sys
tems, we showed in equation (1.9.15) that 

(3.4.14) 

Hence for rheonomic systems for which time does not appear explicitly in the Lagran
gian, equation (3.4.10) implies that 

(T; + T~ + T; - V) - (T + T; - T;) = constant 

or 

H = T + V - T~ - 2T; = constant (3.4.15) 

Thus in this case, the total energy T + V is not conserved yet the expres sion in equa
tion (3.4.15) is conserved. The quantity H is the Hamiltonian of the motion. For the 
case of Newtonian mechanics, equation (3.4.15) simplifies to 

(T; + T~ + T; + V) - 2T; - T~ = constant 

or 

(T; + V) - T; = constant (3.4.16) 

Since T; is not a function of the generalized velocity, it is apparent that it may be 
combined with the potential energy V. Then equation (3.4.16), valid for a conserva
tive rheonomic system, becomes 

T; + V' = constant (3.4.17) 

where 

V' = 
with V' as the effective potential energy. 

V - T* o (3.4.18) 

For conservative rheonomic systems for which equation (3.4.17) holds, the rate of 
change of the total energy (T* + V) in the system will be 
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d * * * d * * d * * dt (T 2 + TI + To + V) = dt (T 2 + (V - To ) ) + dt (TI + 2To ) (3.4.19) 

Now since the fust tenn on the right hand side vanishes, we tind 

:t (T* + V) = :t (T; + 2T;) (3.4.20) 

Example 3.4.1 

Consider again the problem shown in Figure 1.29. In section 1.9 we derived the reduced transfor
mation equations for this problem and noted that they were rheonomic both on account of the 
angular velocity ro and the linear velocity v. Further, in section 2.6, we showed that the Lagran
gian for this system may be written as 

L = tm(a292 + a 2ro2sinze) + tmv2 + mav(9cos9cosrot - rosin9sinrot) - mga(l - cos9) (a) 

We note here that the system is not only rheonomic, but that time appears in the Lagrangian 

explicitly and hence in this case, energy is not conserved. 

Example 3.4.2 

If in the problem shown in Figure 1.29, the linear velocity v = O, then the Lagrangian does not 

contain the time explicitly, 

L t ma292 + tma2ro2 sin29 - mga (1 - cos9) (a) 

Yet the problem is stiU rheonomic, on account of the angular velocity ro, or more specifically on 
account of time appearing explicitly in the reduced transformation equations 

x a cos9 cosrot y a sin9 sinrot (b) 

The total energy of the system given by 

E = T + V T· + V = T; + Ti + T; + V (c) 

1 ·2 1 
mga (1 - cos9) -ma29 + O + -ma 2ro2sin29 + (d) 

2 2 

is not constant. This is easily seen on physical grounds, since energy must be continuously sup
plied or withdrawn in order to keep ro constant. 

The Hamiltonian (3.4.15) is 

Thus 

H T; + V' = T; - T; + V 

.!ma292 - .!ma2ro2sinze + mga (1 - cos9) 
2 2 

dH 

dt 

(e) 

(O 

Now the term in the bracket vanishes on account of the equation of motion obtained in example 
2.6.1, thus the Hamiltonian (e) is constant. 
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From equation (3.4.20) we may compute the rate at which energy enters the system. Thus 

:, (T~ + 2T;) :, (ma 2ro2sin29) 

(g) 

This result may be interpreted as follows. Differentiating T* with respect to the angular velocity 
ro, we tind the angular momentum about the z axis as follows 

Hz = ma 2 ro sin2 9 (h) 

Thus the torque about the z axis given by 

Mz = ! Hz = 2ma2r09sin9 cos9 (i) 

Finally we oompute the rate at which this torque does work on the system as 

Mzro = ro (2ma2r09sin9 oos9) G) 
which is identical to the rate of energy entering the system are given in equation (g). 

Finally, let us fonnulate this problem in tenns of Cartesian inertial coordinates. Taking the origin 
of the axes at the centre of the circle, we find 

L 

However, x, y and z are not independent. We have the following holonomic oonstraints 

x2 + y2 + z2 = a2 

y x tanrot 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

It can now be seen that if for instance the coordinates y and z were to be eliminated from L in 
equation (k), via equations (1) and (m), time would appear in the Lagrangian explicitly and 
accordingly in this case, neither the total energy (T + V ) nor the Hamiltonian ( Ti + V· ), in 
tenns of x, i and t, will be conserved. 1f for a given system the total energy is conserved, 
(T* + V) will remain an invariant of the motion independent of the coordinate systems used. On 
the other hand, for a system for which the total energy is not oonserved, there may exist a coordi
nate system in which the Lagrangian will not contain time explicitly. For such a coordinate sys
tem the Hamiltonian (Ti + V,> will be an invariant of the motion. 

Whenever the Lagrangian does not include the time explicitly, the invariance of 
(L - Pi qi) provides an additional equation which may be used in integrating the 
equations of motion. In the case of single degree of freedom problems, this additional 
equation leads to a complete solution for the problem. This solution may be 
developed as follows. Given that 

f(q, q) = E = constant (3.4.21) 

then 

q = g(E, q) 
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and 

I -J dq +1 
- g(E, q) o 

The integration constant 10 and the constant E, which appear in the solution 

I = h(q, E, (0 ) (3.4.22) 

may be obtained from the initial conditions. It is worth noting that the solution 
obtained in this manner is in the inverse form, that is, time is given as a function of q 
rather than the reverse. 

x o 
cj)=o 

2R 

cj)=1t 

y 

Figure 3.1 Bead on cycloid path 

Example 3.4.3 

A bead of mass m slides without frictiOll on a wire bent in the shape of a cycloid, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. The parametric equations of the cycloid in the vertical plane are 

y = R(l- co~) (a) 

If the bead starts from point y 1 with zero velocity. determine the time taken for the bead to reach 
ilie lowest point on the wire. 

The theorem of conservation of energy provides a direct way to determine ilie time of des
cent for the bead. 

From the positiOll coordinates for the bead. we find 

(b) 

Then 

(c) 



The potential energy of the bead is given by 

v -mgy -mgR (1 - cosq,) 

Now recognizing that the initial energy is given by 

E -mgy, 

we may express the conservation of energy as 

f (41, $) = [mR 2$2 - mgR ](1 - cosq,) 

and OII rearranging, we find 

-mgR (1 - cosq,,) 

-mgR(l - cosq,,) 

{;7R ~ cosq" - cosq, 
giR 1 "--cos,!, 
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(d) 

(e) 

E constant (f) 

(g) 

Consider for the moment the special case when 41, = O. In this case, y, = O and the bead starts 

from the origin. If we denote the time of descend in this case by to ' we find from equation (g) 

'. " 
Jdt J~ 
o o "giR 

(h) 

or 

to 
7t 

"giR 
(i) 

Retuming to the general case, and denoting the time of descend by t" we find from equation (g) 

To carry oul the integration. let 

cosq, 

Then 

" 1 dljl 

1 _ I cosq" - cosq, 

-'V 1 - cosq, 

a 

-sinq, dq, da 

or 

da 

and 

-da 
"a, - a)(l + a) 

Above integral is of the type 

J dx 
-Yax2 + bx + c 

1 . 2ax+b 
---arcsm ~~== 

..J=a ~b2 - 4ac 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 
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and for our case 

a -1 b 

Thus integration of equation (n) yields 

. -2a + al - 1 
arcsm --;:==== 

~1 + 2al + ar 

On reverting back to the original variables, we find 

-1 

.~ . -2co~ + CO~I - 1 11< 
'1glR II = arcsm .t. 1 

COS'!'I + .\ 

c 

and finally, on substituting for the limits, we detennine the time of descent as 

(P) 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

It is of interest to note that II = la i.e. the time of descent is independent of the initial position of 

the bead on the cycloidal wire. This feature of the cycloid curve was used by Huygenst , in 1658, 

for the construction of pendulum clocks for which the period of pendulum oscillation given by 

41t~ ~ (t) 

is independent of amplitude. 

It is of interest to compare this period of oscillation with that of a pendulum oscillating with a 

small amplitude, namely 

(u) 

Thus a cycloid pendulum with R f has the same period as a simple pendulum of length 1. 

Problems 
3.4.1 A bead of mass m is installed at the end of a linear spring of stiffness k and 

unstretched length ro' in a horizontal disk rotating at constant angular velocity 
ro. (a) Write x and y in terms of r and determine whether the system is 
scleronomic or rheonomic. (b) Write the Lagrangian and establish the equation 
of motion. (c) Form the effective potential energy V'. (d) Form T; + V' and 
show that it is constant. (e) How much power, as function of time, must be 
supplied to the system to keep the angular velocity ro constant? 

t Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), Dutch physicist and mathematician (Horologium oscillatorium, 1673) 
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3.4.2 Consider the disk in the last example rotating at constant angular velocity in the 
vertical plane. (a) Express the Cartesian coordinates of the bead and establish 
whether the system is scleronomic or rheonomic. (b) Write the Lagrangian and 
establish the equations of motion. (c) Comment on the invariants of the 
motion. 

3.S. Change of Energy Over a Period of Time 

Consider now the case wherein time appears explicitly in the Lagrangian. In this case, 
the relation between OI- and dL, as given in equations (3.4.2) and (3.4.3) may be 
expres sed as 

= dL - aL dt = e [dL - aL 1 at dt at (3.5.1) 

Once again replacing virtual changes in Hamilton's law of varying action (3.1.12) by 
the corresponding real changes, and following steps similar to those outlined in the 
previous section, we tind the following relation 

[ 
• ] /z 'fZ aL 

L - p. q. = -dt , , /, at 
/1 

(3.5.2) 

Recognizing the term Pj qj as (T + T; - T;), and L as (T* - V), we may write 
equation (3.5.2) as 
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(3.5.3) 

For the special case of Newtonian mechanics with T = T* (= T 2" + T 1" + T o· ), 

equation (3.5.3) simplifies ta 

where 

v' = V -T" o 

We may write equation (3.5.4) as 

'2 
(T; + V'),I = (T; + V')'2 + J aL dt 

'1 at 
Thus if (T; + V')'I is given, say as an initial condition, we can assert that 

, 
(T; + V'), + J aL dt = constant 

'1 at 
for alI t. 

If the change I1(T· + V) of the total energy is to be determined, then 

'2 '2 
- J aL dt + J.!!... (T· + 2T") dt ot dt 1 o 

'1 '1 
I1(T" + V) = 

since T* + V = Ti + v' + T~ + 2T;. 

Example 3.5.1 

(3.5.4) 

(3.5.5) 

(3.5.6) 

(3.5.7) 

(3.5.8) 

Consider the problem shown in Figure 3.2. The reduced transformation equations for this prob
lem take the form 

x = Isin9 

y = Icos9 

(/0 - VI )sin9 

(10 - VI )cos9 

.i = (/0 - VI )cos9 9 - v sin9 

-(/0 - VI )sin9 9 - v cos9 

Using these velocities, we tind the complementary kinetic energy as 

T' tm[V2 + (/0 - VI)2â2] 

Likewise the potential energy becomes 

V = -mg (/0 - VI )cos9 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

From equation (c) and (d) we may form the Lagrangian and tind its partial derivative with respect 
to time as 

oL 
01 

'2 = -mv(/o - VI)9 - mgvcos9 (e) 
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F 

x 

Figure 3.2 Pendulum of varying length 

Now the change in the expression (T; + v') (Hamiltonian), for this sysrem, from time ti to t2, 

can be found as 

'2 

J mv [(10 - vt )92 + g cos9]dt (f) 

'1 

Since E T· + V = T; + V' + T~ + 2T;, the change in total energy is 

'2 

t:.(TO + V) J aL [ o 0J -, at dt + t:. TI + 2To 

1 

(g) 

or 

t:.(TO + V) (h) 

In this example, it is evident that energy is fed into the system as a result of the work done by 

the tension force F in the string. The tension must be in equilibrium with the component of the 

weight, along the string, plus the centrifugal force. Since T~ = O and T; = imv2 and conse

quently d (T~ + 2T;)ldt = O for the present example, the inregrands in equations (f) and (h) 

are the same and can be recognized as the rate of work done by the rension in the string. 
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Invoking equation (3.5.7) we may write for the example at hand 
, 

(Ti + V'), - 1 mv [ (10 - vt) 92 + g cos9] dt = constant (i) 
'1 

Differentiating through with respect to time we find 

d [m 2'2 m 2] '2 dt "2 (10 - vt) 9 - mg(lo - vt)cos9 - "2 v - mv(lo - vt)9 - mg v cos9 o G) 

or 

[ (10 - vt)9 - 2v 9 + g sin9) ] 9 = O (k) 

where the term in square brackets will be recognized as the equilibrium equation of motion for 

the system. 

Problem 
3.5.1 Let the string velocity of the problem shown in Figure 3.2 be zero when 

t = O and increase linearly according to v = at. Form A(Ti + V) and 
A(T* + V) and show that the string tension force is in equilibrium with the 
component of the weight along the string, plus the centrifugal force plus the 
force due to the acceleration of the mass. 

3.6 Constraint Equations and Lagrange Multipliers 

In deriving Hamilton's principle we did not consider the constraint equations expli
citly. We had assumed that these equations were satisfied implicitly via the reduced 
transformation equations. Now this can be done for holonornic constraints but not for 
nonholonornic constraints, since in this case on1y the derivatives of the generalized dis
placements are related - the generalized displacements themselves remain independent. 
Accordingly, Hamilton's principle, as given in equation (3.1.8), holds only for holo
nornic systems for which the constraint equations are satisfied implicitly via the 
reduced transformation equations. 

H%nomic Constraints 

Now let us consider Hamilton's principle subject to some side constraints. First we 
will examine the holonornic constraints. In this case the h constraints amongst 
n + h generalized coordinates may be expressed as 

fi (ql>q2'q3' .. · .. 'qj' .. · .. qn +h, t) = O i = 1,2, ... , h n > h (3.6.1) 

We may take these constraint equations into account by the Lagrange multiplier 
methodt. To this end we multiply each constraint equation by an undetermined 
Lagrange multiplier, Ai' and sum the resulting terms to obtain 

t An account of this method is given in Appendix A 
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Â-. f· = O I I 
(3.6.2) 

Since equation (3.6.2) holds at each instant, the integral of Â-;/i over the period tI to 
t 2 will also vanish. Therefore, we may append this integral to Hamilton' s functional 
(3.1.9) without affecting the value of the functional. Thus we write 

12 12 

llH = f Ldt - f Â-i fi dt (3.6.3) 
11 11 

and for its variation 

OllH = f o(L - Â-;/i) dt (3.6.4) 
11 

Now in the modified functional llH we may freely vary the qj and the Â-i' The 
Euler-Lagrange equations of the calculus of variations corresponding to these variables 
emerge as follows: 

For Oq( 
d aL aL 

- Â-i 
afi 

(3.6.5a) ------ = dt aqj aqj aqj 

oÂ-i : fi = o (3.6.Sb) 

From equation (3.6.3) it can be seen that above extremum conditions are associated 
with the modified (or augmented) Lagrangian L , given by 

L = L - Â-i fi (3.6.6) 

or 

L = T* - il 

where 

v = V + Â.i fi 

is the modified (or augmented) potential energy. 

(3.6.7) 

(3.6.8) 

Now since the generalized displacements were varied freely without regard to the 
kinematic constraints, the constraint forces, which maintain the kinematic constraints, 
will also contribute to the work done. Indeed we can see that these constraint forces 
possess a potential energy which must be added to the potential energy V of the 
impressed forces. It now becomes apparent that the addition of the terrn Â-i fi ' in 
equation (3.6.8), is not merely for mathematical convenience but it has a clear physical 
significance. There is however, one important difference between the potential energy 
V of the impressed forces and the potential energy Â-i fi of the constraint forces. The 
latter can be determined only when the solution is found since the Â-i are determined 
only as part of the solution. Nevertheless the forces of constraint can be forrnally 
derived from their potential energy Â-i fi' We conclude that at the solution, the gen
eralised constraint forces Rj' associated with qj' may be determined as follows 

= (3.6.9) 
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or = 
af· - )..--' 

, dqj 

since the second tenn on the right hand side of equation (3.6.9) drops out, by virtue of 
fi = O at the solution. 

x 

Figure 3.3 Rolling disk 

Example 3.6.1 

Consider the single degree of freedom system shown in Figure 3.3. The roller's mass and inertia 

moment are denoted by m and I respectively and the spring is linear with stiffness k . Suppose 
that the friction force between the roller and the ground is large enough to prevent slipping. 
Then the coordinates x and e will be related by the holonomic constraint 

f = x - re o (a) 

We now keep q, = x and q2 = e as generalized coordinates, multiply the constraint 
equation (a) by Â., and form the modified Lagrangian as follows 

.!. kx 2 - A. (x - re) 
2 

(b) 

We introduce the modified action 

(c) 
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and, from the calculus of variations, the variation can be written 

= '1.2 
[ [A.. aL _ 'iJr] ax + [A.. 'iJ~ _ 'iJr] ilO + [A.. 'iJ~ _ 'iJr] dA] dt = O (d) 

t dtax ax dt'iJO ao dtaA aA 

where each tenn in brackets must vanish since 8x, ae and 8A are now treated as independent. 

For 8x: j[aL _ aE =0 
dt ai ax 

which upon differentiation of the modified Lagrangian (b) results in 

For 89: 

For 8A: 

mi+Ax+A=O 

/9 - Ar = O 

x-rO=O 

Equations (O, (g), and (h) represent the equations of motion. 

On substituting for A., from equation (g) into equation (O we obtain 

/ .. 
-mi-Ax--O 

r 
O 

But from equation (h), 9 = xlr. Hence equation (i) becomes 

(m + /z) x + Ax = O 
r 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

and represents the equation of motion after elimination of A. This equation could have been 
obtained directly by eliminating O from the Lagrangian, via equation (a). 

Next let us evaluate the generalized forces of constraint. 

equation (3.6.9). 

a a 
R) = - - Af = - - (A (x - rO» 

Oq) ax 

The force in x direction, given by 

-A (k) 

From equation (O, A = - mi - Ax, and it follows that the magnitude of the required force is 

given by 

R 1 = Rx = mi + Ax (1) 

and it is provided by the friction between the ground and the wheel. 

The reaction torque associated with O is given by 

a ao (A(x - rO» rA (m) 

or from equations (g) and (m) 

Re (n) 
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Nonholonomic Constraints 
Let us now examine the case of nonholonomic constraints. These constraints, which 
may be expressed as 

aijdqj + aitdt = O = 1,2, ... , v (3.6.10) 

j = 1,2, ... , n 

can also be taken into account by the Lagrange multiplier method. However, in this 
case the term to be appended to Hamilton's functional is not a function but rather a 
nonintegrable differential of fust omer. As such these terms must be appended to the 
fust variation of the Lagrangian rather than the Lagrangian itself. Before doing so we 
also note that since in Hamilton' s principle time is not varied, the nonholonomic con
straints amongst virtual displacements take the form 

aij &zj = O i = 1,2, ... ,v (3.6.11) 

Now multiplying each constraint equation in equation (3.6.11) by a multiplier 'Ai 
and appending the sum of such terms, integrated from tI to t 2' to the fust variation of 
L, we find 

f BL dt - f 'Ai aij &zj dt = O (3.6.12) 
tI tI 

or 
t2 

f(BL - 'Ai aij &zj) dt = O (3.6.13) 
tI 

0.1 evaluating the variations of L with respect to qj and combining alI terms multi
pIied by &z j' the conditions for satisfaction of equation (3.6.12) are found as 

d aL aL 
j = 1,2, ... , n (3.6.14) 

__ o ___ - ___ = 

In equation (3.6.14) we have n equations for determination of the q, and v Lagrange 
multipliers. These equations must be solved along with the v constraint equations 
(3.6.10) amongst the displacements. On division through by dt, we may write these 
equations as 

i = 1,2, .... , v (3.6.15) 

Thus in contrast to the case of holonomic constraints, the nonholonomic constraint 
equations (3.6.14) are not obtained as conditions of extremum of a functional. 

Now there are a number of points of interest to note. First we observe that the 
Lagrange multiplier method once again yields the constraint forces. Thus from equa
tion (3.6.14) we see that the constraint force associated with qj is given by 

Rj = - ('Al alj + Âz a2j + ... + 'Av avj) = - 'Aiaij (3.6.16) 

In this case though, there exists no potential energy for the forces of constraint. This 
is apparent from equation (3.6.12) wherein the contribution of constraint forces appears 
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in the form of a virtual work rather than a potential energy. Thus while the constraint 
forces associated with holonornic constraints are mechanically equivalent to conserva
tive or monogenic forces, the forces associated with nonholonornic constraints may be 
viewed as being equivalent to polygenic forces. 

The n second order equations of motion require 2n initial conditions. Since alI the qj 
are independent, n of the initial conditions may be specified free1y. On the other hand 
the velocities {zj are not alI independent. We may specify (n -v) of such velocities 
freely but the remainder must be evaluated via the constraint equations (3.6.15). 

It is also worth noting that it is always possible to express the holonornic constraints, 
in equations (3.6.1), in the format of the nonholonornic constraints in equations 
(3.6.15). Thus on evaluating the time derivative of f;, we may express the holonornic 
constraints as 

df;. df; 
- q. + = O 
dqj J dt 

(3.6.17) 

Accordingly the method of accounting for nonholonomic constraints can also be used 
for holonornic constraints. The converse, however, is not possible. 

It is tempting to append the velocity form of the nonholonornic constraint equa
tions to the Lagrangian by means of Lagrange multipliers. This will lead to incorrect 
equations of motion. To illustrate consider for simplicity the case of a single nonholo
nornic constraint equation with the modified Lagrangian as 

E = L - X:(a 1{z 1 + a2{z2 + ... at ) 

The first Lagrange equation now becomes 

!!... [ dE]_ dL = O 
dt d{z1 dq1 

- -. - - (Âa 1) - - + Â. - (a 1 q 1 + a2 q 2 + d [dL] d - dL - d . . 
dt aq1 dt aq1 aql 

+ at ) = O 

d [ dL] dL d x: - [ da 1. da 1 . 
or dt d{zl - dq1 = dt al +Â. dq1 q1 + dq2 q2+ ~] dt 

- [ da 1 da 2 dat ] - Â. -- {zI + - {z2 + ... +--
dq1 dq1 dq1 

(3.6.18) 

on combining the various terms we may write equation (3.6.18) as 

!!... [d~] _ dL = dX: al + x: [ daI _ da 2 ] (z2 + ... + x: [ daI _ dat ](3.6.19) 
dt dq1 dq1 dt dq2 dq1 dt dq1 

Now comparing with the correct equation of motion in equation (3.6.14) we note that 
apart from the inconsequential difference between Â. and x: (Â. = - d X:/dt), the first 
term on the right hand side of equation (3.6.19) is correct. However the remaining 
terms should not be present. We can now see that these unwanted terms will drop out 
if the velocity constraint equation is holonornic, i.e. 
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oaj oa· = _J_ and 
oqj oqj 

oaj 

ot = 

As a final comment we point out that one is also tempted to satisfy the velocity fonn 
of the nonholonomic constraints by eliminating some of the velocities from T*. Such 
a procedure tacitly assumes that the nonholonomic constraint forces possess a potential 
that may be combined with T*. Once again the resulting equations of motion, 
obtained in this manner will be incorrect unless of course the constraint equations are 
integrable, i.e. they are holonomic. 

y 

(Nu Y2) 

(x,y) 

x 

o 
Figure 3.4 Two-mass system with nonholonomic constraint 

Example 3.6.2 

The two particles shown in Figure 3.4 move on a horizontal plane and are connected by a rigid 
massless rod of length 1. The particles are supported on knife edges which prevent either particle 
from having a velocity component along the rod. Motion normal to the rod takes place without 
friction. We wish to analyse the motion of this system. 

Using Xl> Yl> X2' Y2 as the Cartesian displacements we need to satisfy the following holo
nomic constraint 

(a) 

We can satisfy this holonomic equation directly by introducing the genemlized coordinates locat
ing the centre of mass of the system and the rod's orientation, namely ql = X, q2 = Y and q3 = 9. 
The reduced tmnsformation equations can now be written as 

1 
XI = X - "2 1 cos9 YI = Y - .!. 1 sin9 

2 
(b) 
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The constraint preventing motion normal to the knife edges can also be written in terms of the 

genralized coordinates as 

(cos9) fu + (sin9) 5y + (O) 5e = O (c) 

or on dividing through by dl we may express this nonholonomic constraint as 

i cose + j sine = O (d) 

With the three independent coordinates and one nonholonomic constraint equation the system bas 

two degrees of freedom but ali three coordinates are required for describing the contiguration of 

the system. 

The complementary kinetic energy of the system can now be written as 

T* = m (i2 + j2 + 1. 12 â2) 
4 

Now we invoke equation (3.6.14) 

ii [ ~] -~ = - 'Ai aij 
dl aqj iJqj 

In the problem at hand we have only one nonholonomic constraint for which 

aly = sine 

Thus the equations of motion emerge as 

2mi 

2my 

The third equation indicates tbat the angular momentum is conserved, and hence 

9 = ro = constant 

and 

9 = rol + 90 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

We will let 90 = O for convenience. We may substitute from equation (1) into equations (h) and 

(i) and tind two equations in terms of three variables. These equations must now be solved 

together with the nonholonomic equation (d). 

From equations (h), (i) and (1) we tind 

y X lan rol (m) 

A1so from equation (d) 

lan oot - ilj (n) 
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Equations (m) and (n) combined lead to 

ii + y j o (o) 

or 

d (.2 .2) O 
dt X + y 

that is, 

(P) 

This equation shows that the mass centre for this system moves with a velocity of constant mag

nitude vo , Le. the system follows a circular path. 

Now since the direction of motion is always normal to the rod, we have 

Integrating these equations we find 

x 

y 

- Vo sinrot 

y = Vo cosrot 

Vo 
= cosrot + A 

ro 

Vo 
sinrot + B = 

ro 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

(t) 

The integration constants A and B can be determined from initial conditions. If the initial condi

tions are such that A = B = O, then 

(u) 

and the motion is represented by a circle about the origin of the coordinate system. It remains 
now to find Â,I. Using the solution for, say, x(t) in equations (h) and (1) we find 

(v) 

The components of the generalized force (3.6.16) associated with the nonholonomic constraint in 
equation (d) are found as 

RI Rx - Â,lalx Fx = - Â.cosrot - 2mvo rocosrot (w) 

R2 Ry - Â,laly Fy = - Â.sinrot - 2mv o rosinrot (x) 

R3 Re - Â,lale Me = O (y) 

Consider now the changes in the energy of the system. Evidently the problem is sclero-
nomic since time does not appear explicitly in the reduced transformation equations and the 
Lagrangian. Rence energy is conserved in this problem. Since there is no potential energy, then 

.!!... T· = O 
dt 

or 
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that is 

(z) 

But since the angular momentum is conserved the last tenn drops out and the remaining tenns 

become consistent with equation (o) derived earlier. 

Figure 3.5 Thin disk on inclined plane 

Example 3.6.3 

A thin disk with a rim wide enough to prevent toppling sideways is to roll down an incline as 

shown in Figure 3.5. The inertia moments are B = mr2/2, A = C = mr2/4. 

The CXIYIZI frame is body-fixed, the Oxyz frame is space-fixed. The equations of motions 

are to be obtained. We may describe the configuration of the disk in tenns of four coordinates: 

x, Y, 11 and C. However the nonslip condition of the disk's motion imposes the following nonho
lonomic constraint equations 

dx - r d11 cos C = O 

dy - r d11 sinC = O 

(a) 

(b) 

Thus the system has two degrees of freedom. However we need to retain aII four independent 

coordinates for deriving the equations of motion. In tenns of these variables we have the follow
ing energy expressions 

(c) 

v = - mg x sina (d) 

Appending these constraint equations to &. we obtain for equation (3.6.12) 

'j [m (.i oi + j oj + ~ li oli + ~2 t d t ) + mg sina ox + Al (r 011 cos C - ox) + 
/1 

~ (rd11 sinC - oy) ] dt = O (e) 
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Integrating the derivative terms and collecting similar terms we find the following extremum con-
ditions: 

For fu: mi - mg sina + AI = O (O 
lly: mji+~=O (g) 

2 
/)11: ~ il - Â-Ir cos~ - ~r sin~ O (h) 

/)~: :, [ m;2 t] = O (i) 

These four system equations in terms of the six unknowns must be solved along with the two 
nonholonomic equations, which we rewrite as follows: 

.i ril cos ~ 

ril sin ~ 

Now equation (i) may be readily integrated yielding 

, = O)~ = constant 

and ~ = O)~t + Co 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

where O)~ and Co are the constant initial angular velocity and angular position of the disk. From 

equations (O and (g) we find the Lagrange multipliers 

Â-I = mg sina - mi 

~=-mji 

Evaluating x and ji from equations (j) and (k) we may express the Lagrange multipliers as 

1..1 = mg sina - mr ('ii cos~ - 1'\ ~ sin~) 

~ = - mr (il sin~ + ilt cos~) 

(n) 

(P) 

Now substituting from equations (n) and (P) into equation (h) we obtain the goveming equation 

for 11 as follows 

il = f ~ sina cos (O)~t + 1;.,) 

Integrating this equation we obtain 

and 

il = ~3 1.. sina sin (O)~t + 1;.,) + ilo 
r O)~ 

2 g sina . 
11 = - -3 - -2- cos (O)~t +~) + 110t + 110 

r O)~ 

(q) 

(r) 

(s) 

We let ilo = O for simplicity. Finally substituting from equations (r) and (m) into the constraint 

equation (j) we obtain 

.i 

which on integration yields 

g sina . 
-3-- sm2 (O)~t +~) 

O)~ 

gsina 
x = - 2 (cos 2(0)~t + 1;.,) - cos 21;.,) + Xo 

6 O)~ 

(t) 

(u) 
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Also by substituting from equations (r) and (m) into equations (k) we find 

Y· -_ 2 gsina . 2 ( t Y) -3 sm Ol~ + '00 
Ol~ 

(v) 

which on integration yields 

_1 g sina [ sin2( Q)~t + l;,,) ] 
y = t - 2 + Yo 

3 Ol~ Ol~ 
(w) 

Evidently the motion is fairly complex. It is of interest to note that if the disk's angular velocity 
Ol~ :f. O the disk will not move down the incline, but sideways. However if we set Q)~ = l;" = O 
we find from equations (u) and (w), through use of L'Hospital's rule that 

gsina 2 
X = t +xo 

3 
(x) 

Y = Yo (y) 

Problerm 
3.6.1 Use (a) a direct approach, and (b) Lagrange multipliers, to establish the equa

tion of motion of the single degree of freedom system shown. The disk roUs 
without slippage. (c) Determine the constraint force. 

3.6.2 

3.6.3 

x 

k 

A particle of mass m moves under the inftuence of gravity on the inner surface 
of the paraboloid of revolution x 2 + y2 = az, which is assumed frictionless. 
U sing the Lagrange multiplier method and Hamilton' s principle, derive the 
equations of motion of the particle. 

Use a Lagranfe multiplier for the constraint equation 
f = x 2 + y 2 - 1 = O, and find the equation of motion for a simple pen
dulum of length 1 and mass m, in tenns of the angle e. 
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3.6.4 Use a Lagranîe multiplier for the constraint equation 
f = x 2 + y2 + z - 12 = O, and tind (a) the equations of motion for a 
spherical pendulum of length 1 and point mass m, in terms of x, y, and z. (b) 
Show that the angular momentum component Hz = constant, (c) that the total 
energy E = T* + V = constant, and (d) that 2ÂI represents the constraint 
force transmitted through the string. 

3.6.5 A bead slides down, without friction, a wire in the shape of a helix of radius a 
and pitch h, as shown. Find the z component of its motion. 

z 

3.6.6 In example 3.6.2, using the velocity from the nonholonomic constraint, elim
inate one of the velocities from T* and show that using T* in this form in 
Hamilton' s principle leads to an incorrect result. Explain why this is the case. 

3.6.7 A particle of unit mass is subjected to a force with potential energy 
V = V (x ,y) and is constrained in the.xy plane with the slope of its trajectory 
proportional to time. Determine the particle's equilibrium equation of motion. 

3.7 Ignorable Coordinates 
Depending upon the generalized coordinates used, it may happen that one or more of 
the generalized displacements will be absent in the Lagrangian while their velocities 
are present. Such generalized displacements are called ignorable or cyclic coordinates. 
Lagrange's equations, associated with ignorable coordinates, can be partially 
integrated. To see this, consider for simplicity the case of the single ignorable coordi
nate which we arrange to be the last generalized displacement qn' The case for multi
ple ignorable coordinates can be dealt with in a similar manner. Now since qn is 
absent in L, then 

= O (3.7.1) 
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d aL = 
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(3.7.2) 

Recognizing (aL laq n) as the n th generalized momentum, we may express equation 
(3.7.2) as 

(3.7.3) 

which, on integration, yields 

Pn (ql .. qn-l,ql ... qn,t ) = f Q:dt + cn (3.7.4) 

where cn is an integration constant. In the special case when Q: is zero, i.e. when 
there is no impressed force associated with qn' equation (3.7.4) shows that the momen
turn, associated with the ignorable coordinate, remains constant in time. This conser
vation of momentum allows one to eliminate the ignorable coordinate from the equa
tions of motion. Thus from equation (3.7.4), in the absence of Q:, we may express qn 
as 

qn = f (q 1, ... , qn-l>q 1, ... , qn-lo t, Cn ) (3.7.5) 

Now whenever we encounter qn in the equations of motion (qn itself is absent) we can 
replace it by the right hand of equation (3.7.5). In this way the problem of integration 
of the equations of motion may be reduced to one involving non-ignorable coordinates 
alone. After obtaining the solution of the reduced problem we may substitute qi and 
qi' which are now determined functions of time, in equation (3.7.5) and determine qn 
as a function of time, by integration. 

a 

b 

Figure 3.6 Dual systems 
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Example 3.7.1 

Consider the two degree of freedom system shown in Figure 3.6a. Taking the spring as linear, 

we may use XI and X2 as generalized coordinates and express the Lagrangian of this system as 

L I ( ·2 . 2) k ( )2 = 2" mixi + m2x 2 - 2" X2- X I (a) 

In this case neither XI nor X2 is an ignorable coordinate. However let us introduce a different set 

of generalized coordinates, related to XI and X 2 as follows 

In tenns of q I and q 2 the Lagrangian takes the fonn 

1 (' ._,2 1 ·2 
L = 2" mi ql + qv + 2" m~2 1 2 - - kql 

2 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Now it is evident that q2 is an ignorable coordinate since it does not occur in the Lagrangian. 

The associated generalized momentum P2 may be derived from (aUmh) and is given by 

aL 
P2 = 042 

or 

C 2 = constant (e) 

(f) 

The interpretation of equation (f) becomes apparent when we note from the transfonnation equa

tions (b) and (c) that q2 is a rigid body displacement, whereas ql is the elastic displacement. 

Thus the momentum associated with q2 is the momentum of the two masses in a rigid body 

motion. 

Now from equation (e) we have that 

Further the equation of motion associated with q I can be obtained from 

d aL _ .2!:.. = o 
dt aql aql 

as 

mi ! (ql + q2) + kql = O 

(g) 

(h) 

It now remains to eliminate q2, from equation (b), via equation (g). The equation of motion for 

q b then takes the fonn 

O (i) 

Example 3.7.2 

Let us consider next the system shown in Figure 3.6b and let us analyse this system by the com
plementary procedure, with the generalized impulses SI and S 2 as coordinates. We tind, with 

B = SI - S 2, for the kinetic energy 
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T = (a) 

and for the complementary potential energy of the two linear springs with stiffnesses k, and k 2, 

1 S f 1 si v' - - + - - (b) 
2 k, 2 k 2 

and for the complementary Lagrangian L' = T - V', 

L* (c) 

where SI and S 2 are the spring impulses. 

On comparing this expression for L* with that of the Lagrangian (a) for the system of 
Example 3.7.1 we note a mathematical similarity. Specifically it is evident that, disregarding 
signs, the following correspondence exists 

x <-> S 
1 

m <-> k (d) 

From this similarity it follows that the (equilibrium) equations of motion for system 3.6a and the 
(compatibility) equations of motion for system 3.6b are mathematically similar. We may then 

consider these two systems as duals of one another. 

Retuming to the question of ignorable coordinates it can be seen that by a transformation of 
impulses, similar in form to the transformations in equations (b) and (c) of Example 3.7.1, we can 
show that system 3.6b, in its complementary formulation, possesses one ignorable coordinate. It 
is a1so worth noting that system 3.6a in its Hamiltonian formulation has two degrees of freedom 
and one ignorable coordinate. The same system, in its complementary Hamiltonian formulation 
has one degree of freedom and no ignorable coordinates. The reverse is the case for the system 
shown in Figure 3.6b. 

Finally we note that in the Hamiltonian formulation ignorabIe coordinates of the q -type do 
not appear in the expression for the Lagrangian (T' - V). These ignorable coordinates are gen
erally associated with rigid body motions and they do not give rise to elastic deformations. The 
momenta, associated with such ignorable coordinates, are conserved. In the complementary Ham
iltonian formulation ignorable coordinates are of the S -type, i.e. they do not appear in the com
plementary Lagrangian (T - V·) expression. These ignorable coordinates generally do not give 
rise to kinetic energies. The extensions, associated with such ignorable coordinates, are con
served. 

Example 3.7.3 

In Kepler's problem of planetary motion (Figure 3.7), with ql 

mentary kinetic energy and potential energies are 

1 [.2 + ,282 ] 2 m , 

The Lagrangian is consequentIy 

L T* - V 

and one equation of motion is 

and V 

e, the comple-

_JJ.m , (a,b) 

(c) 
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b 

Figure 3.7 The Kepler problem 

d aL aL 
dt ar ar 

The coordinate S, being absent in the Lagrangian, is ignorable. Thus 

·equation of motion becomes 

or 

d aL 
dt ae o 

o 

aL 
as 

Po 
aL 
as Co constant 

Solving for S, 

We may eliminate it from equation (d) of motion, which then becomes 

o 

(d) 

o and the second 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

Since ignorable coordinates can be eliminated from Lagrange equations it is natural to 
enquire whether it is possible to eliminate them from Hamilton's functional, from the 
outset. Certainly equation (3.7.5) may be used to eliminate qn from the Lagrangian. 
However from equation (3.7.5) it can be seen that by prescribing (ql' ... qn-l), at the 
end points tI and t 2' we cannot prescribe qn' Thus at least for qn we are obliged to 
retain the boundary terms of Hamilton's functional, as given in equation (3.1.12). 
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Hence Hamilton's principle must now be expres sed as 

() f L dt = Pn &in 1:: 
Il 

(3.7.6) 

But Pn' the generalized momentum associated with the ignorable coordinate qn' we 
have shown to be a constant. That is, 

Pn &in 1:12 = Pn () f qn dt 

'l 
(3.7.7) 

Therefore Hamilton's functional may now be expressed in the following modified form 
12 

() f LR dt = O (3.7.8) 
ti 

where LR = L - cnqn (3.7.9) 

Now it is permissible to eliminate qn via equation (3.7.5). 

For the case of k ignorable coordinates, k equations of the type (3.7.5) can be 
derived and a modified Lagrangian may be defined as 

= n-k+l, ... ,n (3.7.10) 

The modified Lagrangian from which the velocities associated with ignorable coordi
nates have been eliminated, is called the Routhian t R of the system. Thus 

R = R(ql,···qn -k> ql"'" qn -k> cn -k + 1,"" Cn) 

leading to a modified Lagrange equation 

d aR aR = O j = 1, 2, ... , n - k 
dt aqj aqj 

The following example 3.7.4 illustrates the application of the Routhian. 

Example 3.7.4 

Consider Kepler's problem of planetary motion again as shown in Figure 3.7. 

The Lagrangian, L = T* - V, is 

L = t m [':2 + (r9)2 J + ~ 

(3.7.11) 

(3.7.12) 

(a) 

Evidently (} is an ignorable coordinate, and consequently the momentum associated with (} is con

served, i.e. 

aL 
as Pe 

t Edward John Routh (1831-1907), English mathematician 

constant 
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or 9 (b) 

Now we may form the modified Lagrangian (3.7.9) as 

L - cse = ; [r 2 + (re)2] + 7- - Cs e (c) 

It remains to eliminate Ei from LR' via equation (b). The result takes the form 

R(r,r) 
m.2 ~ cl 
"2 r + r - 2mr2 (d) 

d aR aR o 
dt ar ar 

yielding 

= O (e) 

In principle, once r is determined as a function of t, we may determine 9 by integration of equa

tion (b). Unfortunately r cannot be obtained as function of time in closed form in this case, and 
consequently 9 cannot be established in closed form either. 

There are, however, a few compact relationships that can be established. They are known 

as Kepler's laws. The first says that point satellites move on conic sections about their point 
master, e.g. for an elliptic orbit 

r = (f) 

with the integration constants a = semi-major axis and e = eccentricity. 

Then there is Kepler's second law which follows from the constancy of angular momentum 
as expressed by equation (b), which can be rearranged to state that equal areas r2d9 are swept 
out in equal time intervals dt . 

(g) 

And Iastly there is Kepler's third law which states that the square of the time t required for 
one complete orbit is proportional to the cube of the orbit's major axis. 

- 1-:7 
t = 21t -V --;- (h) 

It is also of interest to note that the term c l/2mr2 may be viewed as an apparent potential 

energy Vappa with an associated force which is proportional to lIr 3 and is repulsive. Thus we can 

write a total potential energy as 

IIm cl 
V+V --=+-

appa - r 2mr2 (i) 

For a circular orbit, Le. under steady conditions, when r = O, the balance of the attractive and 
repulsive forces leads to the following equilibrium condition: 

m cl 
I..l-=-

r 2 mr3 
(j) 
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thus r = or (le) 

To see if this equilibrium configuration is stable we can evaluate the second derivative of the 
combined potential energy and obtain 

d 2(V + Vappa ) = _ 2 J.l1n + 3ci = ~ > O 
dr 2 r 3 mr4 r 3 

(1) 

For the equilibrium configuration in equation (j) one can see that (V + Vappa) attains a minimum 
indicating that the steady equilibrium configuration is stable! 

Problem 

3.7.1 A satellite (m = 500 kg) of the earth (Jl = 398 601 km3/s2) is on a circular 
orbit of 7000 km radius. What is (a) the magnitude of its potential energy V, 
and (b) of its apparent potential energy Vappa ? 

3.8 Hamilton's Canonical Equations 
Although in Hamilton's principle both the displacements and velocities are varied, 
these variations are not independent. Let us relax this requirement and allow indepen
dent variations for the velocities qj and the displacements qj. We do this by letting 
the velocities be gj. We can establish the relation between the velocities gj and the 
displacements qj by means of some side constraints of the following form 

= 1,2, ... , n (3.8.1) 

These constraint equations are holonomic and we may take account of them by form
ing a modified Lagrangian as follows 

LA = L (q , g, t) - Â.j (gj - qj) (3.8.2) 

Now we have a three-variable problem allowing variations of q, g and Â.. On deter
mining the extremum conditions of the modified functional, 

t2 t2 

of L,.,.(q, g, Â., t) dt = O f(L(q, g, t) - Â.j (gj - qj» dt = O (3.8.3) 
ti ti 

with respect to gj' qj, and Â.j , we find the following Euler-Lagrange equations. 

For ogj: 
d aLA aLA 

O 
aL Â.. --- - = or 

dt agj agj ag j I 

oqj: 
d aLA aLA 

O 
aL 

Â,j --- - -- = or 
dt aqj aqj aqj 

d aLA aLA 
oÂ.j : O --- - = or gj - qj 

dt aÂ.j aÂ.j 

Now from equation (3.8.4) it can be seen that at extremum conditions 

Â. j = aL = ~ (T* - V) = pj agj agj 

= 0(3.8.4) 

= 0(3.8.5) 

O (3.8.6) 

(3.8.7) 
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where Pi are the generalized momenta associated with the velocities gi' Equation 
(3.8.5) then expresses conditions of equilibrium amongst the inertial and the impressed 
forces. 

Having determined the solution for Ai' we may return to equation (3.8.2) and replace 
Ai by Pi' The modified Lagrangian then becomes 

Lp = (T* - V) - Pi (gi - qj) (3.8.8) 

Since Pi and gi are related via equation (3.8.7), in the modified Lagrangian Lp we 
have a two-variable problem allowing for independent variations of Pi and qi' We 
proceed to eliminate the g i • If the system is scleronomic then 

Pigi = T + T* (3.8.9) 

which on substitution into equation (3.8.8), yields 

Lp = Pi qi - H 

where H = T + V 

(3.8.10) 

(3.8.11) 

The term H, which for scleronomic systems represents the sum of the kinetic and 
potential energies, is the Hamiltonian function (3.4.15), with H = H (q , P ). 

For rheonomic systems we have seen, in section (1.9), that 

1'* = T; + Ti + T; 
Pigi = T + T; - T; 

(3.8.12) 

(3.8.13) 

and T = ~ {p} T [ArI {p} - ~ {b }T[Ar1 {b} + T; (3.8.14) 

Hence for these systems the modified Lagrangian, in equation (3.8.8), becomes 

Lp = L + Pjqi - (T + V - Ti - 2T;) (3.8.15) 

Now the presence of Ti, in the term in the round brackets, implies that this term is 
not on1y a function of Pi and qi but also of qi' However we may remove qi from this 
term by expressing Ti in terms of Pi' This can be done as follows: 

We have that 

and 

Hence 

Ti = {b}T {q} 

{q} = [ArI ({p} - {b}) 

Ti = {b}T [ArI {p} - {bf [ArI {b} 

(3.8.16) 

(3.8.17) 

(3.8.18) 

Substituting from equations (3.8.18) and (3.8.14) into equation (3.8.15) we may 
express the modified Lagrangian as Lp = Piqi - (T + V - Ti - 2T;) = Piqi - H 

or Lp = {p}T {q} - (~ {p}T [ArI {p} + ~ {b}T [ArI {b} 

- {bf [ArI {p} - T; + V) (3.8.19) 

Once again the term in the round brackets is referred to as the Hamiltonian function 
(3.4.15), with 
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H = T + V - Ti - 2T; (3.8.20) 

In this more general case the Hamiltonian may be a function of not only pj and qj, but 
also of time t. It is convenient to express this Hamiltonian function in three parts: 

H(p,q,t) = H 2 + Hl + Ho (3.8.21) 

where H 2 = ~ {p f[A r1{p} is quadratic in p (3.8.22) 

Hl = -{b }T[Ar1{p} is linear in p (3.8.23) 

Ho = .!.{b }T[Ar1{b} - T* + V is not a function of p (3.8.24) 
2 o 

It should be noted that if time does not appear explicitly in the reduced transformation 
equations, the vector {b} would be zero and the Hamiltonian in equation (3.8.20) 
would simplify to the form given for scleronomic systems, in equation (3.8.11). 

No matter whether the system is scleronomic or rheonomic the relation between 
the modified Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian function takes the following form: 

Lp = Piqi H(q ,p,t) (3.8~25) 

From this relation it follews that 

aH 
aqj 

aH 
at 

(3.8.26a) 

(3.8.26b) 

Now retuming to Hamilton's principle we can write a modified form of this extremum 
principle as 

(3.8.27) 
12 12 

where IIH (p, q) = J Lp dt = J {Pjqj - H}dt (3.8.28) 
11 11 

In the functional in equation (3.8.28) the momenta Pj and displacements qj are subject 
to independent variations. The displacements must satisfy the kinematic constraints, 
whereas Pj may be varied freely. 

Consider now the Euler-Lagrange equations of the calculus of variations for IIH' 
namely 

(3.8.29a) 

and 

(3.8.29b) 

which lead to 

-pj = (3.8.30a) 
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and 

qi = aH 
api 

(3.8.30b) 

In equations (3.8.30) we have Hamilton's celebrated equations, referred to as the 
canonical equations of motion, by Jacobi (gk:: canon = general rule). The first of these 
equations expresses the equilibrium amongst inertial and other forces, whereas the 
second expresses a generalized velocity-momentum relation for the particles. These 
equations being first order, are generally easier to integrate than Lagrange's equations 
which are second order differential equations. 

As in its original fonn the modified fonn of Hamilton's principle holds for systems 
which are holonomic and for which alI forces possess potentials. If there exist forces 
Q;' which are not derivable from potentials then the virtual work of these forces must 
be added to BIlH • That is in this case 

12 

f [B{Pitli - H} + Q;' BQi ] dt = O 
Il 

(3.8.31) 

The associated system equations now take the following fonns: 

For BQi: -Pi = ~H - Q/ 
oqi 

(3.8.32a) 

aH 
qi = (3.8.32b) 

If nonholonomic constraints are active, they may be appended to the modified func
tional by means of Lagrange multipliers Â-m as follows: 

H} (3.8.33) 

In this case the system equations take the following fonns: 

aH 
-Pi = ::. - Â-m ami 

oqi 
For (3.8.34a) 

aH 
api 

qi = (3.8.34b) 

Example 3.8.1 

Consider again the system shown in Figure 3.3. The complementary kinetic energy for this sys

tem may be expres sed as 

By choosing q = x as generalized coordinate and satisfying the kinematic constraint. x 
we may express T' as 

• 1 [ 1] .2 T = -m+-q 
2 r2 

(a) 

r9. 

(b) 



Then the momentum associated with q is found as 

from which 

dT" 
dq 

p 
I m+
,2 

We may IlOW evaluate the kinetic energy as 

T = 

The potential energy is 

v 

p 

1 k 2 2" q 

1 ---,p,,--2_ 
2 I m+

,2 

The Hamiltonian function, H = T + V in the present case, can be expressed as 

H 

The canonical equations become 

-p 

and 

dH 
dq 

dH 
dp 

kq 

p 
1 m+
,2 

+ 1. kq2 = H(q,p) 
2 

These two first order equations are equivalent to the single second order equation 

[m + :2] ii + kq = O 

Example 3.8.2 

Consider the spherical pendulum shown in Figure 3.8. 

The kinetic coenergy is 

and 

Then the kinetic energy may be expressed as 

161 

(c) 

(d) 

(1) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

G) 

(a) 

(b,c) 

(d,e) 
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Figure 3.8 Spherical pendulum 

The potential energy is 

v = - mgl co~ 

For this scleronomic system the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = T + V = ~ [pl + :f ] -mgl cosa 
2mf S10 ~ 

The canonical equations (3.8.30) are now obtained from 

dH 1 P~ . iJ, - ~ - -- co~-mgl s1O~ 
V'I' mf2 sin3~ 

dH 
-iJ\v o 

dH 1 
dP, = mf2 P, 

dH 1 
dP. mf2 sin2~ p. 

EvidentIy P. is conserved, that is 'II is an ignorable coordinate. 

(O 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 
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Figure 3.9 Pendulum with spring-bome bead 

Example 3.8.3 

The pendulum of Figure 3.9, with a bead m which can slide without friction on a rod, is driven at 

a constant angular velocity O. Find the canonical equations (3.8.30) of motion for this system. 

The sole generalized coordinate is q 1 = r. 

The kinetic coenergy is 

(a) 

The potential energy is 

v = m g r sin Ot + + k(r - rof (b) 

where ro is the unstretched length of the spring. The kinetic coenergy is given by 

~ = ~ + ~ + ~,whh 

T* 1 ,2 
2 = 2" mr o (c,d,e) 

The generalized momentum is 

Pr = mr (f) 

Since in Newtonian mechanics T = T*, we can use equations (a) and (f) to obtain 

1 2 1 2 r\2 
T = 2m Pr + 2" mr u (g) 

The Hamiltonian (3.4.15) is 

H = T + V - T~ - 2 T; (h) 

Using equations (g), (b), (d), and (c), 
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1 2 1 2 1 202 H(r. p" t) = 2-m p, + m g r sin !li + 2" k(r - ro) ~ 2" mr 

the canonical equations become 

. aH 
p, = - ar - mg sin !li - k (r - ro) + mr 0 2 

. aH 1 
r = - = -p ap, m' 

These two first order equations are equivalent to the single second order equation 

mi' - mr 0 2 + mg sin !li + k (r - ro) = O 

Problems 

(i) 

(k) 

(1) 

3.8.1 Write the Hamiltonian for the system shown and obtain the Hamiltonian equa
tions of motion. 

x 

3.8.2 For the problem shown in Figure 1.29 determine the Hamiltonian H (e, p o' t) 
and obtain Hamilton's canonical equations. 

3.9 Complementary Canonical Equations 
By an analogous procedure we can develop canonical equations from the complemen
tary fonn of Hamilton's principle. In the complementary fonnulation the essential 
variables are the equilibrating impulses Sj (corresponding to the compatible 
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displacements qj). The extensions ej form the second set of variables (corresponding 
to the momenta pj ). The constraint to be relaxed in this case is the impulse-force 
relationship. We proceecţ by letting the forces be Kj' Then we relate the impulses Sj 
to the force by setting Sj = Kj' aod introduce these equations as constraints. On 
appending these constraints to the complementary form of Hamilton' s principle, by 
meaos of Lagraoge multipliers, we obtain, analogous to equation (3.8.3), 

/2 

B J [L * (S ,K ,t) - 'A/Kj - Sj)] dt = O (3.9.1) 
/1 

Carrying out the vanatlOns with respect to Sj' Kj and 'Aj , we find the following 
extremum conditions. 

For BKj: 
aL * - 'A. O (3.9.2) = 
aKj J 

BS{ 
dL * - i· O (3.9.3) = aSj J 

B'Aj: Kj - Sj = O (3.9.4) 

From the first of these equations we find 

Aj = dL * = _d_ (T 
dKj dKj 

- V*) = dV* ---
dKj 

(3.9.5) 

On substituting this extremum value of 'Aj 
obtain the following modified functional 

in the functional in equation (3.9.1), we 

/2 

J B[(T - v*) - ej(Kj - Sj)]dt = O (3.9.6) 
/1 

But ej Kj = - (V + V*) and hence the above functional simplifies to 
/2 

J B[(T + V) + ej Sj]dt = O 
/1 

12 

or J B[H(S, e, t) + ej Sj]dt = O (3.9.7) 
11 

In this functional Sj aod ej are varied independent1y. The impulse Sj must satisfy the 
equilibrium equations whereas ej may be varied freely. 

The extremum conditions of the functional in equation (3.9.7) emerge as the following 
canonical equations 

with 

-S· J 

= 

= 

aH 
(3.9.8a) 

(3.9.8b) 
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H (S ,e ,t) = T + V (3.9.9) 

Equations (3.9.8) are valid for scieronomic and rheonomic systems. For the Iatter case 
the expression for T will involve time explicitly (see example 3.9.1). When there are 
speeds s; which are not derivable from a kinetic energy function, their virtual work 
must be appended to the modified Lagrangian in equation (3.9.1) in an analogous 
manner to that described for the classicai Hamilton canonical equation in section 3.8, 
Ieading to 

-S· = ] 

Example 3.9.1 

(3.9.lOa) 

(3.9.10b) 

Let us obtain the complementary canonical equations of a linear oscillator with stiffness k and 
mass m. Denoting the spring deformation by e and the corresponding impulse by S , we have 

H = T + V 

Then the canonical equations (3.9.8) become 

-s 

aH 
as 
aH 
ae 

S 
m 

ke 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

It is of interest to note that the first of these equations expresses the relation between the velocity 
(S Im) of the mass and the deformation rate of the spring. This is a compatibility relation. The 
second equation expresses the force-deformation relation, Le. the constitutive equation, for the 
spring. 

Now let a force F sin nt act on the mass. Then from the equilibrium equation we have that 

B = S + Fsinnt (d) 

Where B is the momentum of the mass. Intergrating equation (d) and taking the integratiOll con

stant as zero, we obtain 

B S -
F cos nt 

= n 
(e) 

Now T 
B2 

V 
ke 2 

'lm 2 
(t) 

and H = T + V 

becomes H = 2~ [s - F cos nt r ke 2 

n + 2 (g) 

The explicit appearance of rime in the Hamiltonian indicates that the system is rheonomic. Using 

the canonical equations (3.9.8) we obtain the governing equations as 



Example 3.9.2 

'OH = 1- [S 
'Os m 

-s 'OH 
'Oe 

167 

ke 

For the rotating rod of Figure 3.10 with sliding point mass m and linear spring k, the Hamil
tonian may be expressed as 

S 2 Sa2 1, 1 I 2 
H = T + V = - - + - + -2 ke, 

2 m 2 m(e, +ro )2 

The canonical equations (3.9.8) become 

e, 

-S, 

'OH 
'Os, 

'OH 
'Oe, 

'OH 
'OS a 

Figure 3.10 Rod rotating in horizontal plane 

S, 

m 

si 
----'--3 + ke, 
m(e, + ro) 

Sa 

= 'OH = O 
'Oea 

From equation (e) we conclude that Sa is conserved. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 
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Example 3.9.3 

For Kepler's problem (Figure 3.7) the Hamiltonian is 

1 Sr2 1 si H=T+V=--+---~ 
2 m 2 me,2 er 

(a) 

The canonical equations (3.9.8) give the equations of motion as 

er 
aH Sr 
aSr m 

(b) 

aH s2 
- Sr = __ e +~ 

aer mer3 er2 
(c) 

ee = aH Se 

aSe me,2 
(d) 

-Se = aH = o aee 
(e) 

Equation (e) states that the angular momentum Se = constant, Le. it is conserved. 

Problems 
3.9.1 At a moment of time, a linear oscillator (m = 10 kg, k = 12 N/m) has an 

extension of 0.1 m and a velocity of 0.05 m/s. Determine the numerical value 
of its Hamiltonian. 

3.9.2 Given is a simple pendulum. Use S (= ml2a) and e (= 9) to :tind (a) the Ham
iltonian. Write (b) the complementary canonical equations and (c) combine 
them into a second order differential equation. 

3.10 EIimination of Ignorable Coordinates 
We have seen in section 3.7 that the presence of ignorable coordinates admits partial 
integration of the equations of motion associated with the ignorable coordinates. In 
this way it is possible to eliminate the ignorable coordinates. The process of elimina
tion is considerably simplified in the Hamiltoni&n fonnulation of the equations of 
motion. 

If the Lagrangian function does not contain an ignorable coordinate, say qn' then the 
Hamiltonian function will not contain it either. Then from Hamilton's canonical equa
tions (3.8.30) it follows that 

-Pn = = O (3.10.1) 

or Pn = cn = constant (3.10.2) 

Thus the conservation of momentum associated with the ignorable coordinate is once 
again established. 

Now since in fIn, as given in equation (3.8.28), the momenta are varied indepen
dent1y, and Pn is now a constant, then the tenn in fIn given by 
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leads to a constant which may be dropped as far as the variations of ITH are con
cemed. Hence the reduced form of the action ITH may be expres sed as 

12 

IT, (q 1 •...• qn-l' P 1 •... Pn-l) = J (P/Ji - H)dt i = 1,2,3, ... ,n - 1 (3.10.3) 
11 

Mter solving the reduced problem, the ignorable variable may be determined as 
function of t by direct integration, since the right hand side of the corresponding 
canonica1 equation (3.8.30) 

= (3.10.4) 

is then an explicit function of t. 

The same procedure holds for any number of ignorable variables. 

Example 3.10.1 

Consider again Kepler's problem of planetary motion (Figure 3.7). For this problem, with 
ql = r and q2 = 9, we found for the complementary kinetic energy 

T* t m(r2 + (rO)2) (a) 

Then 
aT* 

and 
aT* 

mr20 (b) Pr = mr ao Pe 
ar 

From the detinition of the kinetic energy T, we tind that 

T J Pr J Pe 
= m dPr + mr2 dPa = (c) 

For this system the Hamiltonian, with V - f.l11I, takes the form 
r 

H T + V 

H 
p/ pJ f.l11I 
2m + 2mr2 - r 

(d) 

Since 9 is not present, it is ah ignorable coordinate. 

The equations of motion can now be obtained, from the canonical equations (3.8.30), as 

Pr 
aH pJ f.l11I (f) 
ar mr3 - ,2 

Pe 
aH o (g) 
a9 

r 
aH Pr 

(h) 
apr m 

9 aH Pe 
(i) 

aPe mr2 
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Equation (g) can be integrated direct1y and yields a constant value for the angular momentum 
associated with the ignorable coordinate 9. i.e. 

Pe = Ce = constant 

Now substituting from equations (h) and (j) into equation (1) we may obtain a single second order 

equation of motion as 

(k) 

which is in agreement with the equation obtained earlier via the Routhian. The coordinate 9 can 

be eliminated directly from the action IIH by simpIy dropping the term pe9 from the functional. 
Thus the reduced form of the action may be expressed as 

= 'J2{P'il" _ H}dt = J'2{p ;. - [p/ + ~ -~] }dt 
, II , r 2m 2mr2 r 
1 1 

(1) 

In this functional onIy r and Pr are subject to variation. The resulting extremum conditions 

emerge as follows: 

For ar: fi, 
ci J.1m O (m) -

mr3 
+ 

r2 

5pr: -;. + 
Pr -
m 

= O (n) 

These resuits are consistent with equation (k). as can readily be verified. 

Problem 
3.10.1 A satellite (m = 500 kg) of the earth {J.l. = 398 601 km3/s2) passes its peri

gee (rpE = 7000 km from earth centre) with a velocity of 28 800 krn/h. Its 
(constant) generalized momentum Pe = ce = 28 Gg km2/s. Make a sketch 
of the orbit, and calculate (a) the magnitude of its generalized momentum Pr 
and (b) of its generalized momentum rate Pr . 

3.11 Phase Space and State Space 
We have seen that in Lagrangian mechanics the motion of a system, with n coordi
nates, may be visualized as trajectories of a single representative point in n
dimensional configuration space. Now in Hamiltonian mechanics the equations of 
motion entail 2n variables; namely the n displacements and the n momenta. To visu
alize the motion as trajectories of a representative point, we now need to introduce a 
space of 2n dimensions. This 2n -dimensional pq-space was named phase space by 
Gibbst. 

Now in discussing the configuration space in section 2.5, we found it advanta
geous to establish a particular metric for this space, based on the complementary 

t Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-1903). American mathematician and physicochemist 
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kinetic energy. This metric gave the configuration space a curvilinear geometry. For 
the phase space there seems no particular advantage in constructing a special metric 
other than the usual metric of a 2n dimensional rectilinear space. Hence in the phase 
space the qj and Pj form rectangular coordinates, in a 2n dimensional space, of the 
representative point. We may go one step further and introduce the time as an addi
tional dimension. This (2n + 1) dimensional space is called the state space. While 
both the extended configuration space (including the time coordinate (Figure 3.11» and 
the state space (Figure 3.12) allow one to view the motion of a complex system as that 
of a single point, the state space (Figure 3.13) has some distinct advantages. To see 
this consider the solution of Hamilton's first order equations (3.8.30). We may express 
such solutions formally as 

qj = qj(qî , .... ,q~, pî , .... ,p~, t) = 1,2, .... ,n 

Pj = pj(qL .... ,q~, pL .... ,p~, t) (3.11.1) 

where qî , .... ,q~, pî , .... ,p~ are the constants of integration which we may identify as 
the 2n initial conditions. Equations (3.11.1) show that the motion may be viewed as a 
mapping from 2n coordinates (qî , .... , q~, pî , .... , p~, t) to the 2n coordinates 
(q 1 ' .... 'qn , .... ,p 1 ' .... 'Pn ,t). This mapping is one to one and hence the trajectories of 

t 

( • ) -1 
arctan qo 

Figure 3.11 The qt -configuration space 

q 

the representative point, in state space as well as in phase space, never cross each 
other. This is assured from the uniqueness of the solutions for the canonical equations. 
Thus all the trajectories in state space and phase space are well ordered without any 
overlappings. 
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Consider next the solution of the second order Lagrangian equations of motion. 
We may write these solutions formally as 

__ ( o 0'0 '0) 
qj qj ql.····.qn. ql.····.qn.t 

In this case one can see that the mapping between the current position (q.t) and the 
initial position (qo .to) is no longer one to one and it is affected by the infinite choice 
of initial velocities. This implies that the trajectories in the configuration space are not 
well ordered and the totality of such trajectories forms a maze of crisscrossing lines. 

p 

q 

Figure 3.12 Phase space 

Examp1e 3.11.1 

Consider the motion of a simple mass-spring oscillator. In the Lagrangian description the equa
tion of motion for this system is given by 

",q+kq = O (a) 

with the solution 

40 . 
q = qo cosmt + ro smrot (b) 

where ro = "klm and qo and 40 are the initial displacement and the initial velocity of the mass. 
The configuration space for this system, i.e. the q -space, is one dimensional and it is clear that 
in this space alI possible motions of the oscillator are superimposed. Let us next represent the 
motion of the oscillator in the qt-space as shown in Figure 3.11. Evidently the trajectories associ
ated with different initial conditions. which in this case determine the total energy in the system, 
crisscross in the qt-space. 

Consider next the equations of motion in the Hamiltonian formulation. The system's Ham
iltonian function is given by 

H (c) 

yielding the fust order differential equations of motion 

= _ dH = _kq 
dq 

(d) 
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L 
m 

(e) 

with the solutions 

p Po coscot - qo mco sincot (t) 

q Po . 
mco smcot + qo coscot (g) 

where Po and qo are the initial momentum and the initial displacement of the mass. For this 
example the phase space, Le. the pq-space, is two-dimensional. In this space the trajectories do 
not cross. The equation for these trajectories can be found by eliminating the time in equations 
(t) and (g). Subsequent to some manipulations one can express the trajectory equation as ellipses 

L ...fi.... (h) 2Em + 2Elk 

where E 
Po2 kq} 

is the initial total energy. - + 
2 2m 

Thus for different initial conditions, which also determine the initial energies, different non
intersecting ellipses are obtained in the phase space, Le. pq-space as shown in Figure 3.12. Finally 

we may depict the motion in the state space, Le. pqt -space, as shown in Figure 3.13. In this case 
we obtain non-intersecting, elliptic helices. 

t 

q 

Figure 3.13 State space 

Problem 
3.11.1 A simple spring-mass osci11ator (m = 0.1 kg, k = 12 N/m), has an initial 

momentum of 2 kg mls, and an initial displacement of 0.5 m. (a) Plot its tra
jectory in phase space. (b) Plot its trajectory if the initial displacement is 
0.6m. 
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3.12 Hydrodynamic Analogy 
There exists an interesting analogy between Hamilton' s equations of motion and the 
field description of fluid flow. To bring out this analogy, consider the position of a 
fluid particle as a function of time. If the particle starts at time to from the position 
(xo ,Yo ,zo) then at time t we may formally give the location of the particle as 

x = x (xo' Yo' zo' t) 

Y = Y (xo' Yo' zo' t) 

z = z (xo' Yo' zo' t) 

(3.12.1a) 

(3. 12.1b) 

(3.12.1c) 

Here again we have a one to one mapping for the particle's coordinates, from its initial 
to its final position. The analogy between equations (3.12.1) and (3.11.1) is apparent. 
The essential difference between these equations is that for the former we have three 
coordinates (x;y,z), in three-dimensional space whereas for the latter we have 2n 
coordinates (q l' .... 'qn' P l' .... 'Pn) in the phase space. From this analogy further similar
ities can be deduced. Consider for instance the velocity of a fluid particle located at 
(x ,y ,z). We may express this velocity as 

i = ~~ (xo' Yo' zo) y = ~ (xo' Yo' zo) i = ~~ (xo' Yo' zo) (3.12.2) 

Now since the mapping in equation (3.12.1) is one to one, it is possible, in principle, 
to invert these relationships and thereby eliminate (xo ,yo,zo) from equations (3.12.2). 
Then the field velocities may be expressed as 

x = i (x,y,z,t) 

Y = Y (x,y,z,t) 

z = i(x,y,z,t) 

(3. 12.3a) 

(3. 12.3b) 

(3. 12.3c) 

Above <equations give the velocity vector, at any point in space, at any time. If the 
particle description (13.12.1) is given we can obtain the field description (3.12.3) by 
differentiations and eliminations. On the other hand if the field description is given we 
can obtain the particle description by integrating equations (3.12.3). 

The form of the field velocity equations (3.12.3) is similar to that of Hamilton's 
canonic al equations, (3.8.29) and (3.8.30), 

a 
qi = -a H(q,p, t) = fi (q,p, t) (3. 12.4a) 

'Pi 
a 

Pi = --a H(q,p,t) = gi(q,P,t) (3. 12.4b) 
qi 

This similarity enables us to visualise the mouon of a system as the flow of a fluid -
the so called phase fluid - in 2n -dimensional phase space. The flow of this phase 
fluid has a number of characteristics which can be deduced through the analogy with 
the flow of real fluids in three-dimensional space. Consider for instaoce the case of 
steady flows. In this case the velocity of a real fluid, at any point in space, is indepen
dent of time. This implies that for steady flows i ,y and i, in equations (3.12.3), 
become independent of time. For the phase fluid an analogous situation arises when 
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the Hamiltonian becomes independent of time, as can be seen from equations (3.12.4). 
This occurs for scleronornic systems and for some rheonornic systems [see equations 
(3.4.15)]. Thus for such systems the flow of the phase fluid is analogous to the steady 
flow of real fluids. 

We have seen that for scleronornic systems the Hamiltonian is equal to the total energy 
of the system and, if the Hamiltonian is independent of time, then the total energy will 
remain a constant i.e. 

H(q,p) = E = constant (3.12.5) 

Equation (3.12.5) represents a hypersurface in 2n -dimensional phase space. Thus we 
may conclude that for scleronornic systems the representative point, in the phase space, 
moves on surfaces associated with given energy levels. For each energy level there 
will be a different surface. The aggregate of aH possible motions of the given sclero
nornic system can be viewed as a set of non-intersecting surfaces in the phase fluid. 
The analogues of these surfaces are the stream lines for steady flow of real fluids. 

p 

q 

Figure 3.14 Phase space for scleronornic system 

Consider next the condition of incompressibility. For the real fluid this condition may 
be expres sed as 

ai 
ax 

+ ai + 
ay 

ai 
az = o 

The analogue of equation (3.12.6) for the phase fluid takes the form 

acij apj 
+ = O 

aqj apj 

(3.12.6) 

(3.12.7) 
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But from the canonical equations (3.8.29) and (3.8.30) 

a. a aH a2H -q. = -- = 
aqj I aqj apj aqjapj 

(3.12.8) 

and 

(3.12.9) 

On substituting from equations (3.12.8) and (3.12.9) into equation (3.12.7) we note that 
the Iatter is identicalIy satisfied. This implies that the phase fluid imitates the 
behaviour of incompressible real fluids. A more striking analogy can be observed if 
we restrict ourselves to two-dimensionai flows for which we may take i = O. In this 
case the condition of incompressibility may be identically satisfied through the intro
duction of a stream function \(1 defined by 

x and y = -~ ax (3.12.10) 

A comparison of equations (3.12.10) and (3.12.4) reveals that the stream function \(1 

and the Hamiltonian H are analogous quantities. Thus surfaces of constant H in the 
phase space correspond to Iines of constant \(1 for two-dimensionai flows, nameIy the 
stream Iines. 

The condition of incompressibility for the phase fluid permits us to add a new 
conservation law to the previous energy theorem, namely the constancy of the phase 
fluid density. Consider again the representation of the motions of a scleronomic sys
tem in phase space. Suppose that for various possible initial conditions the energies of 
this system lie between EI and E 2' Then the paths for various motions will lie 
between the two surfaces H = EI and H = E 2 as indicated schematically in Figure 
3.14. Subsequent to different initial conditions the system will move along different 
paths in the phase space. Now let us cut out a region R 1 wherein all the initial condi
tions are contained. As time progresses, region R 1 will move and it may become dis
torted. At some time t later, alI the representative points will occupy a region R 2' 

For example, the representative point corresponding to one particular set of initial con
ditions moves from point A to point B. It is clear that the number of representative 
points in regions R 1 and R 2 is the same and since the volumes of these regions is also 
the same, due to incompressibility, then the density of the phase fluid remains con
stant. This conservation of phase fluid density was discovered by Liouville t and is 
known as Liouville' s theorem. 

t Joseph Liouville (1809-1882), French mathematician 
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q 

Aq 

t 
o 

Figure 3.15 Variations in space and time 

3.13 Principle of Least Action 
In Hamilton's principle, although the interval of time from tI to t2 is arbitrary, the 
limits tI and t 2 themselves are fixed. That is, in this principle alI admissible motions 
are considered over the same period of time; namely from tI to t 2 and time is not 
varied, i.e. for variations of qj, time is held fixed. We may remove this restriction by 
considering motions over different periods of time. In this case the limits tI and t 2 

will not be fixed and from Figure 3.15 it can be seen that to the fust order of small
ness the total change in the displacements, between motions over different periods of 
time, may be expressed as 

(3.13.1) 

On substituting for &ij from equation (3.13.1) into Hamilton's principle in equa
tion (3.1.11) we obtain 

f O(T* - V)dt = Pj (Aqj - qj Ot) 1:12 

/1 

(3.13.2) 

In equation (3.13.2) the time limits are no longer fixed. 

Now for any integral with variable limits, we have that 
/2 

/1 f g (t) dt = f /1 [g (t) dt] = f [/1 g (t) ] dt + f g (t) /1 (dt) (3.13.3) 
/1 /1 /1 /1 

and on using equation (3.13.1) we may express this equation as 
/2 /2 /2 

= f [g(t) ot + og(t)] dt + f g(t) d(ot) (3.13.4) 
/1 /1 
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where we have taken note of the fact that for t, 

M=& 

and hence 

Il.(dt) = d (St) 

Now we may carry out a partial integration of the last tenn in equation (3.13.4) and 
write this equation as 

t2 t2 t2 

Il. J g (t) dt = J [8 (t) St + Sg (t) ] dt + J g (t) ! (St) dt 
t) t) t) 

t2 12 12 

or Il. J g(t) dt = J [8 (t)St + Sg(t)] dt + J {! [g(t)St] - g(t)St }dt 
1) 1) 1) 

12 12 

Il. J g (t) dt = J Sg (t) dt + g (t) St 1 :)2 i.e. (3.13.5) 
t) t) 

In equation (3.13.5) we have the Leibniz rule for variation of integrals with variable 
limitst . 

In view of equation (3.13.5) we may express equation (3.13.2) as 
12 

Il. J (T* - V)dt - [(T* - V)St] 1:)2 = Pj (!lqj - qjSt) 1:)2 (3.13.6) 
t) 

Let us initially restrict ourselves to scleronomic systems. In this case 
T + T* = Pi qi and equation (3.13.6) may then be rearranged into the fonn 

(3.13.7) 

Next consider the total change in the time integral of the Hamiltonian. Once again 
restricting ourselves to scleronomic systems and making use of equation (3.13.5) we 
may write 

Il. J (T + V)dt 

12 

= J S(T + V)dt + (T + V)St 1:)2 (3.13.8) 
1) 1) 

Finally let us add equations (3.13.7) and (3.13.8) to tind 

= J S(T + V)dt + pj!lqj 1:)2 
1) 

(3.13.9) 

Now, to simplify, let us impose the following two constraints: 

t An alternative derivation of this result is given in Appendix A 
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i) For all admissible motions the total energy shall remain unchanged, i.e. 
B(T + V) = O. 

ii) For alI motions the trajectories shall be coterminal in space (but not necessarily in 
time), i.e. &Jj = O at tI and t2 (Figure 3.16). 

q 

t 
o 

Figure 3.16 Variations with coterminal points in space 

Subject to these constraints the variational statement in equation (3.13.9) reduces to 
/2 

(3.13.10) 

In equation (3.13.10) we have the principle of least action. In words this princi
ple states that amongst ali possible motions of conservative systems between any two 
prescribed configurations, the real motion will be such as to render the functional in 
equation (3.13.10) an extremum. 

It is of interest to compare the principle of least action with Hamilton' s principle. 
For the former the total energy must remain constant while for Hamilton' s principle 
this restriction does not apply. an the other hand in Hamilton's principle time is held 
fixed whereas for the principle of least action this restriction does not apply. To 
appreciate these differences consider the following situation. Suppose the motion of a 
system is recorded on a movie film. Further suppose that during the filming a clock is 
present so that the configuration of the system, at each instant of time is recorded. 
Now if part of the film, between times tI and t 2' read on the clock, is destroyed one 
can determine the motion of the system, during this period, via Hamilton' s principle 
since in this case the configuration of the system is known at given times tI and t 2' If 
on the other hand the clock was not in the film, so that tI and t 2 would not be known, 
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then it would not be possible to reconstruct the motion of the system during this period 
from Hamilton' s principle. However one can reconstruct the motion during this period 
from the principle of least action providing that no energy was added or extracted from 
the system during this period of time. 

It should be mentioned that the principle of least action predates Hamilton's principle 
by some ninety years. It is possible to arrive at the principle of least action more 
directly rather than via Hamilton's principle. Such a direct derivation was given by de 
Maupertuist in 1744 who expres sed this principle as follows: "Among ali possible 
motions nature ehooses that whieh reaehes its goal with the minimum expenditure of 
aetion". 

De Maupertuis was not able to satisfactorily establish the quantity to be minimized and 
he was not aware of the requirement for constancy of energy. Clearer and more 
rigorous derivations of this principle were given later by Euler and Lagrange tt. 

It is possible to express the principle of least action in an alternative form by explicitly 
satisfying the constancy of energy. Thus letting 

T + V = E 

where E is a constant, we may remove T from equation (3.13.10) and write it as 
/2 

L1J (E - V + T*) dt = O 
/1 

12 

or L1 J (L + E) dt = O (3.13.11) 
11 

since L = (T* - V) . 

Although this form of the principle resembles Hamilton's principle, it must be remem
bered that in this principle time is allowed to vary whereas in Hamilton's principle 
time is held fixed. With its variable limits, equation (3.13.11) provides a useful means 
for evaluating the period of oscillation of vibrating systems (see example 3.13.1). 

Example 3.13.1 

Consider a simple oscillator for which we may write the Lagrangian as 

with 

Let us approximate one half period of oscillation by a parabola as 

x(t) = at-bt 2 

(a) 

(b) 

t Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759), French physicist, mathematician and philosopher (President 
of Frederick the Great's Academy of Sciences in Berlin, with academicians Lagrange, Euler, Voltaire, Lam
bert, etc.) 

tt The question of priority for the Principle of Least Action gave rise to a heated and lengthy controversy. A 
brief account of this controversy may be found in "On the Principle of Least Action and its Complementary 
Forrn", Solid Mechanics Archives, VoI. 6,3, 1981, by B. Tabarrok. 
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Then the duration of one half period of oscillation is (alb) and the amplitude of the motion 

occurs at t = a 12b when x = a 2/4b . 

Substituting (b) into equation (3.13.11) we tind 

Il T [± (a -2bt)2 - ~2 (at -bt2)2 + E ] dt = O (c) 

where E is the total energy in the system. Evaluating the integral we tind 

Il E--~+E!!.. =0 [ 
3 2 S ] 

6b 60 b 3 b 
(d) 

Now extremizing the terms in the square bracket fust with respect to a and. then with respect to 

b we tind 

Solving for a and b we tind 

a2 ro2 a4 E 
2b - 12 b 3 + b = O 

a 3 ro2 aS Ea --+---- = O 
6b 2 20 b4 b 2 

a = -fiE b = ro- J3E --V 10 

Then the duration of one period = ~ = 6.324. The exact answer is 21t = 6.253. The amplitude 

of oscillation is 

~ = 1.369 {E 
4b ro 

The exact solution is .,f2E = 1.414 VE. Clearly a better approximation in (b) will yield more 
ro ro 

accurate results. 

Before considering further applications for the principle of least action it is worth 
expanding this principle to rheonomic systems. For such systems it will be recalled 
[see equation (3.4.14)] that the product Pi tii may be expres sed as 

. T* * Pi qi = T + 2 - To (3.13.12) 

Using this equation we may rewrite equation (3.13.6) as 
/2 

Il J(T* - V)dt ~ [(T* - V)8t] 1:12 = Pi!lQi 1:12 
- (T + Ti - T;)8t 1:12 

/1 

(3.13.13) 

Further, noting that T* = T; + T~ + T;, we may rearrange equation (3.13.13) 
and express it as 

/2 

Il J (T; + Ti + T; - V)dt = - [(T + V) - Ti - 2T;]8t 1:12 + pj!lqj 1:: (3.13.14) 
/1 

Now the term in the square brackets on the right hand side will be recognized as the 
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Hamiltonian for rheonomic systems (sec equation (3.8.20». As before, we next evalu
ate the total change in the time integral of the Hamiltonian: 

'2 . '2 
â J Hdt = J &ldt + Hat 1:12 (3.13.15) 

'1 '1 
where for the present rheonomic case H = (T + V) - Ti - 2T;. It remains to acId 
equations (3.13.15) and (3.13.14) to obtain 

'2 
â J (T + T; - T;)dt = 

'1 
J &ldt + Piluji 1:12 

'1 
Fina1ly we impose the following two constraints: 

i) H = constant 

ii) luji = O at tI and t2 

Under these conditions the functional in equation (3.13.16) simplifies to 

'2 
âJ (T + T; - T;)dt = O 

'1 

(3.13.16) 

(3.13.17) 

(3.13.18) 

(3.13.19) 

A number of points are worthy of note at this juncture. First it will be recog
nized that in general the Hamiltonian is not a constant for the motion of rheonomic 
systems. However as we have seen, in section 3.4, for some rheonomic systems it is 
possible for the Hamiltonian to be conserved while the total energy is not conserved. 
For such systems the extremum principle in equation (3.13.19) is applicable. We may 
satisfy the constancy of the Hamiltonian explicitly and write equation (3.13.19) as 

â J (L + H) dt = O (3.13.20) 

'1 
where in this case L = T; + Ti + T~ - V. Consider next the interpretation of the 
integrand in equation (3.13.19). We showed earlier, in equation (3.4.14), that the 
expression in the integrand of equation (3.13.19) is simply P/li. Thus we may finally 
express the principle of least action as 

'2 
â J P;i/i dt = O (3.13.21) 

'1 
Recognizing that for scleronomic systems Piqi = T + T*, we conclude that the 
above form of the principle of least action holds for scleronomic as well as rheonomic 
systems. 

In equation (3.13.21) the quantities subject to variation are the generalized displace
ments qi. The momenta Pi are to be expressed in terms of qi and qi. The variations 
of the displacements are subject to the constraints in equations (3.13.17) and (3.13.18). 
However the trajectories are not constrained to be coterminal in time. 
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It can be seen that time may be removed from the functional in equation (3.13.21) and 
the principle of least action may be expressed as 

qn 

/). J Pj(q, q) dqj = O (3.13.22) 

Once again the quantities to be varied are the displacements qj. 

Example 3.13.2 

Let us derive Newton's equations for a system of N particles, from the principle of least action. 

Using Cartesian inertial coordinates and expressing the momenta in terms of velocities, we 
may write the principle of least action (3.13.21) as 

'2 

A J (mi); X; dt = O (a) 
'1 

Using Leibniz' rule we may express this functional as 

'2 

J ~[(mi); x;] dt + (mi); X;& 1:12 = O (b) 

'1 

'2 

or J 2 (mi); ai; dt + (mi); x;~t 1:12 = O 
'1 

(c) 

We must now satisfy the two constraints (3.13.17) and (3.13.18) of the principle of least action. 
These are: 

i) ~T + V) = O 

For Newtonian mechanics 

a[;i?+V]=O 
i.e. (m x)· ai· + aV &t. 

I • ax; I 
O 

and ii) 

Using equation (e) in (c) we may rearrange the equation to the following form 

'2 

J [(m x); ai; - ~~ &t;] dt + (m x); x;~t 1'2 = O 
'1 !X, '1 

We can now integrate the first term of the integrand as follows 

'2 l { :, [(m x); &t;] - (mi); &ti - :; &ti } dt + (m x); x; ~t 1:12 = O 

'2 

or J{(m x); + ::} &ti dt -(mi); (&t; +X;&) 1:: = O 
'1 I 

(d) 

(e) 

(1) 

(g) 

(h) 
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The boundary term drops out OII account of equation (1) and the vanishing of the fust term yields 

Example 3.13.3 

( ") aV __ O mXj+
aXj 

(i) 

Derive the equation of motion for the system described in Example 3.4.2 by means of the princi
ple of least action. 

This problem is rheonomic in nature but since time does not appear explicitly in the 
Lagrangian, the Hamiltonian is conserved and hence the principle of least action applies. Thus in 
this case we have from equation (3.13.19) 

'l 

A[(T+Ti-T;)dt = O 
1 

and since T = TO = Ti + Ti + T~ we may express this functional as 

'l 

A [ (2Ti + Ti) dt = O 
\ 

We found earlier for this problem Ti = I m a202 and Ti O. Then 

O 

Using Leibniz' rule we can express this as 

'l 

[ a(m a2 02)dt + m a202& I:\l = O 
\ 

Carrying out the variations we tind 

'l 

[ 2m a2 O a9 dt + m a2 02 & 1:: = O 
\ 

We must now impose the constraints of this principle. These are 
i) constancy of the Hamiltonian, i.e. 

a(T + V - Ti - 2T~) = O 

or a (Ti + V - T~) = O 

which for the problem at hand becomes 

a (I ma2 02 + mg a (1- cose) - I ma 2 ro2 sin2e) = O 

or m a2 O a9 + mg a sine aa - m a2ro2 sine cose aa O 

Substituting from equation (g) into equation (e) we obtain 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(1) 

(g) 
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'2 

J [m a 2 e 00 - masin6(g - aO'i cos6) 56] dt + ma 2e25t 1:12 

1 

o (h) 

On integrating the first term we obtain 

-J [m a 2 {} + m asin6(g - ro2acos6)] 56dt + ma 2e (56 + 65t) 1:12 O (i) 
1 

The last term drops out 0Il account of coterminal space variations at ti and t 2• and the vanishing 

of the integrand yields 

m a 2 {} - m a 2ro2 sin6 cos6 + mg a sin6 = O 

which is the equilibrium equation of motion. 

Problems 

3.13.1 Derive the differential equation of motion of a simple osciUator, with mass m 
and spring stiffness k, from the principle of least action. 

3.14 Jacobian Form of the Principle of Least Action 

The functional for the principle of least action as given in equation (3.13.10) is not 
easy to use. This is because the limits in this functional are not fixed. The lower limit 
may be specified without loss in generality, however in order to satisfy the conserva
tion of energy throughout the actual and varied paths, the upper limit must be varied in 
a definite manner. It is possible to overcome the problem of varying limits by 
expressing the principle of least action in the form given in equation (3.13.22). The 
problem of the constancy of the Hamiltonian for actual and varied paths stiU remains 
and must be satisfied explicitly. 

For scleronomic systems Jacobi showed that the problems of varying limits and 
constancy of the Hamiltonian, which in this case is the total energy E, may be solved 
at once by the following procedure. By not recognizing a distinction between T and 
T* , Jacobi expressed the integrand of equation (3.13.10) as follows 

T + T* = 2T* = 2T = --J2T --./2T* = --J2T "-Iqjmijqj (3.14.1) 

= fif --'/dqjmijdqj/dt (3.14.2) 

Now from our discussions on the configuration space, in section 2.5 one can recognize 
the second square root term, in equation (3.14.2), as the incremental distance, ds, in 
the configuration space. Furthermore, the condition of constancy of energy may be 
satisfied by noting that, T + V = E, and fif = --J2(E-V). Then equation (3.14.2) 
may be written as 

..J2(E - V) ds 
dt 

T + T* = (3.14.3) 

allowing one to express the functional in equation (3.13.10) as 
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â J ~2(E - V) ds = O (3.14.4) 

In equation (3.14.4) we have Jacobi's functional for the principle of least action. In 
the special case when there are no impressed forces, i.e. V = O, Jacobi's principle of 
least action reduces to 

(3.14.5) 

This functional indicates that the representative point in the configuration space 
moves along paths of shortest distance. Such paths are geodesics of the curvilinear 
configuration space and are characterized by minimum curvature. It will be recalled 
that the same result was obtained in Hertz' principle of least curvature discussed in 
section 2.5. 

Returning to the general case, we note that the integrand of the functional in equation 
(3.14.4) is a function of qj and not s. Furthermore for different paths in the 
configuration space the arc lengths will be different and hence the functional in equa
tion (3.14.4) has variable limits. Therefore this functional stiU does not provide a 
practical means for solving dynarnics problems. Both these difficulties may be 
resolved by expressing ds in terms of the differential for one of the generalized dis
placements, via the metric of the configuration space. The foUowing example illus
ttates the approach. 

Example 3.14.1 

Consider the motion of a particle of mass m in the field of gravity. For this problem 

v mgy 

and from the metric of the configuration space we have that 

m(dx2 + dy2) = ds2 

or ds = ~m(1 + y'2) dx 

where y' = dyldx. 

(a) 

(b) 

Using equations (a) and (b) in Jacobi's functional for the principle of least action, we find 

X2 

Il J V2m(E - mgy)(l + y'2)dx = O (c) 

In equation (c) the independent variable x is not varied, and the limits of the integral are fixed. 
Therefore there is no distinction between the a and Il operators. For simplicity let us take the 

value of E as zero and then recognizing that the constants m and g do not affect the extremum 

conditions of the functional, we may express equation (c) as 

X2 

aJVY(I+Y'2)dx = O (d) 

It is worth noting that time has been removed from this functional and the extremum of the 

functional is expected to yield the equation for the trajectory of the motion rather thao the 
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equation of motion in time. 

The functional in equation (d) isof standard type with a function y(x) and its first deriva
tive y'(x) in its integrand. Thus the Euler-Lagrange equation for this functional takes the familiar 
form of 

.!!....[ aL ] 
dx ay' 

aL 
- - = o ay (e) 

where L = ...Jy(l + y'2) (O 

Once again the replacement of t by x is evident in equation (e). We should also note that 
x does not appear explicitly in the Lagrangian in equation (O. This is similar to the case when t 

is absent in the Lagrangian in Hamilton's principle. Earlier we showed that when t does not arise 
explicitly in L, then 

L - p; ti; = constant (g) 

aL 
where the momenta p; = dq;' By analogy we can then write for the functional (d) the follow-

ing conservation statement 

...Jy (1 + y'2) - y' -.!!, ...Jy (1 + y'2) 
dy 

The differential equation (h) may be rearranged to yield 

y b2(1 + y'2) 

where b is a constant. To solve equation (i) let 

y _ b 2 

Then equation (i) becomes 

or 

constant 

z 
dx 
b 

b 

But dy 2zdz which on substitution into equation (le) and integration yields 

2z + a 

(h) 

(i) 

(le) 

(1) 

where a is another constant of integration. On eliminating z between equations (i) and (1) we 
find the ttajectory of the particle as 

(m) 

This equation will be recognized as a family of parabolas. For a particular solution the constants 
a and b may be determined from boundary conditions. 

There is a striking similarity between Jacobi's principle of least action and Fennat'st 
principle of least time in geometrical optics. Fennat's principle states that a ray of 
light, in passing from a point A to a point B, describes a path for which the time of 
transit is a minimum with respect to alI possible paths connecting A to B. This princi
ple may be expressed as 

t Pierre de Fennat (1601-1665), French mathematician 
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B 

SJds = O 
A v 

(3.14.6) 

where ds is an element of the path and v is the velocity of light. Comparison of the 
functionals in equations (3.14.5) and (3.14.6) reveals an analogy between the 
integrands ..J2(E - V) and lIv. Now in optics the geometrical theory is known to fail 
in cases where the wavelength of light is of the same order of magnitude as the dimen
sions of the objects upon which it falls. In such cases the geometrical theory of light 
must be replaced by the physical, wave theory of light. The transition from the wave 
theory to the geometrical theory had been well understood. In mechanics too it is 
known from the work of Bohrt, Einsteintt, and Planckttt that the laws of mechanics 
on a small atomic scale differ from those on the large scale. However, treatment at 
first consisted in accepting, in general, the known laws of classical mechanics and sup
plementing them by additional rules or laws which appeared as limitations to the gen
eral theory. 

It was not until 1924 that the significance of the analogy between optics and mechan
ics began to be understood. Guided by this analogy de BroglieO put forward the idea 
that a wave length was to be associated with a particle and that a new theory of 
mechanics, closely connected with wave optics, should be developed. Such a theory 
was developed by Schrodinget>D in 1926 when he derived his celebrated wave equa
tion for quantum mechanies. 

Problems 

3.14.1 Using the principle of least action as 
92 

11 J (Pr :~ + P9) de = o 

obtain the orbit equation of Kepler's problem. 

3.15 Some Generalizations of the Principle of Least Action 

In section (3.13) we derived the principle of least action from the form of Hamilton's 
principle wherein only the generalized displacements are varied. Let us now use the 
form of Hamilton's principle which admits independent variations of momenta and dis
placements, for the derivation of the principle of least aetion. In this case correspond
ing to equation (3.13.6) we find 

t Niels Hendrik David Bohr (1885-1962), Danish physicist 

tt Albert Einstein (1879-1955), Gennan physicist 

ttt Max Planck (1858-1947), Gennan physicist 
o Louis-Victor de Broglie (1892-1987), French physicist 

00 Erwin SchrOdinger (1887-1961), Austrian physicist 
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'2 
Ll l [pjqj - H]dt - [pjqj - H]flt 1:12 = Pj(Llqj - qjflt) 1:12 (3.15.1) 

On adding equations (3.13.15) and (3.15.1) we obtain 

= (3.15.2) 

Equation (3.15.2) holds for rheonomic as well as scleronomic systems. Now once 
again we impose the two constraints associated with the principle of least action, 
namely 

flH = O 

Llqj = O 

Under these conditions the functional in equation (3.15.2) simplifies to 

Ll l Pjqj dt = O (3.15.3) 

Equation (3.15.3) is in effect the same as that derived earlier as equation (3.13.21). 
However in the case of equation (3.13.21) only the qj were subject to variation 
whereas now both the Pj and the qj may be varied independently. This ftexibility 
allows us to remove the time directly from the functional in equation (3.15.3) and 
write it as 

(3.15.4) 

Example 3.15.1 

Let us derive Hamilton's canonical equations from the principle of least aetian. Through Leibniz' 
rule we can write equatian (3.15.3) as 

Il J pj qj dt ... J B(pj qj)dt + pj qj ot 1:: = O 
1 1 

(a) 

'2 

Of J (qj Opj + pj f>4j) dt + Pjqj ot 1:: ... O 
1 

(b) 

Integrating the second term under the integral we obtain 

'2 

J. (qj Opj - pj Oqj )dt + pj (oqj + qj ot) 1:; .. O 
1 

(c) 

Now OII. imposing the constraint on coterminal end points in space we may drop the last term. 
We must also impose the constraint on the constancy of the Hamiltonian. Thus 

aH aH 
- Opj + - Oq = O (e) 
apj aqj I 
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Now one can see that the integrand in equation (c) will vanish, subject to the constraint equation 
(e), if 

aH 
apj 

and 
aH pj - --

- aqj 
(f) 

Retuming to equation (3.15.4) we can select one of the qj as our new independent 
variable, and in this way we obtain a new fonn for the principle of least action. 
Without loss of generality we select qn for this purpose and write equation (3.15.4) as 

q.1 

A J (pjq;' + Pn) dqn = O i = 1,2, .... , (n-l) (3.15.5) 
qltO 

where qj = dq;fdqn' In the functional of equation (3.15.5) alI the momenta and the 
fust (n -1) of the generalized displacements are subject to variation. The displacement 
qn' which now is the independent variable, is not varied and hence the limits in this 
functional are fixed. Accordingly we may also express this functional as 

o J (pjq;' + Pn)dqn = J O(pjq;' + Pn)dqn = O (3.15.6) 
q.o q .. 

There is of course a side constraint, namely the constancy of the Hamiltonian, associ
ated with this functional. Restricting ourselves to scleronomic systems we may 
express the constancy of the Hamiltonian as 

~ (-;)j Pj + V = E (3.15.7) 

From this relation we obtain the last momentum as 

Pn = ..... /2m [E - V - .!(.E...).p.] -\1 n 2 m J J 
j = 1.2, .... (n-l) (3.15.8) 

and on substituting from equation (3.15.8) into equation (3.15.6) we obtain the follow
ing functional 

qJ.I ' ..... / [ 1 p] i = 1, 2, 3, .... , (n -1) 
q .. O [Pjqj + -\l2mn E - V - '2 (-;;;)j Pj ] dqn j = 1,2,3 ..... , (n-l) (3.15.9) 

Now the momenta and displacements may be varied freely in the functional in equa
tion (3.15.9). It is worth noting that wbile Pn bas been eliminated, qn is stiU present in 
this functional througb the potential energy V. However qn' as pointed out already, is 
not varied and as sucb the functional in equation (3.15.9) bas 2(n-l) dependent vari
ables. The variations of this functional yield the following extremum conditions: 
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For q,j: 
, mnpj/mj 

O (sum on j on1y) (3.15.10) qj - = 

"1m. [E - V - (1!..).P.] m J J 

&/j: 
mn(JVI(Jqj 

O (3.15.11) -Pj - = 

"1m. [E - V - (1!..).p.] m J J 

On eliminating the square root tenn between equations (3.15.10) and (3.15.11) we find 
the following interesting result 

[ .l!....] PJ: + ~V qJ: = O (3.15.12) 
m j uqj 

or ':. [~ (;')jPj + V] = :. (3.15.13) 

Now if qn is absent in V, i.e. if qn is an ignorable coordinate, then equation (3.15.13) 
may be integrated to yield 

1 ( P ) + V constant "2 ;; jPj = j = 1,2, ... ,(n-l) (3.15.14) 

In equation (3.15.14) we have a statement of conservation of energy. In this statement 
on1y (n -1) coordinates are involved. However this statement holds only if qn is an 
ignorable coordinate and on comparing equation (3.15.14) with equation (3.15.7), we 
conclude that for such a case 

[ .JC] = constant 
2m n 

i.e. Pn = constant (3.15.15) 

Thus, as found earlier, the momentum associated with an ignorable coordinate is a 
constant of the motion. 

Example 3.15.2 

Consider again the motion of a particle in the field of gravity. Let us take y as qll' then the 
extremum conditions in equations (3.15.10) and (3.15.11) become, 

for l)px : dx Px 
dy 

">m [E 
p2 ] + mgy - ...!.... 
2m 

(a) 

ax: dpx 
O = dy 

(b) 

The Iatter equation shows that Px is conserved with respect to y. This is consistent wiili ilie fact 
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that x is an ignorable coordinate with respect to the independent variable y. On substituting the 
solution of equation (b) into equation (a) we may write the latter as 

dx 
dy 

A 
...JB + Cy 

(c) 

where A. B and C are constants. Integration of equation (c) yields the following family of para
bolic trajectories: 

x 2A 
C...JB + Cy (d) 

It is of interest to note that had we taken x as qn. then the differential equations would 
have been more complex since y is not an ignorable coordinate. In this case however we would 
have the "reduced" energy conservation equation (3.15.13) since x is an ignorable coordinate. 
This equation becomes 

![~~-mgy] O 

Le. 
p/ 2m - mgy constant (e) 

Once again comparing the true energy conservation condition with equation (e). one can see that 

Px constant (f) 
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Chapter IV 

CANONICALTRANSFORMATIONS AND THE HAMILTON-JACOBI 
EQUATION 

Introduction 

We have seen that the equations of motion for dynamical systems can take a variety of 
forms depending upon the generalized coordinates used. It will also be recalled that 
when ignorable coordinates arise the associated equations may be partialIy integrated. 
Recognizing the equivalence of different forms and attributing the presence of ignor
able coordinates to the particular set of generalized coordinates used, it is natural to 
enquire whether it is possible to transform the equations of motion, expressed in terms 
of a given set of coordinates, to another set of coordinates for which alI the general
ized coordinates are ignorable. In this way the problem of solving the equations of 
motion reduces to a transformation. The researches of Hamilton and Jacobi revealed 
that the required transformation may be obtained from a single function which is 
govemed by a differential equation referred to as the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 

4.1 Canonical Transformations 

We have seen in section 2.7 that the form of Lagrange's equation is invariant under a 
transformation of generalized displacements Qj = Qj (q ,f). Such a transformation 
will change the Lagrangian L (q, q, t) to a new form L (Q, Q, t). However from a 
variational viewpoint the extremum conditions associated with L and L are identical in 
form. The same is not the case for Hamilton's equations. This is because Hamilton's 
equations are obtained from a particular form of the Lagrangian, L = pj qj - H 
wherein the momenta and the displacements may be varied independent1y. An arbi
trary transformation of Pj and qj to a new set of coordinates P j , Qj of the form: 

Qj = Qj (q , p, t) (4.1.1) 

Pi = Pi(q,p, t) (4.1.2) 

would not preserve the particular form of the Lagrangian from which Hamilton's equa
tions are derived. Accordingly the transformations for pj and qj must be restricted to 
those that preserve the particular form of the Lagrangian from which Hamilton 's 
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equations are derived. This requirement will be satisfied if we introduce a function 
K (Q , P , t) such that the Lagrangian in the new coordinates takes the form 
L = PjQj - K. Then, for the new coordinates Hamilton's principle becomes 

oJ(Pj Qj - K(Q,P,t))dt = O 

the extremum conditions of which yield the equations 
. aK 

Qj = ap· 
I 

. aK 
Pj = - aQj 

(4.1.3) 

(4.1.4) 

(4.1.5) 

Evidently the function K plays the role of the Hamiltonian in the new coordinate set. 
Transformations which preserve the form of Hamilton's canonic al equations are called 
canonic al transformations. 

Now if the form of Hamilton's equations is to remain invariant then the particular 
forms of the Lagrangian in the two coordinate systems can differ at most by the total 
time derivative of an arbitrary action function S, Le. 

or 

t 2 t 2 t 2 

J(pjtij - H)dt - J(PjQj - K)dt = J dS dt = S(t2) - S(tl) (4.1.6) 
tI tI tI dt 

d 
Pj tij - H = Pj Qj - K + - S 

dt 
(4.1.7) 

In order to affect the transformation between the two sets of variables, S must be a 
function of both the old and the new variables. That is, besides time t, the function S , 
called the generating function, must depend on 4n variables. However only 2n of 
these will be independent since the two coordinate systems are related through the 2n 
transformation equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). Thus the generating function may be 
written as a function of 2n independent variables in one of four forms: 

SI (q, Q , t), S 2(q , P , t), S ~ (p, P , t), S ~ (p, Q , t) 

By substituting SI in Eq. (4.1.7) we obtain 

as 1. as l' as 1 
(Pj tij - H) - (Pj Qj - K) = aqj qj + aQj Qj + at (4.1.8) 

Now balancing the coefficients for tij and Qj we note that the satisfaction of equation 
(4.1.8) requires that 

as 1 (q, Q, t) 
pj = aqj 

(4.1.9) 

Pj 
as 1 (q, Q, t) 

= aQj 
(4.1.10) 

and 

K = + H (4.1.11) 
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Equations (4.1.9) and (4.1.10) provide the infonnation required for the transfonnations 
indicated in equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). By solving for Qj in tenns of q, P and t, 
from equation (4.1.9), we may establish the fust transfonnation equation (4.1.1). Sub
stitution of this expression for Qj into equation (4.1.10) allows one to express Pj in 
tenns of q, P and t and establishes the transfonnation equation (4.1.2). Thus if SI is 
known the required transfonnations from (p, q, t) to (P ,Q, t) may be detennined, 
and in addition from SI the connection between the new Hamiltonian K and the old 
Hamiltonian H, may be established as indicated in equation (4.1.11). 

Now we may express equation (4.1.7) in the following alternative fonn 

pjtij - H = - PjQj - K + :t [Sl(q,Q,t) + PjQj] (4.1.12) 

In the last tenn of equation (4.1.12) three of the four sets of variables arise. We may 
eliminate Qj from this tenn by expressing Qj in terms of qj and Pj through equation 
(4.1.10). In this way only qj and Pj will arise in the last tenn of equation (4.1.12) and 
we may therefore introduce a second generating function S 2 and write 

. d 
Pj tij - H = - Pj Qj - K + dt S2(q, P, t) (4.1.13) 

Following the procedure outlined above we can show that equation (4.1.13) will be 
satisfied under the following conditions: 

OS2 (q, P, t) 
p; = 

oqj 
(4.1.14) 

OS2 (q, P, t) 
Qj = 

OPj 
(4.1.15) 

OS2 (q, P, t) 
K = H + ot (4.1.16) 

Equations (4.1.14) to (4.1.16) once again provide the infonnation required for the 
transfonnations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2). Thus equation (4.1.14) may be solved for Pj in 
tenns of Pj' qj and t, and thereby the transfonnation equation (4.1.2) may be esta
blished. On substituting this expression for Pj , into equation (4.1.15) we find the 
transformation equations (4.1.1). 

To introduce the S; fonn of the generating function let us write equation (4.1.13) 
in the following fonn 

d d 
dt(Pj qj) - pj qj - H = - Pj Qj - K + dt S2(q,P,t) (4.1.17) 

or 

- Pj qj - H = - Pj Qj - K + ! [S2(q,P,t) - Pj qj] (4.1.18) 

Now eliminating qj from the last term of equation (4.1.18) via equation (4.1.14) and 
introducing S; (P, P, t), we may write equation (4.1.18) as 

. d • 
- pj qj - H = - Pj Qj - K + dt Sl(P,P,t) (4.1.19) 
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The satisfaction of equation (4.1.19) requires that 

asr(p,p,t) 
qi = api 

Qi 
as~ (p,P, t) 

= aPi 

K 
as~ (p, P, t) 

+ H = at 

(4.1.20) 

(4.1.21) 

(4.1.22) 

To complete the cycle we write equation (4.1.19) in the following alternative fonn 

d . d * 
- Pi qi - H = - dt(P j Qi) + Pi Qi - K + dt Sl(P,P,t) (4.1.23) 

Of· 

(4.1.24) 

This time we need to remove Pi from the last tenn. We may do so via equation 
(4.1.21) and on introducing the generating function S;(p, Q, t), we may write equa
tion (4.1.24) as 

. . d 
- Pi qi - H = Pi Qi - K + dt S2*(P,Q,t) (4.1.25) 

Equation (4.1.25) may be satisfied under the conditions 

as;(p, Q, t) 
qi = -

api 
(4.1.26) 

Pi 
as;(p, Q, t) 

= aQi 
(4.1.27) 

K 
as;(p, Q, t) 

+ H = at 
(4.1.28) 

Above equations too, may be used to generate the transformation equations (4.1.1) and 
(4.1.2). 

Although alI four generating functions, SI' S 2' S ~ and S; facilitate canonical transfor
mations, one or the other of these functions may be more advantageous 10 use in a 
particular problem. It should also be noted that when the generating functions do not 
depend on time explicitly, then the Hamiltonian will be an invariant of the transforma
tion. 

Example 4.1.1 

Consider the following fonn of the generating function 

S~(q.P.t) = qjPj (a) 

The associated transfonnation equations (4.1.15) to (4.1.17) yield the relations 
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Pi ;; Pi Qi = qi H = K (b,c,d) 

Thus the above form of S 2 generates the identity transfonnation. 

Consider next the generating function 

si (p, P, t) ;; Pi Pi (e) 

The associated transfonnation equations (4.1.21) to (4.1.23) yield the relations 

q/ ;; - P i Qi = Pi H ;; K (f,g,h) 

Evidently the above fonn of S~ interchanges the momenta and generalized displacements. 

Another class of transfonnations is characterized by the genemting function 

S2(q,P,t) = li (q,t)Pi (i) 

where /; may be any assumed set of functions. The transfonnation equations associated with S 2 

show that the displacements are tmnsformed as 

Qi = /;(q, t) (j) 

In this case we see that the new displacements are obtained from the old displacements and do 
not depend on the old momenta. This is the case of point transfonnation under which, as pointed 
out earlier, Lagmnge's equations remain invariant. It can now be concluded that alI point 
transfonnations are canonical providing their associated momenta are derived through the 
appropriate transfonnations. In this example the momenta transfonn as 

Pi = 
al j p. 
aqi J 

Example 4.1.2 

Let us identify the transfonnation affected by the following genemting function 

si = - QI (PI cos Q2 + pz sin Q2) (a) 

Using equations (4.1.27) and (4.1.28) we obtain 

as; 
QICOSQ2 (b) ql ;; - api = 

as; 
QI sin Q2 (c) q2 

ap2 

P I 
as; 

PI cos Qz + P2 sin Q2 (d) 
- aQI 

Pz 
asi 

= QI IPz cos Q2 - PI sin Q2] (e) 
- aQ2 

This will be recognized as a transfonnation from Cartesian coordinates 
ql = x, q2 = Y,PI;; Px,P2 = Py to polar coordinates QI = r, Q2;; 9, P I = Pr and 1'2;; Pe. 
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Example 4.1.3 

Finally consider the following generating function 

where m and ro are constants whose significance will become evident in the following. The 
transformation equations (4.1.9) and (4.1.10) associated with SI yield the relations 

aSI 
P aq = mwq cot Q (b) 

p = 
m roq2 

"2 sin2 Q 
(c) 

Through these equations we may express P and Q in terms of p and q. However for our pur
poses it is desirable to express p and q in terms of P and Q. From equations (b) and (c) we find 

and 

~"'2P". 
q = -smQ 

mro 

p = ..J2mroP cos Q 

(d) 

(e) 

As the generating function does not involve the time explicitly, the Hamiltonian will have 

the same value in the old and the new coordinates. The constants in SI have been chosen with 
the problem of the simple linear oscillator in mind. For the simple linear oscillator 

2 
T = L 

2m 
v = kq2 

2 

where k is the stiffness of the spring. Then for the Hamiltonian H 
present case, 

(f,g) 

E T + V in the 

(h) 

where ro = "klm is the natural frequency of the oscillator. Let os now evaluate the Hamil
tonian in the new coordinate system using the relations in equations (d) and (e). Then, since 

aS/ot = O, 

(i) 

Using this expression for K in equations (4.1.4) and (4.1.5) we find the goveming equations in 

the Q, P coordinates as 

P 
aK 

O aQ G) 

Q aK 
ap = ro (k) 

Equation G) shows tbat Q is an ignorable coordinate and the associated momentum P is con

served. Thus from equations (i) we have 

P = K 
ro 

H 
ro 

E 
ro 

(1) 
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Equation (k) shows that 

Q=ro(+a (m) 

where a is a constant of integration fixed by the initial conditions. Finally from equations (d) 
and (j) we find that 

q = - I 2E 2 sin(ro( + a) 
-" mro 

which is the familiar fonn of the solution for the simple linear oscillator. 

(n) 

Here we have an example of canonical transformation which changes the Hamiltonian to a 
fonn in which the generalized displacements are igoorable. It can therefore be seen that. in prin
ciple. canonical transfonnations provide a new approach for the solution of the equations of 
motion. In section 4.3 we retom to this point and consider a systematic method for finding 
transfonnations such that ali the new generalized coordinates are ignorable. 

4.2 Infinitesimal Canonical Transformations 

The canonical transfonnation equations considered in the above section are quite gen
eral iJl nature. Let us now make use of these transformation equations to relate two 
states of a given system. That is in the state space we identify the system, at two 
states, by the coordinates (qj' Pj' t) and (Qj, P j , t) and relate these states via canoni
cal transformation equations. Evidently such a transformation describes the evolution 
of motion from the state (qj, Pj, t) to the state (Qj, P j , t). 

Let us initially consider two states close to each other. Then Qj and Pj will 
differ very slightly from qj' Pj. It will be recalled that if the generating function S 2 

takes the fonn S2 = qj P j , then theidentity transfonnation results. For our pur
poses we need another fonn of S 2 (q, P, t) which generates a transfonnation only 
slightly different from the identity transfonnation. Thus let us take 

S2(q,P,t) = qjPj + eG(q,P,t) (4.2.1) 

where e is a small parameter and for the present case of the evolution of system' s 
motion we may identify e with an incremental change in time. We may view G as 
another generating function similar in fonn to S 2. Using the transformation equations 
associated with S2' namely equations (4.1.14) and (4.1.15), we find 

pj = 

= 

or 

Qj 

Pj 

aS2 aG = Pj + E-

= qj 

- qj = 

- pj = -

aqj 

aG 
+ E ap. 

I 

aG 
E ap. 

I 

aG 
E-

aqj 

(4.2.2) 

(4.2.3) 

(4.2.4) 

(4.2.5) 
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These equations represent an infinitesimal canonical transformation. It should be 
noted that the small changes in the coordinates and momenta are of first order in E. 

Thus if we neglect terms of order E2 and higher, we can replace each Pj by Pj in G. 
The resulting function G (q , p, t) can then be considered as the generator of the 
infinitesimal canonical transformation. Under these conditions we may write equations 
(4.2.4) and (4.2.5) as 

dqj 
aG (4.2.6) = E--
apj 

dpj aG (4.2.7) = - E--
aqj 

Since the changes are due to the passage of time, we can let E = dt and for this 
case we denote the generating function G by H (q , p, t). Then equations (4.2.6) and 
(4.2.7) may be expressed as 

d aH . 
t -a = qj dt = 

'Pj 

- dt aH = dpj 
aqj 

dqj (4.2.8) 

(4.2.9) 

Above equations will be recognized as Hamilton's canonical equations (3.8.29) 
and (3.8.30). Hence we conclude that the Hamiltonian function can be considered to 
generate an infinitesimal canonical transformation at each instant of time. Since the 
result of two canonical transformations, applied one after the other, is equivalent to a 
single canonical transformation, the values of q and p at any time t can be obtained 
from their initial values by a canonical transformation which is a continuous function 
of time. According to this view the motion of a mechanical system corresponds to the 
continuous evolution of a canonical transformation. The Hamiltonian can thus be 
recognized as the generating function for the system's motion in time. 

Conversely, there must exist a canonical transformation from the values of the 
coordinates at time t to their constant initial values. Obtaining such a transformation 
is obviously equivalent to solving the problem of the system's motion. We examine 
this point in some detail in the next section. 

4.3 Hamilton-Jacobi Equation 

Let us seek a canonical transformation from the coordinates q and momenta p at time 
t, to a new set of constant quantities which may be the 2n initial conditions qo and Po 
at t = O. Such a set of transformation equations, relating the old and the new coordi
nates, 

q = q(qo'Po t) 

P = p(qo' Po' t) 

are exactly the desired solution of the equations of motion since they give the coordi
nates as a function of their initial values and time. 
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To ensure that the new coordinates are constant in time, we need only require that 
the transfonned Hamiltonian K, shall be identically zero, for then the equations of 
motion become 

aK . 
ap. = Qj = O 

I 

(4.3.1) 

aK . 
- - = p. = O 

aQj I 
(4.3.2) 

Now K is related to the old Hamiltonian and the generating function by the equation 

K = H + as (433) at .. 
and hence will be zero if S satisfies the equation 

as 
H(q,p, t) + ai = O (4.3.4) 

Depending on the type of generating function used, equation (4.3.4) will take on 
different but equivalent fonns. For instance' using S 2(q ,P , t) and recalling that the old 
momenta are related to S2 by pj = aS2,aqj, we may express equation (4.3.4) as 

(4.3.5) 

In equation (4.3.5) we have the celebrated Hamilton-Jacobi equation. It should 
be noted that the independent variables of this partial differential equation are the gen
eralized displacements qj and time t. The new momenta Pj are constants by virtue of 
K = O. The integration of equation (4.3.5) will involve (n + 1) constants. However 
since in this equation only the derivatives of the generating function S 2 appear and S 2 

itself is absent, one can see that one of the integration constants is simply an additive 
constant tacked on to S 2' This constant has no importance as far as the transformation 
is concemed, since only the partial derivatives of S 2 appear in the transfonnation equa
tions. Thus dropping this additive constant we may express a complete solution of 
equation (4.3.5) as 

S2(ql ... qn' Pl ... Pn' t) (4.3.6) 

where none of the pj constants are solely additive. Now by definition we have that 
S2 = S2(q, P, t) and through the Hamilton-Jacobi equation we have ensured that 
the new momenta Pj are constants. Without 10ss of generality we may identify these 
constant momenta with the integration constants Pj, Le. we simply take 

Pj = pj (4.3.7) 

Retuming to equation (4.3.5) we can see that in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation it is the 
momenta, and hence also the kinetic energy, that are expressed in tenns of the deriva
tives of the generating function. Finally we note that the Hamiltonian is a quadratic 
function of the momenta, and that it may also be a nonlinear function of the qj. 
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If we use the generating function S; (p, Q, t) in equation (4.3.4) and recall that 
the old displacements are related to S; by qj = - aS;,apj, we find 

as; (p ,Q ,t) 

at 
as; 

+ H(PI' ... P -n' :1 
dPI 

as; a' t) = o 
'Pn 

(4.3.8) 

Equation (4.3.8) may be viewed as a complementary form of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation. In this equation the momenta and time are the independent variables. The 
new displacements are constants by virtue of K = O. The solution of equation 
(4.3.8) may be formally expressed as 

S; = S;(PI ... Pn, al ... an' t) 

This time we identify the constants a with the new (constant) displacements. 

That is, we set 

Qj = aj (4.3.9) 

It"is worth noting that it is the generalized displacements, and hence also the potential 
energy, which are expressed in terms of the derivatives of S; in the complementary 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Although equations (4.3.5) and (4.3.8) look formally alike, 
we shall see in the following examples that depending on the problem, they can take 
quite different forms. 

It can be shown that SI and S~ give rise to equations (4.3.5) and (4.3.8) respec
tively. 

Some insight into the physical significance of the generating functions can be 
gained by evaluating the total time derivative of these functions. Thus for S 2(q , P, t), 
noting that the Pj are constants, we find 

dS2 aS2 aS2 . = - + -q. at aqj I 
(4.3.10) 

dt 

Now recognizing that as 2,at = 
(4.3.10) as 

Hand as 2,aqj = Pj, we may express Eq. 

= Pj qj - H = L (4.3.11) 

Hence 

S2 = 1 L dt + constant (4.3.12) 

That is, S 2 is the functional for Hamilton' s principle. In this functional time is not 
varied and the Hamiltonian need not be conserved. 

In a similar manner we can show that 

S; = - I<pj qj + H)dt + constant (4.3.13) 
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Example 4.3.1 

Consider the planar vertical motion of a singIe particle of unit mass in the field of gravity. For 
this problem the Hamiltonian is H = T + V, 

H = t(P} + py2) + gy (a) 

and the Hamilton-Jacobi equation becomes 

08 2 1 [ OS2 2 
Tt(x,y,t) + "2 (ai") 082 ] + (ay)2 + gy = O (b) 

This nonlinear partial differential equation admits a solution by separation of variables. We take 
a solution of the fonn 

S2(X;Y,t) = SX<x) + Sy(y) + S,(I) 

On substituting from equation (c) into (b) we find 

dS, 1 dSr 2 dSy 2 
dt + "2[ (d;"") + (di) ] + gy = O 

(c) 

(d) 

Now recognizing that in this equation we have tenns which are pure functions of t, x and y, it 
follows that equation (d) will be satisfied if 

dS, 
- PI 

dt 

dSr 
P2 dx 

1.( dSy )2 
2 dy + gy 

Where PI' P2 are constants. 

On rearranging we may express Sy as 

Pl 
= Pl - 2 

Sy = J" 2 [PI - ~ - gy ] dy 

Hence the original generating function S 2(X ,y ,1) may be written as 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

The constants PI and P2 are as yet unspecified. We may associate these constants with the new 
(constant) momenta Pr and P,. It should, however, be noted that dS,/dt( = oS-jCJt) is equal to 
the constant Hamiltonian. Thus PI has the dimension of energy, but it can nevertheless be associ
ated with the initial momentum Po. 

Then from the relations between Qj and S2' namely Qj = CJS-jdP j , we tind 

CJ Pi 
Qx = (Xl = - t + OPt J [2(Pt - T - gy)]'-i dy (j) 

(le) 
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where al and az are constants identitied with the new (initial) displacements. Integration of 
equation (j) yields the motion of the particle as a function of time, while the integration of equa
tion (k) provides the orbit of the particIe. Hence for the motion of the particIe we tind 

al + t = - 1. [2(~1 - ~l - gy) j'h 
g 2 

(1) 

and for the orbit 

<lz - x = ~z [2(~1 - ~ - gy) j'h 
g 2 

(m) 

The four constants in equations (1) and (m) may be determined from the two initial displacements 
and the two initial momenta. Consider for instance, the case of a projectile of unit mass ejected 
horizontaIly from the top of a hiIl. Then taking the origin at the hiIl top we have al' and az as 
the initial displacement which we take as 

al = az = O 

Reca1ling that ~l is the constant energy and ~z a constant momentum, we take 

~l = xJI2 ~2 = xa 
Substituting from equations (n) and (o) into equations (1) and (m) we tind from equation (1) 

and from equation (m) 

Example 4.3.2 

y = _ 1. gt 2 

2 

u 2 
o 

- -y 
g 

(n) 

(o) 

(P) 

(q) 

Next let us analyze the same problem via the complementary Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In this 
case we have 

asi 
- + at 

p2 
+ -'-

2 
asi 

+ g - = o ap, (a) 

where we have expressed y as a derivative of si with respect to Py. It is worth noting that for 
this problem the form of the complementary Hamilton-Jacobi equation is quite different from the 
direct Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Once again attempting a solution by separation of variables we 
assume 

si = S,·(t) + S;. (px) + S;, (py) (b) 

On substitution into equation (a) and coIlecting terms of similar nature we observe that 

Px constant 

dS,· 
a constant (c) = - a 

dt 

dS· 1 p/ -
2 

-2 - [a- Px j (d) 
dpy g 2 2 
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On integrating these equations we may express 

• J 1 p/ - p} ] S2 = - ar + g [a - 2 T dp, (e) 

This time we identify a with the new (constant) displacement Q,. Then using the relation 

between si and P;, namely P; = - aSildQ;, we find 

P, = P = t - 1.. J dp, = t _ P, 
g g 

(f) 

or 

P, = (t - P) g (g) 

where P is again a constant. Above equation implies that the momentum in the y direction is a 

linear function of time. The x momentum remains constant as noted earlier. Once again p may 

be evaluated from the initial conditions. The displacement of the particle, as a function of time, 

may be obtained from the integration of the momentum-velocity relation. 

Example 4.3.3 

As another example consider the motion of a simple pendulum. For this problem the Hamiltonian 

takes the form 

2 

H = Pe + mgl (1 - cos 9) 
U 

(a) 

where 1 is the length of the pendulum and 9 denotes the angle of the pendulum measured from 

the vertical. The pendulum's angular momentum is denoted by Pe = le, where I is the moment 

of inertia about the suspension point. Now recalling that in terms of S 2(q , P, t) the old 

momenta are given by p; as 2/aq;, we may write the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the pendu

lum as 

aS2 1 aS 2 2 at + Z/ae-) + mgl(1 - cos9) = O (b) 

To solve this equation we attempt, once again, a solution by separation of variables. We assume 

S2 = S,(t) + So(9) (c) 

Upon substitution from equation (c) into (b) and collecting terms involving t only and 9 only, we 

deduce that 

dS, 

dt 

1 dSo 
U ("d9)2 + mgl(1 

a constant 

- cos9) = P 

Solving for S, and Se and substituting into equations (c), we find 

S2 = - pt + J -.J21[mgl (cos9 - 1) + Pl d9 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

In equation (f) we may identify the constant P with the new (constant) momentum. The associ

ated new (constant) displacement is obtained from the relation Q; = as 2/ap;. Thus for our case 

Q = a = - t + J 1 de 
-.J21 [mgl (cos9 - 1) + Pl (g) 
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Now to cast the above integral into a more recognizable fono we note from equation (e) that ~ is 

the total energy of the pendulum. Thus if we denote the amplitude of the pendulum oscillation by 

$, we may express ~ as the maximum value of the potential energy namely; 

~ = mgl (1 - coscp) 

Substituting into equation (g) yields 

1 + Il = 

or 1 + Il 

Finally by letting 

. a 
SlO "2 sin t sinv 

above integral may be transfonoed into 

where k = sini. 
2 

1 + (l = 1 1 dv 

..Jlmgl (1 - k2 sin2V) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

Equation (1) is the well known elliptic integral of the first kind associated with the pendu

lum problem. For small values of the amplitude $, it is readily shown that equation (1) results in 

a = $ sin -V m;t (1 + Il) (m) 

and for a bob pendulum, with / = ml 2, 

a = $ sin -vf (1 + Il) (n) 

Example 4.3.4 

Now let us analyze the same problem via the complementary Hamilton-Jacobi equation. This 

time we need to remove the displacement a from the Hamiltonian. Noting that the old displace

ment is related to S; (P , Q, 1) by qi = - as; tapi and noting that cosa is an even function we 

may express the complementary Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the pendulum as 

as; P~ as; ar + 2i + mg/[1 - cos (ape)] = o 

Attempting a solution by separation of variables we write 

S; = S,"(I) + S;a (Pe) 

Substituting into equation (a) and grouping similar tenos, we find 

dS,' 
- - Il 

dl 

P~ dS' 
mgl [1 

Pa 

2/ 
+ cos (T)] Il 

!Pe 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Solving for S,· and S;& and substituting into equation (b) we obtain 

S; = J arc cos { m~l [ ~ - a + mgl ] }dPe - al 

Once again we identify the constant a with the new (constant) displacement. The new (constant) 

momentum ~ is obtained from the relation Pj - oSil()Qj. For the problem at hand we find, 

after some manipulations: 

as; 
P=~=-oa =_J-,.======d~pe====~== ~ 2 2 

2mgl(a - ~) - (J!..!. - a)2 
'lI 'lI 

+ I (e) 

In the above equation we have an elliptic integral, though not in one of the standard formst. 
Now from equations (a) and (c) it can be seen that 

pj 2i - a = mgl(cos9 - 1) (t) 

For small values of 9, the square of (cos9 - 1) may be neglected. In that case equation (e) 

simplifies to 

~ - I -J dpe 

~ ~gl (2a1 - pj) 

- '-1- arc sin Pe 
-V mgl -& (g) 

or 

Pe ..fIiii sin ro (~ - 1) (h) 

where 

(i) 

In these expressions we have the solution for small amplitude oscillations of the pendulum. 
The constants a and ~ may be evaluated from the initial conditions. 

t On rewriting equation (e) as follows 

~ - I = - J -;:==::::::;;:==dP::& ======~ _ '2 2 -V (a. - p~) [2mgl - (a. - ~) 1 

and letting 

41mgl = b 2 and p& = a cosv 

one can cast the above integral into one of the standard elliptic integrals. 

~ - I = - f 'lIdv 
...j b2 - a 2sin2v 
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Problems 
4.3.1 Write the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for a single degree of freedom osci1lator 

and by solving this equation determine the motion of the osci1lator. 

4.3.2 Use the Hamilton-Jacobi equation to solve Kepler's problem of motion in an 
inverse square central force field, in terms of S 2 and S;. 

4.3.3 A partide of mass m moves in a force field whose potential energy in spherical 
coordinates is given by 

v = - K cose 
r 2 

Write the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for this partide and find an expression for 
S 2' in integral form. 

4.4 Hamilton's Characteristic Function 

In the above examples we were able to separate the generating function S 2( or S;) into 
two parts, one involving q (or p) alone and the other time alone. Such a separation of 
variables is always possible whenever the old Hamiltonian does not involve time expli
citly. In the following we examine this point further but restrict our discussions to the 
generating function S 2. Similar condusions hold for the other generating functions. 

If H is not an explicit function of time, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (4.3.5) 
becomes 

aS 2 
+ H(q, aq) = O (4.4.1) 

The fust term involves only the explicit appearance of 1 in S 2' whereas the second 
term is concemed only with the explicit appearance of q in S 2. The time variable 
can therefore be separated by assuming a solution for S 2 of the form 

S2(q, 13,1) = W 2(q, 13) - 1311 (4.4.2) 

where the 13 stand for the new (constant) momenta. 
into equation (4.4.1), we find 

Upon substituting this form of S 2 

dS 2 
- = -131 

dt 
and 

aW2 
H(q, aq-) = 131 (4.4.3) 

The differential equations (4.4.3), referred to as the modified Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion, do not involve the time. One of the constants of integration appearing in S 2' 

namely 131, is now equal to the constant value of H. The function W 2 is known as 
Hamilton' s characteristic function. It is not difficult to see that W 2(q, P) is indeed 
the generating function for canonical transformations when the Hamiltonian is a con
stant (see section 4.1). For this case we find the transformation equation as 

H = K = E (4.4.4) 

Pj = and Qj = (4.4.5) 



Using equation (4.4.5) we may express the constancy of the Hamiltonian as 

aW2 
H (q , p) = H (q, aq) = E 

which is essentially identical to equation (4.4.3). 
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(4.4.6) 

Hamilton's characteristic function provides another solution approach - one that 
was illustrated in Example 4.1.3. In this approach we require that alI the new dis
placements be ignorable. Then 

p. = _ aK = O 
I aQj or Pj = ~j (4.4.7) 

where the ~j are a set of constants. The new displacements can then be determined as 
follows 

Qj = = a~1 _ {1 when i = 
a~j - O i * 1 

(4.4.8) 

Integrating with respect to time we find 

Q1 = t + ~1 

for i * 1 (4.4.9) 

The only coordinate which is not simply a constant of the motion is Q l' which is 
equal to the time plus a constant. 

The characteristic function W 2 possesses a physical significance similar to that of 
As W 2 does not involve time explicitly, its total time derivative is 

and hence 

dW2 aw2 . • 
dt = aqj qj = Pjqj (4.4.10) 

W 2 = J pjqjdt = J pjdqj (4.4.11) 

Equation (4.4.11) reveals that W 2 is the functional for the principle of least action, for 
which the Hamiltonian is conserved but the time is allowed to vary. 

4.5 Hamilton's Optico-Mechanical Analogy 
When we examined Jacobi's form of the principle of least action in section 3.14, we 
pointed out an interesting analogy between this principle and Fermat's principlet of 
least time, in geometric al optics. Through the Hamilton-Jacobi equation one can gain 
further insight into this analogy. 

Consider a conservative system for which the Hamiltonian is a constant of the 
motion. Then the relation between the generating functions S 2 and W 2 may be 
expres sed as 

t Pierre de Fermat (1601-1665), French mathematician 
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(4.5.1) 

Now a constant value of W 2 describes a fixed hypersurface in the phase space. Thus 
for W 2 = a and W 2 = b we may envisage two fixed surfaces in the phase space. 
Likewise for different constant values of S 2 we will have further surfaces in the state 
space. From equation (4.5.1) it follows that at time t = 0, the surfaces W 2 = a and 
W 2 = b coincide with the S 2 = a and S 2 = b surfaces. However at a time dt 
later, the surface S 2 = a, coincides with the W 2 = a + Edt surface. Likewise 
the surface S 2 = b, now coincides with the W 2 = b + Edt surface. It is evident 
then that the S 2 surfaces propagate in the state space in an analogous manner to the 
propagation of waves in 3D space. Since the constant S 2 surfaces change their shape 
in the course of time, the wave velocity of these surfaces will change from point to 
point. To determine this wave velocity let us consider the simpler case of a single 
particle moving in 3D space. 

If at a given point the perpendicular distance between two neighbouring S 2 sur
faces is denoted by d s, then at this point we may express the wave velocity as 

ds 
u = dt (4.5.2) 

Now in the time dt, the S 2 surface moves from a given W 2 surface to a new surface 
on which the value of the characteristic function is W 2 + dW 2' where 

dW 2 = Edt (4.5.3) 

We may evaluate the change dW 2 from the geometry of the surface as follows. We 
have the directional derivative 

dW 2 -- = (grad W 2)· n 
ds 

(4.5.4) 

where n is the unit normal vector in the direction of s. We also know that (grad W z) 
is normal to the surface W 2 = constant. Therefore 

grad W 2 
n = I grad W 2 I 

(4.5.5) 

Substituting into equation (4.5.4) we obtain 

dW 2 = grad W 2 • d s (4.5.6) 

Finally using equation (4.5.6) in conjunction with equations (4.5.3) and (4.5.2) we 
deduce that 

lui = 
I grad W 2 I 

E 
(4.5.7) 

Now the magnitude of the gradient of the W 2 surface is readily obtained from the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Noting that for a single particle 

1 aw aw aw 
-[ (-a 2)2 + (-a 2)2 + (-a 2)2] = T = E - V (4.5.8) 
2m:x y z 

we may express the wave velocity as 
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lui = E 
..J2m(E - V) 

(4.5.9) 

It will be recalled that when we compared the integrands of Fennat's principle of 
least time and Jacobi's principle of Ieast action, we deduced that the expression 
1/..J2(E - V) for the representative particle of unit mass moving in the configuration 
space was analogous to the velocity of light. This analogy is now reinforced by equa
tion (4.5.9) which also shows that the velocity of light is analogous to the velocity of 
the S 2 surfaces moving in the configuration space. It is of interest to relate the velo
city of the S 2 surfaces to the momentum (and hence the velocity) of the particle. This 
is readily accomplished by noting that 

E-V=T= (4.5.10) 

Substituting into equation (4.5.9), we find 

E E 
lui = - = 

B mv 
(4.5.11) 

Thus the particle velocity is inversely proportional to the velocity of the S 2 surface, 
Le. as the particle speeds up, the S 2 surface sIows down. What about the direction of 
the particle's motion? Clearly the direction of the particle's motion is tangential to its 
momentum vector. The momentum vector is given by 

S(dt) = b 
S(O) = b 

S(dt) = a 

ds 

W=b+Edt 

W=b 

Figure 4.1 Motion of the S 2 surface and the momentum vector of a particle 
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aW2 

le, ~ ~l[::l 
ax 

B [ex e, ez ] 
aW2 

(4.5.12) = = ay 
aW2 

az 
and the gradient of the W 2 surface is nonnal to the surface. Hence we conclude that 
the particle's motion is nonnal to the W2 (and hence also to the Sv surfaces. In tenns 
of the analogy with optics we note that the particle's motion is analogous to the direc
tions of light rays. The motion of the S 2 surface and the momentum vector of the par
ticle are depicted in Figure 4.1. 

The analogy between optics and mechanics has an interesting history. This anal
ogy was first noted by Johann Bemoullit who compared the motion of a particle in a 
given field of force with the propagation of light in an optically heterogeneous 
medium. Using this approach Johnann Bemoulli solved the famous brachystochrone 
problem - the curve of quickest descent. Maupertuis tt too was aware of this analogy 
and he demonstrated how the law of refraction of light can be deduced from his princi
ple of least action. However the realization that problems of mechanics and geometri
cal optics can be handled from a unified point of view is due to Hamilton ttt. The 
significance of the analogy for the development of laws of mechanics at the atomic 
scale was not realised until the nineteen twenties when SchrOdinget> derived the wave 
equation from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and paved the way for the development of 
quantum mechanics. 

t Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748), Swiss mathematician 
tt Pierre Louis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759), French physicist 

ttt William Rowan Hamilton (1805-1865), lrish mathematician 
o Erwin SchrOdinger (1887-1961), Austrian physicist 
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Chapter V 

RIGID BODY DYNAMICS 

Introduction 

In the foregoing we have studied the motion of particles. Strict1y speaking, the term 
point mass should have been used instead of particle, in order to emphasize the 
theoretical nature of the concept. A point mass represents a finite mass of infinitesimal 
volume. Reality comes close to it in many cases. Even a huge body such as the 
earth, can be looked upon as a point mass, for example when its fundamental motion 
about the sun is investigated. 

We will now introduce another useful concept, viz. that of a rigid body, i.e. a 
body of finite size and fixed geometry. There is, of course, no such thing as a rigid 
body in nature, alI real bodies deform, to some extent, under loads, but some bodies 
come close to being rigid, and the benefits derived from making the assumption of 
rigidity far outweigh the disadvantages. 

The translatory motion of a rigid body can be analysed in the same fashion as the 
motion of a point mass at the center of mass of the rigid body. This has been illus
trated in examples 1.1.1 and 1.1.2. 

On the other hand, the rotatory motion of a rigid body requires a new treatment, 
which is the subject of the present chapter. A rotating body is of ten called a gyro
scope, or simply a gyro (gk: gyros = ring), and the field of study of its dynamic 
behaviour is consequent1y called gyrodynamics. 

5.1 Rotating Coordinate System 

In gyrodynamics it is of ten useful to introduce rotating reference axes. The basis vec
tors of such axes change with time relative to a fixed inertial coordinate system. A 
vector, such as the position r, may be expressed in terms of its components in the 
rotating coordinate system as 

(5.1.1) 
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The time derivative of the position vector r can be expressed as 

r = [e. e, e, 1 [~l + [e. e, e, 1 [~l (5.1.2) 

Now since ex is a unit vector ex is perpendicular to ex and must therefore lie in the 
plane of ey and ez • Then 

ex = al ey + a2 ez (5.1.3) 

Similarly 

ey = a3 ez + a4 ex (5.1.4) 

ez = as ex + a6 ey (5.1.5) 

0E; 
n 

Figure 5.1 Velocity of tip of hasis vector 

From ex ' ey = ° we ohtain, hy differentiation, ex ' ey + ex . ey = O. But 
ex . ey = a4 and ex . ey = al' thus a4 = -al' Similarly from differentiation of 
ex . ez = ° and ey . ez = ° we tind a 5 = -a 2 and a 6 = -a 3' With this informa
tion we may now write equations (5.1.3) to (5.1.5) as 

[ ex ey ez ] = [ex ey ez ] [a01 

a2 

Then if we choose a 3 = Qx ' -a2 = Qy and al 
written as 

° [ ex ey ez ] = [ ex ey ez ] Qz 

-Q y 

° (5.1.6) 

= Qz, equation (5.1.6) may be 

-Qz 

Q, 1 ° -Qx (5.1.7) 

Qx ° 
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Figure 5.2 Rotating disk with slot 

or in vector notation 

i = 1,2, 3 (5.1.8) 

The vector O = 0x ex + Oy ey + Qz ez is the angular velocity vector of the 
rotating axes relative to the fixed axes. The skew symmetric matrix [Qij] in equation 
(5.1. 7) is singular and the relation in this equation can not be inverted. 

Using equation (5.1.7) in (5.1.2) we find the velocity vector as 

r = [., ., ., 1 [~] + [-i (5.1.9) 

or in vector notation 

(5.1.10) 

o 
where r (pronounced "r circle") is the apparent velocity vector as seen by an observer 

in the rotating frame. In the same manner we may express the time derivatives of the 
linear and the angular momentum vectors as 

o 
B=B+QxB (5.1.11) 

• o 
H=H+OxH (5.1.12) 
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Equation (5.1.10) for the velocity r may be differentiated again to obtain the accelera
tion, 

r = (r)O + O x r 
With the help of equation (5.1.10) one obtains eventually 

•• 00 o o 
r = r + O x r + 20 x r + O x (O x r) 

with 8. = il, because O x O = o. 

Example 5.1.1 

(5.1.13) 

(5.1.14) 

To illustrate the velocity of the tip of a basis vector, assume that an orthogonal coordinate system 

Oxyz is subject to an angular velocity given by 

" ~ [ .. ., o,] [~l rndI, (a) 

Let us tind the velocity of the tip of the basis vector ex • We may use, either equation (5.l.9) or 

equation (5.1.10). The fust approach, with 

(b) 

gives 

ex ey ey ~ [o • ., o,) [~l 
3 4 12 

O O 
(c) 

The second approach, with 

[+ 
12 Il O 
-3 

(d) 

and 

[+ 
12 Il [~l O 
-3 [~ 1 

(e) 

gives 

[0.0, o,) [~l 
(f) 

as found in equation (c). 
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Problems 
S.1.1 A disk is rotating about its z-axis at ilz = 0.2 radls = constant A point mass 

m slides along a slot in the disk whose shape is given by y = 2x2• At the 
moment when it passes the point x = 1, the point mass has a relative velocity 
component i = 0.3 m/s = constant. Determine (a) the absolute velocity r, and 
(b) the absolute acceleration r of the point mass at that moment, using 

v = ~ + n x v. 

S.1.2 A rotating refrence frame with its origin coincident with that of a fixed or iner
tial frame has the angular velocity (relative to the fixed frame) 
n = t ex - t 2 ey + (3t + 2) ez ' where t is the time. The position vector 
of a particle of time t as observed in the rotating frame is given by 

r = (t 2 + 1) ex - St ey + 3t3 ez • Find (a) the apparent velocity ~ and 

acceleration ~ and (b) absolute velocity r and acceleration r at time t = 1. 

5.2 Momentum Velocity Relation 

Suppose one point of a rigid body is fixed in space limiting the body's motion to one 
of pure rotation. Let a reference frame Ox IY IZ I be attached to the body and let the 
angular velocity of the body-fixed frame be denoted by co. 

Let us now relate the angular momentum vector H, about the fixed point, to the angu
lar velocity vector co of the body. By definition 

H=frxrdm (S.2.1) 
m 
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Now since the position of each material element dm is fixed relative to the frame 

attached to the body, ~ vanishes in the expres sion for r as given in equation (5.1.10) 

and we can write the above expres sion for angular momentum as 

II = J r X (~ x r)d1n (5.2.2) 
m 

From vector algebra we have that 

r x (~ x r) = ~ (r . r) - r (~ . r) (5.2.3) 

which, on expansion allows us to write 

r X (ro X r) = { ro" ry[ + Z[) - COylx lYl - ro"x,z, } ." 

+ { ro" (x f + Z[) - coxlX IYl - ro"y,z, } ." 

+ { ro" (x [ + Y[) - coxlX lz l - ro"Y ,z, } ." (5.2.4) 

On substituting into equation (5.2.2) and carrying out the integration we can write 

II = 
[." e" ." T'" [XIYI 

1.", 1 [ro" 1 
[YIYI [YIZI coYI (5.2.5) 

XIYI 

[XIZI [YIZI [ZIZI COZI 

where 

[XIXI = J (y[ + Z[ ) dm [XIYI = -J xIYl dm = [YIXI 

m m 

[YIYI = J (Z[ + X[ ) dm [YIZI = -J Ylz l dm = [ZIYI 

m m 

[ZIZI = J(X[ + Y[ ) dm [XIZI = -J x lz l dm = [ZIXI 

m m 

or in matrix notation 

{H} = [[]{co} (5.2.6) 

The quantities [XIXI ' [YIYI ' [ZIZI are called the moments of inertia about the xI' Y l' ZI 

axes respectively. The quantities [XIYI' [NI' [XIZI are called products of inertia. 

Equation (5.2.6) is in essence the generalisation of the more familiar constitutive equa
tion B = m r for a single particle. We see that the rotational inertia of a body is not 
scalar but rather tensorial in nature. Hence the inertia matrix [[ ] is reference frame 
dependent and in general the angular velocity and angular momentum vectors have 
different directions. It is natural to enquire under what conditions will these vectors, 
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namely ro and H, have the same directions and will differ only in magnitude. 

Under such conditions H = Âro, where Â is a scaler and equation (5.2.6) becomes 

[/] {ro} = Â{ro} (5.2.7) 

This is a linear eigenvalue equation with solutions provided by 

Ixlxl - Â I XIYI IXIZI 

IXIYI I ylyl- Â I ylzl = O (5.2.8) 

Ixlzl I ylzl I zlzl - Â 

The vanishing of the above detenninant will yield values for the three eigenvalues and 
the substitution of these into equation (5.2.7) will provide the associated eigenvectors. 
These latter vectors identify the principal axes of the body and one can show that a 
transfonnation from the xl' Y l' ZI axes to the principal axes x y Z of the body -
diagonalises the inertia matrix allowing one to write the momentum velocity relation 
for a rotating body in the form 

[~l=[~ 
O 

B 
O ~l [~l (5.2.9) 

Where A ,B ,C are the principal moments of inertia which are the eigenvalues of equa
tion (5.2.7). 

From their definitions one can show that certain restrictive conditions apply to the 
inertia elements. These include 

IXIXI + IYIYI ~ I zlzl 

IYIYI + Izlzl ~ Ixlxl 

IZlzl + IXlxl ~ IYIYI 

(5.2.lOa) 

(5.2.10b) 

(S.2.lOc) 

These conditions require that Ixlxl = IYIYI when Izlzl = O. They also require if 

Izlzl is the largest of the three and IXIXI = IYIYI ,then I ZIZI > Ixlxl = IYIYI > ~ IzIZI ' 

Since (Y1 - Zl)2 ~ O, we find that yl + zl ~ 2Y1z1' and consequently 

I XIXI ~ 2 lINII 

IYIYI ~ 2 I/xlzll 

Izlzl ~ 2 I/xtYII 

(5.2.11a) 

(5.2.11b) 

(5.2.11c) 

Equations (5.2.10) also apply of course to the principal inertia moments. Consequently 
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A + B ~ C 

B + C ~ A 

C + A ~ B 

(5.2. 12a) 

(5.2. 12b) 

(5.2. 12c) 

According to the Huygens-Steinert parallel axes theorem, the inertia tensor [ I ]0 for 
an OXIYlzl coordinate system parallel to a ~l"h~l coordinate system with origin at 
the mass center C (Figure 5.3), which need not be a principal axes system, can be 
obtained from 

[1 ]0 = [I]c + m 
( -2 
Yl + z[) -Xl.Yl -Xl ZI 

-Xl.Yl (-2 + -2) zI Xl -.Y lZl (5.2.13) 

-Xl ZI -.Yl ZI ( -2 + -2) Xl Yl 

For a reference frame attached to the body the inertia tensor will be constant, and then 
the time derivative of the angular momentum becomes, 

iI = {e;}T [/ij ] { roj} + {ei}T [/ij ] { roj } (5.2.14) 
o 

Analogous to equation (5.1.8), we write the first term as H ("H circle"), and the 

second term can be shown to be 

Figure 5.3 Parallelepiped 

t Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695), Dutch physicist and mathematician 

Jakob Steiner (1796-1863), Swiss mathematician 
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(5.2.15) 

such that 
• o 
H=H+CDXH (5.2.16) 

Example 5.2.1 

Let us establish the inertia moments and inertia products for the parallelepiped of uniform mass 

distribution of Figure 5.3. 

a 

J xl dm 
m 

1 xl p bc dx l 
1 "3 p a3 bc 

J zl dm 
m 

1 2 "3 ma (a) 

(b,c) 

t m ah (d) 

where p is the density and m = pabc is the mass of the parallelepiped. Collecting terms 

m 

1 --ab 
4 

1 -"4 ac 

_.! bc 
4 

.! (a 2 + b2) 
3 

Note that the result applies for the body and the coordinate system used. 

Example 5.2.2 

(e,t) 

(g) 

For the parallelepiped of example 5.4.1 let us determine the principal axes and the principal 
moments of inertia by taking the dimensions a = b = c . 

The inertia matrix in equation (g) can now be evaluated numerically as 

2 3 3 
4 4 

[ lij ] 
ma 2 3 

2 3 
3 4 4 

3 3 
2 

4 4 

The eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors of this matrix can be readily computed as 

AI = 0.917 ma2 [ 0.707 -0.707 0.0] 
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~ = 0.917 ma2 

Â3 = 0.170 ma2 

[ 0.408 0.408 -0.816 ] 

[ 0.577 0.577 0.577 ] 

where the vectors have been normalised to have unit lengths. The three eigenvalues are the prin
cipal inertias A . B • and C and the eigenvectors identify the principal directions. In this example 
one principal direction is along the diagonal of the cube and the remaining two are in a plane 

orthogonal to the diagonal. Since the first two eigenvalues are equal. any linear combination of 
their eigenvectors is aIso a possible eigenvector for these eigenvalues. When one eigenvector is 
fixed in this plane the second one may be constructed so that it is orthogonal to all the other 

eiganvectors. 

Figure 5.4 Principal axes of a cube 

Example 5.2.3 

Let us establish the inertia tensor and apply the paraIlel axes theorem for the paral1elepiped 

shown in Figure 5.3. For the C~1'\~ coordinate system shown 

+a12 I +a/2 
J~2dm J ~2 P bc d~ = .!. P ~3 bc = I 2 

-a 12 3 -a12 
Uma (a) 

J 1'\2 dm = ...!... mh2 and J ~2dm 1 2 

12 U mc (b.c) 

Collecting terms. and realizing that an inertia products vanish. 
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.!!!.(b2 + e2) O O 
[1 ]e 12 

O .!!!.(e2 + a2) 
12 

O (d) 

O O .!!!.(a2 + b2) 
12 

The inertia tensor for a parallel coordinate system OXIYIZI is given by equation (5.2.13). 

Since XI = a/2, YI = bl2 and ZI = e/2, the second term of equation (5.2.13) becomes 

m (b2 + e2) 
4 

_ m ab 
4 

_!!!.. ab 
4 

m (e2 + a2) 
4 

m _ m be -"4 ac 4 

Adding the matrices (e) and (d) results in 

[l]o = m 
l(b 2 + e2) 
3 

1 
-- ab 

4 
1 -"4 ac 

i.e. the result (g) of Example 5.2.1. 

Problems 

_l ab 
4 

m -"4 ac 

_!!!.. be 
4 

m (a2 + b2) 
4 

1 -"4 ac 

_l be 
4 

l(a 2 + b 2) 
3 

(e) 

(f) 

5.2.1 Detennine the (a) principal moments of inertia and (b) directions of the princi
pal axes for the right triangle ABC. 

y 

c 

b 

x 
a B 

5.2.2 A block of uniform mass distribution has a mass of 600 kg and side lengths 
a = 1 m, b = 1.5 m, C = 2 m. Place a Cxyz coordinate system along the 
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principal axes, and detennine the angular momentum if 
COx = 3, co, = 4, COz = 12 rad/s. If this angular velocity (which also 
represents the axis of rotation) remains constant (in space), what is the time 
derivative of the angular momentum? 

S.3 Rotational Kinetic Energy and Kinetic Coenergy 
The complementary kinetic energy of an arbitrary mass element dm is 

ar* = 1. dm 1i-12 
2 

(5.3.1) 

For the case that the absolute velocity of the origin O of the coordinate system is zero, 
the velocity i- of the mass element dm is given by 

i- = ro x r (5.3.2) 

The complementary kinetic energy (1.8.4) of rotation of the whole body is then 

T* = 1. J I co x r 12 dm . 
2 m 

(5.3.3) 

(5.3.4) 

and a position r of a mass element dm given by 

r = [~,~, ~t:l (5.3.5) 

the complementary kinetic energy becomes 

T* = 1 2 2 I 2 2I 2I 2I ) "2 (lxlx/ilxl + lytY1(fJYI + zlzl (fJZI + XtYI(fJxlco,l + XIZ 1 (fJxI (fJz 1 + Ylzl(fJYI(fJzl 

or T* = ~ {colT [Il {co} (5.3.6) 

In case the Ox IY IZ 1 coordinate system coincides with the principal axes, the inertia 
matrix diagonalises and the complementary kinetic energy becomes 

1 
T* = "2 (A co; + B ro; + C co}) . (5.3.7) 

Since, COx = HxIA, co, = H,IB, and COz = HzIC ,and in Newtonian Mechanics 
T = T*, we may obtain an expression for the kinetic energy from equation (5.3.7) as 

1 [H} H/ Hz2] T="2T+T+c (5.3.8) 
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One may also write 

T + T* = ro· H (S.3.9) 

analogous to equation (1.8.12). 

5.4 Euler Equations 
Euler' s momentum law iş a statement of equilibrium between the torque M an$i the 
angular momentum rate H of a body in rotational motion The vectors M and H are 
measured from a fixed point about which the body rotates. Thus . 

M = H (S.4.1) 

Using equation (S.2.16) we can express equation (S.4.1) in component form as follows 

MXt = HXt + roYt HZt - roZt HYt (S.4.2a) 

MYt = HYt + roZt HXt - roXt HZt (S.4.2b) 

MZt = HZt + roXt HYt -ro,H t Xt 
(S.4.2c) 

We now invoke the constitutive equations that relate the components of H to those of 
ro. These equations take their simplest form in the body-fixed principal coordinate 
system. Then 

(S.4.3a,b,c) 

On substituting from equation (S.4.3) into equation (S.4.2) and using the components 
of M in the principal coordinate ssytem we arrive at Euler's celebrated equations. 

Mx = A cOx (B - C) roy roz (5.4.4a) 

My = B roy (e - A) COZ COx (S.4.4b) 

Mz = C roz (A - B) rox roy (S.4.4c) 

Through equation (S.4.3) we may eliminate the angular velocities and express Euler's 
equations also in terms of angular as 

MX Hx 
B-C 

(S.4.Sa) = Bc-HyHz 

My Hy 
C -A 

(S.4.Sb) = ~HzHx 

Mz Hz 
A -B 

(S.4.Sc) = ~HxHy 

Although Euler's equations do not admit general closed form solutions we can deduce 
two integrals of motions for the special case of torque-free motions. Thus letting 
M = O and multiplying equations (S.4.Sa, b, c) by Hx, Hy, Hz respectively and 
adding them we find 

(S.4.6) 
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or (5.4.7) 

i.e. H 2 + H 2 + H 2 = constant x y z (5.4.8) 

This equation shows that under torque-free conditions the magnitude of the angular 
momentum vector is constant. The direction of this vector is also constant as one can 
see from equation (5.4.1) which shows that under torque-free conditions H will remain 
a constant in the inertial or space-fixed coordinate system. 

Next multiplying equations (5.4.5 a, b, c) by HxIA, HylB, Hz/C respectively and 
adding we can deduce in a similar manner that 

1- [H} + H/ + Hz2] __ 
2 A B C constant (5.4.9) 

i.e. the kinetic energy of motion of a rigid body is also conserved under torque-free 
conditions. Since in Newtonian Mechanics r = r* we can see that kinetic coenergy 
is also conserved. It then follows from Equation (5.3.9) that 

ro . H = constant 

This means that the projection of ro on H is constant, so that the terminal point of ro 
destribes a plane - the so called invariable plane (see Figure 5.5). If the body rotates 

o 

Invariable plane 

H 

Figure 5.5 Invariable plane 

about a principal axis, ro and H will be parallel and both will remain constant as long 
as no torque acts. However if the initial motion of the body is such that the directio.n 
of ro is different from that of the fixed (in the inertial system) vector H, then ro will 
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not necessarily be a constant and the terminal point of vector ro will be confined to the 
invariable plane. 

The conservation equations (5.4.8) and (5.4.9) describe spherical and ellipsoidal sur
faces respectively. Thus for torque-free motions we can pic ture the terminal point of 
the momentum vector H to remain on the intersection of the sphere and the ellipsoid 
described by these equations. 

Example 5.4.1 

Let us examine the constant angular velocity motion, about the principal axes, under 

torque-free conditions. The foIlowing motions evident1y satisfy Euler's equations, under the 

stated conditions 

o 
O 

O 

CO, 

COy 

O, 

O, 

O, 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Where co%O, coyo' CO'O are constants. Indeed these are the only possible motions for the case of 

CI) = constant, when the principal moments of inertia A , B, C are unequal. This can be seen by 

substituting co% = co%O, coy = coyo and co, = co'o in Euler's equations (5.4.4) and noting that 

under torque-free conditions at least two of the three constant angular velocities must vanish for a 

solution to exist. 

Next let us examine the stability of the motion described .in equation (a). To this end we 

consider smaIl perturbation about the steady motion by letting 

co, = y (d) 

Substituting these into Euler's equations for torque-free motions and neglecting quadratic terms in 

Cl, p, Y we tind 

An = O 

B ~ + (A - C) co%O Y = O 

Cy + (B - A)co%o P = O 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

The first equation shows that (l = constant and with y = P O we obtain, once again a solu

tion of type (a) but with slightly changed angular velocity around the x axis. To solve the last 

two equations let us substitute for p from equation (g) into equation (f). This will provide the 

equation 

BCy + (A - C)(A - B) co;o Y = O (h) 

This linear equation will be recognised as that of an oscillator with inertial properties BC and 

stiffness coefficient (A - C) (A - B) co;o. Evidently the motion will be bounded (stable) if 

(A - C) (A - B) > O (i) 

That is when A is either the largest or the smallest of the three principal moments of inertia. lf 

A is the intermediate principal inertia the motion will grow exponentiaIly (unstable). 
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Example 5.4.2 

Consider another special case of torque-free motion for a gyro for which A 

Then equation (5.4.4c) shows that 

Equations (5.4.4a,b) when A 

W, = w, o = constant 

B then become 

A 00. + (C - A) wy w,o 

A OOy + (A - C) w. w,o 

o 
O 

These equations also describc an oscillatory motion given by 

W. o cos [(C - A) w,ollA 1 

wyo sin [(C - A) w,J IA 1 

The motion is that of a rotation of vector W around lhc z axis. 

B 0# c. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

The earth is a good example of a body with A = B. With (C - A )/A of about 1/300 and 

w,o is cyclelday the precessional period is of the order of one year. 

Figure 5.6 Rotating plate 

Example 5.4.3 

The plate gyro (B = 2A) shown in Figurc 5.6 has a known constant angular velocily w . 

Determine the torque acting on the plate. 

The plate's angular velocily is 

[e. ey e, 1 [w c~s el 1 
W Sin el 

O 

(a) 



The angular velocity is constant, mus 

ci> = o 
From Euler's equations (5.4.4), we tind for the torque components 

M. O 

My O 

M, = - (A - B) oo. ooy A 002 sin a cos a . 

The angular momentum vector is 

H = [
Aoo cos al 

le. ey e,) ~oo sin a 

and can be seen to describe a cone. 

Problem 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(l) 

5.4.1 A solid oak (p = 800 kg/m3) plate is 5 cm thick and is mounted on massless 
rods as shown. It rotates at 28.65 rev/min. Determine the force applied to the 
rod at bearing A (disregarding the plate's weight force). 

A .... --

4000mm 

s.s Euler Angles 

Euler equations furnish solutions for angular velocities of a rigid body when subjected 
to a set of torques. These equations however cannot always provide information on 
the angular positions of a rigid body. It is tempting to think that angular positions 
may be determined through time integration of angular velocities. This however is 
only possible for the special case of planar motion. For the general case of three 
dimensional motion angular velocities are not integrable. We may of c.ourse represent 
the angular velocity vector as 
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de 
ro = 

dt 
(5.5.1) 

and note that de is a differential vector but it is not the differential of a vector e. 
A variety of generali sed coordinates may be used to describe the angular position of a 
gyro. The most frequently used coordinates are three angles, the so called Euler 
angles. Since these angular coordinates do not obey the vector addition law, the axes 
about which these angles are measured must be carefully noted. Unfortunately there 
exists no uniformity in the literature on the symbols for these angles. We will express 
the Euler angles in mnemonic symbols as follows 

'" = precession angle 

v = nutation angle 

cr = spin angle 

The sequence of rotations which carries a frame from CxoYoZo, initially coincident 
with the space-fixed axes cxrz , to Cx 3Y 3Z 3' may be described as follows (see Figure 
5.7). First a rotation '" is carried out about the Z axis. This brings the axes 

Rotation through 
angle 

'II v cr .. .. .. 
X = ~ xJ =.l2 x3 = x 
y = Yo YI Y2 Y3 = Y 
Z = Zo = ZI Z2 = z3= Z 

y 

Figure 5.7 . Gyro axes Cxyz rotated through Euler angles 

in coincidence with the intermediate axes Cx lY IZ 1 with ZI and Z axis coincident and 
x 1 along the line of intersection of XY and xy planes - the so called nodal line. Next 
a rotation v is carried out about the XI axis. This sets up Cx 1Y 2Z 2 axes with x 2 and x 1 

axes coincident. Finally a rotation cr is carried out about the Z 2 axis which brings the 
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moving frame to Cx3Y3Z3, coincident with the body-fixed axes Cxyz. 

ConverseIy, if the body-fixed frame is in a given orientation the corresponding Euier 
angies may be detennined as follows. The angle between the z and Z axis is the 
nutation angle v. Once v is detennined, the nodalline may be Iocated and the '!' and 
a may then be measured from the nodalline to the X axis and the x axis respectiveIy. 

For computational purposes the various rotations are best descrlbed through matrix 
multiplications. Thus a rotation through the precession angle '!' transforms the basis 
vectors exo. eyo' ezo of the Cx oy oZ o axes to those of the Cx lY IZ 1 axes as follows 

[ 
eXI] [ c~s '!' sin,!, O 1 [exo ] ryl = -SlO '!' cos'!' O eyo 

O O 1 
~I ~o 

(5.5.2) 

or { e h = [R h+-o { e lo (5.5.3) 

where [R ] is called the rotation matrix. For three successÎve rotations one obtains 

{ e 13 = [R h+-2 [R 12+-1 [R h+-o { e lo 

with the remaining rotation matrices 

O 
cos v sin v 

[R [~1 = [~ 
-sin v 

O 1 
cos v 

= [:;: 
sin a 

~l cos a 

O 

We may write equation (5.5.4) as 

{ e h = [R h+-o { e }o 
where 

is given by 

[
cos'!' cos a - sin,!, cosv sina 

[R h+-o = ~ cos~ sina - sin '!'cos vcos a 
SlO'!' SlOV 

sin,!, cosa + cos'!' cosv sina 

- sin,!, sina + cos'!' cosv cosa 

- cos'!' sinv 

(5.5.4) 

(5.5.5) 

(5.5.6) 

(5.5.7) 

(5.5.8) 

s~nv sinaJ 
SlOV cosa 

cosv 

(5.5.9) 

Since the above rotation matrices reIare the basis vectors of orthogonal frames they are 
orthogonal matrices with the property that 

[R ]T = [R r 1 (5.5.10) 

Thus the inverse relation to (5.5.7) may be expres sed as 
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{ e }o = [R ]0+-3 ( e h (5.5.11) 

with [R ]0+-3 = [R ]l~o Î.e. 

[
COS'!' coscr - sin,!, cosv sincr - cos'!' sincr - sin,!, cosv coscr sin,!, sinv ] 

[R ]0+-3 = s~n,!, ~oscr + cos'!' cosv sincr ~ sin,!, sincr + cos'!' cosv coscr - cos'!' sinv 
smv smcr smv coscr cosv 

(5.5.12) 

Above development shows that a sequence of finite rotations may be determined via 
the laws of matrix multiplication and not those of vector addition. 

Example 5.5.1 

The book experiment is the most convincing, when it comes to demonstrating that the angles 

ax, ay and az do not have vector characteristics. Place a book on a table top. Then carry out a 
90° rotation about the book's x axis, followed by a 90° rotation about the book's y axis. Note 
the final position (a) of the book in Figure 5.8. 

ax = 90° 8y = 90° 

Y Iy 

lz 
z D -. -x 

• ~Y 
(a) 

ax = 90° 8y = 90° 

D 
y 

• z 

__ ._ •••• (b) 

x x 

Figure 5.8 Book rotation experiment 

Then repeat the experiment beginning with the rotation about the y axis, and note that the 
final position is now different (b). Thus ax and 9y do not follow the commutative law of vector 
addition, or in other words ax and ay are not x and y components of a vector. 
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Example 5.5.2 

We may use the vector character of dO to obtain the general equations of motion for a rigid body 

in an inertial frame of reference. To this end we consider a rigid body as a Iarge collection of 

particles connected together in such a way that the distances between the particles remain con

stant. With this in mind we can write D' Alembert's principle for the set of particles as 

oii - Fi) . ~ri = O (a) 

where Bi are the linear momenta of the particles and Fi are the extemally applied forces acting 

on the particles. Now we must ensure that ~ri satisfy the kinematic constrains of fixed distances 

between the particles. This is a very restrictive requirement and allows only two types of virtual 

displacements: 

~r 

and ~9 x ri 

pure translation 

pure rotation 

substituting from equation (b) into (a) we obtain 

and since ~r is arbitrary 

Now we can write this equation as 

where 

and 

LBi = I,miri 

LFi 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

For pure translatory motion ri 
Then we can express Bem as 

rem where rem is the velocity of the body's centre of mass. 

(h) 

where M is the total mass of the body. It can now be seen that for translatory motion equation 

(O expresses the fact that the centre of mass of a rigid body moves as if ali the mass was concen

trated in that point and aii the forces were acting there. Next consider the rotatory motion. We 

substitute from equation (c) into (a) and obtain 

or 

Bi . (M x r;) = Fi . (~O x ri) 

(ri x Bi) . ~9 = (ri x Fi) . i)O 

and again noting that i)O is arbitrary, we can write 

H=M 

where 

H [ri x Bd and M ri x Fi 

(i) 

G) 

(k) 

(e) 
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H is the angular momentum of the body and M is the applied torque. The moment arms ri for 
both H and M. in equation (e). are from the origin of the inertial axes. Equation (k) will be 

recognised as Euler's equation of rotatory motion. 

Problems 

5.5.1 Draw a (constant) H vector for a torque-free axisymmetric (B = A) gyro. 
Draw the z axis at an angle v ("attitude") from the H vector. For 
H = 120 kg m2/s, A = 24 m2kg, C = 10 m2kg, v = 10°, find O)z and 
O)u = --J 0); + 0);' 

5.5.2 A fast-spinning (O)z = 0)1 = constant) axisymmetric (B = A) gyro .is mounted 
in massless gimbal rings. The gyro is constrained such that '1' = '1' = O and 
0)", = - ~ sincr and O)y = ~ sincr with 0)2 = constant and 6 = 0)1' 

Determine the torque required to maintain this motion. 

5.6 Components of 0), Hand M in Different Coordinates Systems 

The time derivatives of the Euler angles, ('1', V, 6) are called Euler rates (or Euler fre
quencies). These rates are also vectorial in nature. If we introduce the basis vectors 
eljl' ey , and ea along the directions of these rates we will be able to describe any vector 
in three dimensional space in terms of these basis vectors. It is however important to 
note that eljl' ey , ea are not mutually orthogonal (see Figure 5.7). Now the angular 
velocity vector ro may be described in terms of its components in various reference 
frames. Thus in terms of the body-fixed frame we have 

Ol = ex Olx + ey Oly + ez o)z 

and in terms of the axes defined by the Euler rates we have 

O) = eljl '" + ey v + ea 6 

(5.6.1) 

(5.6.2) 

To relate the components (0)"" O)y. O)z) to the rates (",. v, 6) we express the basis vec
tors (eljl' ey, ea) in terms of (ex ' ey , ez ). From Figure 5.7 we can see that 

elJl = ez cos v + eY2 sin v (5.6.3a) 

ev = ex cos cr ey sin cr (5.6.3b) 

ea = ez (5.6.3c) 

where eY2 is the basis vector along the intermediate axis y 2 and may be related to 

e", ey as follows 

(5.6.4) 

Substituting from equations (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) into equation (5.6.2) and collecting 
terms associated with ex ' ey, ez and comparing with equation (5.6.1) we find 

O)x = '" sin v sin cr + v cos cr (5.6.5a) 



COy = '1' sin v cos O' - V sin O' 

COz = '1' cos v + a 
Combined they give the transition relationship 

[
cox] = [s~nvsinO' 
COy sm v cos O' 

co cos v z 

cos O' 
- sin O' 

o ~ 1 [r] 
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(5.6.5b) 

(5.6.5c) 

(5.6.6) 

Unlike the rotation matrices, the square transition matrix in equation (5.6.6) is not an 
orthogonal matrix, since as noted eartier (ev, ey, ea) do not form a mutually orthogonal 
triad of basis vectors. Nevertheless this transition matrix can be inverted yielding 

[I] = 

sin O' 
sin v 

cos O' 
sin O' ---
tan v 

cos O' 
sin v 

- sin O' 

cos O' ---
tanv 

o 

O 

1 
[~ ] (5.6.7) 

It can be seen that this relationship breaks down when v = O, that is when ea and ev 
coincide and the three basis vectors tie in one plane. This singularity in the Euler 
angle system can be avoided by defining different angular coordinates but we will not 
pursue this matter at this juncture. 

The angular velocity vector co may also be expressed in terms of its components in the 
space-fixed frame as 

CO = COx ex + COy ey + COz ez (5.6.8) 

The relationships between the components (cox, COy, coz) and the Euler rates (W, v, a) 
can be readily estabtished by invoking the rotation matrix [R h~o relating the com
ponents of co in the body-fixed and space-fixed frames. Thus using the relation 

co
x

] [co
x 

] ro, = [R h~o COy 

COz COz 

(5.6.9) 

in equation (5.6.7) we can deduce that 

[r] 
-~ ~ 1 

[ :] = tan v tanv 

cos'l' sin '1' O (5.6.10) 

~ -~ O 
sin v sin v 

The inverse of this transition relation is given by 
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[:] = [~ cos '" 
sin '" 

O 

sin '" sin v 1 [",] 
- cos '" sin v ~ 

cos v O' 

(5.6.11) 

The above transfonnation equations relating the components of the vector fi in the 
three coordinate systems: 

(ex. ey. ez) 

(ex • ey• ez) 

(e",. '\o. ecr) 

space - fixed 

body - fixed 

Euler axes 

apply of course to other vectors such as the angular momentum vector H and the vec
tor of applied torques M. Thus we can write for instance 

and 

Similarly 

and 

[ =:] = [~ cos '" 
sin '" 

O 

[~] = 

[:: ] = 

[~ ]= 

[s~n v sin O' 
sm v cos O' 

cos v 

[~ cos '" 
sin '" 

O 

['fi V ,in a 
sm v cos O' 

cos v 

sin '" si~ v 1 [H"'] - cos'" sm v H v 

cos v Hcr 

~ 1 [ =: 1 
cos O' 

- sin O' 
O 

~ W 'i~ V 1 [ M. ] 
- cos'" sm v M v 

cos v Mcr 

cos O' 

~l M. ] 
- sin O' Mv 

O M cr 

Inverse relationships are similar to those of the vector fi. 

(5.6.12) 

(5.6.13) 

(5.6.14) 

(5.6.15) 

Before closing this section let us reconsider the question of integrability of the angular 
velocity. To this end we write the first of equation (5.6.6) as 

fix dt = sin v sin O' d", + cos O' d V + O' dO' 

and on replacing fix dt by d ax we write 

dax = a", d", + av dv + a cr dO' 

where a", = sin v sinO' av = cos O' 

(5.6.16) 

(5.6.17) 

(5.6.18) 
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Now we ask if the incremental relation in equation (5.6.17) is an exact differential 
which upon integration can yield a relationship of the type 

ax = ax ('V' v, a) (5.6.19) 

If the answer is in the affirmative and the other two equations in (5.6.6) can be simi
larly integrated, then the existence of (ax' ay, az ) can be assured by virtue of the 
existence of ('V, v, a). However since for instance 

da'l' da v av * d'V (5.6.20) 

we can see that equation (5.6.17) is not an exact differential and a relationship of the 
type (5.6.20) does not exist. 

5.7 Angular Momentum, Kinetic Energy and Coenergy in terms of Euler Angles 

We have seen that kinetic energy and coenergy expressions for rotation of the body 
take the following simple forms 

T = ~ [H} + H/ + H} 1 2 A B C (5.7.1) 

T* = ~ [Aro} + Bro; + cro;) (5.7.2) 

when the components of Hand ro are expres sed in body-fixed principal axes. Evi
dent1y the derivatives of T and T*, with respect to their arguments, yield the associ
ated variable, that is, for example 

dT* 
-::\- = Hx 
arox 

and 
dT 

etc. (5.7.3a,b) 

Now let us express T and T* in terms of Euler angles and rates. Vsing equations 
(5.6.13) and (5.6.5) in equations (5.7.1) and (5.7.2) we find 

T = ~ {~ (H. sin v sin" + Hy cos ,,1' + ! (H. sin v COS" - Hy sin "l' 

+ ~ (H. cos v + Hol' } (5.7.4) 

T' = ~{A (IJI sin v sin" + li cos ,,)' + B (IJI sin v COS" - li sin ,,)' 

+ C (V cos v + ;')'} (5.7.5) 

We may now obtain the associated generalised momenta from equation (5.7.5) as 
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dT· 
A ('V sin v sin a + v cos a) sin V sin a P'lI = -.- = 

d'V 

+ B (V sin V cos a - V sin a) sin V cos a 

+ C ('V cos V + o) cos V (5.7.6a) 

aT* 
A ('V sin V sin a + v cos a) cos a Pv = = av 

- B ('V sin V cos a - v sin a) sin a (5.7.6b) 

aT* 
C ('V cos V + a) (5.7.6c) Pu = = 

da 

The generali sed momenta (P'll' Pv' P u) differ from the components of H in the direc
tion of the Euler rates namely (H 'V' H v' Ha). To establish the relationship between 
these two sets of components we may derive the generali sed momenta in the following 
indirect manner. For P'lI for instance we may write 

dT* drox + dT* droy 
P'lI = . . 

drox a'V aroy d'V 
Now one can see that 

drox dV = ex . ew = cos (x, 'V) 

and using equation (5.7.3a) we deduce that 

P'lI = Hx ex . e'll + Hy ey . e'll + 
or P'lI = H· e 'V 

Similarly Pv = H'ev 

and Pa = H . eu 

etc. 

Hz ez . e'll 

(5.7.7) 

(5.7.8) 

(5.7.9) 

(5.7. 10 a) 

(5.7.lOb) 

(5.7.10c) 

Thus (P'll' Pv' Pu) are the projections of the H vector onto the e'll' ev and ea axes (see 
Figure 5.9). Now we may express H . ew for instance in terms of components of H 
along (ew, ev, ea) by writing 

H . ew = H'lIew' e'll + Hvev' ew + H of!o . e'll 

Thus H ew = P'lI = H'lI + Ha cos V 

and similarly H ev = Pv = Hv 

H eu = Pa = H'lI cos V + Ha 

These relations may be inverted giving 

1 
H'lI = (P'll - Pa cos V) -'-2-

sm V 

(5.7.11) 

(5.7. 12a) 

(5.7.12b) 

(5.7.12c) 

(5.7. 13 a) 



Hy = py 

1 
= (- PIjI cos v + P a) ~ 

sm-y 

z 
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(5.7.13b) 

(5.7.13c) 

Figure 5.9 Angular momentum components and projections 

In like manner we may generate a set of generalised velocities from the kinetic energy 
expres sion as follows 

aT 

COy = 

= ~ (H ljI sin v sin O' + H y cos 0') sin v sin O' 

+ ~ (HIjI sin v cos O' - Hy sin 0') sin v cos O' 

1 
+ C (H ljI cos v + Ha) cos v (5.7.14a) 

= ~ (H ljI sin V sin O' + H y cos 0') cos O' 

- ~ (H ljI sin v cos O' - H y sin 0') sin O' (5.7.14b) 

1 = C (H ljI cos v + Ha) (5.7.14c) 

Through a similar development we can show that (Olv' COy, rocr) ru:e the projections of 
ro onto the ev, ey, and ea axes and are related to the components ('1', V, o") as follows 
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ffiw = 

COy = 

O)a = 

'" + cr cos v 

V 

a cos v + a 

(5.7.15a) 

(5.7.15b) 

(5.7.15c) 

These equations, on inversion yield 

1 
'" = (ffiw - O)a cos v) -'-2-

sm v 
v = COy 

1 a = (-<Ov cos v + O)a) -'-2-
SIn V 

(5.7. 16a) 

(5.7. 16b) 

(5.7.16c) 

For the vector M the components in the Euler axes are (M '1" M y' Ma) and as can be 
anticipated the projections turn out to be (Q '1" Q y, Q a)' This can be shown by writing 
an expression for the virtual work in the two coordinate systems as 

Mx Bex + My <5ey + Mz <5ez = Q'I' <5", + Qy <5v + Qa <5cr (5.7.17) 

Now transforming Mx etc. to M'I' etc. via equation (5.6.15) and <5ex etc. via equation 
(5.6.6) and collecting similar terms we can show that 

Q'I' = 

Qy = 

Qa = 

M'I' + Ma cos v 

My 

M'I' cos v + Ma 

(5.7.17a) 

(5.7.17b) 

(5.7.17c) 

with the inverse relationships 

1 = (Q'I' - Qa cos v) -'-2-
SIn V 

(-Q Q) _I_ 
= '1' cos v + cr sin2 v 

(5.7.18a) 

(5.7.18b) 

(5.7.18c) 

From the foregoing we can see that in the (e'l" ey, ea) frame the corresponding 
component/projection pairs are 

and 

("" v, a,) - components of O) <-> (ffiw' COy, O)a)-projections of O) 

(H '1" H y' Ha) - components of H <-> 

(M '1" M y' Ma) - components of M <-> 

(P'l" Py, Pa)-projections of H 

(Q '1" Q y' Q a)-projections of M 

While the components have vector character, the projections do not. 

Thus far we have expressed T* and T in terms of the components of O) and H 
respectively. Evident1y these functions can also be expres sed in terms of the projec
tions of O) and H. Thus substituting from equation (5.7.16) into equation (5.7.5) we 
can write 
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1{ [ sincr ]2 T* = -2 A (ro. .. - ro cos v) -- + COy cos cr 
--'" a sin v 

+ B [(~ - roa cos v) C?scr - COy sincr]2 + C roJ} (5.7.19) 
smv 

The derivatives of T* with respect to the projections of ro namely ~, COy and roa will 
yield expressions for the components of the associated momenta H Ijf' H v' and Ha' 
These expressions are the inverses of those in equations (5.7.14). Finally we express 
T in terms of the projections of H namely (pljf' Pv' Pa)' This is readily accomplished 
by substituting from equations (5.7.13) into equation (5.7.4) and obtaining 

T = ~ {! [ (p. 
sin cr ]2 

- P a cos V) -. - + Pv cos cr 
sm v 

_PaCOSV)C?scr - Pv sin cr]2 + el pJ} (5.7.20) 
smv 

Once again the derivatives of T with respect to the projections of H namely, 
(pljf' Pv' Pa) will yield expressions for the components of the associated rates 
("" V, <r), that is the inverse of equations (5.7.6). 

Problems 
5.7.1 At a point in time, a gyro has an angular momentum of 

H = [ex ey ez ] [ 300 1 
400 kg m2/s 

1200 

(a) Obtain the components (H Ijf' H v' Ha) in Euler axes if 
'" = 90°, v = 10°, cr = 60°. 

(b) Obtain the generalized momenta projections (pljf' P v' Pa) for the same 
Euler axes. 

5.7.2 A torque-free gyro has an angular momentum of 

H = [ew ev ea] [ 1~20 1 
kg m2/s 

and an inertia tensor of 

[1] = [2; 105 ~ 1 m2kg 

O O 10 

with respect to a gyro-fixed principal coordinate system Cxyz originating at the 
gyro's mass centre C. 
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(a) Calculate the numerical value of the generalized momenta Pi using Euler 
coordinates with v = 10°. 

(b) Determine the Cartesian components (Hx, H" Hz) of the angular momen
turn, at the moment when o = 0°. 

(c) Find the kinetic energy. 

S.8 Lagrange's Equations 
Wţth the expres sion for r* in terms of generalised velocities 

ti 1 = 'II, ti 2 = V and ti 3 = 6 and the generalised coordinates we are now in a posi
tion to obtain the equation of motion via Lagrange's equations 

d ar* or* 
dt ( oti; ) - oq; = Q; (S.8.1) 

If the generalised forces Q; (torques in the present case) do not possess a potential 
energy then may be obtained via the virtual work expression 

BW/ = Q", B'II + Qv Bv + Qo- Ba 

Thus Lagrange' s equations of motion for rotatory motion take the form 

or* 
P", - = Q", 'iJ\jI 

or* 
Pv - = Qv av 
Po- -

(S.8.2) 

(S.8.3a) 

(S.8.3b) 

(S.8.3c) 

where r* and the generali sed momenta are given in equations (S.7.7) and (S.7.8). It is 
worth noting that '1' is absent in r* and hence it can be considered as an ignorable 
coordinate .. 

Although Lagrange's and Euler's equations appear to be different, they describe the 
same motion of course but in different (and related) variabIes. To see this consider 
Lagrange's third equation (S.8.3c) which on expansion becomes 

C ~ (V cos v + 6) - A (V sin v sin o + v cos o) (V sin v cos o - v sin o) 
dt 

+ B (V sin v cos o - v sin o) (- V sin v sino - V coso) = Qo- (S.8.4) 

By introducing the angular velocities (rox ' ro" roz) from equation (S.6.6) into this 
equation we obtain 

(5.8.S) 

which is the third of EuIer' s equations of motion and it also reveals that Q o- = M z . 
By systematic permutations of the subscripts and A B and C we can obtain the first 
two Euier equations from equation (S.8.S). However it should be noted that while the 
Largrange equations associated with o coincides with the Euler equation in the princi
pal direction z , the same is not the case for the remaining two equations. One can see 
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for instance that while Q v is a torque along the line of nodes My is a torque along the 
second principal axes. 

Example 5.8.1 

A fast spinning (o:> W, v), axisymmetric (8 = A) gyro is mounted in massless gimbal rings. It 

has two linear torsion springs mounted such that Q" = - k" '1', Qv = - kv v, Qa = O. Establish 
the equation of motion for the a coordinate. 

with 

From Lagrange's equations (5.8.3) we have 

Pa 

Pa 

k., '1' + P" = O 

. ar· 
kvV + Pv - av- O 

ar· 
Pa - da = O 

ar· 
C ('1' cosv + a) 

aa 
dar· 
dt dO 

c (\iT cosv - '1' V sinv + ă) 

A (W sinv sina + V cosa) (W sinv cosa - V sina) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

+ 8 (W sinv cosa - V sina)(w sinv sina - V cosv) (f) 

so that 

c (\iT cosv - wv sinv + ă) - A (W sinv sina + V cosa)(W sinv cosa - V sina) 

- 8 (W sinv cosa - V sina)(w sinv sina - V cosa) O (g) 

with 8 = A, equation (c) eventually becomes 

C (\iT cosv - wv sinv + ă) - A (~ sin2v sin2a - 2WV sinv sin2a) O (h) 

Example 5.8.2 

A fast spinning (COl = O :> V), axisymmetric (8 = A) gyro is mounted in massless gimbal rings. 
The gyro is constrained such that '1' = W = O, and V = - C02 = constant. Further ă = O. 

The torques required to maintain this motion are to be determined. From Lagrange's equa
tions (5.8.3) we have 

Q.,. P., -
ar· 

(a) 
d'If 

Qv Pv -
ar· 

(b) av 

Qa Pa -
ar· 

(c) 
da 
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With oT* 
ihjI 

O, and 

P", o~* = A V sinv sina cosa - A V sinv sina cosa + C a cosv (d) 
ihjI 

P", Ca cosv 

:t p", = C (ă cosv - va sinv) 

Thus, from equation (a), the required torque becomes 

- C va sinv 

With 

equation (b) gives 

And with 

from equation (c) 

Example 5.8.3 

Pv 

Qv 

Pa 

Pa 
oT* 
aa 

oT* 
-- = A V cos2a + A v sin2a av 
A v = o 

- C ('1' cosv + a) V sinv o 

o 

oT* 
C ('1' cosv + a) Ca 

oa 

Că = O 

O 

Qa = O 

(e) 

(1) 

(g) 

Av (h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

(m) 

(n) 

(o) 

The case of a torque-free axisymmetric gyro is of particular importance in practical applica

tions (satellites). For a torque-free gyro, the angular momentum H is constant, in magnitude as 

well as direction. It tums out to be advantageous to choose the generalized Euler coordinates 

such that the angular momentum H is directed along the precession axis e",. Thus 

H = [~~~lm 
As a consequence, the generalized momenta (5.7.10) become 

P", 

Pv 

H 

O 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 



Pa = H cos V 

Under these conditions the kinetic energy (5.7.20) simplifies to 

T = t H 2 [ ~ sin2v + ~ cos2v ] 

and the generalized velocities become 

H 

A 

O and 

A - C H 
--A- C cosvo 

The Cartesian velocity components are 

H. 
<ilx A Sin Vo cos (J 

H. . 
<ily A Sin Vo Sin (J 

H 
<ilz C cos Vo 

ID ['. ~', 1 [~l 
and 

H 

Example 5.8.4 

V V o 
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(d) 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(n) 

(o) 

Given is an axisymmetric gyro (Figure 5.10) with constant attitude angle Vo and zero spin torque 

component Le. Ma = O. The precession is to increase at a constant rate i.e. ~ = \ilt + "'0' 
The torque components M'II and M v required to achieve this motion are to be determined. 

For axisymmetric gyros (A = B) the expression for T* simplifies to 

T* = t[A (~2 sin2 v + y2) + C (~cos v + 6)2] 

Then from Lagrange equations (5.8.1) we find the equations of motion as 

A \ilo sin2 Vo + c\ilo cos2 Vo + Că COS Vo 

(C - A)V sin Vo cos Vo + C~ 6 sin Vo 

c\ilo cos Vo + Că 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 5.10 Gyro with constant precession acceleration 

where we have taken account of the constant nutation angle and constant precession acceleration. 

Now the torque component Ma' as given in equation (5.7.18c), is to vanish, thus 

i.e. 

1 
Ma = -.-2- (-Q. COS V + Qa) = O 

sm V 

Using equations (d) and (b) we may express this requirement as 

C"'o cos Vo + Că = A "'o sin2 Vo cos Vo + C"'O cos3 Vo + Că cos2 Vo 

or C",(l - cos2 Va) cos Vo = A "'0 sin2 Vo COSVo - Că sin2 Vo 

On simplification we find 

or ă = 
(A - C) .. "'o cos Vo C 

Integration of this expression yields 

o = 
(A - C) .. . 

C "'0' cos vot + 0 0 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

Now substituting from equations (h) and (i) into equations (b), (c) and (d) we can evaluate the 

torque projections as 

Q. A "'o (j) 

Qv C ("'0' + Va) 00 sin Vo + (C - A )("'0' + Vo) Vo sin Vo cos Vo (k) 

Qa A "'o cos Vo (1) 
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Finnally we can detennine the torque components as 

M., = A "'o (m) 

M y = C(VoI + Va> 0 0 sin Vo + (C - A)(Vot + Vo) Vo sin Vo cos Vo (n) 

Ma=O 00 

Problems 
5.8.1 A spmmng (6 = 10 radls = constant) axisymmetric (B = A) gyro is 

mounted in massless gimbal ~gs. The gyro is to move at a constant nutation 
rate V = - 2 rad/s, while '" = O, and C = 50 m2kg. What torque is 
required to maintain this motion? 

5.8.2 A spinning (6 = constant) axisymmetric gyro is mounted in massless gimbal 
t:ings. The gyro is to move at a constant rotation rate v, while the precession 
'" = O. What torques are required to maintain this motion? 

5.8.3 The motion of a torque-free axisymmetric gyro is described in Euler angles, 
with the angular momentum vector and the precession rate collinear. Find the 
generalized forces Qi' and the EuI~~an torque components Mj , which are 
required to give the gyro a constant "', with all the other velocities remaining 
unchanged, i.e. 6 = constant, V = O, v = vo ' 

5.9 Other Generalised Variables for Describing Angular Positions 
The Euler angles are the best known of the generalised coordinates for describing the 
angular positions of rigid bodies. However for certain applications other coordinates 
have been proposed. For instance in the aeronauticai field the preferred coordinates 
are the yaw, pitch, and roU angles. Other angular coordinates include the Cardan 
angles and Bryant angles. Occasionally a constrained set of four coordinates known as 
the Euler parameters are also employed. Various coordinates have their advantages 
and drawbacks. For instance the four coordinates of the Euler parameters overcome 
the singularity of the three angle representations by Euler, Bryant and Cardan angles. 
Specialised texts on space and rigid body dynarnics describe these alternative coordi
nates and illustrate their use. 
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Cbapter VI 

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS 

Introduction 

The Lagrangian equations of motion of ten take the fonn of second-order nonlinear 
differential equations. Such equations rarely admit analytical solutions. In some cases 
it is possible to linearize the equations of motion by imposition of some acceptable 
approximations. The linearized equations may then be solved analytically. An impor
tant c1ass of such problems is the case of small amplitude oscillations about a position 
of equilibrium or about a predetermined steady motion. The process of linearization 
may be ·carried out on the differential equations or one may introduce the pertinent 
approximations when the energy and virtual work tenns are written down. In this 
chapter we outline the latter procedure and describe methods of solution for the linear
ized equations. 

As a second area of application we consider the special case of spike loads (also 
called impulsive loads) and spike speeds and determine the changes in the energies of 
a system when it issubjected to such loading. 

6.1 Approximate Expressions for T* , V, D and ~WI 
Consider a restricted c1ass of problems which do not involve moving coordinates or 
moving constraints. For such problems time will not appear explicitly in the transfor
mation equations and for a system of N partic1es we may write these equations as 

k = 1,2, .... , N (6.1.1) 

where rk is the position vector for the kth partic1e in 3D space. Now let us expand 
for rk, by Taylor series, about the position of equilibrium defined by (rk)o' Then we 
have 

ark , 1 a2rk 
() () () " rk = rk o + -a o qj + -2 a a o qj qj + 

qj qj qj 

i = 1,2, .... ,n 
. - 12 (6.1.2) J - , , .... ,n 

where the tenns ( )0 are evaluated at the position of equilibrium and qj' are the per
turbations about the position of equilibrium. Since the ( )0 terms are constants, we 
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may write an approximation for the velocities as 

ork • , rk approx = (~)o qj 
CJqj 

(6.1.3) 

For the sake of simplicity in notation, from now on we drop the prime on ilj' and 
unless otherwise stated we take ilj 10 mean small velocities about the position of 
equilibrium. With this understanding and using equation (6.1.3 ) we obtain an approx
imate expression for the complementary kinetic energy of the system as 

1 o(m r)k ork.. 
T~prox = -2 (o )0 (~)o qj qj (6.1.4) 

qj CJqj 

or in matrix notation 

* T approx = (6.1.5) 

where the square symmetric matrix [m], called the mass matrix, has constant ele
ments. 

Consider next the Rayleigh dissipation function which may be expressed as 
1 • • 

D = "2 (e r)k . rk (6.1.6) 

where e is the coefficient of viscous drag on the k th particle. Once again using the 
approximate expression for the velocities, as given in equation (6.1.3), we may obtain 
an approximate expression for Rayleigh's dissipation function as 

1 o(e r)k CJrk.. 
Dapprox = -2 (a )0 (:;-)0 qj qj (6.1.7) 

qj CJqj 

or in matrix form 

Dapprox = (6.1.8) 

where [e], called the damping matrix, is symmetric and has constant elements. 

Next let us obtain an approximate expression for the potential energy. Assuming that 
V is a function of the small displacements about the position of equilibrium, namely 
qj, we may expand V (q) into a Taylor series, about the position of equilibrium. 
Then 

i = 1,2, .... ,n 
j = 1,2, .... ,n (6.1.9) 

The fust term in equation (6.1.9) is a constant. Since it does not influence the 
equations of motion, we set (v)o = O. The second term vanishes since by definition 
(CJV ICJq j)o = O at a position of equilibrium. Hence as a first approximation for V 
we find 

Vapprox = (6.1.10) 
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or 

Vapprox = ~ {q}T [k] {q} (6.1.11) 

where [k] is a symmetric matrix called the stiffness matrix and its elements are con-
stants. 

Finally consider the virtual work terms of forces not included in V nor in D. 
Denoting such disturbing forces by F~ we may write the associated virtual work term 
for the N particles as 

l)W/ = F~· ~rk k = 1,2,3, ... ,N (6.1.12) 

Now letting Brk = rk - (rk)o and using the linear terms in equation (6.1.2) we 
obtain an approximate form of BW/ as 

or 

, ark 
BW/ approx = Fk (-a )ol)qj 

qj 
= 1.2.3 ..... n (6.1.13) 

(6.1.14) 

where the column matrix {Q'} of generalized disturbing forces has elements given by 

Q,: ' ark 
= Fk (-a )0 

qj 
(6.1.15) 

Since the approximate forms of T* and D are quadratic in velocities. and approxi
mate forms of V and BW/ are quadratic and linear. respectively. in displacements. 
their use in Lagrange's equation (2.10.11.) yields a set of linear differential equations 
of the form 

[m] {ii} + [e] {ti} + [k] {q} = {Q'} (6.1.16) 

Example 6.1.1 

Consider the double pendulum shown in Figure 6.1. Let the two particles be subjected to viscous 
dissipation forces. in the x direction. with coefficients CI. c2 and suppose that a disturbing 
force Fi acts on the second partide. as shown. 

The reduced transformation equations for this problem may be written as 

rl = [ex e,1 [ ~/I S;:s9~J (a) 

[
II sin 91 + 12 sin 92 ] 

r2 [ex e,1 -II cos 91 - 12 cos 92 

Use of these equations for evaluations of T* and D. will yield expressions which are not qua
dratic in âl and â2. However. if the motion is restricted to the vicinity of the equilibrium position 
defined by 91 = 92 = O. we may obtain approximate expressions for T* and D which are qua
dratic in âl and â2• and V which is quadratic in 91 and 92, Using equation (6.1.3) we find 
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y 

x 

Figure 6.1 Double pendulum 

(b) 

Of 

(c) 

Similarly 

fZ approx (d) 

Of 

(e) 

Then 

r· (f) 

can be approximated as 

(g) 
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(h) 

In like manner we find that 

Dapprox = (i) 

or 

Dapprox C2/~/2l [~Il 
C2 /2 92 

(j) 

Consider next the expression for V. From Figure 6.1 we note that 

v (le) 

Now using equation (6.1.10) we obtain an approximate expression for the potential energy as 

Vapprox 1 [ 2 2" (mi gll cos 91 + m2 gll cos 91)81 =0 91 (1) 

+ (m2 gl2 cos 92)82 = o 9i] 
or 

Vapprox (m) 

Finally let us evaluate the force F~ = ex F 2 acting on m2. To this end we write the virtual worlc 
of this force as 

or 

Now evaluating the derivative of r2, at the position of equilibrium, we find 

liW/ approx = (ex F 2) . [ex (II 001 + 12 002)] 

we may write this expression as 

liW/ approx 

(n) 

(o) 

(P) 

(q) 
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where 

(r) 

Using the approximate expression derived for T" , V, D, and ~WJ, we may obtain the linearized 
equation of motion from Lagrange's equation (2.10.11) as 

[
",1/ + .. ,'1 .. ,,:,,] [~l] + [Clil + c2 1l 

m2 / l / 2 m2 / 2 92 C2 / l / 2 

(8) 

Problem 
6.1.1 A unifonn circular disc of mass m and radius a tums freely about its axis 

which is fixed horizontally. A pendulum of mass m and length 2a/3 is 
attached to the rim of the disc. Consider small amplitude oscillations about the 
equilibrium position and obtain the linearised equations of motion. 

6.2 Free Undamped Oscillations 

In the absence of damping and disturbing forces the linear equations (6.1.16) of motion 
become 

[m]{q} + [k]{q} = {Ol (6.2.1) 

To obtain a solution let us assume that alI qj vary in time in a similar manner. That 
is we let 
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{q(t)} = {Jl}y(t) (6.2.2) 

where {Jl} is a column matrix of constants Jli and y (t) is a scalar function. Substitut
ing from equation (6.2.2) into equation (6.2.1) we tind 

[m] {Jl}Y + [k] {Jl}Y = {O} (6.2.3) 

On premultiplying equations (6.2.3) by {Jl}T and rearranging, we may write 

_ 1.. = {Jl}T [k] {Jl} 

Y {Jl}T [m] {Jl} 
(6.2.4) 

Now noting that the right hand side of equation (6.2.4) is a constant, say 002, we have 
that 

002 = 
{Jl}T [k] {Jl} 

{Jl}T [m] {Jl} 
(6.2.5) 

and 

Y + 002y = O (6.2.6) 

Equation (6.2.6) reveals that 

Y = A cos oot + B sin oot (6.2.7) 

i.e. the motion is sinusoidal in time with angular frequency 00. The constants A 
and B may be determined from initial conditions. 

Retuming to equations (6.2.3) and using the solution (6.2.7) we tind that 002 is 
govemed by the following eigenvalue equation 

([k] - 002 [m]) {Jl} = {O} (6.2.8) 

Associated with the roots 00; that satisfy equation (6.2.8), there are r eigenvectors 
{ Il } r allowing one to write 

Yr = Ar cos OOrt + Br sin oort (6.2.9) 

For instance, for a four degree of freedom system, equation (6.2.2) becomes 

q1 Jl1 111 Jl1 Jl1 

q2 112 112 Jl2 112 
= Y1 + Y2 + Y3 + Y4 (6.2.10) 

q3 Jl3 Jl3 113 Jl3 

q4 Jl4 Jl4 2 Jl4 3 Jl4 4 

with 

Y1 = Al COS001t + B1 sin001t 

Y2 = A2 cos~t + B2 sin~t 
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y 3 = A 3 COSO>Jt + B 3 sinoo3t 

Y 4 = A 4 COSOO4t + B 4 sinoo4t 

The eight integration constants A , B , must be detennined from initial conditions. 

Figure 6.2 Three interconnected pendulums 

Example 6.2.1 

Consider the three pendulums, coupled by two springs, as shown in Figure 6.2, with the general
ized coordinates ql = 9a , q2 = 9b • and q3 = 9c • Assuming that the springs are not strained 
when each 9; = O. we may take this configuration as the position of equilibrium. Then for 
small amplitude oscillations we have the kinetic coenergy 

T· t m 12 (9; + 91 + 9;) (a) 

The potential energy, due to gravity and the springs, becomes 

1 222 k 2 2 2 V "2 mg 1(9a + 9b + 9c ) + "2 1 [(9b - 9a ) + (9c - 9b )] (b) 

Using the expressions for T* and V, in Lagrange's equation, or in Hamilton's principle, we find 

the equations of motion as 

[m] {ăI + [k] {91 {OI (c) 

with 

[1' 
O 

~, 1 
[m] mt2 (d) 

O 

and 

["'1 + kI' 
_k/2 O 

kI,l [k] _k/2 mgl + 2k/2 _k/ 2 (e) 

O _k/2 mgl + 
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On assuming sinusoidal oscillations with frequency ro, the equations of motion take the form of 
the eigenvalue equation (6.2.8) 

([k] - ro2 [m]) (~} (O} (f) 

For nontrivial solutions the determinant of the coefficient matrix must vanish, ie. 
det ([k] - ro2[m)) = O. Subsequent to some algebraic manipuJations this condition is found as 

(ro2 _ .8..) [ro2 - (.8.. + .!.)] [ro2 - (.8.. + 3.!.)] = O (g) 
Iim 1 m 

The condition for vanishing of the determinant shows that the three natural frequencies of 
the system can be obtained from 

ro[ .8.. (h) 
1 

roi .8.. k 
(i) + 1 m 

rol .8.. 3k 
G> + 

1 m 

For each of these frequencies we may obtain the associated mode of vibration by substitut
ing the values of ro2 in equation (f). Evidently then the matrix ([k] - ro2[m)) will be singular, 
making (~} indeterminate. TItat is absolute values of (~} cannot be determined We can, how
ever, obtain relative values for the elements of (~}. To this end we may for instance ascribe a 
unit value for one of the ~i 's and obtain the corresponding values for the others. Thus letting 

~a = 1 for the fust mode, i.e. when ro = rol = f, we can solve for ~b and ~, from 

[
mgl + kl 2 

-k12 

O 

The solution shows that ~ = ~c = 1. that is. in the fust mode (Figure 6.3) the masses move in 
unison, under the gravitational force, while the springs do not contribute to this motion. We write 
for r = 1, 

(~h (1) 

Following a similar procedure the second and third modes of the system can be found. For the 
second mode r = 2, we find 

tol, [ :], ~ [~J (m) 

Evidently in the second mode the two end masses move in opposite directions, while the middle 
mass remains at rest. In passing it is worth noting that in this case one cannot choose and ascribe 
a unit value to ~b and hope to find ~a and ~c. The second mode exhibits one vibration node, 
that is a point where there is no motion. In this mode the node is located in the middle of the 
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system. 

For the third mode r = 3. we tind 

{~h : [ ~],- [+ 1 (n) 

The end masses move in unison. while the middle mass moves in the opposite direction. with 
twice the amplitude. In this case there are two vibration nodes. one in between the fust and the 
second mass and the other in between the second and third mass. 

The general solution is 

[ ::] = [:] y, + [~J. + [+ 1 y, 

or 

[o.] [[ [ [W] 0b = 1 O -2 Y2 

Oc 1 -1 1 Y3 

or . 

{O} [JJ.] {y} 

with 

YI = AI cos mi' + BI sin mi' 

Y2 A 2 cos ~t + B 2 sin ~t 

Y3 A3 cos m31 + B 3 sin CIlJI 

(o) 

(P) 

(q) 

(r) 

(8) 

(t) 

The Y coordinates are called the modal coordinates as opposed to the physical coordinates 
denoted by O. The six integration constants. A 1. A 2' A 3. B 1. B 2. B 3. may be determined from ini
tial conditions. that is from the initial djsplacements and velocities of the three masses. 

Onhogonality of Motka of Vibration 

The eigenmodes of vibration have certain orthogonality properties that can be used to 
advantage when the equations of motion are to be solved. Consider the equations of 
motion for the vibration in two distinct modes r and a. According to equation (6.2.8) 
we can write these as 

m; [m] {Jl}, = [kl {Jl}, 

ro; [m] {Jl}, = [1] {Jl}, 

Premultiplying the first of these by {Jl}; and the second by {Jl}; we obtain 

m; {JlII [m] {Jl}, = {JlII [1] {Jl}r 

m; {Jl}; [ml {Jl}. = {Jl}; [kl {Jl}. 

(6.2.11) 

(6.2.12) 

(6.2.13) 

(6.2.14) 
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Transposing the last equation and subtracting it from equation (6.2.13) we obtain 

(ro; - ro;) {J.I.}[ [m] {J.I.}, = O (6.2.15) 

where we have made use of the symmetry of the [k] and [m] matrices. 

Now equation (6.2.15) shows that eigenvectors {J.I.}. and {J.I.}, are orthogonal with 
respect to the mass matrix since ro, ~ ro •. Using this result in equation (6.2.13) we 
deduce that this orthogonality property is also valid with respect to the stiffness matrix, 
i.e. 

{J.I.}[ [k] {J.I.}, = O (6.2.16) 

In the special case of modes of vibration with equal frequencies, that is when ro, = ro., 
this orthogonality property can again be established. In such cases, when one of the 
eigenvectors has been computed, a second one can be generated such that it is orthog
onal to the fust with respect to either the stiffness or the mass matrix. 

1 

Figure 6.3 Impulse variables 

Example 6.2.2 

To see the relations between the energy and the complementary energy procedures let us analyse 
the free vibrations of the 3 pendulum problem by means of the complementary energy method. 

In this case we need 10 work with equilibrating impulse variables. Let us denote the linear 

(spring) impulses by SI. S2 and the angular (gravitational) impulses by S3. S4. Ss. as shown in 
Figure 6.3. There are thus 5 impulsive degrees of freedom. 

The linear generalized momenta B i of the 3 masses can now be expressed as 

B, 
S3 

(a) S, + -
I 

B2 = S2 - S, + 
S4 

(b) -
I 
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(c) 

Thus the kinetic energy becomes 

T in, (Br + Bi + Bl) 

or T = in, [(SI + ~3)2 + (S2 - SI + S(4)2 + (~s - Su2 ] (d) 

Consider next the complementary potential energy, For the springs we may write 

(e) 

For the gravity component we wrote the approximate potential energy for small amplitudes, for 
one pendulum, as 

Vgmvity 

Then 

av gmvity 

~ 

_1_ 192 
2mg 

mgl9 = - oS 

(f) 

(g) 

Noting that the force displacement relation is linear and thus the potential energy and the comple
mentary potential energy are equal, we may evaluate V;"vity for one pendulum as 

, '2 
• 1 S)2 S 

V pvity = V pvity = "2 mgl (- mgl = 2mgl (h) 

Thus the total complementary potential energy for the three pendulum system may now be 

expressed as 

(i) 

Using above expressions for T and V· and L· = T - V· in the complementary Lagrange 
equation 

d aL· aL· o 
aSj 

- asj dt 
(j) 

we find the equations of motion as 

lIk o o o o SI 

o Ilk o o o S2 

o o lImgl o o S3 + 
o o o llmgl o S4 
o o o o l/mgl 

Ss 

21m -IIm lIml -l/ml O SI O 
-lIm 21m O lIml -lIml S2 O 
l/ml O l/ml2 O O S3 O (k) 

-lIml l/ml O l/ml2 O S4 O 

O -llml O O 1/ml2 Ss O 

Above equations of motion are statements of compatibility, Noting that 
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(1) 

and 

[~+~] -[~+~-~] m ml m mi m 
(m) 

we can ioterpret the fust equatioo of motioo as: the rate of compressioo of the fust spriog is 

equal to the rate at which the fust two masses move towards each other. 

Assumiog a hannooic solutioo with frequency co, we coovert the equatioos of motioo into 

the followiog eigeovalue form 

'}Jm - co21k -l/m l/ml -llml O III O 
-IIm '}Jm - co21k O l/ml -l/ml 112 O 
l/ml O l/ml 2 - co2/mgl O O 113 O (o) 

-l/ml l/ml O l/m12 - co2/mgl O lJ.4 O 

O -l/ml O O l/ml2 - co2/mgl Ils 
O 

On expanding the determinant and equating it to zero, we find the following characteristic equa

tions for the eigenvalues co2: 

co4 (co2 _ .8.) [co2 _ (.8. + .!.)] [co2 _ (.8. + 3k)] = O (o) 
Iim 1 m 

Thus we find five frequencies, two of which are equal to zero, pointing to a double degeneracy. 

The remainiog frequencies are, as expected, identical to the frequeocies obtaioed by the direct 

energy formulation. The two zero frequencies are associated with the two degrees of statical 

indeterminacy of our system. The correspooding modes describe the nonzero values of S j which 

are in self-equilibrium and hence do not give rise to momenta for the masses. 

The eigenvalues co~ and the associated eigenvectors {Il}r are as follows: 

r col .8. 
1 

[ o, o, 1, 1, 1 ] {Il}! (P) 

2 roi k + .8. [ 1, 1, .!!!G... O, _!!!K.] {Il}[ (q) r = 
k ' m 1 k 

r 3 cof 3k + .8... 
m 1 

[ 3, -3 mg -2 mg mg ] 
'k, k' k 

{Il}[ (r) 

These vectors, as expected, exhibit orthogonality properties with respect to either of the two sys

tem matrices. For the (equal) zero frequencies we may find many (linearly related) vectors. For 
instance the following eigenvectors are associated with the zero frequencies: 

For 

r 

r 

4 

5 

O 

O 

[1, 1, -1, O, 1] 

[2, 1, -2/, 1, 1] 

{Il}! 

{Il}l 

(s) 

(t) 

Again each of these vectors is orthogonal (with respect to either system matrix) to the nonzero 
frequency mode vectors. However the two vectors are not mutually orthogonal (with respect to 

either system matrix). Nevertheless we may construct a oew vector and require tltat it be orthog
onal to one of the zero frequency mode vectors. To this end we write 
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2 al 

a2 
lJ.ll4 + b lJ.lls -1 + b -21 = a3 la l (u) 

O 1 a4 
as 

Now we require that the vector la l be orthogonal (with respect to one of the system matrices of 
equation (le» to, say, the fust zero frequency mode i.e. 

[1 1 -1 O 1] l/k O O O O 2 
O l/k O O O 
O O l/mgl O O -1 + b -21 O (v) 
O O O l/mgl O O 1 
O O O O l/mgl 

or 

(1 + 21 3 ~) O (w) -) + b(- + 
k mg k mg 

Therefore 

b 
2 

(x) = 
3 

and from equation (u), after cancelling a multiplicative constant, we tind the new eigenvector, 
associated with the second zero frequency mode as 

ro? = O [-1, 1, 1, -2/, 1,] = lJ.lllnew (y) 

The general solution of equation (k) is 

{S} ijl]{y} (z) 

or 

SI O 3 1 -1 YI 

S2 O 1 -3 1 Y2 
S3 1 !!!8.. !!!8.. -1 Y3 k k 
S4 -2mg Y4 
Ss O 

k 
O -21 Ys 

_!!!B.. !!!B.. 
k k 

with 

YI AI cos CIlII + BI sin CIlII 

Y2 A2 cos ID21 + B2 sin ID21 

Y3 A3 cos CIl3' + B3 sin CIl31 

Y4 A4 + B~ 

Ys As + BsI 

Note that in this example the modal coordinates Y are impulses, rather than displacements. 
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Problems 

6.2.1 For the triple pendulum of Figure 6.2 find (a) the three natural frequencies, and 
(b) the integration constants A and B, if 1. = 2.5. m, k .= 12 N/m, m = 2 kg, 
9ao = O, 9bo = 0.03 rad, 9co = 0.06 rad, 9ao = 9bo = 9co = o. Write (c) the 
solutions for the three angles as function of time. 

6.2.2 Given is a two-mass, one-spring system, as shown. Find the complementary 
Lagrangian, establish the equation of motion in the impulse coordinate, and find 
the natural frequency. 

6.2.3 For the Problem 6.1.1 obtain the natural frequencies and modes of vibration. 

6.3 Modal Matrix and Decoupling of Equations of Motion 

The n linearly independent eigenvectors of a linear system may be used as basis vec
tors of a new n dimensional space which we may call the eigenvector space. As we 
have seen these basis vectors exhibit orthogonality properties with respect to the two 
system matrices. We may establish a transformation from the configuration space to 
the eigenvector space by means of a new matrix called the modal matrix. The modal 
matrix is set up by stacking the eigenvectors of the system, side by side, as follows 

(6.3.1) 

where {Il}r is the rth eigenvector (or modal vector). Now denoting the coordinates of 
a point in the eigenvector space by [y 1 Y 2 .... Y r ····Y n ], Y r being the coordinate meas
ured along the {Il}r basis vector, we may write the relation between the coordinates qj 
in the configuration space and the coordinates Yr in the eigenvector space as 

{q} = [Il] {y} (6.3.2) 

This transformation equation may be used to diagonalize the two system matrices, that 
is in the eigenvector space the equations of motion become decoupled. We illustrate 
this for the case when the variables are generalized displacements and the equations of 
motion take the form of equilibrium equations. Similar results hold for the comple
mentary energy formulation. 

Noting that [Il] is a square matrix of constants, we can transform the equilibrium 
equations of motion for free vibrations 

[m] {ii} + [k] {q} = {O} (6.3.3) 

to 
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[m] [Jl] {)il + [k] [Jl] {y} = {O} 

Premultiplying through by [1l]T we obtain 

[Jl]T [m] [Jl] {)il + [Jl]T [k] [Jl] {y} = {O} 

which may be written as 

(6.3.4) 

(6.3.5) 

Recalling the structure of the modal matrix one can see that the triple matrix product 
[Jlf [m] [Il] has the following form 

{Jl}{ [m] {Jlh {Jl}{ [m] {Jlh 

[mr ] = [Ilf [m] [Jl] = 

{Jl}! [m] {Jlh {Jl}! [m] {Jlh 

{Il}{ [m] {Jlh O O 

= (6.3.6) 

O O {Jl}! [m] {Jl}n 

This matrix is diagonal, in view of the orthogonalitt of the eigenvectors with respect 
to the mass matrix. Likewise the triple product [Jl] [k] [Jl] yields a diagonal matrix 
[kr ] and therefore equation (6.3.5) may be written as 

mr = 1 O O Yl kr = 1 O O Yl O 
O mr =2 Y2 O kr = 2 Y2 O 

O + O = 
O O mr=n Yn O O kr = n Yn O 

(6.3.7) 

where mr and kr are the modal mass coefficients and the modal stiffness coefficients, 
given by 

(6.3.8) 

and 

(6.3.9) 

For free vibration 

(6.3.10) 
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or 

(6.3.11) 

with 

- ro 2 - r (6.3.12) 

Since the eigenvectors are detennined to within a muitiplicative constant, it is possible 
to nonnalize them such that alI the modal mass coefficients become equal to unity. 
Then the modai stiffness coefficients become equal to kr /mr , i.e. equal to the eigen
values ro,2. 
In the modal coordinates the now decoupled equations of motion can be solved 
independent1y. Thus for the rth mode we find 

(6.3.13) 

where (Yr)o and <Yr)o are the initial displacement and initial velocity, in mode r. 

Nonnally the initial conditions are specified in tenns of the physical coordinates 
qj. From the transfonnation equation (6.3.2) we may detennine the initial conditions 
in the modal coordinates as follows: 

{Y}o = [llr1{q}o 
. -1 . 

{Y}o = [Il] {q}o 

(6.3.14) 

(6.3.15) 

The orthogonality property of the eigenvectors alIows one to compute [llr1 indirect1y 
and easily as follows. Given that 

[Ilf [m] [Il] = [mr ] (6.3.16) 

where [mr ] is the diagonal modal mass matrix, we may obtain [llr1 as 

[llr1 = [mr r 1[Il]T [m] (6.3.17) 

If furthennore the eigenvectors are normalized such that each mr = 1, the computa
tion of [llr1 simplifies to a matrix product. 

Once the solution for each mode has been obtained in the modal coordinates Y r' 
the solution in the physical coordinates qj may be computed via equation (6.3.2). It 
can be seen that the motion of the system in the physical coordinates is made up of a 
linear combination of the system's motion in modal coordinates, in each of its modes. 

Similar argumentation can be empIoyed when generalized impulse coordinates are 
used. Instead of equation (6.3.2), one would then begin with 

{S} = [Il] {y} (6.3.18) 

where [Il] is the modal matrix made up of impu1s.e eigenvectors stacked side by side. 
Since the modal matrices are of an order equal to the number of degrees of freedom of 
the system, it is clear that the displacement and impuise modal matrices need not be of 
equal order. 
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Example 6.3.1 

Consider the problem of the three pendulums of example 6.2.1 again. Suppose that the motion of 
the system is started with the initial conditions 

9a = O 9h = O 9c = O 
(a) 

where (9a )0 is the initial angular velocity. For this problem the eigenvectors, as determined ear
lier, can be stacked side by side to form the modal matrix (6.3.1) as 

lJl] = 1 
O 
-1 +l 

The modal mass matrix (6.3.6) can now be computed as 

[m,.] = lJl]T [m] lJl] 

or 

with an inverse 

1 
O 

3ml2 

[mrr1 = O 
2ml2 

O O 

O 

O 

6ml2 

Next let us compute lJlr1. From equation (6.3.18) we have that 

lJlr1 = [m,. r 1 lJl]T [m] 

or 

I 1 1 
3 3 3 

lJlr1 O 
1 = 2 2 

1 1 1 
6 -3" 6 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(O 

(g) 

Now since at t = O, the q; = 9; = O, it can be seen from equation (6.3.15) that all (Yr)o also 
vanish. We may determine (Yr>o using equations (6.3.16) and (g). Thus 

[ ::] = 

Y3 o 

Hence 

[
1/3 
1/2 
1/6 

1/3 
O ~:~2l [(e~)o] 

-1/3 1/6 O 
(h) 

(i) 
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Accordingly the angular displacements Yr in the 3 modes, as obtained from equation (6.3.13), 
may be written as follows 

y,(t) = B,sinco,t 
(ea)o 

sin co, t 
3co, 

Y2(t) = B 2 sin COzt 
(ea}o 

sin COz t 
2COz 

Y3(t} = B 3 sin C03t 
(ea)o 

sin C03 t = 
60>3 

where the natural frequencies squared, co;, as found earlier, are given by 

col = .K 
I 

col = .K + 3.!. 
I m 

Finally transforming back to the physical coordinates, we find for {q} = [Jl] {y}, 

(ea}o . 
-3- SlO COlt 

[ :: 1 [ : +l 
co, 

1 (9a)0 
O 2COz sin COzt 
-1 

(9a)0 • 
60>3 SIO C03t 

G) 

(k) 

(1) 

Thus the angular displacements q; = e; of the three masses can be expressed as a function of 
time as follows: 

ea 
1· . 1· . 1· . 

-3 -(ea}o SIO COlt + 2COz (ea)o SlO C02t + 60>3 (ea}o SlO C03t co, 

eh 
1· . 1· . 

-3 -(ea}o SIO COlt - -3 -(ea)o SlO COj 
CO, C03 

(m) 

1· . 1· . 1· . ec -3 -(ea}o SIO COlt - 2COz (ea}o SlO co2t + 60>3 (ea}o SlO co3t co, 

Problem 

6.3.1 Given is a two-mass, three-spring oscillator chain as shown. Use qa and qb 
and find (a) the kinetic coenergy, (b) the potential energy, and (c) the Lagran
gian. Establish (d) the equations of motion of free vibration. By letting 
k 1 = k 2 = k 3 and ma = 1/2 mb' solve for (e) the natural frequencies, and find 
(t) the modal eigenvectors. Establish (g) the modal matrix, and (h) write the 
decoupled equations of motion. 
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6.4 Forced Undamped Oscillations 
When generalized disturbing forces Q/ (1) are present the equilibrium equations 
(6.1.15) of motion take the form 

[m] {ii} + [k] {q} = {Q'} (6.4.1) 

In the interest of notational brevity. we shall use {Q} (instead of (Q'}) for the disturb
ing forces in the present chapter. and write 

[m] {ii} + [k] {q} = {Q} (6.4.2) 

The general solution of this equation is made up of a homogeneous part. for which 
Qj = O. and a particular part. with Qj * O. To obtain these solutions we transform 
once again from the physical generalized coordinates qj to the modal coordinates Yr • 

via the modal matrix. Thus we let 

{q} = [Jl] {y} 

Substituting into equation (6.4.1) we find 

rm] [Jl] {)i} + [k] [Jl](y} = {Q} 

(6.4.3) 

(6.4.4) 

Now by premultiplying equation (6.4.4) by [Jl]T we diagonalize the mass and stiffness 
matrices and obtain the following set of decoupled equations 

mr Yr + kr Yr = Yr r = 1.2 ...... n (6.4.5) 

where 

mr = {Jl}! [m] {Jl}r and kr = {Jl}! [k] {Jl}r 

and 

Yr = {Jl}! {Q} (6.4.6) 

The generalized force Yr represents the sum of the components of Qj. with 
i = 1.2 ...... n. along the rth coordinate axis of the eigenvector space. Thus Yr is a 
measure of the participation of {Q} in the r th mode. 

Dividing through by mr and recalling that kr Imr = ro; we may express equation 
(6.4.5) as 
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Yr + 2 
COr Yr = (6.4.7) 

One method of solving this equation is 10 represent the force Y (t) by its associated 
elemental impulse Y d t, such that the associated change of momentum is given by 

Y dt = m dy (6.4.8) 

where dy denotes a change in the velocity of the mass. Now we showed in equation 
(6.3.13) that under free vibrations the response of the system is given by 

( ) (y) (j)o . 
Y t = o cos cot + -- SIn cot 

co 
Thus when the system is initially at rest, the application of an elemental impulse incre
ment Y (O)d t at time t = O will give rise to an incremental displacement response of 

dy = dyo sin cot = Y(O) dt sin cot (6.4.9) 
CO mCO 

Suppose next that the elemental impulse increment is applied at time t = t (see Fig
ure 6.4). In that event the response will commence at time t = t, and at time t we 
find 

or 

dy = Y(t) dt sin co(t - t) 
mco 

dy = g(t - t) Y(t) dt 

t 

t 

o ~ 

L ~ Y(,)d, t 
o t-t~dt 

dy = get - t) Y(t) dt 
~ /t 

Figure 6.4 Spike force, impulse and response 

(6.4.10) 

(6.4.11) 
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where 

g(t - t) = sin ro(t - t) 
(6.4.12) 

mro 
is the so-called unit impulse response. 

Now we may represent the forcing function Y (t) by a series of incremental 
impulses actingone after the other each at its time of application t. Since the system 
is linear, the total response may be obtained by superposition of responses for each 
incremental impulse. Thus we may write 

I 

Jdy = Jg(t-t)Y(t)dt (6.4.13) 
o o 

or 
I 

y(t) = JY(t)g(t-t)dt (6.4.14) 
o 

The integral in equation (6.4.14) is the Duhamel t (or faltungs or convolution) integral. 

To illustrate the application of equation (6.4.14) let us consider the case of a har
monically varying forcing function with frequency O. That is we write 

Y(t) = Yo cos Ot (6.4.15) 

On substituting into equations (6.4.14) and (6.4.12) and carrying out the integration, by 
parts (twice), we find the particular solution as 

y(t) = 
Yo(cos Ot - cos rot) 

m(02 - ro2) 
Thus the complete response in the r th mode may be written as 

(6.4.16) 

[ 
Yo 1 y, (O) • Yo 

y,(t) = y,(O) - 2 2 cos ro,t + -_. SlO ro,t + cos Ot 
~~-~) ~ ~~-~ 

(6.4.17) 

It is of interest to note that the general motion is composed of oscillations at the 
natural frquency ro, and the forcing frequency O. In any real system, where some 
light damping is always present, the oscillations with frequency ro, will decay while 
those with frequency O will persist. Accordingly the former part of the response is 
called the transient while the latter is the steady state. 

If one specifies that initial displacement y, (O) = O and initial velocity 
y, (O) = O, then of equation (6.4.17) there remains 

y,(t) = 
Yo(cos OI - cos ro,t) 

m,(02 - rol> 

t Iean-Marie-Constant Duhamel (1797-1872), French mathematician 

(6.4.18) 
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In the special case when O ~ ros' where ros is one of the natural frequencies ror 
of the system, the respon~e becomes indeterminate in form. We may however evaluate 
this term by L'Hospital's rule as 

d 
Yo da [cos Ot - cos rost] 

ys(t) = Iim 
ms n~m, d [02 2] da - ros 

t sinOt 
20 

= 

Thus in this case the response becomes (Figure 6.5) 

(6.4.19) 

(6.4.20) 

This equation shows that in the case of resonance (O = ros) in mode s, the modal 
response Ys (t) increases linearly in time. For most real systems there is always some 
damping present and also the increase in response amplitude brings into play nonlinear 
effects which have been neglected. These effects generally limit the growth of the 
response. 

y 

Figure 6.5 Response at resonance 

Problelm 

6.4.1 Solve the Duhamel integral for the step function Y(t) = Yo = constant. 

t Guillaume Francois Antoine Marquis de I'Hospital (1661-1704), French mathematician. 
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6.4.2 Solve the Duhamel integral for the ramp function Y (t) 

6.5 Free Damped Oscillations 
When viscous damping forces are present the linearised equilibrium equations of free 
motion take the following form 

[m]{q} + [c]{q} + [k]{q} = {O} (6.5.1) 

where [c] is the damping matrix. For light damping, which is the most common case, 
the amplitudes of damping forces will be much smaller than those of inertial and elas
tic forces. As such one can anticipate that the motion of a lightly damped system will 
be very close to that of an undamped system. The major differences arise near reso
nance. Damping forces typically limit the oscillation amplitudes at resonance. 

In attempting to solve equation (6.5.1) by a transformation to modal coordinates 
we note that the eigenvectors of the undamped system will not, in general, be orthogo
nal with respect to the damping matrix and hence the modal matrix of the undamped 
system cannot be used to diagonalize the [c] matrix. Knowing that [m] as well as [k] 
can be diagonalized, one can approximate the [c] matrix by a linear combination of 
the mass matrix and the stiffness matrix. That is we let 

[c]approx = a[m] + P[k] (6.5.2) 

where a and P are some unknown scalar multipliers to be determined later from the 
damping characteristics of the system, with a in s-1 and P in s. On substituting 
from equation (6.5.2) into equation (6.5.1) and also transforming from the physical 
generaIized coordinates {q} to the modaI coordinates {y}, via the modaI matrix of the 
undamped system, we tind 

[m][Jl]{Y} + (a[m] + P[k])[Jl]{Y) + [k][Jl]{Y} = {O} (6.5.3) 

Now on premultiplying this equation by [Jl]T, as in equation (6.3.4), we obtain decou
pled equations of motion, in the modaI coordinates. These appear as 

mr Yr + (amr + Pkr ) Yr + kr Yr = O (6.5.4) 

or 

Yr + 2~r ror Yr + ro; Yr = O (6.5.5) 

where 

ro 2 = k /m r r r (6.5.6) 

and 

2~r ror = a + pro; (6.5.7) 

Note that <X and P are constants for the whole system, not just for one mode. 

The auxiliary equation for the differential equation (6.5.5) takes the form 

D2 + 2~r ror D + ro; = O (6.5.8) 

with roots given by 



Dl.2 = - 'rCOr ± COr~ 
Thus the solution becomes 

Yr(t) = Cre(-l;,. +...Jt;,.1-1)m,1 + 
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(6.5.9) 

(6.5.10) 

where Cr and Er are integration constants to be detennined from initial conditions. 

Now depending upon the value of 'r' three distinct types of motion can be 
identified: 

i) 'r>1. 
'r=1. 

ii) 'r<1. 

In this case Yr decays exponentially. The fastest decay occurs 
This value is called critical damping. 

For this case, equation (6.5.10) may be expressed as 

when 

= - t;,.oo,1 (A B') Yr e r cos cocr t + r SlO COcr t (6.5.11) 

where 

COr -VI - ,; = cocr (6.5.12) 

is the damped natural jrequency. The motion is oscillatory with decaying ampli
tude. 

iii) 'r<O. In this case the motion is again oscillatory, but Yr grows exponentially. 
This case of negative damping (or janning) gives rise to dynamic instability. 

Denoting the initial conditions in the rth mode by Yr(O) and Yr(O), we may express 
Yr (t) as 

-1;,.00,1 [ ,,(O) + c,ro,y,(O). ] 
y,(t) = e y,(O) cos ro" t + sm roc, t 

roc, 
(6.5.13) 

From a knowledge of the damping ratio ~r for any two modes, the coefficients (l and 
f3 may be found by means of equation (6.5.7). Jf data exist for several modes, the 
coefficients (l and /3 are best determined from a least square fit of equation (6.5.7) to 
the data available. 

Problems 

6.5.1 A lightly damped system with two degrees of freedom is measured to have the 
undamped natural Veq9;Fncies COl = 12 radls and C02 = 20 radls. The damp
ing ratios associated -4fith these frequencies are '1 = 0.09 and '2 = 0.04. 
Determine the damping constants (l and /3 for this system. 

6.5.2 A lightly damped system's decoupled equations of motion are 

[~ ~ 1 ţ: 1 + [~.18 ~.191 ~: 1 + [~ ~ 1 ~: 1 = [~l 
Find (a) the damping coefficients (l and /3. (b) the undamped natural frequen
cies COr. (c) the damping ratios 'r. and (d) the damped natural frequencies cocr' 
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6.5.3 Given is a system with two masses mi' three springs kj , and three dashpots Ck' 

(a) Establish the equations of motion with ql = xl and q2 = X2' Let 
mI = 4 kg, m2 = 3 kg, CI = 0.1 kg/s, c2 = 0.12 kgls, c3 = 0.13 kg/s, 
k l = 100 N/m, k2 = 120 N/m, and k3 = 130 N/m. (b) Find the natural fre
quencies of the undamped system. (c) Find 0., ~ and damping ratios ~r' (d) 
Calculate the damped frequencies. 

6.6 Forced Damped Oscillations 
Assuming a damping matrix as given in equation (6.5.2) and decoupling the equili
brium equations of motion of forced oscillations, as described in section 6.4, we tind 
the equation of motion, in the r th mode, as 

mr Yr + (amr + ~ kr ) Yr + krYr = Yr (6.6.1) 

where Yr is the component of the physical force vector (Q}, in the r th mode. Divid
ing through by mr we may express equation (6.6.1) as follows 

(6.6.2) 

where 

and 

2~r ror = a. + ~ro,2 
To solve equation (6.6.2) we will follow the procedure described in section 6.4. For 
this case we tind from equation (6.5.13) that the incremental response due to an incre
mental initial velocity dYr (O), when the system is at rest for t<O, is given by 

t;,.oo t [ dYr(O) 1 dYr(t) = e- , --- sin rocr t 
rocr 

Thus the incremental response due to an incremental impulse Y r (O) d 't, applied at time 
t = O, may be written as 

r 00 t [ Yr (O)d't 1 dYr(t) = e- -" , sin rocr t 
mrrocr 

(6.6.3) 
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Hence in the case of damped forced oscillations the function g(t) of equation (6.4.11) 
takes the following fonn for the r th mode 

e ~Olrt • 

~-- SIn cocr t 
mrcocr 

and the total response in the r th mode may be determined from 
t 

yr(t) = J Yr(t) gr(t - t) dt 
o 

Example 6.6.1 

(6.6.4) 

(6.6.5) 

Let us detennine the response in mode r when a constant step force Yo is applied at time t = O, 
in this mode. Assuming that initial values of y and j are equal to zero, the complete response 
may be derived from equation (6.6.5) as follows 

Yr(t) = ~ J e-trlllr(H) sin rocr (1 - t) dt 
m,rocr o 

Carrying out the integration by parts (twice) we find the response as 

( ) Yo [ 1 - trlllr' [ 1;,.. II Yr 1 = --2 - e cos rocr 1 + . r:---;::; sm rocr 1 
m,ror "V 1 -c; 

(a) 

(b) 

Evident1y the transient component, with oscillations at frequency rocr ' will die out due to the 
exponential tenn. 

Problem 

6.6.1 Find the steady-state response of a damped single degree of freedom system, 
subject to a forcing function Y = Yo cos nt. 

6.7 Smalt Oscillations About Steady Motion 
In the last section we considered small oscillations about the position of equilibrium 
which is considered to be fixed. In some systems a dominant steady motion can pre
vaiI and a small perturbation may then bring about small oscillations about the dom
inant steady motion. Consider for instance the motion of a conical pendulum rotating 
in a horizontal circle. Under steady motion the orientation of the pendulum from the 
vertical and the angular velocity of the pendulum about the vertical will remain con
sUmt. Indeed we can see that the angular momentum, in the circular orbit, will be 
conserved. Satellites orbiting the earth and tops spinning on horizontal plates provide 
other examples of steady motion for which certain coordinates and velocities remain 
constant in time. In such systems generally some momenta are conserved which 
implies that the coordinates associated with those momenta are ignorable coordinates. 
If the steady motion of such systems is perturbed, oscillatory motions about the origi
nal steady motion will result. In this oscillatory motion the variables which had 
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constant values in the steady motion will of course change in time, however for small 
amplitude oscillations such changes in the dominant or gross motion of the system are 
of ten neglected. 

As noted in Section 3.7 the equations of motion for systems with ignorable coor
dinates can be conveniently obtained from the Routhian of the system. The following 
example illustrates this procedure. 

y 

Figure 6.6 Conical pendulum 

Example 6.7.1 

Consider the motion of the conical pendulum shown in Figure 6.6. For this system we have 

T' = t m ((19)2 + (IW sine)2) (a) 

V = mglcose (b) 

It is now evident that in the Lagrangian L = T' - V the coordinate '1' is absent while W is 
present. Hence '1' is an ignorable coordinate and the momentum associated with '1'. namely 

aL 2.: •. 2 P. = -. = mi .,sm e = c. = constant av 
Now we can write the Routhian for this system. using the relation 

R = L - p. '1' 

and eliminating W through equation (c). we find 

R = .!!. [1292 + 12sin2e [ c. ]2 + mg/cose] _ c~ 
2 mPsin2e ml 2sin2e 

or 

(c) 

(d) 
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1 e 2 
R = m ([202) - - 'II + mg [ cosO 

2 2 mt 2sin20 
(e) 

The general equation of motion for O can now be obtained from 

daR aR=o 
dt ae - as 

and yields 

(f) 

For steady motion ij 9 = O. By taking the steady state values of O and 'ÎI as 00 and 'Îlo 
respectively we can write for the steady state motion 

e~ cosOo 

m2 /4 sin3 00 

= f sinOo 

using equation (c) we can simplify this expression to 

cosOo = ~ 
l'Vo 

(g) 

(h) 

Now suppose the bob m of the pendulum is tapped Iightiy with a hammer and assume for the 

moment that P'II remains unchanged. This will give rise to oscillatory motion about the steady 

motion. To obtain linear equations for this secondary motion we may expand the Routhian about 

the position of steady motion. 

Taylor Series Expansion of Routhian 

In the general case of the Routhian we consider small deviations qi' from the steady 
state motion and write the Routhian as R (qi' qi) = R (qiO + qi', qiO + q;") where 
(qiO' qiO) are steady state values of the generalized coordinates and velocities. Now 
expanding by Taylor series up to the second order terms about the steady state motion 
we have 

R (R \_ [ dR ) , [ dR ) ., 1 [ ()2R) " 1 [ d2R ] "., [d2R] ., , appro. = ro + - q; + -. q; + - -- q; qj + - -. -. q; qj + -. - q; qj + ... 
dq; o ()q; o 2 dq;dqj o 2 ()q;dqj o dq;dqj o 

(6.7.1) 

where ( )0 terms are constants to be evaluated for the steady state motion. The linear
ized equations of motion can now be obtained from 

.!!:.... oRapprox 

dt oq/ 
oRapprox = O oq/ (6.7.2) 

(6.7.3) 
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Now in these linearised equations of motion the condition of steady (gross) motion 
requires that (aR /aqj)o = O. since under steady conditions momentum associated with 
qj is conserved Le. qj is an ignorable coordinate. The remaining tenns may be written 
in matrix notation as follows 

[m]{q}' + [e]{q}' + [k]{q}' = O (6.7.4) 

where 

[m] = [a:.~j L symmetric 

[e] = [[ a::q;], - [a:;:q,l.l skew symmetric 

[k] = [ a2R 1 
aqjaqj o 

symmetric 

Equation (6.7.4) resembles the equation for damped oscillations. However in the 
present fonnulation no account has been taken of any damping forces. The skew sym
metric matrix [e] in equation (6.7.4) arises due to the presence of gyroscopic forces 
whenever qj' are measured in a moving reference frame. These forces, in contrast to 
real damping forces, do no work in the system and do not affect the energy in the sys
tem. This can be seen in the skew symmetry of [e] which ensures that 

{q}'T [e] {q}' = O (6.7.5) 

Nevertheless the gyroscopic forces can have a marked inftuence on the stability of the 
motion as we will see in a subsequent section. 

Example 6.7.2 

Let us obtain the linearised equation of secondary motion for the conical pendulum of example 

6.7.1. We found that under steady motion 

(a) 

cos90 = ~ 
r '1'0 

and (b) 

Now expanding the Routhian into a Taylor series. retaining the nonzero terms up to the second 

order, and setting 9 = 90 + ~,we find 

R approx = (R)o + [ c ~2 ~s:o - mgl Sin90 ] ~ 
mi S10 90 

1 [C~(1+2cos2ijo) ]."2 - -2 2 • 4 + mgl cos90 ... + 
mi S10 90 

(c) 

The first term being a constant does not inftuence the equations of motion and may be dropped. 

We also note the absence of gyroscopic terms. From the remaining terms of the Routhian we 
obtain the following equations of motion 

.. [C~(l + 2cos290) ] [C~ cos90 ] 
ml2 ~ + 2 . 4 + mgl cos90 ~ - 2. 3 - mgl sin90 = O 

mi SIO 90 mi S10 90 
(d) 
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Now the last term will be recognised as the condition for steady motion (see example 6.7.1) and 
vanishes. The equation of motion for small amplitude oscillation then becomes 

ii [C~(1+2COS290} 1- J"-.. + 24.4 + cos90 .. -0 
m/sm90 / 

(e) 

We can now see that the small secondary oscillations about 90 have an angular frequency given 
by 

[ 
2 2 ]112 _ c'II(l + 2cos 90} 1.. 

00- 24'4 +/cos90 
m / sm90 

(O 

To determine the ignorable coordinate 'V as a function of time we invoke the general expression 
for P'II derived earlier, which we now write as 

(g) 

Then 

m/2 sin2 (90 + ;) 
(h) 

We assumed earlier that the disturbance does not affect the value of the constant momentum P'II' 

If the value of P'II is altered but remains a constant, say C"', then in the above relations c'II may be 
replaced by c'II' It is usually assumed that c'II is a good approximation for c'II i.e. the momentum 
P'II does not change significantly as a result of the disturbance. 

y 

x 

Figure 6.7 Mass-spring system mounted on rotating table 

Example 6.7.3 

Consider the motion of a mass-spring system on a rotating horizontal table as shown in Figure 

6.7. The X,Y axes are inertial and fixed in space, while qlo q2 are attached to the table and 
rotate with a constant angular velocity 00. Let us obtain the equations of motion for small oscilla
tions. 
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The transformation equations from the X, Y to qlo q2 coordinates take the form 

Then 

and 

x 
Y 

(a + q I)cOSoot - q 2 sinrot 

(a + ql)sinrot + q2 cosoot 

x = (ÎI Cosrot - 00 (a + ql)sinrot - (hsinoot - q20lCOSoot 

y = 41 sinoot + 00 (a + ql)cosoot + (il cosoot - q2oosinrot 

may be expressed in terms of the rotating coordinates as 

TO = ; {4l + 4i + [(a + ql)2 + 4i]oo2 + 2[(a + ql)42 - 241 q21OO} 

(a) 

(b) 

(C) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

The potential energy of the spring may be written direct1y in terms of the rotating coordinates as 

k _1 2 2 2 
V = 2" (-Vql + q2 - ' 0) (g) 

where 'ois the unstretched length of the spring. Now forming the Lagrangian L 
may obtain the equations of motion as 

( " 2' ( ) 2) av m ql - 0lq2 - a + ql 00 +:;--
uql 

o 

(" 2' 2) aV O m q2 + Olql - q200 + dq2 = 

Gyroscopic coupling terms are clearly present in these equations. Letting q I 
under steady motion, i.e. when tiI = iiz = 41 = 42 = O we have 

- m (a + q 10)002 + [ :~ L = O 

[~L = O 

(TO - V) we 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

For small oscillations we can set ql = qlO + x and q2 = Y and then expanding V(qb q2) in 
equation (g) into a Taylor series we find 

Vapprox = (v)o + [ :;: Lx + [ :~Ly + t k[X2 + y2 [ ql~: 10 Jl + ... (1) 

The first term being a constant does not affect the equations of motion, that is, we can set 
(V)o = O. The third term vanishes on account of the conditions for steady motion as given in 
equation (k). By the same reason the second term may be expressed as 

[:~L x = m (a + qlO)Xoo2 (m) 

Thus we can now write the Lagrangian for small oscillations about steady motion as 



. k [Q10-/O]2 . 
- 2i y)ro} - {2"[X 2 + y2 ~ ]+(a +QlO)xro2) 

The equations of motion can be determined via Lagrange's equations as 

6.8 Solution of the Linear Equations of Motion 
For the general linear equations of the type 

[m] {q} + [c] {ti} + [k] {q} = {O} 
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(n) 

(6.8.1) 

where the matrices have constant elements and the approach used in section 6.5 cannot 
be used, we may assume a solution of the following form 

{q} = {A} e)J (6.8.2) 

Substituting into equation (6.8.1) we find a set of homogeneous linear equations 

[Â.2[m] + Â.[c] + [k]] {A} = {O} (6.8.3) 

For non-trivial solutions then 

det [Â.2[m] +Â.[c] + [k]] = O (6.8.4) 

which leads to a characteristic polynomial of order n in Â.2. Since the coefficients of 
this polynomial are real, its n roots, namely the n eigenvalues will be in complex con
jugate pairs of the type 

where i = V-l. 
The constants ar and Olr are real and they can be positive, zero or negative. We can 
now make the following observations about the solutions of the equations of motion. 

a) If alI a are negative and alI Ol :F- O, the motion will be damped simple harmonic. 
If alI Â. are real and negative, the disturbed motion will gradualIy settle back to 
steady motion. 

b) If alI a are positive with alI Ol :F- O, or if alI Â. are real and positive, the disturbed 
motion will grow exponentially with time. In this case then the motion is 
uns table in the vicinity of the steady motion. 

The conditions a) always prevail when the matrix [c] is due to physical damping 
only. When the matrix [c] accounts for gyroscopic terms only, the characteristic poly
nomial for the eigenvalues will have even terms only, as is the case when gyroscopic 
terms are absent. Conditions a) and b) can arise when [c] is due to gyroscopic and 
physical damping terms. 
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Once the eigenvalues are detennined the corresponding eigenvectors {A } may be 
computed via equation (6.8.3). However the elements of the eigenvectors will be in 
general complex. For an oscillatory mode then the various coordinates will move with 
the same frequency but will be out of phase. 

z 

y 

x 
~------------~~, 

Figure 6.8 Spinning top 

Example 6.8.1 

Consider the motion of a spinning top as shown in Figure 6.8. Using Euler angles and Euler fre
quencies we can express the Lagrangian of this system as 

(a) 

where 1 is the distance from O to the centre of mass of the top. It is now clear that both '!' and (J 

are ignorable and we may remove these coordinates. Let us however remove (J only. We have 
that 

aL 
Pa = ao C (o + 'ÎI cosv) 

Now the modified Lagrangian LR can be expres sed as 

LR = L - ca6 

Removing O from LR via equation (b) we obtain the Routhian 

1 . c~. 
R = 2[A(02 + ~ sin2v) - C + ca'!' COSV] - mgl cosv 

The equations of motion can now be obtained from Lagrange's equations in the form 

d aR 
dt aqj 

from which there emerge 

aR = O 
aqj 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 



A (\il sin2v + 2 ~sin vcos v) - C avsin V = O 

A V - A V sinv cosv + C aVsinv - mgl sinv = O 
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(f) 

(g) 

The presence of the gyroscopic tenns (- C a V sinv) in (f) and (c aVsinv) in (g) can be observed. 
For steady motion Ci = \il = O. Then from equation (f) we obtain the condition for steady 
motion (steady precession) as 

Ca ± ""cJ - 4A mgl cosv 
'1'0 = 2A COSV 

There are therefore two possible steady precession rates, provided that 

cJ > 4A mgl cosv 

(Il) 

(i) 

Thus the magnitude of the angular momentum c a must be large enough to provide gyroscopic 
stabilisation. To obtain the equations for small amplitude oscillations about steady motion we set 

'1' = '1'0 + ci, and v = Vo + P and V = P 
in the Routhian and expand into a Taylor series 

Rapprox = (R)o + (A V sinv cosv + mgl sinv - caV sinv)o p + 

(A v)oP + (A V sin2v + ca cosv)oli + t A p2 + 

t (A V2 cos2v - mgl cosv - C aV cosv)o p2 + t (A sin2v)oli2 (j) 

+ (2A V sinv cosv - C a sion" >o li P 

Now using R approx in Lagrange's equation (e) and taking note of the conditions for steady motion, 
we obtain the equations of motion for small osci11ations about the steady motion as 

A P - (A V cos2v - mglcosv - caV cosv)o P - (A V sin2v - Ca sinv)o li = O (k) 

(A sin2v)o ii + (A V sin2v - C aSinv)o P = O (1) 

where the ( )0 are constant tenns. For the special case of Vo = 90°, these equations simplify to 

[ A O 1 [ii 1 + [O - cal [Ii 1 + [O O 1 [a 1 [ O 1 (m) 
O A P C a O P O A vl P O 

Now assuming a solution of the form 

a = Al eÂl and 

we find the condition for a nontrivial solution of the above equations as 

The vanishing of the detenninant of above matrix yields 

A21..4 + (A 2Vl+cJ)1..2 = O 

(n) 

(o) 

(P) 
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which provides us with the eigenvalues 

;"1 = O, Az = O, 
•• 2 Ca 2 [ 2]1-

Â]=''I'0+A2 ' 

Substituting these values back into equation (1) and letting AI 

[J [J . 2 

i (1 + A '1'0 ) 

cJ 

and 

• 2 Ca 2 [ 2]1-
~ = - j '1'0 + A 2 (q) 

1, we find the eigenvectors as 

(r) 

The presence of i in the computed value for A 2 implies that Il lags ~ by 90°. 

Problem 
6.8.1 For Kepler's problem of central force motion obtain (a) the condition for steady 

motion. Then by considering a small disturbance about the steady motion 
obtain (b) the equation for small oscillations about the steady motion. Show 
(c) that the period of this oscillation is the same as the orbital period of the 
steady motion. 

6.9 System Response to a Step Impulse 
Spike forces, i.e. forces of very large magnitude and vţry short duration, arise typically 
in impact problems. For purposes of mathematical modelling such forces are assumed 
to have the following distribution over time. Prior to impact the force is taken as zero. 
During the period, !it, of impact the force is assumed to be very large approaching 
infinity as !it ~ O. However the impulse, i.e. the area under the force time-curve, is 
assumed to remain finite. After impact the force is again taken as zero. A system 
subjected to such spike forces will normally suffer finite discontinuities in its veloci
ties. On the other hand, given the short time duration for these forces and the finite 
changes in velocities, one can see that the changes in the system configuration, over 
the short period of time, will be negligibly small. It follows then that such properties 
of the system that depend upon its configuration, such as positions or mass distribu
tion, wi1l remain constant during the action of spike forces. Furthermore, the impulse 
of any other force of finite magnitude, over the small period !it, can be considered 
negligibly small compared with the impulse of the very large spike forces. 

In the following we use Lagrange' s equations and Gauss' principle of least con
straint for the analysis of motion resulting rrom a spike force. 

Lagrangian Method 

Lagrange's equation in its fundamental form (2.6.20) is 

d ar· ar· - -- = Qj 
dt atij aqj 
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Let us now spUt the generalized force Qj into the usual components Qju' i.e. elastic, 
gravitational, dissipative, etc., and a spike force Qjs' such that 

d aT* aT* 
dt atij - aqj - Qju = Qjs (6.9.1) 

Integrating equation (6.9.1) with respect to time between the Umits t = O and 
t = Ilt, we find 

ar* 
- --

atij -1 [~r~ + Qju 1 dt = 1 Qjs dt 
o o q, o 

We now invoke the definition of generalised momenta Pj 
dr* . = -- and wnte 
dtij 

dT* - --
!li dti j o 

llpj = Pj 1!lI - Pj 10 = 

(6.9.2) 

(6.9.3) 

On taking the Umit as ilt -4 O we note that the integral on the left hand side of equa
tion (6.9.2) vanishes since (dr* Idqj + Qju) is finite in magnitude. On the other hand 
the integrand on the right hand side approaches infinity as Ilt -4 O, but the integral, 
which yields the step impulse Gj of the spike force Qjs' remains finite. Thus noting 
equation (6.9.3), we may write equation (6.9.2) as 

(6.9.4) 

It is useful to put this equation into a virtual work form. To maintain the dimensions 
of work we write the virtual work in terms of virtual ve/ocities rather than virtual dis
placements. Thus we write 

(6.9.5) 

Now it will be recalled that in general the transformation relating the Cartesian coordi
nates r to the generalized coordinates q takes the form 

(6.9.6) 

The associated transformation for the forces, when time is held fixed, was shown to 
take the form 

ar· 
Qj = F. _J 

J dqj 
(6.9.7) 

On integrating equation (6.9.7) over the period from O to Ilt we deduce that for spike 
forces 

!li [ 1 Fj & 1 
drj J Qjs = 

o aqj 

or 

dr· 
Gj = [. _J (6.9.8) 

J dqj 
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where I j is a step impu1se if Fj is a spike force (Figure 6.9). Also it was shown that 
in general the relation (1.9.8) between the generalized momenta and genemlized velo
cities takes the fono 

{p} = [AHq} + {b} (6.9.9) 

where the vector {b} arises due to the explicit appearance of t, in equation (6.9.6). 
Again t is taken as a constant over the short period At when the spike force is acting. 
Thus for a spike force the column matrix {b} vanishes, and we may invert equation 
(6.9.9) to obtain 

{q} = [Ar1{p} 

Using equation (6.9.4) we have then 

{AQ} = [Ar1{G} 

(6.9.10) 

(6.9.11) 

Since [A] is a positive definite matrix, the above relation, implying a finite change in 
velocities, can always be obtained. 

F F 
F ~oo 

AI ~O 

'. ..l= JFdt 
vI 

I I 

O'" AI O 

I I I 

~ t I 

O (a) O (b) 

Figure 6.9 A triangular spike force (a) and its idealization (b) 

Example 6.9.1 

Four rigid bars each of mass m and length I are pin-joinled at their ends 10 fonn the rhombus 
ABDE as shown in Figure 6.10. The system lies on a smooth horizonta1 plane and it is subjecled 
10 a step impulse 1, at point A. Determine the angular velocities of the bars and the linear velo
city of the mass centre immediately after the application of the step impulse 1. 
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--x 

Figure 6.10 Pin-jointed rhombus subjected to step impu1se 

Evidently after the application of the impulse I the system will acquire some complemen
tary kinetic energy. This energy will be in part due to translation of the four bars and in part due 
to their rotation. 

For a typical bar such as DE, we can write the coordinates of its mass centre as 

Xo = 1. I sin 9 Yo = 1. I cos 9 (a) 
2 2 

Hence the complementary kinetic energy of bar DE becomes 

T~E = ; [[ t la cos 9 r + [YC - t la sin 9 r] (b) 

where the first two terms account for the translational and the last term for the rotational com
ponent of the complementary kinetic energy, with 

1 
J = - mi2 

12 
(c) 

as the bar's inertia moment, and Yc as the velocity component of the system's mass centre in the 
y direction. Writing the energy terms for the remaining three bars in like manner we tind the 
total complementary kinetic energy as 

T· = 2 m jJ + 2 J 02 (d) 

The change!:.p; in the generalized momenta can now be determined from equation (6.9.3). 

oT· 
!:.p, = A Ojc = A (4 m yc) 4m Ayc (e) 

oT· 
!lpe A -. = A (4 J a) 4J AO (f) ae 
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To evaluate the generalized step impulses Gj we write down the virtual work of the step 
impulse 1. Before doing so we need the displacement and velocity of point A in the Y direction 

with Ye O, and 

Now 

We conclude that 

and 

YA = Ye - 1 cos 9 

Ye + (1 sin 9) a 

1 BYA 

1 BYe + 1 1 sin 9 Ba 

Gy = 1 

G 9 = 1 1 sin 9 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

(1) 

We can now determine the changes in the system's momenta using equation (6.9.4). Thus 

!J.py - Gy = 4 m /lYe - 1 = O 

and 

!J.p9 - G9 = 4 J /la - 1 1 sin 9 

Thus the acquired initial velocities are 

1 
4m 

Ilsin9 
4J 

(m) 

O (n) 

(o) 

(P) 

If we assume that the system was at rest at the beginning of the impact, then its kinetic coenergy 

immediately after impact would be 

(q) 

Constraint Consideration 

Whether any constraints present are holonomic or nonholonomic, they may be 
expres sed in differential form as follows: 

(6.9.12) 

or 

aij Tj + aii = O j = 1,2,3, ... ,3N (6.9.13) 

where the rj represent Cartesian coordinates. 

Now let us invoke the virtual work expression of equation (6.9.5) and write it for 
Cartesian coordinates 
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(6.9.14) 

Since B = m r for each mass, we recognize that equation (6.9.14) involves velocities 
rj by virtue of M j and virtual velocities (,rj. To prevent the constraint forces from 
doing work, virtual velocities are considered at a fixed time, that is for virtual veloci
ties time is not varied and hence virtual velocities must satisfy the instantaneous con
straint equation 

aij (,rj = O (6.9.15) 

On the other hand, the velocities appearing in M j must conform to the actual con
straint equations as given in equation (6.9.12). 

Now let us write the virtual work expression, with M j = Bj - Bjo, as 

(,W/ = (Bj - Bjo - Ij) r,rj = O (6.9.16) 

Noting that Bjo and I j are given quantities, and consequent1y M jo = O and &j = O, 
and further noting that fJJ. = (mr) j for each mass m, we may express the virtual 

velocities as r,rj = (,{_J_ - Ij). Then the condition (6.9.16) of (,W/ vanishing 
mj 

becomes 

M· 
(M J. - 1·) ~_J - IJ·) = O (6917) J U\. m. . . 

J 

Noting that the constant m has no effect on the virtual changes in the second bracket, 
we may introduce a function 

(6.9.18) 

and minimiZe it by setting 

(,z = O (6.9.19) 

i.e. the vanishing condition (6.9.17) is equivalent to minimization of z with respect to 
M j • 

The function (6.9.18) may also be written in vector form 

1 
z = '2 (LUJk - I k)· (LUJk - I k ) (6.9.20) 

which exhibits some resemblance to equation (2.4.6) of Gauss' principle of least con
straint. Sometimes this approach for spike forces is indeed referred to by the same 
name. The point to note, however, is that in the minimum principle presented here the 
quantities varied are the linear momenta, whereas in Gauss' principle of least con
straint proper the quantities varied are the time derivatives of linear momenta. 
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v 

.. ____ .. ______ ~x 

Figure 6.11 Horizontal spike force 

Example 6.9.2 

The pendulum shown in Figure 6.11 is pulled through the platfono al a constant velocity v. At 
time t = O, the point mass is struck horizontally by a spike force (or step impulse). Determine 
the angular velocity of the pendulum immediately after impact. 

The constraint for this problem is 

x2 + y2 = (/0 _ vt)2 

or in differential fono 

xdx + ydy + v(lo - VI) dt = O (a) 

or 

xi + yj + v(lo - vt) = O 

Thusa .. = x,a, = y,a, = v(lo - VI). WithB .. = mi andB, = mj,wemaynowwrite 
Gauss' constraint (6.9.18) as 

z = .:m [(AS .. - 1)2 + (AS,)2] (b) 

Minimizing z with respect to B .. and B, we have 

(c) 

However the virtual velocities are not independent and they must satisfy the instantaneous con
straint equation, namely 

or 

aj = - .!. ai 
y 

88, = _.!. as .. 
y 

(d) 

(e) 
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Substituting into equation (c) 

[(Al~x - l) - ~ M y ]Mx = O (t) 

The tenn in the Iarge bracket must therefore vanish. However Bx.By and x, y are not independent 
either. and they must conform to the rheonomic constraints. An expedient way of satisfying the 

constraints is to use the coordinate 9 and let 

x = (10 - vt) sin9 (g) 

y = - (10 - vt) cos9 (h) 

.i (10 - vt) 9 cos9 - v sin9 (i) 

y (10 - vt) 9 sin9 + v cos9 (j) 

such that 

Bx m(lo - vt)9 cos9 - mv sin9 (k) 

By m(lo - vt)9 sin9 + mv cos9 (1) 

since over the short time interval At. neither the configuration of the system nor the velocity v 

change 

M x [m(lo - vt )cOS9] Ae (m) 

M y [m(lo - vt )Sin9] Ae (n) 

since Av = O. 

Substituting equations (m) and (n) into equation (t) realizing that Mx is arbitrary and sim

plifying we find 

or 

Energy Clumge 

(10 - vt) Ae - ~ cos 9 
m 

1 cos 9 
m(lo - vt) 

o (o) 

(P) 

Due 10 the changes M in velocities one can expect a change ilT* in the kinetic coen
ergy of the system, when the system is subjected to a step impulse. 

For cases where t is taken as constant over the very short period tlt the kinetic 
coenergy (1.9.4) becomes simply 

and the change, 

T* = 1- {q}T [A] {q} 
2 

AT* 1 {.} T A {.} 1 {.} T { . 
l..l ="2 q M [ ] q M - "2 q o [A] q}o 

(6.9.21) 

(6.9.22) 
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with [A] as the symmetric matrix (1.9.6). For such a system the generalized momenta 
are as given by equation (6.9.10), i.e. 

{p} = [A] {q} 

and hence 

IlT* = 1 {.} T {} 1 {.} T { } "2 q!:J P!:J -"2 qo Po 

Now premultiplying equation (6.9.23) by {q}! we deduce that 

{q}!{p} = {q}![A]{q} 

On transposing the right hand side and recalling the symmetry of [A] we tind 

{q }! {p} = {q}T {p}o 

(6.9.23) 

(6.9.24) 

(6.9.25) 

(6.9.26) 

On substituting from equation (6.9.26) into (6.9.24) we may express the change in the 
kinetic coenergy as 

* 1. T • T 
IlT ="2 ({q}!:J + {q }o) ({p}!:J - {p }o) (6.9.27) 

Next noting that the change in generalized momenta is equal to the generalized 
impulses according to equation (6.9.4), we may write 

or 

IlT* = ~ ({q}L + {q }!) {G} (6.9.28) 

IlT* = 1. {G}T ({q}!:J + {q}o) 
2 

(6.9.29) 

That is, the change in kinetic coenergy is given by the product of the generalized step 
impulse and the mean of the velocities after and before the impact. 

. . . 

r r f 
o~A ____________ m ________ ~o~B~ _________ m ________ ~o D 

1 

Figure 6.12 Two-rod system subjected to step impulse 
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Example 6.9.3 

Two rods AB and BD, each of mass m and length 1, as shown in Figure 6.12, are smoothly 

hinged at B and rest on a smooth horizontal plane. A step impulse 1 is applied at D normal to 

BD giving rise to velocity Vo at D. Find (a) the initial velocities of points A and B, (b) the mag
nitudes of initial angular velocities of AB and BD about their centres of mass and (c) the change 

in the complementary kinetic energy of the system. 

Take q "q 2,q 3 as the generalized displacement coordinates of the system for the transverse 

motion. The complementary kinetic energy for rod AB may be expressed as 

T. = m [4, + 42 ]2 1. ml 2 [ 42 - 4, ]2 
AB 2 2 + 2 12 1 (a) 

where the first term describes the complementary kinetic energy for the translational motion of 

the mass centre and the second term gives the complementary kinetic energy for rotation about 

the mass centre. We may write this in matrix form as folIows 

• 1.. 3 [ 

m 

TAB = '2 [q, q2] .~ ~ 1 [ :: 1 (b) 

For BD the complementary kinetic energy is of the same form but expressed in terms of 42 and 

43. Thus the total complementary kinetic energy of the system becomes 

m 
3 

T· 1. {4}T [A] {4} 1 [' 42 43] m 
- q, 

6 2 2 

O 

The virtual work of the impulse 1 is given by 

BW/ = G, Bti, + G2 Bti2 + G3 Bti3 
such that 

The generalized momenta Pi are 

{p} [A] {4} 

m 
3 
m 
6 

O 

[O O 1] 

m 
6 
2m 
3 

m 
6 

O 

m 
6 
m 
3 

m 
6 

2m 
3 

m 
6 

O 

[::J 
m 
6 

m 
3 

Equating the changes {Âp} to the step impulse {G} according to equation (6.9.4) gives 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 
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m 
3 
m 
6 

O 

m 
6 
2m 
3 

m 
6 

Solving for the velocity changes we tind 

A~ 7 [ 
'-"13 = 2 m = Vo 

The initial angular velocity of AB will be 

&i2 - ~ql 

1 

The initial angular velocity of BD will be 

o 

m 
6 
m 
3 

9 Vo 

7 1 

7 

and the change in complementary kinetic energy may be computed by using equation (6.9.29) 

~T' l[ &i3 1 
2 

z[ Vo 

1 2 '1 m Vo 

7 [2 

4 m 

The magnitude of step impulse required to produce a &i 3 

2 
I = '1 m Vo 

Vo is, from equation (h) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(le) 

(1) 

Bertrand' s Theorem 

If a system at rest is subjected to some spike forces, the kinetic coenergy resulting will 
be greater than if the system had been subjected to additional scleronomic constraints 
and subjected to the same spike forces. 

To prove this theorem, let T* and T; be the kinetic coenergies of the system 
before and after the constraints are imposed respectively, both immediately after appli
cation of the step impulse. Now writing virtual work expressions for the uncon
strained and the constrained systems respectively, we have 

{&j}T[A]({q}-{On = {&j}T{G} (6.9.30) 

{&j}![A] ({q}c - {On = {&j}! {G} (6.9.31) 

The nuH vectors indicate that the system is initia11y at rest. The subscript c 
identifies the constrained system. 
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As virtual velocities let us take 

{&i} = {&i}e = {q}e (6.9.32) 

This can be done for the constrained system since the constraints are scleronomic and 
{q } e satisfies the same constraint equations as {&j} e • For the unconstrained system, 
{q}e is certainly an admissible virtual velocity vector. Using equation (6.9.32) in 
equations (6.9.30) and (6.9.31) and subtracting the latter from the fonner, we find 

{q}![A]({q} - {q}e) = O (6.9.33) 

We may now expand equation (6.9.33) and write it in the following modified fonn: 

~ {q}T [A] {q} ~ {q}e [A] {q}e = ~ ({q}T - {q}!) [A] ({q} - {q}e) 

(6.9.34) 

Evident1y the right hand side of equation (6.9.35) is a positive quantity and the left 
hand side gives r* - r;. This proves the theorem. 

Example 6.9.4 

Let us consider the system of example 6.9.3, this time let point A be pinned. Thus &il = O. 
Let us detennine &i2' &i3' and the change in the kinetic coenergy of the system. 

Since &i I = O, the governing equation becomes 

IM' " IA II'" " [r ~ 1 [~: 1 " [~l <a, 

Solving equation (a) 

&j2 = - ~ .!.. 
7 m 

24 [ 
7 m 

The kinetic coenergy change (6.9.29) is 

/li' = t G;(&jj) = t [ O + [ ~ ~] 12 [2 

7 m 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

which is smaller than the kinetic energy change (le) of example 6.9.3. Now in this problem if an 
additional constraint is imposed we would expect the resulting kinetic coenergy to be further 

reduced. Is this however always the case? From equations (b) and (c) we can see that the result
ing motion will have a node (where the transverse velocity &i = O) at a point between points B 
and D. The point, which is the instantaneous centre of rotation, is at a distance of (1/5) to the 
right of B. Thus if this point is constrained by means of a frictionless pin the value of the result
ing kinetic energy will be unchanged since the constraint will be in effect inactive. Based on this 
perspective we can present Bertrand's theorem as an extremum problem in the magnitude of T' . 
That is T' will assume its maximum value, when the active constraints are least. To illustrate, 
suppose we introduce a constraint by means of a frictionless pin at some point x to the right of B. 
Then ti 2 and ti 3 will be related by 
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• • X 
q2 = -q3--

1 - x 

Under the additional constraint T· becomes 

T. = mtil [2 [_x ]2_[_x ]+1] 
2 l-x l-x 

Now setting dTo!dx to zero we obtain 

4x _ 1 O 
l-x 

or 

x = 115 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

That is, TO will assume its maximum value when the constraint is at the instantaneous centre of 
rotation and is therefore inactive. 

Kelvin' s Theorem 
This theorem states that if any points of a system are suddenly set in motion with 
prescribed velocities, the kinetic coenergy of the resulting motion will be less than that 
of any other kinematically admissible motion in which the given points have the same 
prescribed velocities. 

To prove this, suppose the prescribed velocities are brought about by step 
impulses Gj • Then from the expression for virtual work in equation (6.9.5) which we 
now write in terms of velocity, we have that 

i = 1,2, ... , 3N 
j = 1,2, ... , k 

(6.9.35) 

where N is the total number of particles and k is the number of prescribed velocities. 
Now for simplicity let us assume that the system is initially at rest, i.e. (mq )jO = O. 
Suppose we use the actual velocities as virtual velocities. This is admissible since 
actual velocities also satisfy the kinematic constraints. Then equation (6.9.35) can be 
simplified and expressed in the following two forms: 

It follows then that 

(mq)j qj = (m&j)j qj 

(m&j)j qj = Gj qj 

(mq)j qj = Gj qj 

1 ( .) . Let us now add and subtract"2 mq j qj and ~ (m &ij)Qj to the right hand side and 

write the above equation as 

.. 1( .. 1( ~;')~;' (mq)j qj = "2 mq)j qj + "2 m U<.f jU<.fj - ~ [m (q - &/)]; [(q - &i)]; (6.9.36) 

on rearranging 

~ (m&i)j qj - ~ (m q)j qj = ~ [m(q - &/)]j (q - &i)j (6.9.37) 
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In equation (6.9.37) we can recognise the first tenn as an expression for an admissible 
kinetic coenergy and the second tenn as the actual kinetic coenergy. Since the 
difference between these energies is positive, the actual kinetic coenergy is least. In 
other words the actual motion corresponds to the minimum value of kinetic coenergy. 

Example 6.9.5 

Consider example 6.9.4 again and this time suppose q3( = Il q3) is prescribed. Let us now write 

the expression for the kinetie coenergy of the system in terms of linear and angular velocities of 

the centres of mass for the two rods. Then we have 

° [m. 2 mJ2 2] [m. 2 mJ2 2] 
T = "2 qc + 24 ro AB + "2 qc + 24 ro BD 

But now we need to introduce the kinematie eonstraints 

(qc>un + t(ro>UD = q3 

(qc)AB - t(ro)AB = O 

(qc>UD - t(ro)BD = (qc)AB + I(ro)AB 

(a) 

(b) 

where we have taken the positive angular velocities in the antielockwise direction. These three 

eonstraint equations in terms of four variables can be satisfied· in an infinite number of ways. 
That is there exist an infinity of kinematieally admissible motions. For sueh admissible motions 
TO can be expressed in terms of one of the variables, say (ro>UJ)o Thus satisfying equations (b) 

"\ve find 

(qc>UD q3 -
1 "2 (ro)BD 

(qc)AB 
(Îl 1 
2 "2 (ro)BD 

(ro)AB = 

Substituting these results in equation (a) we find 

TO = .!!. 12(ro2>UD - 2.m q3 1(ro>UD + -32 m fR 
3 6 

Now minimizing TO with respect to (ro)BD we obtain 

DO 
d(ro>UD 

or 

O 

(e) 

(d) 
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from equation (b) we now find 

and since 

we have 

(e) 

in agreement with the result found earlier in example 6.9.4. 

Carnot's Theorem 

This theorem states that when scleronomic constraints are sudden1y imposed on a sys
tem, part of the system's kinetic coenergy will be lost. Again we invoke the virtual 
work theorem in equation 6.9.5. 

«Pi - PicV - Gi ) &ii = O (6.9.38) 

For the present case there are no generalized impulses i.e. Gi = O and we must 
choose the virtual velocities so that they satisfy the constraints. This being the case 
the virtual work of the step impulses associated with the constraint forces will vanish. 
Further we may use actual velocities immediately, after the imposition of constraints, 
as admissible velocities. Then equation (6.9.38) may be written as 

or 
. . 

Pi qi = PiQ qi (6.9.39) 

Now let us add and subtract ~ PiQ qiO and ~ Pi qi to the right hand side and write 

the above equation as 
. 1 . 1 . 1 .. 

Piqi = 2 PiQ qiQ + 2 Pi qi - 2(PiO - Pi) (qiQ - qi) 

where we have used the fact that PiQ = mtiiQ and Pi = mqi. 

On rearranging we have 

~Pi qi - ~ PiQ qiQ = - ~ (PiO - Pi) (qiO - qi) (6.9.40) 

Now the first two terms on the left hand side will be recognized as the kinetic coen
ergy just after and just before the imposition of the constraints. The right hand side 
term being negative implies that kinetic coenergy will be reduced when the constraints 
are imposed. The "lost energy" in effect is converted to nonrecoverable energy. 

The converse of Carnot's theorem is also true. That is when some constraints are 
sudden1y removed, as in an explosion of a shell, the fragments of the shell will acquire 
additional kinetic coenergy. 
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Problerm 
6.9.1 A pendulum of length 1 and mass m, is pivoted at a point O on a block of mass 

3m. There is Coulomb friction Il between block and horizontal surface. The 
block is struck by a horizontal spike f!lrce, producing a step impulse /, at a 
point O in time wh.en.i = 3 m/s and e = 0.1 radls. (a) Obtain the velocity 
changes Il.i and ~e immediately after application of the spike force, assuming 
small angles e. (b) What is the kinetic coenergy change? (c) What is the con
stant magnitude F of the spike force if llt = 0.01 S, m = 8 kg, 1 = 0.2 m, 
and Il.i = 5 m/s? 

3m 

I 

m 

6.9.2 Given is a pin-jointed three-rod system moving at 
ti 1 = ti 2 = ti 3 = ti 4 = v, when a step impulse is applied at point E. (a) 
Determine the step increases ~qi' (b) Find the change ~T* of the kinetic 
coenergy. (c) Repeat the problem taking joint B as rigid. 

t41 
m t42 

m t43 
m t44 

o o o °E A 1 B D 

t 1 

6.9.3 Two equal uniform rods AB and BC each of length I are freely joined at B and 
lie on a smooth horizontal plane, as shown, the angle at B being 90°, while BC 
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is free to rotate about its end C which is pinned. A step impulse .is applied to 

A, towards D, a point in BC such that DC = ! BC. Find the resulting veloci

ties in the rods. 

, , , , , , , , , 
B6-----=~......;It--""IlC 

D ----Lj~ 

6.10 System Response to a Step Displacement 

_1 
4 

It is of interest to enquire what kind of problem, when written in the complementary 
formulation, would have equations ana1ogous to those obtained for the spik:e force 
problem (6.9.1). 

As noted in the spik:e force problem, we find the spik:e force so dominant, that 
other forces present become negligibly small. This is a consequence of the high mag
nitude andshort duration of the spik:e force. Now in the complementary formulation, 
the place of the spik:e force will be taken by a spik:e velocity, and the place of the step 
impulse will be taken by a step displacement. 

The complementary Lagrange equation (2.8.2) 

d aL* aL* 
dt aSj - aSj = si 

can be written, with the help of Table 1.11.1, 

d av* 
- dt aSi 

(6.10.1) 

Now let the generalized speed be split into the usual speed components siu and 
the spik:e speed S js' such that 

Si = siu + sis 

and the complementary Lagrange equation (6.10.1) can be rearranged to 

d av*· 
- dt aSi - Sju = sis 

(6.10.2) 

(6.10.3) 
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Integrating equation (6.10.3) with respect to time between the lirnits t = O and 
t = Ilt gives 

Âl 

+ = f Sjs dt (6.10.4) 
o o 

and using ej = av* . 
-.-, we obtam 
aSj 

e.' J Âl 

Âl 

- ej' o + [SjU dt 

Âl 

= f Sjs dt (6.10.5) 
o 

Taking the lirnit as Il.t ~ O we note that the integral on the left hand side of equation 
(6.10.5) vanishes, since Sju is finite. 

On the other hand, the integrand on the right hand side approaches infinity as 
Ilt ~ O, but the integral, which yields the generalized displacement dj of the speed Sjs 

remains finite. Thus, we may write equation (6.10.5) as 

Il ej = dj (6.10.6) 

That is the imposed spike velocity Sjs gives rise to changes in the stretch of the associ
ated force element with potential coenergy (e.g. spring, gravitational force). Equation 
(6.10.6) is analogous to equation (6.9.4). 

It is useful to express equation (6.10.6) in virtual work form. To maintain th~ 
dimension of work, we write the virtual work expression in terms of virtual forces l5S 
rather than virtual impulses. Thus 

l)WII = (!lej - dj ) BSj = O (6.10.7) 

Equation (6.10.7) is essentially static in nature and is the analogue of equation 
(6.9.14). 

Example 6.10.1 

The system shown in Figure (6.13) is subjected to a displacement d l . We wish to determine the 
spring stretches and the system's complementary strain energy. 

For the complementary formulation of this problem we need an equilibrating set of impulses. 

Such a set is shown in Figure (6.13). However since we are dealing with a static problem, iner
tial and damping forces may be neglected. That is 

PI O (a) 

P2 O (b) 

S4 constant (c) 

This implies that 

SI + Sl = S3 (d) 

Thus there are there unknown forces and we have one equilibrium equation (d) relating the three 
forces. The problem has therefore two degrees of statical indeterminacy. 
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Now the complementary strain energy of the system, under consttaint equation (d), maybe 
expressed as 

The virtual work of the applied displacement becomes 

SWn = dl(&1 + &v 

dl 
~ 

In< 
() () 

Figure 6.13 A system subjected to a prescribed displacement 

(e) 

(f) 

Now evaluating the generalised stretches from (-av' / aS;). as in equation (6.10.4) we can write 

Âe l + 
SI SI + ,52 

= O (g) - + 
k l k 3 

Âe 2 + 
S2 SI + S2 

= O (h) - + 
k 2 k 3 

Finally using equation (6.10.7) we obtain the compatibility equations of the system as 

-[~ + 
k l 

SI + S2] 
k 3 

= d l (i) 

_[S2 + 
k 2 

SI+S2] 
k 3 

d l G) 

Solving for SI and S 2 we tind 

SI 
k 3 k l d l 

k l +k2 +k 3 
(k) 

S2 
k 3 k2 d l 

k l + k 2 + k 3 
(1) 
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Hence the stretches are 

&!I 
SI k 3 d l 

(n) 
k l k l + k 2 + k 3 

&!2 
S2 k 3 dl 

(o) 
k 2 k l + k 2 + k 3 

&!3 = 
53 [51: 352] = 

(kl+k~dl 
(P) 

k 3 k l + kz + k 3 

The complementary strain energy of the system can now be obtained from equations (e), (k) and 

(1) as 

y. k 3 (k l + kz) 2 

2 (k l + k 2 + k 3) d l 
(q) 

AnLlIogue of Bertrand's Theorem 

An analogue of Bertrand's theorem may be developed for elastostatic problems. Con
sider for instance an elastostatic system with n degrees of static al indeterminacy. Let 
the system be subjected 10 a number of prescribed displacements. Under this 
configuration the elastic system will store a certain amount of complementary potential 
(strain) energy. Now the analogue of Bertrand's theorem asserts that this complemen
tary potential energy will be reduced if the degrees of static al indeterminacy of the 
system are reduced, for instance by releasing some of the redundant members. 

Example 6.10.2 

Consider the last example again but this time let us remove the first spring and thereby reduce the 

statical indeterminacy of the system from two to one. We wish to compute the complementary 
strain energy of the new system. 

The new value of the y. can be readily computed from equation (q) of example (6.10.1) by 

setting k l = o. That's if the stiffness of the first spring vanishes the spring will carry no force. 
Hence for the new system 

(a) 

Now the analogue of Bertrand's theorem asserts that y. > y.:w. Using equation (a) above and 

(q) of the last example we can write this inequality as 

or 

i.e. 

k l +k2 k 2 
> ---

k l + k 2 + k 3 k 2 + k 3 

(k l + k 2)(k2 + k 3) > k 2(k l + k 2 + k 3) 

k l k 3 > O 

which evident1y is true since k l and k 3 are both positive. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Analogue of Kelvin's Theorem 
This theorem may be stated as follows. If an elastostatic system is subjected to some 
forces the complementary strain energy of the system will be least when the compati
bility requirements of the system are satisfied. This theorem will be recognised as the 
classical minimum complementary strain energy principal of elasticity. 

Analogue of Carnot's Theorem 

This theorem states that that if in a statically indeterminate elastostatic system, sub
jected to some prescribed displacements, the degrees of statical determinacy are 
reduced, by removal of some redundant members, part of the systems complementary 
strain energy will be lost. The "lost energy" is in effect converted to nonrecoverable 
energy. 

Example 6.10.3 

Consider once again the system shown in Figure 6.13. We found the complementary strain 

energy of this system in example (6.10.1) as 

• 1 k 3 (k l + k 2) 2 
V = - d l (a) 

2 (k I + k 2 + k 3) 

In example (6.10.2) we noted that when the statical determinacy of the system was reduced by 

removal of the first spring, the complementary strain energy reduced to 

• 1 k 3 k 2 2 

Vnew = "2 k 2+k 3 d l 

Thus the reduction in V· , brought about by the removal of the first spring in given by 

• 1 [k3 (k l + k 2) k 3 k2] 2 L\V = - - --- d l 
2 k l + k 2 + k 3 k 2 + k 3 

AV' _ 1 3 I d 2 [ 
k2 k ] 

orI.> -- I 
2 (k l + k 2 + k 3) (k2 + k 3) 

Now before the first spring was removed, we found, in example (6.10.1), that it had a force 

. k 3 k l 
SI = - d l 

k l +k2+k3 

Hence the contribution of this spring to V· is given by 

• S2 k} k l 
VI = - = 2 df 

2k 1 2(k l + k 2 + k 3) 

Now the analogue of Carnots theorem asserts that 

L\V' ~ V~ 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

That is the reduction in the complementary strain energy is larger than that which was stored in 

the first spring. To demonstrate, we obtain from equations (d) and (g) 



The truth of this statement is self evident since k 1 > o. 
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Appendix A 

THE CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS 

Introduction 
The calculus of variations provides the mathematical foundation for the study of 
analytical mechanics as well as a number of other branches of physical sciences. In 
this appendix we study the essentials of the calculus of variations for applications to 
problems of analytical dynamics. 

We begin our study by introducing the notion of a functional and by way of 
motivation pose a number of classical problems concemed with the extremum of func
tionals. We then show that the extremum conditions of a functional appear as solu
tions of a differential equation - the so-called Euler-Lagrange equation. Next we con
sider the extremization of functionals subject to different types of constraints and show 
that the Lagrange multiplier method provides a versatile technique for taking account 
of such constraints. Finally we consider functionals with variable end points and 
derive associated extremum conditions. 

A.l Functions and Functionals 
A function, for example u = u (x ,y), establishes a relationship between two or more 
variables e.g. u, and x and y . Generally the dependent variable, u, is expres sed in 
terms of one or more independent variables, in this case x and y, and when the 
numerical values of the independent variables are specified, that of the dependent vari
able can be calculated. 

A functional establishes a relationship between one variable and several functions. 
Consider, for instance, 

s = fX2 F (x, u(x), u' (x), v(x), v'(x» dx 
XI 

(A.l.1) 

Here in order to calculate a numerical value for s one must specify the functions u (x), 
and v(x). 
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For only one function, we may write 
X 2 

s = J F (x, y (x ), y' (x )) dx 
XI 

(A. 1.2) 

y 

/ 

Y2 
I 

/ 
B 

Yl ........ A 

x 
O b a 

Figure A.I. Distance between two points in a plane 

Example A.l.l 

What is the shortest distance between two points in a plane? The distance between points A and 

B may be expressed as (see Figure A.I) 

s = J ds (a) 

But 

(b) 

Thus 

(c) 

Clearly when y, as a function of x, takes different forms, the functional s will take different 

values. Hence in equation (c) we have the integrand F = ~, and we ask which particular 

form of y , as a function of x , minimizes s . 

The study of finding the minima andlor maxima of functionals is referred to as the cal
culus of variations. We shall develop procedures for finding such extremum condi
tions of functionals in due course. For example A.1.1 at hand it is worth noting that: 

1) Different forms of y which compete to minimize s in (c) are aH functions of x, 
i.e. the independent variable is not altered. 
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2) AU forms of y which are allowed to compete for minimization of s should pass 
through points A and B, where x = a and x = b respectively. 

3) The forms of y considered must be continuous in the interval AB so that y in the 
integrand should remain finite. 

Thus there are some restrictions to be imposed on competing functions. In other prob
lems the restrictions may take different forms. Such restrictions on the competing 
functions are referred to as the admissibility requirements. 

Problem 

A.I.I The brachystochrone problem: A particle m subject to gravitation g on a fric
tionless path s of arbitrary shape z = z (x), is to move between points (0,0) and 
(x 2, z 2) in the shortest time possible. Determine the integrand F in 

X2 

t=fFdx 
o 

x 
O x 

z 

!g 
Z2 .......... ........ 

Z 

A.2 Review of Extremum Values of Functions 

The maximum (minimum) points of functions are distinguished by the property that 
slight changes of the independent variables will result in a decrease (increase) in the 
value of the dependent variable whether the changes in the independent variable are 
positive or negative. For instance for a function such as y = y (x), if there exists a 
minimum point at x = o, we have that 

y (o + E) - Y (a) > O (A.2.1) 

Where E is a small change in x and it may be positive or negative. 
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Let us expand y (a + E) by TayIor series near the point x = a : 

, I 1" I 2 1 '" I 3 y(a + E) = y(a) + y a E + TI y a E + 3! Y a E + (A.2.2) 

The derivatives y', y" etc. are alI evaluated at x = a and hence the function y = y (x) 
and its derivatives must be continuous at x = a. 

From equation (A.2.2) it can be seen that if the sign of [ y (a + E) - Y (a) ] is to 
be independent of the sign of E, as E approaches zero, the coefficient of y' must vanish 
since the sign of this term does depend upon the sign of e. Further, it is apparent from 
equation (A.2.2) that at a maximum point the coefficient of e2, nameIy ;! y", must be 

non-positive while at a minimum point it must be non-negative. Thus summarizing 

y' = O and y" < O maximum point 

(A. 2.3) 

y = O and y" > O minimum point 

It is of course possible for y' to vanish at a point where y" = O. In that case condi
tions in relations (A.2.3) are not sufficient to determine the nature of the point and one 
must examine the coefficients of higher order terms. Thus at x = O of the function 
y = x 3 the coefficient of e3 does not vanish and since the value of this term will 
depend upon the sign of E one must conclude that x = O is neither a maximum nor a 
minimum point of the function. On the other hand x = O for the function y = x 4 

can be readiIy seen to be a minimum point. 

It is to be noted that our definition of a maximum or minimum point, in effect 
describes a "tuming point" of the function. Now a given function may possess several 
tuming points in its range and while the conditions stated in relations (A.2.3) bold 
IocalIy at every tuming point, they do not yield information as to whether a given 
point is the global maximum or the global minimum point of the function. Thus for 
determining global extremum points a systematic search must be carried out amongst 
alI the tuming points of the function in the domain of the independent variabIe. It is 
also possible for a function to attain its extremum value at the boundaries of its range. 
In that case the extremum point need not be a tuming point and such conditions in 
relations (A.2.3) may not hold. 

In the case of a function of two independent variables such as 

z = z(x,y) (A.2.4) 

we have a surface which can be pictured as a terrain. We are now interested in 
finding the peaks of the hills and the Iowest points of the valIeys in this terrain. 

At a point x = a, y = b the following possibilities may arise 

i) Maximum 

Then 

z (a + E, b + a) - z (a, b) < O 



independent of the sign of small increments e and a and as e ~ O and a ~ O. 

ii) Minimum 

Then 

z (a + e, b + a) - z (a , b) > o 

independent of the sign of e and a and as e ~ O and a ~ O. 

iii) A saddle point (see Figure A.2) 

z 

Figure A.2. A saddle point 

y 

Then for some values of e and a, again independent of their signs, we may have 

z (a + e, b + a) - z (a, b) > O 

z (a + e, b + a) - z (a , b) = O 

z (a + e, b + a) - z (a , b) < O 

as e ~ O and a ~ O. 
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Again let us expand z (a + e, b + a) br. a Taylor serirS about x = a, y = b. 
, z (a + e, b + a) = z (a , b) + z 'x e + z 'y a + 

a,b a,b 

2\ z 'xx I e2 + 2\ z 'yy I a 2 + z 'xy lea + 3\ z 'xxx I e3 + ... . a,b . a,b a,b . a,b 

(A.2.5) 

where, ( )'x implies partial differentiation with respect to x etc., and once again alI 
the partial derivatives are evaluated at x = a, y = b. Hence it is assumed that 
z (x , y) is continuous and possesses continuous derivatives at (a, b). 
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By a similar reasoning for the independence of the sign of 
[z (a + e, b + a) - z (a , b)] from the signs of e and a we conclude that for the 
cases i, ii, and iii, cited above, we must have 

z'x = O Z'y = O at (a, b) (A.2.6) 

To find out whether the point (a, b) is a maximum or minimum point we examine the 
second order terms. These form a quadratic function Q (e, a) which we write as 

1 [ z 'Xl: z 'xy 1 [ e 1 
Q (e, a) = 2![e a] z 'xy z 'yy a (A.2.7) 

For a maximum or minimum point the sign of Q must be independent of the signs of 
e and a. Thus for a minimum point, Q should remain non-negative for alI real values 
and either signs of e and a. Likewise, for a maximum point, Q should remain non
positive for alI real values and signs of e and a. 

This property of Q, namely possessing only one sign, independent of signs of e 
andlor a, depends upon the form of the symmetric coefficient matrix in equation 
(A.2.7). If this matrix is positive definite, then Q will maintain a positive sign for alI 
real values of e and a. Conversely, if this matrix is negative definite then Q will 
always maintain a negative sign. In the next section we will comment on properties of 
positive definite and negative definite matrices. For the simple case at hand we merely 
state that if the 2 x 2 coefficient matrix is to be positive definite, its determinant and 
both of its diagonal elements should be positivet. On the other hand, if the 2 x 2 
matrix is to be negative definite, its determinant should be positive and both of its 
diagonal elements should be negative. Summarizing now we have that sufficient con
ditions for maximum and minimum points are 

a) z 'x = O z 'y = O (A.2.8) 

z 'Xl: z'xy 
b) >0 

z 'xy z 'yy 
(A.2.9) 

Further, at a minimum point 

z 'Xl: > O or z 'yy > O (A.2.1O) 

and at a maximum point 

z 'Xl: < O or z 'yy < O (A.2.11) 

Finally, consider the case when conditions a) above are satisfied but the determinant in 
b) is negative. In this special case, the sign of Q (e, a) will generalIy depend upon the 
value and the sign of the ratio ( ela). In particular, it is possible to find one value of 
( ela ) for which Q becomes equal to zero. This is the case of a saddle point. If the 
determinant in b) vanishes identically the nature of the point remains indeterminate and 

t Clearly if the determinant and one of its diagonal elements is positive the other diagonal element will necessari
ly be positive. 
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one must examine the higher order terms in the Taylor series expansion of the func
tion. 

Example A.2.1 

Let us determine the maximum and minimum points of 

z(x,y) = x 2y + xy2 _ axy 

where a is a constant. 

Z'x = (2x + y - a) y Z 'y = (2y + x - a) x 

Z 'xx = 2y Z'yy = 2x 

Z'''Y = 2x + 2y - a 

For the vanishing of Z 'x and z 'y the following four solutions exist: 

x = O 

x = a 

y = O 

Y = O 

x = O 

a 
x = -

3 

For a positive definite coefficient matrix (A.2.9), the requirement of 

takes the form 

4xy > [2(x + y) - a f 

y = a 

y E.-
3 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Now on substituting the above four possible sets of x and y in this equation we note that only 

the case x = a/3, y = a/3 satisfies the inequality requirement. We also note that if a is a posi

tive constant then z 'xx > O and hence (a /3, a /3) is a true minimum point. If a happens to be 
negative then the point (a/3, a/3) will be a maximum point. 

Finally consider the case of a function of n variables 

w = !(UI> U2"'" un) 

To examine the point ui = ql, u2 = q2, ... , Un = qn 
points UI =ql +el' u2=q2+e2 etc., where 
ments. Then expanding into a Taylor series we have 

w(ql + el' q2 + e2, ... , qn + en) = w(ql' q2, ... , qn) + 

(A.2.12) 

we consider the neighbouring 
el' e2 , ... are small incre-

ow le. + _1 o2w le. e· + _1 o3w I e· e· ek + ... (A.2.13) 
OUj , 2! OUj OUj 'J 3! OUj OUj OUk 'J 

qh q2.···.q. qh q2.···.q. qh q2.···,q. 

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at the point q 1> q 2' ... qn' Now the 
independence of the sign of [ w (qj + ej) ] from that of ej requires that at a stationary 
point 
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aw 
au; = o i = 1,2,··· n (A.2.14) 

The nature of the point, that is, whether it is a minimum or maximum point, is 
govemed by the quadratic terms. If the matrix 

a2w a2w a2w 
au! au! au! aU2 au! aU3 

a2w a2w a2w 
au,. au! au,. aU2 au,. aU3 

au! au,. 

a2w 
au! au,. 

(A.2.1S) 

is positive definite, at (q!, q 2' ... ' q,.), then we have a minimum point. On the other 
hand, if the matrix is negative definite, then we have a maximum point. 

An essential property of positive definite matrices is that they possess positive 
determinants and positive principal minors. A square matrix of order n has (n-l) 
principal minors. The fust principal minor is a determinant of order (n -1) obtained by 
removing one row and one column that share a diagonal element. The second princi
pal minor, being a determinant of order (n -2), is obtained by removing two such rows 
and columns. Finally, the (n -1)th principal minor will be a diagonal element of the 
matrix. 

A negative definite matrix of order n is also characterized by the sign of its 
determinant and its principal minors. These should be positive if they are of even 
order and negative if they are of odd order. 

By appropriate transformations a symmetric matrix can be diagonalized. If the 
given matrix is positive definite, its diagonal form will have all its elements greater 
than zero. The diagonal form of a negative definite matrix will have alI its elements 
smaller than zero. In their diagonal forms it can be seen that sign definite matrices 
give rise to quadratic forms which are sums of squared terms multiplied by plus or 
minus 1. 

Problems 
A.2.1 Given is the function 

z = 

Search for minima, maxima, and saddle points. 

A.2.2 Plot the surface 

z = x 2y + .xy2 - 3xy 
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Using a graphics program, for -1< x < 4 and -1 < Y < 4 . 

A.3 Stationary Values of Definite Integrals 

In problems involving the calculus of variations we are seeking functions which 
extremize a definite integral. The determination of the necessary conditions for 
extremization of a definite integral is relatively simple. However 10 show that a given 
function actually minimizes the definite integral, is considerably more involved. For
tunately in physical problems the nature of the extremum state is of ten apparent from 
physical considerations. 

Let the definite integral be 
b 

1 = J F (x , Y, y') dx (A.3.1) 
a 

We are given the integrand F and the boundary points a ,b and we are seeking 
Y = Y (x) which extremizes 1. 

Y 
B 

x 
o a b 

Figure A.3. Extremizing function y (x) and an admissible function Yo (x) 

Clearly the admissible functions y (x) must: 

i) Pass through points x = a and x = b. 

ii) Be continuous and single valued functions of x in the interval a S x S b. 

The last requirement is imposed 10 ensure that the integrand F is defined in an unam
biguous manner. 
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Suppose now that the required extremizing function is Yo (x) and let y (x) be 
another admissible function (Figure A.3). 

Then we may write 

and 

y(e, X) = Yo(x) + et(x) 

y'(e, X) = y~(x) + et'(x) 

(A.3.2a) 

(A.3.2b) 

where e is a small parameter which does not depend upon x, and the function t (x) is 
an arbitrary function independent of e. Evident1y t (x) is continuous in the domain of 
X between a and b, and further at X = a and X = b, it must vanish since y (x) is an 
admissible function. 

Now let the specific value of 1 at the extremum condition be denoted by 10. 
Then 

b 

10 = fF(x,yo'y~)dx (A.3.3) 
a 

For y (x) we have 
b 

1 = 10 +1lI = fF(x,y,y')dx (A. 3.4) 
a 

In equation (A.3.4) it can be seen that to evaluate the integrand we require to know the 
three quantities x ,y, and y'. In other words these quantities can be regarded as three 
independent variables of F. The fact that one of these variables happens to be the 
derivative of another, is incidental as far as the changes in the value of F are con
cemed. The integrand of equation (A.3.4) can then' be regarded as the function F 
when two of its independent variables, namely Yo and y ~, are changed by amounts Et 

and et' respectively. For a given x we may then expand F by a Taylor series about 
Yo and y ~. Thus we write 

" ,'dF 'dF, 
F(x,yo+et,yo+et) = F(x,yo'yo)+ 'dy o et+ 'dy' o et 

1 'd2F 2 1 'd2F 1 2'd2F 
+ (et) + (et')2+ e2 tt' T! 'dy2 o 2! 'dy,a o 2! 'dy'dy' o 

1 'd3F + - --3 (et)3 + ....... . 
3! 'dy o 

(A.3.S) 

where 'dF and 'dF etc. imply the partial derivative of F with respect to 
'dy o 'dy' o 

its argument y and y', evaluated at Yo and y ~. It is assumed that at Yo and y ~ these 
partial derivatives are continuous. We emphasize that x, the independent variable, is 
not changed here. It is now apparent that 



or 

M = 

2 b [ 2 + ~ J t 2 a F 
2 a ay 2 o 

+ t' aF 1 dx 
o ay' o 

+ 2t' a2F 
ayay' 

+ t'2 a2F 1 dx + 
'2 o ay o 

E2 
M = ElI + 2/2 + ...... . 
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(A.3.6) 

(A.3.7) 

where E 11 is called the first variation ofthe definite integral, and E2 12 is its second 
variation. 

Evident1y if 10 is the maximum value of 1, then M must be negative for 
sufficient1y small values of E, whether E is positive or negative. Hence sufficient con
ditions for 10 to be maximum are 

(A.3.S) 

Similarly for 10 to be minimum we have as sufficient conditions 

11 = O (A.3.9) 

Evident1y M vanishs when E = O hence at extremum condition 

aF /ay 10 = aF /ay, as an inspection of equations (A.3.2) indicates. Thus from here 
on we need not retain the subscript o. 

From equations (A.3.6) and (A.3.7), we have that 

I = Jb [t aF + t' aF 1 dx (A 3 10) 
1 a ay ay' .. 

Integrating the second tenn of the integrand by parts we have 

11 = j t [aF - ~ a~ 1 dx + a~ t 
a ay dxay ay 

x=b 

(A.3.l1) 
x=a 

Now since t (X) is equal to zero at X = a and X = b the second term of equation 
(A.3.11) vanishes. Further, recognizing that t(x) is an arbitrary function we conclude 
that for 11 to vanish identically, Le. for all possible admissible forms of t(x), then we 
must have 

aF _ .il.- aF = O 
ay dx ay' (A.3.12) 

Equation (A.3.12) is referred to as the Euler-Lagrange equation t of the functional in 

t Leonhard Euler (1707-1783), Swiss mathematician 
Joseph Louis Lagrange (1736-1813), French mathematician 
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equation (A. 3. 1). Its satisfaction is a necessary condition for the stationarity of the 
functional. By stationarity we mean the condition Il = O without being specific about 
the sign of 12, 

The derivatives arising in the Euler-Lagrange equation require some clarification. 
We have already pointed out that in obtaining the derivatives of F with respect to Y 
and y', the latter is treated as an independent variable. However in carrying out the 
differentiation of aF lay' with respect to x it should be bome in mind that y and y' are 
functions of x. Thus 

d [aF ' 1 a2F a2F dy a2F dy' 
dx ay' (x ,y ,y ) = ay 'ax + ay'ay dx + ay'2 dx (A.3.13) 

The origins of the calculus of variations date back to the time of Euler and 
Lagrange - hence the name Euler-Lagrange equation. The derivation of this equation 
as outlined here is essentially due to Lagrange. Euler arrived at the same equation via 
a different scheme of reasoning. It is worth considering Euler's approach briefly. 

To tind the stationary condition of the functional 1 in equation (A.3.1) Euler first 
discretized the functional and thereby he reduced the problem of extremizing the func
tional to the problem of extremizing a function. His method is as follows: 

Let the interval between x = a and x = b be divided into n subintervals and, for 
convenience, let us take these to be of equal lengths ÂX. Thus the set of values for 
the x and y coordinates become (see Figure A.4) 

x O ' xl, x2' .... , xk-l' Xko xk+l' .... , xn with Xo = a and Xn = b (A.3.14a) 

Yo' YI' Y2' .... , Yk-l' Yko Yk+l' .... , Yn with Yo = (X and Yn = P (A.3.14b) 

The derivative y' may be approximately represented by the following central difference 
formula. 

Then the functional 
b 

Yk+l - Yk-l 

2ÂX 

1 = !F(x,y,y')dx 
a 

may be approximately represented by a function 

n [ Yk+l - Yk-l] 
1 approx = k~ F Xko Yk' 2ÂX ÂX 

(A.3.1S) 

(A.3.16) 

(A.3.17) 

To tind the stationary condition of 1 approx we must now evaluate the derivatives of 
1 approx with respect to Yk' and equate them to zero. 



Y B 

A 

o 
b 

Figure A.4. Discrete representation of Y (x) 

The only terms in 1 approx that involve Yk are 

Thus we have 

'dl approx = ['dF] Ax 
'dYk 'dy x .... k 

F ~ .. y,. Y1+' ~Yk-' J Ax 

F ~,+" y,+,. y,+~ y, J Ax 

F [XH' y,_,. y, ~k-2 J Ax 

and 
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x 

(A.3.18a) 

(A.3.18b) 

(A.3.18c) 

(A.3.19) 

Now recognizing !hat the last two tenns express the change in [:;] at x,. i.e. 

d [ :; L = ~ [[ :; t... -[:; LJ (A.3.20) 

and fina11y dividing by .tit and equating the whole expression to zero, we have 

[ :; t. -! [ :; L=. = O (A.3.21) 
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In the lirnit, as Ax approaches zero, above equation becomes 

aF - ~ [ aF 1 = O 
ay dx ay' 

(A.3.22) 

Example A.3.l 

Let us return to the problem of example A.l.l of the shortest distance between two points in a 
plane. The integrand in this case was 

F = ...JI+ y'2 (a) 

Since y is absent in the integrand, the Euler-Lagrange equation (A.3.12) becomes simply 

! [:;] = O (b) 

or 

d Y 
dx ...Jl+ y '2 

O (c) 

which on integration yields 

~ 
y 

= constant 

This equation can be satisfied only if y' is equal to a constant, say m, Le. y' m or 

y = mx + c (d) 

where c is a constant of integration. 

Altematively if we differentiate equation (c) we find, after some simplifications 

y = O 
[ 1 + y'2 ]312 

(e) 

Equation (e) states that the extremizing function must have zero curvature. 

In this example, it is apparent that the solution corresponds to minimum value of the functional. 
Either equation (d) or equation (e) then state the shortest distance between two points is a straight 

line. 

Problems 

A.3.1 Given is an integrand 

F (t,y,y) = ~ m <y + at)2 - mg (y + ~ at2) 

Use the Euler-Lagrange equation to obtain y = y(t). The boundary condi
tions are y = y = O when t = O. 

A.3.2 The shortest distance between the points (O, O) and (2, 4) in a plane is meas
ured along a line 
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Yo = 2x 

Use y = X 2, and t = 10x - SX2, such that 

y = Yo + et 

(a) What is the magnitude of e? (b) What is the distance between (O, O) and 
( 2, 4) measured along Yo? (c) What is the distance between, (O, O) and (2, 4) 
measured along y? (d) Is y an admissible function? Why? (e) Does y 
satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation? (t) Does Yo satisfy the Euler-Lagrange 
equation? (g) In order to satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation for the shortest 
distance between two points, what form must y assume? 

A.4 A Note about Weak and Strong Variations 

Eartier we expres sed an admissible function y (x) in terms of the extremizing function 
Yo (x) as follows 

y(x) = Yo(x) + et(x) (A.4.I) 

Further we stipulated that t (x) should be independent of e. The reason for this 
requirement is that we wish to ensure that as e -7 O not only does y (x) -7Yo (x) but 
also alI derivatives of y (x) approach the corresponding derivatives of Yo (x). By relat
ing t (x) and e it is possible to relax the requirement for convergence of the derivatives 
of y (x) to those of Yo (x) as e -7 O. For example if we let 

t (x) = sin ~ (A.4.2) 

,Ix 
then t (x) = - cos - (A.4.3) 

e2 e2 

Now as e approaches zero, et(x) vanishes and hence y(x) approaches Yo(x). On the 
other et' (x) does not vanish and y' (x) does not approach y; (x). 

Whenever t (x) is independent of e we speak of a weak variation and when t (x) 
is related to e we speak of a strong variation. In this text we shall be concemed with 
weak variations only. 

A.S An Alternative Expression for a Single Euler-Lagrange Equation 

Consider the total derivative of F with respect to x. That is 

dF aF aF, aF " - = - + -y +-y 
dx ax dy ay' 

But from the Euler-Lagrange equation we have that 

: = ! [:il 
Substituting this expres sion for aF /dy in equation (A.S.I) we obtain 

dF aF ,d [aF 1 " aF -=-+y--+y-
dx ax dx ay' ay' 

(A.S.I) 

(A.S.2) 

(A.S.3) 
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On rearranging and simplifying this expression we obtain 

.iL [F - y' o~ 1 = oF 
dx oy ax (A. 5.4) 

Now equations (A.S.2) and (A.S.4) provide alternative differential equations for the 
determination of the extremizing function as we can see by carrying out the 
differentiation indicated in equation (A.S.4). Thus 

or 

oF + oF '+ oF" "oF ,d ( oF ) = oF ax oy y oy' y - y oy' - Y dx oy' ax 

y' [ oF _.iL oF 1 = o 
oy dx iJy' 

(A.S.S) 

Equations (A.Ş.2) and (A.S.4) allow partial integration under two special conditions. li 
F does not contain y, then from equation A.S.2 it follows that 

d oF oF 
dx ( iJy' ) = o or iJy' = constant (A.5.6) 

On the other hand if F does not contain x explicidy then equation (A.S.4) becomes 

! (F - y' :;, ) = O or F - y' ;;, = constant (A.S.7) 

(0,0) A x 
x 

g 

z 

Figure A.S. The brachystochrone problem - a bead m sliding down a smooth wire 

A.6 The Brachystochrone Problem 

A smooth wire joins the points (0,0) and (x 2,z V as shown in Figure A.S. A bead 
slides along the wire under gravity and without friction. Given the initial velocity ~f 
the bead what should be the shape of the wire such that the time of travel for the bead 
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between the two points is as short as possible? This problem, referred to as the bra
chystochrone problem, was one of the early examples which involved the essential 
ideas of the calculus of variations. The word brachystochrone is derived from Greek 
words meaning shortest time. The problem was posed by Johann Bernoulli in 1696 as 
a challenge to the mathematicians of the time. Johann Bernoulli himself, his elder 
brother Jakob Bernoulli, Newton, Leibniz and de L'Hospitalt gave the correct solution 
for the problem. 

For simplicity let the initial velocity of the bead be zero. Then the kinetic coen
ergy of the bead at any instant will be equal to the loss of the bead's potential energy, 
i.e. 

1. mv 2 = mgz 
2 

(A. 6. 1) 

Where v is the bead's velocity and g denotes the gravitational attraction constant. 
From equation (A.6.1) we have that 

or 

But 

and thus 

v = ds = ~2 gz 
dt 

dt = _1_ds 
~2 gz 

ds = ~dx2 + dz 2 = ~1 + z'2 dx 

t = -1-7 [ 1 +zT dx 
V2i o z 

(A.6.2) 

In the functional in equation (A.6.2) the independent variable, x, is absent. It is then 
convenient to use the alternative form (A.5.4) of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Thus 
for the extremum condition of the functional in equation (A.6.2) we may write 

l+z ,a l+z [[ '2]lh ['2]lh] 
z - z az' z = constant = 2R 

After carrying out the differentiation, above expres sion simplifies to 
'2 

z(1+z)=2R (A. 6.3) 

Equation (A.6.3) is a first order nonlinear ordinary differential equation the solution of 
which provides the path for quickest descent of the bead. To solve let 

a 
z = cot 2" 

Substituting into equation (A.6.3) and simplifying we find 

z = 2R sin2 ~ = R (1 - cos a) 

t Jakob Bemoulli (1654-1705), Swiss mathematician (coined the tenn "integral") 

Johann Bemoulli (1667-1748), Swiss mathematician (EuJer's teacher) 

Guillaume Francois Antoine Marquis de L'Hospital (1661-1704), French mathematician 

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716), Gennan philosopher (calcuJus). 

(A. 6.4) 
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Having obtained z in tenns of a., we now consider the relation between x and a.. 

m a. a. 
Since z = - = cot - we have dx = dz tan -

dx 2 2 

but dz = R sina. da. 

Hence dx = R sina. tan ~ da. or dx = R(1 - cos a.) da. 

On integrating we obtain 

x = R (a. - sin a.) + c (A.6.5) 

Where c is a constant of integration. Equations (A.6.4) and (A.6.5) are the parametric 
equations of a cycloid the curve for which is obtained by the locus of a point on a cir
ele rolling along a straight line in the xz plane. To determine the constant of integra
tion we take the initial position of the bead at the origin of the coordinate axes, 
x = O, z = O and a. = O. From equation (A.6.5) it then follows that c = O. The curve 
for the cycloid is shown in Figure A.6 from which it is apparent that the constant R is 
the radius of the rolling circle. 

To determine the required value of R for the given points (0,0) and (x2' z2) we 
can write from equations (A.6.4) and (A.6.5) 

z 2 = R (1 - cos a.2) x 2 = R (~ - sin a.2) 

These two equations can now be solved for R and a.2' 

Ra. 

x 

z = R (1 - cosa.) 

x = R (a. - sioa.) 

z 

Figure A.6. The cycloid curve solution of the brachystochrone problem 
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Problems 
A.6.1 Detennine the stationary function and the value of the following functional with 

the given end conditions 

~~ J 1 + y dx y (O) = 1 Y (1) = O 
o y 

A.6.2 Given are the initial point (O, O) and the final point (2, 3) of a brachysto
chrone. (a) Find the constants R and ~ and (b) make a sketch. 

A.6.3 A bead moves on a frictionless cycloid in the gravitational field from point 
(O, O) to point (7tR, 2R). Calculate the time of travel, if the initial velocity is 
zero, and R = 2m. 

A.6.4 The tautochrone (gk: same time) problem is complementary to the brachysto
chrone problem in the sense that it asks for the shape of the wire for which the 
time of descent of a frictionless bead to the lowest point will be a constant, i.e. 
independent of the starting point. Show that the tautochrone shape is a cycloid. 

A.6.5 Fermat's principle states that a ray of light will travel between two fixed points 
along the curve for which the travel time is a minimum. Obtain the required 
functional and show that its Euler-Lagrange equation takes the following form 

vy av, av __ O - -y +-
1 + y'2 ax ay 

where v (x ,y) is the variable velocity of light. 

A.7 Path-independent Functionals 
It is possible for the extremum value of a definite integral to be dependent upon the 
limits of the integral only. Consider for instance the integral 

b 

1 = J [2xy + (x2 + 3y2) y'] dx (A.7.1) 
a 

When the integrand P [ = 2xy + (x 2 + 3y2)y'] is substituted into the Euler-Lagrange 
equation it is found that this equation is identically satisfied immaterial of the form of 
y, as a function of x. Hence an extremum value of the integral 1 is dependent on1y 
on the lirnits of the integral. To examine this further let us consider the implications 
of the Euler-Lagrange equation being identically satisfied. 

If ap (x ,y ,y') _ .!!.... 'iJP (x ,y ,y') _ O 
dy dx dy' 

or ap(x,y,y) _ a P(x,y,y) + , [ 2 ' 

ay ay'ax 

a2p (x ,y ,y') dy + a2p (x,y ,y') 

dy'ay dx ay'2 

(A.7.2) 

d2y ] = O 
dx 2 

(A.7.3) 

a2F .. .. 
Then --'2 must vanlsh smce y does not appear in any other term in equation (A.7.3). 

ay 
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This implies that F can be at most a linear function of y' or generally 

F = p(x ,y)y' + q(x ,y) 

where p and q can be functions of x and y but not of y'. 
Substituting from equation (A.7.4) into equation (A.7.2) we find 

dP (x ,y ) , + dq (x ,y) d ( ) = O 
dY Y dY - dx P x,y 

or 

dP , 
+ 

dq - dP - dP , 
= O -y -y 

dY dY dX dy 

i.e. E!L = ~ 
dY dX 

Retuming now to the integralI we may write 
b b 

I = J Fdx = J (py' dx + qdx) 
a a 

y(b) b 

or I = l p dy + f q dx 
y a) a 

(A.7.4) 

(A.7.5) 

(A.7.6) 

Finally we show that providing equation (A. 7 .5) holds the integrand of equation 
(A.7.6) becomes an exact differential. To this end let us consider a continuous func
tion «1> = «I>(x ,y), the differential of which is given by 

d«l> = ~dx + ~dy 
dX dY 

an comparing with the integrand of I we note the correspondence between 

~ <->q and ~ <->p 
dX dY 

(A.7.7) 

However since «I>(x ,y) is a continuous function of x and y, we also have the condition 
of continuity 

~ 
dXdY = ~ dYdX 

(A.7.8) 

now for the correspondence between (p ,q) and the derivatives of «1> to be valid it is 
further required that from equations (A.7.7) and (A.7.8), we obtain 

dq = dP 
dY dX 

which is the condition we showed to be true in equation (A.7.5). Finally we may 
rewrite equation (A. 7 .6) as 

I = J d«l> = «I>(b,y(b» - «I>(a,y(a» (A.7.9) 

It is a simple matter to show that in the example we considered in equation 
(A.7.1), the integrand is the differential of the following function 



A.8 Severa) Dependent Functions 

We now consider the more general case of integrals of the type 
b 

1 = JF(x,q1,q2,···qn,q~,q~,···q~)dx 
a 
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(A.8.1) 

where qj may be varied independent1y, and q;' are the derivatives of qj with respect to 
x. For simplicity consider the case of two dependent functions. 

b 

1 = J F(x, q1' q2' q~, q~)dx (A. 8.2) 
a 

Let us take the extremizing functions as q 10(X) and q 2O(x) and as before let us express 
any pair of admissible functions q 1 and q 2 I:ls 

q1 = q10 + e t1(X) 

q2 = q20 + e t2(X) 

For the admissible functions, the value of the integral may be written as 
b 

1 = 10 +M = JF(x,q10 + et1,q~0 + et~,q20 + et2,q~ + et~)dx (A.8.3) 
a 

Expanding the integrand by Taylor series about q 10 and q 20' we obtain 

M = e ~ tI + -, tI dx + e ~ t2 + -, t2 dx + O(e2) (A. 8.4) Jb [ oF oF ,] Jb [ oF oF 'l 
a oq1 oq1 a oq2 oq2 

2 
Now for M = el 1 + ~ 12 + .... and integrating the t terms by parts we Can write 

the first variation of the integral M as 

Jb [OF d OF] 'OF b elI = e tI -- - - -- dx + et1 --, + 
a oq1 dx oq1 oq1 a 

b [ oF d oF ] oF b e J t2 - - - -- dx + et2-, 
a oq2 dx oQ2 oQ2 a 

(A.8.S) 

According to admissibility requirements, ti and t 2 vanish at points x = a and 
x = b and hence the terms to be evaluated at these points also vanish. Arguing now 
on the arbitrariness of tI and t2 (apart from the admissibility requirements) we con
clude that for Il to be identically zero we must have 

oF d oF 

dx oQ~ 
= o (A.8.6a) 

and 
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(A.8.6b) 

The above pair of Euler-Lagraoge equations govem the extremizing solutions q 1 (X) 
aod q2(X). 
In this case we can again obtain a useful expres sion which will be satisfied if the 
above pair of Euler-Lagraoge equations are satisfied. The required expression is given 
by 

d [ ,aF ,aF 1 
dx F - ql aq ~ - q2 aq~ = 

aF 
ax (A.8.?) 

On carrying out the differentiations aod subsequent simplifications we obtain the fol
lowing equation 

, [aF d aF] , [aF d aF ] = o ql aql - dx aq~ + q2 aq2 - dx aq~ (A.8.8) 

Evident1y equation (A.8.8) will be satisfied if equations (A.8.6) are satisfied. 

Generalization of the above considerations to the case of n dependent variables is 
self-evident, giving the following Euler-Lagraoge equations 

aaF - ~ aF, = o i = 1,2 ... n (A.8.9) 
qj dx aqj 

It is relatively easy to show that the following expression will be satisfied if the 
Euler-Lagrange equations (A.8.9) are satisfied: 

~ [F - q: aF] = aF = 1,2'" n (A 8 10) 
dx ' aq/ ax .. 

Example A.8.1 

Find the stationary functions and stationary value of 

Subject to the boundary conditions 

1t 
q,(O) = O q'(î) 

We now have 

F 

oF 
2 q2 

oq, 
oF 

2 q; 
oq; 

(q;)2 + (q~)2 

oF 
Oq2 
oF 
Oq~ 

(a) 

O -1 (b) 

+ 2q,q2 (c) 

2 q, (d) 

2 q~ 
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Hence the Euler-Lagrange equations give 

o o (e) 

i.e. a pair of simultaneous differential equations. Eliminating q 2 we obtain 

o (f) 

Hence (g) 

and from the first of the second order equations we have 

(h) 

Now, imposing the boundary conditions (b) we obtain 

o (i) 

i.e. the required solutions are 

q! = sin x - sin x (j) 

and the value of the functional is 

" "2 

1 [ [ 2 cos2 X - 2 sin2 x]dx = O (k) 

Substituting the solutions obtained into equation (A.8.?) we find 

-2 cos2x - 2 sin2x = constant, which is evidently true. 

Problems 

A.8.1 Given is an integrand 

F = 1. m;Z + 1. mrZ ăZ - 1. k (r - r )Z 
2 2 2 o 

where t is the independent varia bIe , and q 1 = r (t) and q Z = 8(t) are the two 
dependent variables. Find (a) the two Euler-Lagrange equations that have to be 
satisfied to make the functional 

1 = fFdt 

stationary. Also (b) show that m r Z ă = constant. 

A.8.2 Given is an integrand 

F = 1 'Z - m rZ e + 
2 

J.l11l 
r 

(a) Find the two Euler-Lagrange equations that have to be satisfied to make the 
functional 

1 = JFdt 

stationary. (b) Check whether the integrable combinations 

r = p 
1 + e cose 
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and 

R2 e = h 

satisfy the Euler-~ange equations identicaIly, where p, e, and h are con
stants and h = VWi. 

A.9 Variational Notation 
Earlier we expressed an admissible function y (x) in tenns of the extremizing function 
Yo(x), as 

y(x) = yo(x) + et(x) (A.9.1) 

The tenn et (x) is referred to as the variation of the function y. Lagrange introduced 
the notation oy for this variation and so in Lagrange's notation, equation (A.9.1) may 
be written as 

Likewise 

y(x) = Yo(x) + oy(x) 

y' (x) = y~(x) + oy'(x) 

y"(x) = y~'(x) + oy"(x) 

(A.9.2) 

etc. 

Clearly the dijJerential of a function y, i.e. dy, and the variation of y denoted by oy, 
are different quantities. The first denotes a smaII change in the value of the given 
function while the second is a smaII change in the function itself. AIso dy is meaning
less without a corresponding change in x, namely dx, while for oy there is no change 
in x (see Figure A.7). 

y B {: ~ a 
oy = a 

: ~ a}A 
oy = a 

x 
a a b 

Figure A. 7 . Variation oy and differentiaI dy of function y (x ) 
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We shall see that the B notation exposes some striking similarities in the opera
tions of variation and differentiation and herein !ies the main advantage of this nota
tion. However with such similarities there is the risk of overlooking the essential 
differences between the differential and the variation of a function. 

Consider now the following operations on two independent functions FI and F 2' 

i) B(F 1 + Fi> = aF' 1 + BF 2 (A.9.3) 
Proof: Let 
then 

G = FI + F 2 
BG = (G + W) - G 
BG = (F 1 + BF 1 + F 2 + BF 2) - (F 1 + F 2) 
BG = BFI+BF2 

ii) B(F 1 . F 2) = F 2aF' 1 + F IBF 2 
Proof: Let G = FI· F 2 
then BG = (G + BG) - G 

W = (F 1 + BF 1)(F 2 + BF i> - F IF 2 
now dropping the second-order term we obtain 

BG = FIBF2 + F2BFI 

iii) 8[~:] F 2BF 1 - FI aF' 2 
= 

Fi 

Proof: Let G 
FI 

= F2 
BFI 

then BG 
FI + FI 

= F2 + BF2 F2 

Rearranging and again dropping the second-order term, we have 

-FIBF2 + F2BFI 
= 

Now let us consider what is meant by 

.!!.... By 
dx 

Clearly since By = (Yo + et ) - Yo 

.!!.... By = .!!.... et = et' = 
dx dx 

(A. 9.4) 

(A. 9.5) 

(A. 9.6) 

Le. the derivative (with respect to the independent variable) of the variation of a func
tion is equivalent to the variation of the derivative of that function. 

b 

Consider next the operation B f F dx 
a 

Since the limits of the integral are fixed, then 
b b b 

= J (F + BF)dx J F dx = JBFdx (A. 9.7) 
a a a 
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i.e. variation of a definite integral (with fixed limits) is equivalent to the integration of 
the variation of the integrand. The above commutative laws hold only when the 
differentiations and integrations are with respect to the independent variable. 

Consider for instance the following case where the two variables x and y are 
related through a parameter a, 

x = x (a) and y = y(a) 

Here a is the independent variable and it is not to be varied. However both x (a) and 

y (a) are subject to variation. Suppose we require to detennine o[ : J. Now 

dy = dy I dx 
dx da da 

denoting the derivatives of x and y, with respect to a by x and y respectively we may 
write 

or 

= 

= 

d d 
da oy da o x 

= 

d 
-oy 
dx 

- <Y Ix) -d-

da x 

dy d - -·-fu 
dx dx 

(A.9.8) 

If x had been the independent variable then fu would have vanished and above 
expres sion would then have simplified to the commutative form we obtained earlier. 

The O notation can also be used to represent equation (A.3.7) by writing 

AT = I::T + 1.1::21 (A 9 9) tii Ul 2u .. 

where the fust variation is 

(A. 9. 10) 

and the second variation 

(A. 9. 11) 

Problems 

A.9.1 Given is a functional 

a 

Use the O variation symbol and derive the condition which the integrand has to 
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satisfy in order to make the functional stationary. 

A.9.2 Given is a functional 

a 

Use the li variation symbol and derive the condition which the integrand has to 
satisfy in order to make the functional stationary. 

A.I0 Constraint Equations 

Until now we have considered the stationary properties of functions and functionals in 
the absence of constraints. We now examine the extremum conditions of functions 
subject to some constraints. Subsequently we will extend the analysis for determina
tion of extremum conditions of functionals subject to various types of constraints. 

Suppose we require to determine the extremum points of the function 
W = W (x, y) subject to the constraint y = y (x). Geometrically this implies that 
we search for maximum and minimum points on the surface W = W (x, y). How
ever the domain of our search is to be restricted to those points on the surface, whose 
projection on the.xy plane falI on the curve y = y (x) (see Figure A.8). 

y 

Figure A.8. Search on the surface W = W (x ,y) subject to constraint y = y (x) 

To take a more general case let us examine the extremum condition of the func-
tion 

W = W(x,y,z) (A. !O. 1) 

subject to the constraint 
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«I>(x, y, z) = O (A. 10.2) 

In principle we can use the constraint equation to eliminate one of the indepen
dent variables, say z, from W = W (x, y, z). Then the constraint equation would be 
explicitly satisfied and we may proceed to determine its extremum points. In practice 
this elimination may be very cumbersome and sometimes impossible. Further the 
elimination of one independent variable renders the relation between the dependent 
variable and the remaining independent variables somewhat artificial. 

Now for the extremum points of W we require that 

dW = aw dx + aw dy + aw dz = O ax ay az 
Aiso by the nature of the constraint equation (A.IO.2) we have 

d«l> = ~ dx + ~ dy + a«l> dz = O ax ay az 

(A. 10.3) 

(A. 10.4) 

If no constraints were present we would consider dx, dy and dz as arbitrary and 
independent and we would equate their coefficients to zero. However in the presence 
of constraints we are unable to do so since dx, dy and dz are no longer independent. 
The relation amongst these increments is provided by equation (A.1O.4). In contrast to 
the relation amongst x,y, and z, which may be very complicated, we note that the 
relation amongst dx, dy, dz is linear. As such one of the increments in equation 
(A.1O.3) can be readily eliminated via equation (A. 10.4). Thus we may write, for 
example 

~dx + ~dy ax ay 
~ 

dz = (A.IO.5) 

az 
Substituting this into equation (A.1O.3) we obtain 

dW = (W'x - w'z «I>,x /«I>,z)dx + (W,y - w'z «I>,y /«I>,z )dy = O (A.1O.6) 

ao 
where ()'x = ax etc. 

Having explicitly satisfied the constraint amongst the increments we may now consider 
dx and dy as independent and arbitrary. Thus the extremum conditions of 
W = W (x, y , z), in the presence of constraint «I>(x, y, z) = O, are 

W'x - w'z «I>'x/«I>,z = O W'y - W,z«l>,y/«I>,z = O (A. 10.7) 

It is worth emphasizing that while the elimination of dz was easily accomplished, 
z itself remains in equations (A.1O.7). Thus these two equations have three unknowns 
and they must be solved simultaneously with the constraint equation (A.1O.2). Finally 
we point out that we could equally well have eliminated dx or dy instead of dz and 
while then the formal appearance of equations (A.IO.7) would be different, the solution 
of these equations, along with the constraint equation, would yield the same extremum 
points. 
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Example A. 10. 1 

Find the rectangular paraUepiped of maximum volume V which tits inside a sphere of radius R . 

Taking the origin of the axes at the centre of the sphere we have that 

W=V=8xyz 

while the consttaint equation is 

, = x2 + y2 + z2 _ R 2 = O 

For extremum volume we have 

V'y - V,. "y/',. = O 

and ~x,y,z) = O 

In the present problem, these conditions take the following forms 

8 y z - 8 xlylz = O 

8 x z - 8 xy2/z = O 

and 

From equation (e) z2 = x 2 

From equation (f) z2 = y2 

assuming y "# O 

assuming x"# O 

Substituting into equation (g) we tind z = ± R If!,. Hence the maximum volume is 

V = _8_ R 3 
3...[3 

and the minimum volume, by the way, from equations (e) and (O with x = y = O, is 

V = O 

Lagrange Multipliers 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(O 
(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(k) 

For the extremization of functions, subject to constraints, Lagrange put forward a 
scheme which at first sight appears to complicate the problem but which usually sys
tematizes the manipulations enough to bring about a substantial net gain. 

Consider equations (A.I0.3) and (A.lOA) again and let us multiply the latter by a 
parameter Â" referred to as the Lagrange multiplier, and add it to the forrner. The 
equations to be satisfied are then 

dW + Â.d ep = (W'x + Â,ep,x)dx + (W,y + Â.cjI'y )dy + (W,z + Â,ep'z )dz = O 

dep = ep'x dx + ep'y dy + ep'z dz = O 

Since in effect we have added zero to dW, we have Dot changed the problem. Now 
proceeding as we did in the previous section, we obtain the extremum conditions as 

(W'x + Â.cjI'x) - (W'z + Â,ep'z )ep'x /ep'z = O (A. 10.8) 

(W'y + Â.cjI'y) - (W, z + Â-ep,z )ep'y /ep'z = O (A. 10.9) 
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We have not so far specified the parameter 1... Now suppose we choose 1.. such that 

W,z + ~'z = O 

Then the above extremum conditions simplify to 

W'x + Â.q,'x = O 

W'y + ~,y = O 

(A. 10.10) 

(A. 10.11) 

(A. 10.12) 

The systematic form of equations (A.lO.lO), (A. 10. 11) and (A. 10. 12) is quite remark
able since the underlying reason for the first is quite different from that of the last two. 
For the extremum conditions we must now solve these three equations. However now 
1.. has joined the rank of the unknowns. The fourth equation which must be solved 
along with the above three is clearly the constraint equation. We note then that 1.. is 
obtained only at the solution along with the specific values of x, y, and z. As such 1.. 
is a constant. 

The above procedure increases the number of unknowns but it also enables one to 
view the entire problem in a new light. On examination of equations (A. 10. 10), 
(A.lO.11), (A. 10. 12) and the constraint equation (A.lO.2) it is apparent that these equa
tions can be derived directly as the extremum conditions of a new function F, defined 
as, 

F (x , Y , z, 1..) = W (x, y, z) + ~(x, y, z) (A. 10.13) 

Treating 1.. as a new independent variable we obtain the extremum conditions for F, in 
the absence of any constraints, as follows 

aF 
O W'x + Â.q,'x O (A. 10. 14a) = ~ = ax 

aF 
O W'y + Â.q,'y O (A. 10. 14b) = ~ = ay 

oF 
O W'Z + ~'z O (A.lO.I4c) = ~ = 

oz 
oF O q,(x,y, z) = O (A.lO.l4d) = ~ 
oI.. 

From the above equations it is apparent that 1.. cannot be zero unless the constraint is 
inactive. Therefore instead of F we can equally well search for the extremum condi
tions of 

f = 1..* W + q, (A.I0.lS) 

in which case 1..* = 111... 
The procedure we have outlined is readily generalized for extremization of func

tions subject to more than one constraint. Thus for a function of n variable such as 
W (q l' q 2' . .. qn) which is subject to m constraints (m < n), of the form 
q,j (q 10 q 2, . .. qn) = O, with i = 1, 2 ... m , we first form a new function 

F(ql' q2' ... qn' 1..1, 1..2, ..• Â.m) = W + Â.j q,j (A. 10.16) 

and then seek the extremum conditions of F in the absence of any constraints. The n 
equations of the form oF /oqn = O and the m constraint equations are then sufficient 
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for the determination of the n variables. and the m Lagrange multipliers 'Ai' 

Example A.lO.2 

Detennine the volume of the largest rectangular parallepiped that will fit inside an ellipsoid. 

Taking the origin at the centre of the ellipsoid we require to extremize the volume V, given 

by 

W=V=8xyz (a) 

and the constraint is 

x2 v2 z2 
~ = a2 + /;2 + ~ - 1 o (b) 

We now fonn the new function 

F = 8xyz + 1.( ~ + L + z2 - 1) 
a2 b 2 ~ 

(c) 

and obtain the necessary conditions for its extremum values as 

dF 8 y z 
2A. 

O (d) ax + -x 
a2 

dF 8 x z 
2A. 

O (e) 
dy 

+ -y 
b2 

dF 
8x y 

2A. 
O (f) + -z 

dz e2 

dF x 2 L z2 
O (g) 

~ 
+ +--1= 

dA. b 2 e2 

multiplying the fust equation by x, the second one by y and the last one by z, and adding them, 

we obtain 
x 2 y2 z2 

3V + 21.(- + - + -) = O 
a2 b 2 e 2 

(h) 

which in view of the constraint equation (g) may be written as 

3V + 2A. = O or A. = _ 3V 
2 

(i) 

Substituting this value into equation (d) and multiplying the result by x we obtain 

or x = a/f3 (j) 

Similarly we obtain 

y b/{J z = e/{J (le) 

Hence the required volume is 

8 
V = -- abc 

3..)3 
(1) 
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Example A.I0.3 

As an example of a problem which involves more than one constraint consider the following. Let 
us detennine the maximum and minimum distances from the origin to the curve defined by the 

2 2 2 
intersection of the ellipsoid ~ + f +; = 1 and the plane: = x + y. 

In this case the quantity to be extremized is given by W = S2 = x2 + y2 + :2 and the 
constraints c111 = O and cII2 = O are the equations of the ellipsoid and the plane. The intersection 
curve is clearly an ellipse and we can detennine its equation by substituting frorn the second con
straint equation into the first. In that way the number of constraint equations would reduce to 
one. However let us retain the two constraints and define a new function F , as 

x2 r :2 
F = x2 + y2 + :2 + ),k'4 + 5 + 25 - 1) + ~(x + y - :) (a) 

The necessary conditions for an extremum of F are 

oF AIX 
+ ~ = O 

2~ 
(b) ax 2x +- or x = -

AI + 4 2 

oF 2AlY 
+ ~ = O 

5~ 
(c) - = 2y + -- or Y 2AI + 10 Oy 5 

oF = 2z 2AI: 
- ~ = O 

25~ 
(d) a: + 25 Of : = 

2AI + 50 

Substituting these values of x, y. and : into the second constraint equation and dividing through 
by~. we find 

2 5 25 O 
AI + 4 + 2AI + 10 + 2AI + 50 = 

(e) 

or 

2(2Â,1 + 1O)(2Â,1 + 50) + 5(Â,1 + 4)(2Â,1 + 50) + 25(Â,1 + 4)(2Â,1 + 10) O 

This equation simplifies to 

I7i..? + 245 AI + 750 = O or (AI + 1O)(17i..1 + 75) O (f) 

from which we obtain the mots AI = - 10 or AI = -
75 (g.h) 
17 

Using the fust root in equations (b). (c) and (d) we obtain 

x = l-~ y = l-~ 
3 2 

: = (ij,k) 

Substituting these values into the first constraint equation we find 

;.J ;.J ;.J 
36+20+36=1 O) 

from which 

~ = ± 6.J57I9 (m) 

Use of this value of ~ in the expressions (ij,k) for x, y, and : yields 

x = ± 2"5/19 Y = ± 3"5/19 and : = ± 5"5119 

Therefore the value of S2 = x2 + y2 + :2 = (20 + 45 + 125)/19 

the second mot of AI and proceed in like-manner we find 

(n,o,p) 

10. If we employ 



x = ± 40/;1646 y = ± 35/;1646 z = ± 5/;1646 

The value of 8 2 in this case is (1600 + 1225 + 25)/646 = 75/17 

Thus the required maximum value is 10 and the minimum value is 75/17. 

Algebraic and Differential Equation Constraints 

In the functional 
b 

/ = f F(x, u, v, w, u', v', w) dx 
a 
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(q,r,s) 

(A.1O.1?) 

let U, v and w be related through a constraint equation which for generality includes 
the derivatives of u, v and w as well, i.e. 

G(x,u,v,w,u',v',w) = O 

We will as usual write some varied functions as follows 

(A.10.18) 

u = Uo + Ou v = Vo + ov w = W o + ow 

where uo ' vo ' and Wo form the required solution. 

The first variation of / can now be evaluated and expressed as 

b {dF dF, dF dF, dF 
0/ = f -ou + -ou + -ov + -ov + -ow + 

a dU dU' dV av' dW 
dF OW'}dx 
dW' 

(A. 10.19) 

As yet, the varied functions have not been restricted in any way and hence they will 
bring about a change in the value of G. By constraining this change to zero we can 
ensure that the varied functions will satisfy the constraint equation G = O. Thus we 
impose the condition that 

oG = ~~ ou + ~~ ov ~~ ow + :~ 00' + :3 ov' + ~, ow' = O (A. 10.20) 

It is worth noting that while X may appear in G in explicit form, its associated incre
ment does not arise in Ba since the independent variable is not varied. 

Equation (A.1O.20) provides the required relation amongst the variations. We 
will again use the Lagrange multiplier method. This time however, we will integrate 
the product Â. Ba from x = a to x = b and then add it to o /. Since oG van
ishes at every point x, this addition will not affect the value of 0/. Also the vanishing 
of oG at every point x implies that at each such point the Lagrange multiplier may 
have a different value, i.e. now the Lagrange multiplier may be a function of x. The 
modified first variation of / can thus be written as 
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O[ = j {[ aF + Â aG lOU + [ aF + Â aG lOV + [ aF + Â aG 1 Ow + 
a aU au av av aw aw 

[ aF + Â aG 1 Ou' + [ aF + Â aG 1 ov' + [ aF + Â aG 1 ow' L~ 
au' au' av' av' aw' aw' r 

(A. 10.21) 

As usual the tenns that involve derivatives of variations can now be integrated and 
finally for extremum conditions the coefficients of variations Ou, and ov, and ow can 
be equated to zero. It is apparent that the net effect is equivalent to the extremization 
of a modified functional whose integrand is given by H = F + ÂG. If we have k 
constraints, then H can be written as H = F + Âj Gj (i = 1,2, ... k). 

In the present case Â(x) may be treated as an extra function to be varied indepen
dent1y. The associated Euler-Lagrange equation will then emerge as the equation of 
constraint. 

Example A.lOA 

As an illustration consider the functional 
b 

/ = fF(x,y,y',y')dx 
a 

We may replace this functional by 
b 

/1 = fF(x,y,z,z)dx 
a 

subject to the constraint G = Y - z = O. Thus we now form the modified integrand 

H(x,y,y',z,z','J...) = F(x,y,z,z) + 'J...(y' - z) 

and obtain its Euler-Lagrange equations as follows: 

For ","'. iJH -.!L iJH = O ~ 
UJ iJy dx iJy' 

az: iJH -.!L iJH = O 
iJz dx iJz' 

a'J...: iJH -.!L iJH = O 
af - dx iJ'J...' 

From equation (f) we have 'J... = iJF -
iJz 

Substitution into equation (e) yields 

d iJF 
dx iJz' 

iJF _ -.!L'J... = O 
iJy dx 
iJF _ 'J... _ -.!L iJF 
iJz dx iJz' 

y' - z = O 

iJF _ -.!L [iJF _ 
iJy dx iJz 

-.!L iJF] = O 
dx iJz' 

Now, eliminating z via equation (g) we obtain 

iJF _ -.!L [ iJF ] + .!f...- [~] 
iJy dx iJy' dx 2 iJy" 

O 

O 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 
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Before leaving this example it should be noted that the presence of i and z' in H gives 
rise to the following boundary tenns 

iJH IX=b ;).,' ay 
UJ x=a 

o 

IX=b 
iJ~az 
iJz x=a 

o 

Hence, at a and b we require that either ay = O and az = ay' = O (imposed boundary condi

tions) or that iJ~ = A. = O and iJ~ = iJ~, = O (natural boundary conditions). Clearly, if 1 
()y iJz ()y 

is extremized direct1y, the same conditions will be obtained. 

Problems 

A.IO.l U se the Lagrange multiplier method and find the rectangular parallelepiped of 
maximum volume which fits inside a sphere of radius R . 

A.1O.2 Use (a) the Lagrange multiplier method to fit the largest rectangle into an 
ellipse. (b) What is the area of the rectangle, if the ellipses' semi-major axis is 
4 m, and its eccentricity is 0.51 

A.1O.3 Determine the maximum and minimum distances from the coordinate origin to 
the curve defined by the intersection of the ellipsoid 

x2 y2 z2 
+-+-=1 

22 32 32 

and the plane 

z = x 

Aiso make a sketch. 

A. 10.4 The end points of a cable of length L = 6 m are fastened to the points 
x = O, Y = O and x = 1 m, y = O of an xy coordinate system. Deter
mine the shape of the curve assumed by the cable, if the area between cable 
and x -axis is to be a maximum. 

A. 10.5 Let an area under a curve and above the x -axis be of a constant value J = A. 
Determine the shape and length 1 = L of the minimum perimeter curve 
enclosing the area. 

A.ll Variable End Points 

Until now we have considered functionals with fixed end points. Thus in the simple 
functional 

b 

1 = J F (x, y, y') dx (A.IU) 
a 

we have required that at the ends x = a and x = b the values of y be 
prescribed. We now relax this restriction and consider two generalizations. In the fust 
we allow y to vary while x, at the ends, is retained at a and b. In the second 
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generalization we allow the end values of y and of x to vary. 
In the first case we compare admissible functions with end points on the 

Iines x = a and x = b, as illustrated in Figure A.9. Extremization of 1 is carried 
out as before and we find the first variation as 

y 

oy(x) 

oy(a) 

x 

o x=a x=b 

Figure A.9. Variations of y(x) at end points 

Jb [ aF aF 'J BI = a By + -, By dx 
a Y ay 

(A.Il.2) 

On integrating the second tenn of the integrand we may write 

OI = Jb [aF _ !!:..- a~ ]BY dx + a~ By 
a ay dx ay ay 

x=a 

(A.Il.3) 
x=b 

In this case By does not vanish at the end points and hence for BI to vanish, we must 
have 

d aF --
dx ay' = O (A. 11 A) 

in the domain and 

(A.Il.5) 

at the end points x = a and x = b. This last condition is referred to as the natural -
as against imposed - boundary condition. Clearly it is also possible to have an 
imposed boundary condition at one end and a natural boundary condition at the other. 
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Example A.lI.I 

Let us consider the brachystochrone problem again. This time we will seek the curve of the 
quickest descend from the origin (0,0) to any point on the vertical line x = b. 

As shown earlier the required functional is given by 
b 

t = _1_ [ VI + z'2 dx 

The integrand is 

-.f2i fi 

F - ~ 
- fi 

(a) 

(b) 

The Euler-Lagrange equation and its solution in the form of a cycloid is as derived earlier in Sec
tion A.6. The solution that satisfies the imposed boundary condition at the origin (0,0) is given 
by 

x = R(a - sin a) and z = R(I - cos a) (c) 

To determine R we invoke the natural boundary condition at x = b, i.e. 

oF z = O 
oz' = fi VI + z '2 

(d) 

It is evident then that at this end z· = O, i.e. the solution cuts the line x 
Now since 

b at right angles. 

z 
ozloa 
oxlOa 

sin a --'---'--- = O 
- cos a 

(e) 

we note that at this end a = x. Further, from the parametric equation for x we find that 
R = b Ix. Hence the required curve is 

x = !!.. (a - sin a) 
x 

Consider next the general variation of 

and z 

1 = J F(x,y,y')dx 
x. 

!!.. (l - cos a) 
x 

(f) 

wherein the end points of the functions competing in the extremization of 1 are 
allowed to move in an arbitrary way. In this case the extremizing solution yo(x), and 
an admissible function y (x) will be generally defined on different intervals. In order 
that we may compare these functions we have to consider a large enough interval that 
contains both Yo (x) and y (x ). This can be done by drawing tangents to the curves at 
their end points as shown in Figure A.IO. Now let us denote the difference between 
yo(x) and y(x) as 

Sy(x) = y(x) - yo(x) (A.II.6) 

However, in this case it should be noted that in view of the difference in the intervals 
of y(x) and yo(x), the total difference between y(x) and yo(x), which we denote by 
~y (x) is not equal to Sy (x), see Figure A. 10. 
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x 

Figure A.lO. General variations at end point 

The variation of 1 may now be computed as follows 
Xb + Oxb Xb 

1 - 10 = J F(x,yo + et,y; + et')dx - J F(x,yo'y;)dx 
~+~ ~ 
Xb 

J {F(x, Yo 
, 

= + et, Yo + et) - F(x,y,y;)} dx (A.l1.7) 
x. 

Xb + Oxb x. + Ox. 

J F(x, Yo 
, 

+ et) dx J F(x, Yo 
, 

+ et) dx + + et, Yo - + et, Yo 
Xb x. 

By expanding into Taylor series and retaining terms of the first order of smallness 
only, we obtain 

= ~ [ 1 i)F i)F, J a-et+-,et dx 
x y i)y . 

+ F(x,y,y) Ix:;x Oxb - F(x,y,y) 1_ Oxa b X-Xo 
(A.11.8) 

On integrating the second term of the integrand we may write 

M = 7 [~F - ! i)~ 1 et dx + F IX:;Xb Oxb 
x. Y i)y 

+ :; 5y Ix~. - F Ix",- fu. - ;; 5y 1.=_ (A. 11.9) 
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Now from Figure A,10 it is evident that for a small fua we can write 

By I ::: /l.ya - y'(xa + fua) fua (A.I1.10) 
x=x. 

But y'(xa + fua) fua differs from y'(xa)fua by second order quantities only, so that 
we may write equation (A.IUO) as 

et I ::: AYa - y' (xa )fua (A,Il.1la) 
X~. 

and similarly 

et (A.Il.1lb) 

Hence the variation of 1 may be expres sed as 

AI = j [al' _ .iL al' 1 S dx + aF AYb [ aF 'j fub 
x. ()y dx ay' ~ ay' 

X~b 

+ F - ay'Y 
X~b 

aF 
AYa [ aF 'j - F - -, Y fua 

ay' X~. ay X~. 

or more compactly as 
Xb 

M = 1 [ ~ - ! :; 1 ~y dx + :; Ay /::: + [F - :; y,] ax 1::: 
(A.Il.12) 

This is the basic formula for the general variation of 1 as defined in equation 
(A, 1 1.5). H the end points of the admissible functions are constrained tO lie on the 
straight lines X = a , x =b, i.e. they are coterminal in x as in the simple variable end 
point problem considered earlier, then fua = fub = O, while in the case of the fixed 
end point problem fua = fub = O and BYa = BYb = O. It is also possible for the 
admissible functions to be coterminal in y, in which case AYa = AYb = O. 

Above result can be readily extended for functionals of the form 

(A,1l.13) 
X. 

In this case we obtain the following extremizing conditions: 

aF _ .!!.... aF = O in the domain 
aYi dx ay/ 

(A,1l.14) 

and the boundary conditions 

aF = O for an arbitrary AYi (A.IU5) 
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, oF 
F - Yi -;--;- = O 

dYi 
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Appendix B 

DEVELOPMENTS IN MECHANICS - SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Aristotle (384-322 BC) 
Aristotle was a prolific writer 

producing major works on philosophy 
(logic and metaphysics), astronomy, 
natural history, politics, biology and 
physics. His teachings became the most 
influenti al of alI the works of the early 
Greeks. 

Aristotle believed that alI things on 
or near the earth were formed from four 
fundamental elements: Earth, Air, Fire 
and Water. Each of these elements was 
thought to have a "natural place". Earth 
itself occupied the central place and was 
considered to be in the centre of the 
entire universe. Water was next, then Air. 
Fire which seemed to have the ability to 
rise through Air, was accorded the 
highest place. 

In this scheme of things objects 
would move to their "natural places" - a 
rock would falI to the Earth, even if it had 
to pass through Air and Water to get there. 
When water boiled, the element Water would be joined by the element Fire, 
whose higher natural place would cause the mixture to rise, as steam. 

According to Aristotle the stars, planets and other heavenly bodies 
differed fundamentalIy in composition and behaviour from objects on or near 
the earth. The heavenly bodies were considered to be in their natural places, 
not striving to get nearer or farther from the earth, that is, they moved in 
perfect circles around the centre of the uni verse (earth) . The motions of 
celestial objects then , were regarded as folIowing laws quite different from 
those of the terrestrial bodies. 

According to Aristotle, alI motions in the physical world occurred in 
order to preserve the general order of the uni verse. It was more important 
that the explanation of a particular event should fit into a qualitative 
philosophical-theological pattern of the time than it was to be quantitatively 
accurate. Thus it was believed that objects fell at constant speed and that the 
larger the mass the faster the falI of the object. Aristotle's theory presupposed 
that alI motions occurred in order to achieve some purpose, to satisfy some 
pre-ordained goal. This view was naturalIy acceptable to the medieval Church 
and was one of the reasons why Aristotelian physics was adopted with such a 
sense of certainty by the Church. 

It was not until the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries that the laws of 
motion began to be better understood. However, the early Greeks had 
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discovered the law of the lever and Archimedes (287-212 BC) used this law to 
invent ingenious war machines during the siege of his city, Syracuse, by the 
Romans. Archimedes also used the principle of the lever to determine the 
centre of gravity of planar bodies. 

AristotIe expressed the law of the lever as: forces balance each other if 
they are inversely proportional to their velocities . Here we see a veiled 
application of the principle of virtual work. Virtual velocities instead of 
virtual displacement were widely used up to the 19th century. The same 
principle, in another formulation, "what is gained in forces, is lost in 
velocities", was used by Simon Stevin (1548-1620) in deducing the equilibrium 
of pulIey systems. 

Galilei (1564-1642) 
Galileo Galilei intended to take a 

degree in medicine but a taste for Euclid 
and Archimedes led him instead to become 
a professor of mathematics, first at Pisa 
and later at Padua. 

Galileo discovered the law of the 
pendulum and proved the uniform 
acceleration of aII bodies falIing to earth. 
He also made significant contributions to 
astronomy and strength of materials. 
Above aII, he discovered the laws of motion 
though he was not able to formulate them 
quantitatively. It is of interest that in 
Galileo's time two of the conics, which had 
been studies 2000 years earlier, found 
applications: the parabola in trajectory of 
projectiles and the elIipse in the motion of 
heavenly bodies. 

In 1632 Galileo discussed the merits 
of the Copernican and Ptolemaic views of 
the uni verse, in his book the "Two Chief 
World Systems" . The text is written as a 
dialogue between three people - Salviati (a scientifically informed scholar), 
Sagredo (an intelligent layman) and Simplicio (an Aristotelian). Galileo left 
no doubts about where his preferences lay. For his views, which were in 
discord with the official views of the Church, Galileo, at the age of 73, was 
imprisoned for life. Later the sentence was commuted and he died, a blind and 
broken man, in 1642. 

Although the principle of virtual work or virtual power had been used 
by others, Galileo pointed out that it is the component of the velocity in the 
direction of the force which must be used in this principle. He applied the 
principal of virtual power to the equilibrium of a body on an inclined plane 
and found that his principle yielded the same result as given by Stevin, based 
on the energy principle. 



Newton (1642-1744) 
Isaac Newton was born on the 

Christmas day of 1642, the year that Galileo 
died. It seems almost as if nature had 
ordained a continuity in the lives of 
Galileo and Newton so that her secrets 
could be brought to light without loss of 
knowledge. Newton enrolled at Trinity 
College of Cambridge University in 1661. 
Chemistry was his first interest and he 
kept this interest throughout his life. 
However, he studied Euc1id and became 
familiar with the works of Galileo, Fermat 
and Huygens . It is therefore not 
surprising that Newton later wrote to 
Hooke "if I have seen farther than 
Descartes it is because I have stood on the 
shoulders of giants". At Cambridge Newton 
took lectures from Isaac Barrow (1630-
1677), the Lucasion professor of 
mathematics, and in 1669 he succeeded 
Barrow . 

Immediately after earning his B.A. 
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degree Newton returned home since Trinity College was c10sed due to the 
plague. During this period he made four of his major discoveries; the binomial 
theorem, the differential calculus, the law of gravitation and the nature of 
colours in light. 

Newton had so generalized and unified Galileo's ideas on motion that 
ever since we refer to this formulation as Newton's laws of motion. That the 
laws of mechanics apply to the motions of heavenly bodies as well as those of 
terrestrial objects was an important new idea proposed by Newton. At the time 
Johannes Kepler (1571-1642) had discovered three empiric al laws from Tycho 
Brahe's (1546-1601) extensive astronomical observations. These laws indicated 
to Newton that the attraction between two bodies may be inversely 
proportional to the distance between the bodies. In 1666, when he made a 
calculation to check his guess for the moon/earth attraction, his knowledge of 
earth's radius was imperfect and he found his predication in error by about 12 
percent. It was not until 1679, when he learnt of Picard's new measurement of 
the radius of the earth , that he was able to verify his hypothesis. From then 
on Newton readily developed his law of universal gravitation, namely F = 
G m am b/r2 where ma and m bare the masses of the two attracting bodies and r 
is their distance apart, and G is the gravitational constant. 

An interesting application of Newton's theory of gravity occurred when 
a small discrepancy between the ca\culated and observed orbits of the planet 
Uranus was noted. It appeared that the sum of the forces on Uranus did not 
equal its mass times acceleration unless there was another force on the planet 
that was not inc1uded in the calculation. Assuming that this force was exerted 
by yet unobserved planet, J.E. Adams (1819-1892) and J.J. Leverrier (1811-1877) 
independently ca\culated where this unknown planet must be in order to 
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account for the discrepancy. Pointing their telescopes in the predicted 
direction, astronomers found the planet we now caII Neptune. 

It is likely that Newton used calculus to solve his dynamical problems. 
However since the scientific community at that time was not familiar with 
calculus, Newton translated aII of his proofs into the language of geometry. 

Over a disagreement with Robert Hooke (1635-1703, inventor of Hooke's 
joint, designer of telescopes, discoverer of force-deformation relations for 
solid materials), concerned with Newton's work on colours of light, Newton 
had decided not to publish his discoveries . It was only due to the insistence of 
Edmond Halley (1656-1742, discoverer of the cornet named after him) and at 
Halley's expense that Newton's "Principia" (Philosophiae naturalis principia 
mathematica), was first published in 1687. 

Another disagreement concerned with the discovery of the calculus led 
to a bitter quarrel between Newton and G.W. Leibniz (1646-1716) . In the first 
edition of the Principia Newton admitted that Leibniz was in possession of a 
similar method but in the third edition, in 1726, reference to Leibniz was 
dropped. It is now acknowledged that Leibniz and Newton discovered calculus 
independently. Leibniz' discovery predated Newton's by about ten years . 
Another controversy, this time involving Huygens, centred around the nature 
and propagation of light. Newton favoured the corpuscular theory while 
Huygens advanced the wave theory. 

Later in life Newton was appointed the warden and subsequently the 
master of the Royal Mint. He died on March 20, 1727, and is buried in 
Westminister Abbey, a place that had of ten been refused to the highest 
nobility. 

Euler (1707-1783) 
Leonhard Euler, the great 

mathematician from Switzerland, was born 
in Basel on April 15, 1707. His father was a 
clergyman who had hoped that his son 
would enter the ministry. At Basel 
University , Euler studied theology, 
astronomy, physics, oriental languages 
and mathematics. In mathematics he was 
sufficiently advanced to attract the 
attention of Johann Bernoulli (1667-1748) 
who generously gave young Euler one 
private lesson per week. Soon his diligence 
and marked abilities were noticed by 
Johann's sons, Daniel and Nikolaus 
Bernoulli, who became Euler's friends. At 
the age of seventeen Euler earned his 
master's degree and was much encouraged 
by the Bernoullis to concentrate on his 
studies in mathematics . In 1727 Euler 
leamt of an opening in medicine in the St. 
Petersburg Academy where the young 
Bernoullis had gone as professors of 
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mathematics. This important institution had been established only a few years 
earlier by Catherine 1, along lines laid down by her late husband, Peter the 
Great, with the advice of Leibniz. On the very day that Euler arrived in Russia, 
Catherine died and the fledgling academy very nearly collapsed because the 
new rulers showed little sympathy for learned foreigners. However, the 
academy survived and in 1730 Euler found himself in the chair of natural 
philosophy rather than in the medical section. Nikolaus Bernoulli had died, 
drowning, the year before, and in 1733 Daniel Bernoulli left Russia to occupy 
the chair of mathematics at Basel, whereupon Euler, at the age of twenty-six, 
became the academy's chief mathematician. 

One of the most important works of this period were Euler's treatises on 
mechanics. Euler did for mechanics what Rene Descartes (1596-1650) had done 
for geometry, that is he freed it from the shackles of synthetic demonstration 
and made it analytical. For the first time the full power of the calculus was 
directed towards mechanics and the modern era in that basic science began. 
In particular Euler made very significant contributions to problems of rigid 
body dynamics. He also devised approximate methods for the solution of the 
three body problem (earth, moon, sun) governed by Newton's gravitational 
law. This problem had important applications in navigation problems. During 
this period Euler began to Iose the sight in his right eye. 

In 1740 Euler was glad to accept an invitation from Frederick the Great 
to join the Berlin Academy. Over the next twenty-four years at Frederick's 
court Euler worked on many practical problems ranging from coinage, water 
conduits, navigation, canals and pension systems. At Frederick's court he was 
not entirely happy. Frederick preferred scholars who scintillated as did 
Voltaire. Consequently in 1766 at the age of fifty-nine Euler pulled up his 
stakes and once again migrated back to St. Petersburg, where he was cordialIy 
received by Catherine the Great. Soon after he lost the sight in his other eye 
and became totally blind. Even this tragedy did not abate the flow of his 
research and publications. He trained himself to write on a slate and his son 
transcribed his writings for purposes of publication. 

Euler is considered the most prolific mathematician in history. He 
published a total of 886 books and mathematical memoirs and his output 
averaged 800 printed pages per year. For almost half a century after his death, 
works by Euler continued to appear in the publications of the St. Petersburg 
Academy. He contributed to many branches of mathematics and he co-founded 
(with Lagrange) the calculus of variations. He also wrote in notations we use 
today, he was the most successful notation-builder of alI times. The symbols e, 
1C, i, 1: and I( x) were alI introduced by Euler. 

AlI his life Euler had been blessed with an astonishing ability to do 
mental calculations, and with a phenomenal memory. AlI the leading formulas 
of the whole range of mathematics, as it existed in his day, were accurately 
stowed away in his memory. He was also able to work anywhere under any 
condition. He was very fond of children (he had thirteen of his own, alI but 
five of whom died very young) and would write his papers with a child on his 
lap while other children would play around him. 
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D'Alembert (1717-1783) 
Jean le Rond D'Alembert was an 

illegitimate child and as a new-born he 
was left on the steps of the church of St. 
Jean Baptiste Le Rond, near Notre Dame de 
Paris. His mother was sister of a cardinal 
and an aristocrat. His father was an 
artillery general. D' Alembert was brought 
up by the wife of a glazier and in later 
years when he became a celebrated 
mathematician he rejected the overtures 
of his own mother preferring to be 
recognised as the son of his impoverished 
foster parents. 

Like Euler and the Bernoullis, 
D'Alembert was broadly educated in law, 
medicine, science and mathematics. One of 
his early accomplishments was his 
collaboration with Denis Diderot (1713-
1784) in preparing a twenty-eight volume 
encyclopedia on science, arts and the 
professions. D'Alembert wrote much of the 
material on science and mathematics. His 
writings showed strong tendencies towards learning free of the church 
doctrine. As a result he was attacked by the Jesuits who nicknamed him the 
"fox of the encyclopedia". D'Alembert was influential in the expulsion of the 
Jesuit order from France. Aiso as a result of his activities, and of his 
friendship with Voltaire and others among the "philosophers", D'Alembert was 
one of those who paved the way for the French Revolution. 

At an early age of twenty-four D'Alembert was elected secretary of the 
Academy of Sciences and later he became its perpetual secretary. In this role 
he became the most influenti al scientist of his time in France. Towards the 
c\ose of Euler's residency in Berlin, Frederick the Great invited D'Alembert to 
head the Prussian Academy . D'Alembert declined the offer arguing that it 
would be inappropriate to place any contemporary in a position of academic 
superiority over the great Euler. D'Alembert was also invited by Catherine the 
Great of Russia to serve as an instructor to her own son. This offer too was 
declined. 

Amongst D'Alembert's early discoveries was the logarithm of negative 
numbers. Before D'Alembert mathematicians had believed that logarithm of 
positive and negative numbers were equal. Euler and D'Alembert showed that 
logarithms of negative numbers were complex numbers. 

D' Alembert made substantial contributions to the c\arifications and 
rigorous definitions of derivatives in ca1culus. He viewed derivatives as the 
limits of the ratio of the finite differences of two variables. This was in 
opposition to views held by Leibniz, Euler and most mathematicians of the 
time. D'Alembert's ideas on Iimits are prevalent in calculus, as taught today . 
D'Alembert also made major contributions to dynamics and hydrodynamics. 
Through a concept of "lost motions" he reduced the problem of analysing 
motion to a problem of equilibrium, via the principle of virtual work. He also 
contributed to the theory of probability and its applications to life expectancy, 



annuities, lotteries and other social sciences. 

Lagrange (1736-1813) 
Joseph Louis Lagrange was born in 

Turin of Italian-French ancestry. His 
parents were wealthy but the father was 
an incorrigible speculator and by the time 
his son was ready to inherit the family 
fortune there was nothing worth 
inheriting. In later life Lagrange looked 
back on this disaster as the luckiest thing 
that had happened to him -"If I had 
inherited a fortune I should probably not 
have cast my lot with mathematics". 

At school Lagrange was first 
interested in the classics and it was more 
or less an accident that he developed a 
passion for mathematics. An essay by 
Halley extolling the superiority of the 
calculus over the synthetic geometrical 
methods of the Greeks fell into young 
Lagrange's hands. He was captivated and 
converted. 

At the age of nineteen Lagrange 
became the professor of mathematics in 
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the artillery school of Turin. In this period he made his contributions to the 
calculus of variations. Soon after Euler's memoir on this subject, in 1755, 
Lagrange wrote to Euler about the general methods that he had developed for 
handling extremals of functionals. In these methods he introduced the notion 
of variations of functions and employed the symbol 8 for variations. The 
result was Lagrange's purely analytical calculus of variations . Euler 
generously held up publication of some related works of his own in order that 
the younger man should receive full credit for the newer methods which 
Euler regarded as superior. 

When in 1766 Euler was to leave Berlin for St. Petersburg, he and 
D'Alembert advised Frederick the Great to invite Lagrange as Euler's successor 
at the Berlin Academy. In his invitation Frederick the Great stated, in his 
customary modest manner "it is necessary that the greatest geometer of Europe 
should li ve near the greatest king". Lagrange stayed in Berlin until the death 
of Frederick the Great (1786), after which he went to Paris . Three years 
thereafter the French revolution started. In this period Lagrange assisted in 
the reforming of weights and measures and later he became professor, first at 
the Ecole Normale then at the Ecole Polytechnique. 

Lagrange's "Mechanique analytique" is perhaps his most valuable book. 
In this book which appeared in 1788, some one hundred years after Newton's 
"Principia", the full power of the newly developed analysis was applied to the 
mechanics of particles and rigid bodies. It was by means of the of variations 
that Lagrange unified the science of mechanics and as Hamilton said, made of 
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it "a kind of scientific poem". 
Notable amongst his other contributions are Lagrange's works on 

minimum and maximum problems subject to some constraints. Lagrange 
introduced the multipliers which now bear his name. They provide an elegant 
and symmetric algorithm. Re also developed the method of variation of 
parameters for non-homogeneous linear differential equations. Other 
contributions were made in number theory and group theory . In dynamics, 
Lagrange made a study of one of the standard problems of his day, the theory 
of the moon . Re also derived the biharmonic differential equation for elastic 
plates. 

Gauss (1777-1855) 
Johann Friedrich Cari Gauss, son of 

a labourer, was born on April 30, 1777, in 
the German city of Brunswick. The Duke 
of Brunswick recognised in young Gauss 
an infant prodigy and took charge of his 
education. From 1795 to 1798 Gauss studied 
in Gottingen and in 1799 he obtained his 
doctorate degree at Relmstedt. From 1807 
until his death in 1855, he worked quietly 
and undisturbed as the director of 
Astronomical Observatory at Gottingen. Re 
never left Germany, not even for a visit. 

Gauss' diaries show that already in 
his seventeenth year he began to make 
startling discoveries . Some of his early 
discoveries appear in his doctoral 
dissertation and in the impressive 
"Disquisitiones arithmeticae" which he 
dedicated to the Duke of Brunswick. The 
dissertation gave the first rigorous proof 
of the so-called fundamental theorem of 
algebra - every algebraic equation of n t h 
degree has n roots. 

In the period 1821-1848 Gauss was scientific advisor to the Ranoverian 
and Danish governments, in an extensive geodesic survey. In this work he 
had to analyse masses of numerical data. Re devised a number of ingenious 
methods for extracting the required information from such data. Amongst 
these methods was the method of least squares (also studied by Legendre and 
Laplace) . The problems of precise survey for portions of the earth surface, led 
Gauss to the study of curved surfaces. The subject had been investigated by 
Euler and Lagrange for certain types of curved surfaces but it remained for 
Gauss to attack the problem in its full generality and from his investigations 
the first period of differential geometry development began. 

In mechanics Gauss was interested in extremal questions . Using ideas 
from D'Alembert and Maupertius, Gauss derived a new extrem al principle of 
mechanics , the principle of least constraint. This principle asserts that any 
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movement of a mechanical system, at an arbitrary moment, is in maximal 
agreement with the free movement; in other words, that minimal constraints 
always prevail. Gauss was much attached to this principle because it 
represented a perfect physical analogy to the method of least squares in the 
adjustment of errors. 

On the first day of 19th century a new planet, Ceres, had been 
discovered but a few weeks later the tiny body was lost to sight. Gauss took up 
the challenge of determining the trajectory of this planet. Using the few 
recorded observations and the method of least squares he found the planet's 
orbit. He devised a scheme which is stil! used to track satellites. 

Like Newton, Gauss was reluctant to publish much of his discoveries. 
His motivation in scientific research was driven by his own curiosity and it 
was a wholly secondary consideration to him whether his discoveries were 
ever published. He did however keep a record of his work in his diaries. Much 
of his discoveries surfaced after Gauss' death, through these diaries. 

Hamilton (1805·1865) 
William Rowan Hamilton was born 

in Dublin, youngest of three brothers and 
one sister. His father, a practising 
attorney, and his mother said to have been 
intellectually gifted, both died while he 
was a boy. An extremely precocious 
youngster, William read Greek, Latin and 
Hebrew by the time he was five. Under the 
tutelage of his uncle James, William 
continued learning other languages. By 
thirteen he was able to brag that he had 
mastered one language for each year he 
had lived (including Persian!). 

Hamilton's redemption from his 
obsession of mastering new languages one 
after the other began when he met the 
American calculating boy Zerah Colbourn 
who was attending school in London. 
Hamilton soon understood Colbourn's 
methods and indeed improved on them. 

By the age of seventeen Hamilton 
had mastered mathematics through to 
integral calculus. He read Newton and Lagrange and soon began to make 
fundamental discoveries in optics. In 1823 he enrolled at Trinity College in 
Dublin and quickly became a celebrity. Some declared that a second Newton 
had arri ved. In his undergraduate career he won numerous prizes and 
obtained the highest honours in both classics and mathematics. The close of 
Hamilton's undergraduate career at Trinity College was even more spectacular 
than its beginning. The Professorship in Astronomy had become vacant and 
several distinguished astronomers including G.B . Airy (1801-1892), of Airy 
stress function fame, who later became Astronomer Royal of England, sent in 
their credentials. After some discussions the Board of Governors pas sed over 
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ali the applicants and unanimously elected Hamilton, then an undergraduate 
of twenty-two, to the position. Having accepted the professorship Hamilton 
resolved not to disappoint the hopes of his enthusiastic electors. Within the 
first year of his appointment Hamilton presented a paper to the Irish Academy 
on a "System of Rays", the great cIassic which does for optics what Lagrange's 
"Mechanique analytique" had done for mechanics , and which, in Hamilton's 
own hands, was to be extended to dynamics, giving that fundamental science 
an entirely new perspective. 

At the age of thirty Hamilton was knighted. At thirty-two he becarile 
the president of the Royal Irish Academy . 

Other significant contributions of Hamilton concerned the development 
of the algebra of quaternions. Quaternions may be regarded as the extension 
of complex numbers, represented by (a + ib), to quadruples such as (a + ib + jc+ 
kd). Hamilton discovered self-consistent algebra of such forms by abandoning 
the commutative law of multiplication. He had worked for over ten years on 
the algebra of n -tuples and the f1ash of inspiration carne when he was 
walking along the Royal Canal in Dublin. He stopped in his walk, and with a 
knife he cut the fundamental formula i 2 = j2 = k 2 = ijk on a stone at Brougham 
Bridge. 

Towards the end of his life, Hamilton was bedevilled by excesses in 
alcohol. The tragedy of a semi-invalid wife also dogged his later years. The 
last honour, bestowed in his deathbed and one which pleased Hamilton agreat 
deal, was his election as the first foreign member of the National Academy of 
Sciences of the United States (founded 1863 during the Civil War). This honour 
was in recognition of Hamilton's works on quaternions. 

Jacobi (1804-1851) 
Cari Gustav Jacob Jacobi, the second 

son of a prosperous banker, secured a good 
education at the University of Berlin, with 
concentration in philology and 
mathematics. Like Gauss, he finally settled 
for the IaUer but unlike Gauss, Jacobi was a 
born teacher and became the most 
inspiring mathematics teacher of his time. 
In 1825 Jacobi received his doctorate after 
which he lectured at the University of 
Berlin on the application of the ca\culus to 
curved surfaces and twisted curves. 

In 1842 Jacobi and F.W. Bessel (1784-
1846) attended the meeting of the British 
Association at Manchester, where Jacobi 
and Hamilton met in person. It was to be 
one of Jacobi's greatest glories to continue 
the work of Hamilton in dynamics and, in a 
sense, to complete what the Irishman had 
abandoned in favour of quaternions. 

In 1848 J acobi entered the arena of 
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politics with disastrous results. Not only was he not elected but he annoyed his 
patron, the King of Prussia, who stopped Jacobi's allowance. Hearing his 
plight, the university of Vienna began angling for him. However, when a 
definite and generous offer was tendered, Alexander von Humboldt talked the 
King around; the allowance was restored and Jacobi stayed in Berlin. 

In his researches Jacobi made very important contributions to the 
theory of elliptic functions and functions of complex variables. He also 
contributed to the theory of determinants and functional determinants, now 
referred to as Jacobians of transformation. In dynamics, Jacobi made the first 
significant advance beyond Lagrange and Hamilton. The celebrated Hamilton
Jacobi equation played an important role in the early days of quantum 
mechanics. 

Jacobi died in his fourty-seventh year from smallpox. 
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